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HEN PRESENT-DAY OBSERVERS look for historical references to tech- 
nological unemployment, Luddism, the protest movement British 

workers mounted during the early nineteenth century’s Industrial Revolution, 
instantly comes to mind. In fact, the term ~~~~~~e has  become s~onymous  for 
a person who destroys,  fears, or just dislikes  new  machinery.  Many  people in 
the United States might be surprised to find another episode of controversy 
over the social dimensions of mechanization much closer to home. Just sixty 
years  ago,  Americans  wrestled with fears that advances in workplace technol- 
ogy  would  exact too heavy a toll on labor. The revolutionary potential of new 
productiori equipment both impressed and alarmed observers, who feared 
that  the sheer  speed of change might cause  social and economic catastrophe. 

During  the Depression decade, 1930 to 1940, many citizens worried that 
stubbornly high unemployment rates signified a deep imbalance in  the 
Machine Age system. Development of such grave  misgivings brought  the 
United States to a watershed, a time when national emergency led men  and 
women to reconsider some ~ndamenta l  assumptions about technology and 
progress. Soaring prosperity back in  the 1920s had allowed optimists to argue 
that the modern world approached unprecedented glory.  Miracles  of  scientific 
discovery and engineering achievement would create virtually unlimited 
wealth, raising life in America to the peak of civilization. The great crash of 
1929 smashed such hopes and shook people’s trust  in  the soundness of a tech- 
nocentric economy. 

As unemployment skyrocketed, approaching 25 percent, workers  displayed 
a growing concern that mechanization eliminated jobs in factories, agricul- 
ture, and  the service  sector. Installation of dial telephone systems threatened 
to reduce the need for switchboard operators, while  steelmakers’  conversion 
to  continuous-stri~ production made that  industry less labor-intensive, Rail- 



Fig. 1. “Sign  of  the  Time.”  If  one  cartoon  can  capture  the  essence  of  the  Depression’s 
technological  unemployment  debate,  this  undoubtedly  does. While the  machines 
actually  entering  factories,  agriculture,  and  stores  during  the  1930s  in  no  way  resem- 
bled a humanoid  form,  the  emotional  and  symbolic  connotations  of  the robot made 
it  an  ideal  icon  for  workers’  uncertainty.  Illustration  by  Jerger, The ~ ~ e ~ ~ Z ~ ~ e ~ ,  no. 
4 (1931):  18. 
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road unions blamed their members’ job losses partly on the  introduction of 
more powerful  locomotives, and coal miners feared that  the development of 
new loading equipment jeopardized their interests. ~anufacturers realized 
that machines  could  take over the tasks of filling  cereal  boxes,  rolling  cigarettes, 
or even twisting  pretzels. In a u t o m ~ n g  and elsewhere,  technology  seemed to 
substitute  for people’s  skill and experience; photoelectric eyes promised to 
operate more efficiently and accurately than  the best human inspectors.  Econ- 
omists reported that  the spread of tractors and other farm machinery had dis- 
rupted  rural labor, and sociologists predicted that  the invention of a viable 
cotton picker would devastate Southern populations. Statisticians collected 
data showing that even  musicians had felt the pinch, since, in  the rush to offer 

pictures,”  movie theaters were firing the orchestras that had provided 
accompaniment for silent films. 

~overnment officials supplied evidence  seeming to suggest that such inci- 
dents could not  be dismissed as minor aberrations. Cases  of “technological 
unemployment”  had multiplied over recent years,  as employer 
mechaniz.ation continued to raise the rate of labor displacement. 
not retrain for new jobs overnight, researchers warned, and, in any  case, busi- 
ness had  not increased  fast enough to reabsorb ousted workers. On numerous 
occasions, President Franklin Delano Roosevelt  voiced concern that techno- 
logical innovation would  cause a chronic imbalance in  the nation’s labor - 
ket.  Changes in production might simply outrace society’s ability to kee 
making high rates of joblessness a permanent phenomenon. 

The issue of technological unemployment continued  to draw attention 
throughout  the 1930s. Economists, sociologists, statisticians, political scien- 
tists, and other academics all  analyzed different angles, filling professional 
journals and conference pro rams with the results of their studies. Congress- 
men organized hearings on the subject of mechanization and introduced var- 
ious proposals  for  legislative action. Newspapers and magazines  kept the topic 
in  the public eye,  as reporters detailed the latest innovatio~s in production. At 
one  union convention after another, labor representatives delivered fiery 
speeches condemning displacement and debated various strategies to address 
the danger. Talk of “machines versus men” pervaded popular culture, becom- 
ing a dominant theme in literature, radio programs, and movies. Authors of 
science fiction plotted doomsday scenarios in which mechanization made the 
human species  obsolete.  Writers of  children’s books and school texts adapted 
the subject for younger sensitivities. Comedians turned  the problem of dis- 
placement into bitter humor, while illustrators and cartoonists created a new 
visual vocabulary to symbolize the social  cost of workplace  change. 
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Leaders  of the nation’s corporate, scientific, and technical communities 
viewed such events with deep dismay. Those professionals had a lot invested 
in Machine Age development; from  their perspective, talk of displacement 
seemed an ungrateful and unpatriotic attempt  to make inventors a scapegoat 
for  disaster.  Quickly moving to defend  themselves, prominent business exec- 
utives argued that no one  had really  proved  any link between mechanization 
and labor elimination, Classical economic theory demonstrated that innova- 
tion should cause nothing more than temporary and local job loss,  while stim- 
ulating genuine economic progress and opening new work opportunities  in 
the long run. Advocates mounted public  relations  campaigns  insisting that, far 
from undermining well-being,  research and development clearly  advanced  civ- 
ilization by expanding production. Depression-era workers worried that  the 
modern economy had  spun out of control, but  to men of business, science, 
and engineering, new  workplace equipment still  offered the ultimate ideal of 
efficiency and power. 

Questions about  the  human effect  of  workplace  change struck at  the heart 
of a conversation about how technology fit into  modern life. Mounting lev- 
els  of personal distress imbued talk of displacement with a sudden emotional 
urgency, In weighing the implications of mechanization,  people  struggled  with 
different ways of interpreting their country’s past, understanding its present, 
and envisioning its future. Especially  since the mid-nineteenth century, h e r -  
icans had come to prize technology as a symbol of national progress. The con- 
nection of the Central Pacific and Union Pacific lines at  Promontory Point, 
Utah, in 1869 realized the  dream  that railroads would conquer  the West. By 
taming nature, technology had broken a new frontier and paved the way for 
settlement, commerce, and civilization. Seven  years  later, ~hilade~phia’s Cen- 
tennial Exposition  elicited  equally  great pride, as crowds  clustered around  the 
enormous Corliss steam engine driving rows of exhibits in Machinery Hall. 
The 1883 dedication of the Brooklyn  Bridge marked a triumph of engineering, 
while electrification literally changed the appearance of  everyday  life. Cities 
from New  York to Muncie, Indiana, competed to light up shopping districts, 
while spectacular displays of electricity occasioned exuberant flourishes of 
rhetoric. The first  decades of the twentieth century witnessed the development 
and popularization of automobiles, airplanes, radio, and new types of home 
appliances. New industries grew out of  each invention, and assembly line reor- 
ganization of work  allowed manufacturers to  turn  out more goods  faster than 
ever.  Such  advances made it tempting to believe that modern science and tech- 
nology provided the key to continual prosperity. 

The economic crunch of the thirties forced men and women to reevaluate 
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a s s ~ p ~ o n s  about the historical  meaning of technological  change.  Stories  began 
circulating that some Roman emperor  or England’s Queen Elizabeth I had 
moved to protect workers  by limiting the pace of mechanization. Depression- 
era fears encouraged social  scientists to revisit the history of the English  Lud- 
dite revolt and  to reassess the economic theories of David  Ricardo, John Stuart 
Mill, and other authorities. Many concluded that  the twentieth century rep- 
resented a break with precedent, a time when threatening dimensions of tech- 
nical  advance had come to the fore.  Scientists and engineers had accelerated 
research and invention to an unbelievable  pace, conjuring up machines  capa- 
ble of taking over more  and more human roles. Perhaps the relatively  slow 
pace  of  life in previous centuries had given people a chance to keep up, but  the 
breakneck  speed of modern innovation now appeared to make that impossi- 
ble. In  the 1920S, mechanizing production had seemed to guarantee prosper- 
ity; during the 193os, people  feared that changing  workplace  technology might 
become America’s social and economic downfall. 

Since the 197os, historians and sociologists  have  devoted substantial atten- 
tion  to the subject of how  technological  changes  have  affected labor relations 
in coal mining, longshoring, secretarial work, and other specific occupations. 
A number of academics have suggested that many businessmen  came to value 
mechanization not only as a way  of increasing output  but also as a method 
of  exerting more control over the workforce. By incorporating aspects of pro- 
duction tasks into  equipment, managers could reduce the value  of  workers? 
skill and experience.  Such studies have  yielded  new insight into how  employ- 
ers have,  over time, used technology to reshape the labor process in their own 
interest.l 

To date, however, scholars have  largely overlooked the  importance of the 
twentieth century’s broader  debate over  technological unemplo~en t  as a social 
and economic  flashpoint. The subject tends to fall into the cracks  between  dis- 
ciplines. By concentrating so hard on exploring the nature of ~ u c h i n e  devel- 
o ~ ~ e ~ t ?  historians of technology often end  up relegating the labor-related 
c o n s e ~ ~ e n c e ~  of ~ u c h ~ n e   i n ~ ~ o d ~ c ~ i o n  to secondary importance. Sociologists 
focus on dimensions of control  and conflict on  the job, while neglecting the 
issue  of  how  changing  technology  complicated  prospects  of ~ e e ~ i n ~  the job. To 
the extent that general labor histories mention displacement, they usually treat 
it only as a side  issue in fights  over  working conditions and  the length of the 
workweek.  Such approaches wind up overlooking one simple fact, that twen- 
tieth-century economic uncertainty made the subject of mechanization and 
jobs into a vital question in its  own  right. A few historians have examined cases 
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of how specific  devices, such as cigar-rolling machines and coal loaders, 
affected particular groups of American  workers. "bile valuable in their detail, 
such assessments risk ignoring the whole cultural context of such disputes. 
The  technological unemplo~en t  issue  became  vital to Depression-era thought 
precisely because concern stretched across occupational lines to become a 
nationwide controversy.2 

Throughout the thirties, Americans found it difficult to establish  any  defin- 
itive numbers on how many jobs had been  created  by mechanization and how 
many had been  lost.  Such economic problems proved inherently complicated. 
Many  technological  changes might occur  simultaneously,  having  varied effects 
on different segments of the woykforce. Industries and occupations came 
under stress for many reasons, making it difficult to isolate the impact of job 
loss  resulting  specifically from the introduction of  new equipment, In the first 
years of the Depression, the government's inadequate mechanisms for col- 
lecting economic data forced officials to  admit they could only guess at  the 
numbers on displacement. Even by the late thirties, after the Roosevelt admin- 
istration had organized special efforts to gather statistics, the exact relation- 
ship between ~echanization  and employment remained a matter  for 
~ndamenta l  dispute. Each side  of the controversy, both those expressing and 
those dismissing  concern,  could  cite  evidence  designed to bolster its argument, 
Patterns of production and labor movement  appeared quite different, depend- 
ing on the particular industries, parameters, or time periods selected for com- 
parison. ~echanization aroused substantial alarm, but it still  represented  only 
one among many dimensions of uncertainty durin  the Depression.  Bank  fail- 
ures, international monetary chaos, cyclical unemplo~en t ,  and many other 
sources of economic complexity  each  caused  dismay. 

At bottom,  the discussion of technological unemployment drew so much 
attention  and remained so controversial precisely because it was more  than 
just a quarrel over economic statistics. The debate over displacement repre- 
sented Americans'  agonized attempt to come to terms with twentieth-century 
stress. It underlined the search to understand how the  modern workplace had 
changed, the feeling that new production techno lo^ had altered the  entire 
balance of economic and social  life. It raised  difficult questions of policy and 
ethics. Did modern society bear a moral or practical obligation to find some 
way  of helping those who had been hurt, even temporarily,  by the adoption of 
new equipment? Could displaced men  and women be  retrained for new 
opportunities,  and, if so, who should underwrite the cost of such an opera- 
tion-the federal government,  individual states, specific companies, the 
business community as a whole, or labor unions? In which direction was the 
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country heading-toward a future  ripe  for  industrial expansion and  the 
promise of new consumer wonders or toward an ongoing Machine Age ~ 

e m p l o ~ e n t  crisis? 

Given the  inherent difficulties of determining exactly how every form of 
workplace  change  affected employment patterns, this book does not  attempt 
to  add up numbers  to resolve the still tricky question of how much techno- 
logical unemployment  re^^^^ existed in  the 1930s. Rather, it details how the 
complexity of technological economics stimulated an intense, ongo 
logue about  the social implications of modernization. Impressions 
people acted and reacted based on their ~ e ~ c e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  of mechanization. This 
work follows the social course of that debate and tells the intellectual history 
of an idea, the notion that he r i cans  must come to grips  with the human con- 
sequences  of intro~ucing increasingly  powerful machines into  the workplace. 

It seems  safe to assume that concern about displacement was not merely a 
mass  delusion.  Intelligent  observers, from presidents and respected  economists 

inary working her icans,  presented  good  evidence that  the adoption of 
new equipment had created  real problems, at least in some  occupation^ sec- 
tors. Even the strongest proponents of mechanization might admit that cha 
resulted in some displacement; the ~sagreement came over its severity and 
nificance. Economic theory treated job loss and  job creation as impersonal 
events,  removing the debate to a level  of abstraction. In real  life, those h e r -  
icans immediately affected could not simply assume that,  under a free mar- 
ket system, everything would turn  out for the best. The Depression did not 
permit people the luxury to  trust  in reassuring  words about long-term expan- 
sion, since  even a brief period without work could exact a deep financial and 
emotional toll on vulnerable families. 

that Depression-era  episodes of fear about machines and 
job loss  were not limited to the United States. Theoretical study of the rela- 
tionship between technological innovation and employment stemmed from 
deep roots in European classical economics, and American social scientists 
continually referred back to  the work of Jean-Baptiste Say, Jean Charles 
Sismondi, David  Ricardo, and  John Stuart Mill.  Still more important, Euro- 
pean nations, especially Britain and Germany, joined in agonizing over the 
evidence of rising labor displacement. Laws passed in Danzig in 1933 required 
factory owners to obtain government permission before adopting new 
machines. In subsequent months,  the Nazi Party banned engineering ration- 
alization procedures that reduced employment, declaring, ‘‘Never again must 
the worker be replaced by a machine.” Concern  ran along parallel lines in 
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different places, and yet the United States managed to make the issue into 
something uniquely American.  Discussion about workplace  change  became 
entwined with particular musings about  the meaning of American  history, the 
western frontier, and  a sense  of national destiny. For that reason, I concentrate 
in  this book on  the  history of technological u n e m p l o ~ e n t  talk in  the United 
 state^.^ 

The  criticism of workplace mechanization  during the Depression drew 
men and women into philosophical debates about  the balance  between  work 
and leisure, the relationship between production  and  consumption,  and  the 
relative importance of material possessions in life.  Such arguments offered a 
wide  scope for thought, raising issues that could not be  resolved  easily.  World 
War I1 cut off the discussion  of such topics by restoring employment, but  the 
restoration of peace brought back questions  about  labor displacement with 
renewed  force.  Postwar industry  and engineering efforts articulated an ambi- 
tious ideal of the  automatic factory and  the  automatic office, a vision of sub- 
stituting  machines for even more  human  functions. Powerful currents of 
concern have continued to reappear, as economic cycles tested  Americans’ atti- 
tudes toward  workplace  change. Through  the ~ggos, the  country kept return- 
ing to the  unsettling issue  of technological unemp~oyment, as concerned 
observers reflected, often passionately, on  the  meaning of “progress” in  the 
twentieth century. 
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HE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CONCERN during  the Depression about 
machines and jobs lay in  that era’s contrast to  the technologically secure 

1920s. The United States  moved almost overnight from a nation confident of 
Machine Age prosperity to a country considering the possibility of complete 
economic collapse. Americans who had gloried in  the wonders of modern- 
ization suddenly began to ask, Had the innovations that seemed to guaran- 
tee  progress  actually hastened a future of devastating job loss?  Technological 
unemployment did not represent an entirely novel question. For more than 
a century, Western economists had been thinking  about  the  interaction of 
technical change, wealth, and work. The Great Depression, however, raised 
such questions to unprecedented urgency. It  took  the  matter beyond the 
abstract theorizing of economic textbooks, raising it  into  an urgent public 
awareness. The displacement issue underlined how much the rapid evolution 
of production machinery had come to determine prospects for both individ- 
uals and  the nation. 

In the 1920s, many Americans could feel confident in linking technologi- 
cal change to progress. Material improvements in everyday  life seemed to 
strengthen the promise of prosperity.  Automobiles  especially  seemed to vali- 
date faith in technology as an all-powerful  force  moving  society  toward  wealth 
and  triumph. Since 1908, Henry Ford’s Model T had offered quality engineer- 
ing and solid construction at a reasonable  price,  while  publicity  raised  his  mass 
production system to almost mythical status. By the early 1920s, the company 
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was producing 1.5 million vehicles per year at increasingly affordable prices; 
though  the first runabout had sold for more than eight hundred dollars, the 
cost of a Ford  eventually  fell to less than three hundred. Those who wanted a 
car with more status and style than  the  util~tarian Model T could turn  to Gen- 
eral Motors, where Alfred Sloan introduced the concept of the annual model 
change and targeted each product line to consumers of  diffierent means.l 

By the mid-lgzos, such marketing successes had  turned automaking into 
the nation’s leading industry measured in terms of product value. Car man- 
ufacturing generated demand for iron, steel,  rubber, and petroleum, while  cre- 
ating a wealth  of opportunities for garages and  other businesses serving the 
driver. Automobiles literally changed the country’s landscape, reshaping the 
urban  infrastructure and redefining shopping patterns, recreational habits, 
and other facets of daily life. In 1929, one resident of “Middletown” ( 
Indiana), asked sociologists Robert and Helen Lynd,  “Why on earth  do you 

study what’s changing this country? I can  tell  you what’s happening in 
r letters: A-U-T-O!” When even working-class families could afford 

inespensive or  second~and cars, the  automobile came to embody the  link 
between technology and prosperity.2 

Other technological developments reinforced an impression that  modern 
innovation heralded unparalleled national progress. As radio ownership 

d to more homes, broadcasters delivered entertainment, sports, politics, 
o~rams,  and advertising to a  rowing audience. Improvements in 
ign and  the expansion of commercial aviation  stimulate^ intense 

excitement,  capped in 1927  by the heroic triumph of Charles  Lindbe 
from New  York to Paris in  the ~ ~ i ~ i ~  0 ~ ~ ~ .   is. With the developm 
ficial materials such as rayon, marketers sold consumers on the attraction of 
novelty.  Every  year, manufacturers offiered a wider  selection of electrical appli- 
ances,  which  promised to bring luxury and modernity into the ordinary h e r -  
ican ho~sehold.~ 

Such innovations seemed to e ~ e m p l i ~  a new, systematic approach to 
research and development as part of the capitalist  system. After General Elec- 
tric opened an in-house laboratory in 1901, dozens of other companies, such 

DuPont,  and General Motors, rushed to set up similar facilities. 
Firms recruited scientists and engineers, hoping that their professional  skills 
would provide the employer with a competitive advantage.  Researchers could 
improve  old products and devise  new  ones,  paving the way for  business eqan-  
sion. Inventions would  become routine products of institutionalized research, 
rather than await serendipitous discovery  by the stereotypical lone genius.  Sci- 
ence, under  the efficient jurisdiction of business management, promised to 
regularize pr~gress .~ 
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The  modern world had entered a golden age  of technological advance, 
optimists declared. The development of electricity alone had added enough 
prosperity to “stagger the imagination,” the Commissioner of Patents told 
Congress.  Civilization  advanced primarily through “the exercise  of invention,” 
he  continued,  and  “in  the race between nations, that  country which fosters 
most the inventive spirit is bound  to win.” Claiming a healthy  lead in  that con- 
test, the U.S. Patent Office mounted an exhibition that portrayed six out of the 
ten greatest inventions from the last twenty-five  years  as entirely or partly 
American. Some boosters linked that success to the  patent law  itself, assert- * 

ing that  the U.S. government had set up a superior system for encouragin 
technological cha  e. Others said that inventiveness had evolved  as part of 
American  history, at  the decades spent in conquering a rugged frontier had 
cultivated people’s energy and ingenuity. Popular accounts built Thomas Edi- 
son  into  the ultimate example of this drive for invention, as biographers 
praised his relish for hard work and his joy in meeting a challenge.  Accord- 
ing to  one writer,  after European scientists had supposedly declared it impos- 
sible to develop a practical electric lighting system, Edison succeeded in “a 
triumph of sheer will,” The image-m~ers portrayed that undefeatable spirit 
as part of the  national character, suggesting that all Americans could share 
credit for Edison’s disc~veries.~ 

The m ~ o l o g i z e d  treatments of  Edison’s  life during  the 1920s symbolized 
the notion of inventive  genius  as a historic force.  Americans prided themselves 
on a sophisticated  faith in technology;  while nineteenth-century observers had 
ridiculed an early  locomotive  for  losing a race to a horse, their descendants had 
seen that clunky train evolve into speedy perfection. Under the title “There’s 

ic in  the Air,” a 1928 C ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~  article indicated that Americans had come to 
expect miracles.  “Today  you  can’t spring anything too wild for people to 
believe,” the  author declared.  “If an inventor says he has a skyrocket that will 
carry passengers to  the  moon  and  return, there will be a waiting line for the 
first ride. You don’t  have to be an inventor to know we’re on the threshold of 
an age  of wonders made ordinary, which will bring health, wealth and  hap- 
piness to each of  US."^ 

Edison  himself endorsed the assumption that inventive minds would con- 
quer all technical obstacles and solve nature’s  mysteries, generating a contin- 
ued flow of new wonders. Though inventors had struggled with various 
difficulties in trying to develop a practical helicopter,  Edison told C ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~  he 
had  no  doubt they  could solve those problems.  Previous  experience had shown 
that when the “need for some new thing becomes insistent, men always find 
it.’’ For Edison, necessity  called forth invention, following the simple law  of 
supply and demand. Streets and railroads had become  overcrowded;  inevitably, 



America must devise the helicopter. History seemed to define a preset path 
of technological  advance.  Science writer Waldemar  Kaempffert  declared that 
a “symphony, a poem, an invention is the  product not only of a man  but of 
its time and of the race-a product of what the Germans call S t i ~ ~ ~ ~ g ,  a  cer- 
tain atmosphere” of social and psychological  condition^.^ 

Optimists felt  justified in expecting  a brilliant future. The pace  of innova- 
tion appeared to keep  increasing; the  number of patents granted per year had 
risen almost to fifty thousand, with no apparent limit in sight.  Evidence  sug- 
gested  impressive prosperity; America’s gross national product grew 39 per- 
cent through the 1920s, while manufacturing output virtually doubled. Easily 
available credit financing for radios, automobiles, and other items helped even 
families of moderate means share in this culture of material ownership. The 
increasing mechanization of production and improvements in industrial effi- 
ciency  seemed to assure abundance. Such  a world celebrated change as syn- 
onymous  with  progress;  a  November 1929 S c i e ~ t ~ c   A ~ e r i c ~ ~  article (appearing 
just after the great crash) declared, “Commodities become antiquated quicker 
today than ever before; the new  is always replacing the old.  Somewhere, some- 
one has a better idea.’’8 

Underneath such boasting, the 1920s had its share of economic and social 
trouble. Labor tensions led to bitter strikes, while declining crop prices and 
overproduction plagued farm communities. Though higher wages  allowed 
many employees to profit from industrial success, prosperity also  seemed to 
widen the gulf  between the upper class and working class. Nonetheless,  when 
Republican nominee Herbert Hoover promised in 1928 that Americans  would 
“soon be in sight of the day  when poverty will be banished from this nation,” 
his  words  seemed to herald  a future in which national well-being  justified  faith 
in technological progre~s.~ 

Even in  the prosperous I~ILOS,  some people questioned the assumption that 
innovation proved  universally  beneficial, looking specifically at how  new forms 
of mechanization affected  workers.  George  Barnett,  a  statistics  professor at  the 
Johns Hopkins University, examined how technological changes in  produc- 
tion  had affected employment in  printing, bottlemaking, and stonecutting. 
Between 1895 and 1915, he wrote, adoption of increasingly  fast stone-planing 
machines, along with pneumatic tools and other new  devices, had displaced 
about 50 percent of the nation’s stonecutters. Bottlemaking companies had 
switched from semiautomatic machines to fully automatic technology after 
1905, kith devastating effects on labor; one  operator using the Owens bottle 
machine could reportedly equal the  production of eighteen traditional glass- 
blowers. Unions had occasionally tried to impose labor rules that restricted 
the introduction of  new  technology, but Barnett warned that such attempts at 



minimizing displacement tended to fail or even  backfire.  His book left a fatal- 
istic impression that workers had little recourse when competing with pow- 
erful new machines; the stonecutters and glassblowers had lost their battle. 
While Barnett detailed the pain and  frustration experienced by displaced 
workers, he nonetheless concluded that mechanization had added to overall 
wealth, bringing long-term benefits to labor as a whole.  He interpreted tech- 
nological unemployment as a phenomenon affecting  only  workers in isolated 
industries. Such pain seemed an unfortunate  but finite price for the  country 
to pay; an unlucky few had  to suffer in  the course of progress.  His 1926 book 
gave no indication that, as technological  changes in production spread to other 
occupations, more American  workers might face job loss.1o 

Economic writer and consumer advocate Stuart Chase did extend talk 
about previous episodes of labor displacement to warn of potential  trouble 
ahead.  His book Prosperity: Fact or ~ y t h ,  completed just before the stock mar- 
ket  debacle in October 1929, cautioned that  structural economic weaknesses 
lurked beneath recent growth. Chase worried especially that technological 
changes had  started coming so rapidly as to pose a serious threat. Mecha- 
nization had already  begun  displacing  factory  workers,  railroad men, and min- 
ers faster than these laborers could find new jobs, Chase warned, and, since 
1920, the country’s net technological unemployment had risen by  650,000. 
Until the United States corrected that dangerous trend, he concluded, it could 
not be  considered truly prosperous; an accelerating problem of displacement 
could undermine the entire nation’s economic prospects.ll 

Appealing directly to labor forces, the  Industrial Workers  of the World 
sounded a more apocalyptic note in  the 1925 booklet, ~ ~ e ~ p ~ o y ~ e n t  and  the 
~ a c h i n e .  Author J. A. MacDonald warned that since technological improve- 
ments in production tended to decrease the  amount of labor needed for a set 
output, mechanization promised to make factory owners rich by throwing 
men off the payroll. To illustrate this “paradox of the machine,” MacDonald 
noted that the average number of workers  employed in iron and steel  blast fur- 
naces had declined 2.1 percent between 1900 and 1910, even  as horsepower per 
worker  rose 42.2 percent. Given that managers always  felt  pressure to produce 
more with fewer  employees,  businesses would soon turn  to hydroelectric or 
even nuclear energy, he warned. That new power would only intensify dis- 
placement, and unless labor organization succeeded in  winning a six-hour 
workday, there would be no ‘‘limits to  the unemployment of the future.” 
Pointed graphics on the booklet cover  showed huge mechanical hands push- 
ing humans off a cliff into an “unemployment dump.” An illustration inside 
depicted a huge industrial complex with only  two humans visible; the caption 
read, “The modern  creed ‘Plenty of machines and very  few  men.”’ MacDon- 
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ald’s overwrought prose prophesied days when displacement would drive 
women into prostitution, men into crime and  drug use.12 

Other segments of American labor spoke about mechanization in a less 
melodramatic but still grave fashion.  In the months preceding the crash, union 
representatives  explicitly  voiced their concern to President Herbert Hoover, In 
June 1929, the Iowa  State Federation of Labor sent a telegram requesting the 
White House to convene a special economic conference “to forestall what we 
foresee to be a disastrous development threatening our entire economic struc- 
ture.” The group especially  urged  Hoover to think about providhg relief to  the 
“growing army of the unemployed due  to  the encroachments of the machine 
age.” The president of the Iowa Federation, J. C.  Lewis, insisted that  the group 
did not oppose scientific  advances and labor-saving  technology per se. Rather 
than  trying to  “hamper  or impede’’ technological change, he indicated, the 
union just wanted some protection.13 

Through  the  summer of  1929, labor conventions in  other states followed 
the Iowa Federation in stressing that rapid mechanization might have unfor- 
tunate social consequences. Frank Weber, general secretary of  Milwaukee’s 
Federated Trades Council, told Hoover that  in  the  future, private business 
would not be able to absorb the ranks of workers  displaced  by technological 
changes in production. Representatives  of particular occupations wrote to  the 
president describing the difficulties mechanization was causing among their 
ranks. One member of the  International Brotherhood of Paper Makers 
reported that, whereas paper mills had formerly employed four or more men 
per ton of newsprint manufactured, bigger and faster machinery allowed 
newer plants to  turn  out over one  ton of paper for every  worker. That declin- 
ing labor ratio, the union complained, confionted its  members with an “almost 
insurmountable” problem. While labor spokesmen judged the  potential 
impact of  new technology on jobs sufficiently serious to require attention at 
the highest levels  of government, letters written before the crash still tended 
to refer to widespread displacement as a problem that might materialize at 
some unspecified  date. The Iowa Federation spoke of being able to “foresee” 
trouble  that  the United States could yet  “forestall.” The papermakers’ com- 
plaints suggested machines were  already  causing  stress for workers in certain 
occupations, but prosperity encouraged confidence that  the nation might yet 
avoid  mass di~p1acement.l~ 

Within that optimistic context,  critics derided expressions of concern about 
job loss as completely unfounded. After the 1928 American Federation of 
Labor convention, at which president William  Green had described machine- 
related displacement as among “the most important problems affecting labor 
today,” newspaper editorials condemned  the  union  for attacking the very 
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devices that  had given workers hi her living standards and exciting  new con- 
sumer goods. The O ~ a h a  ~ o ~ ~ ~ - ~ e ~ a ? ~  acknowledged that mechanization 
meant “violent upsets are temporarily occasioned in particular fields” but 
maintained that “as soon as the industrial adjustments are made,  everybody  is 
better off than before,” including the affected  workers. m e n  Green cautione 
that  rapid mechanization might produce a “human scrap-heap,” he just 
appeared ungrateful for capitalism’s  gains, unwilling to acknowledge how 
much technology had contributed to modern well-being. The issue of unem- 
ployment simply did not appear urgent as long as most Americans  were  still 
caught up  in  the dream of prosperity. Even the national AFL journal  had  to 
admit  in July 1929 that, despite “persistent reports” of  new production equi - 
ment eliminating jobs, the United States still appeared economically stro 
overall.15 

The 1929 ~overnment report Recent Econo~ic   C~anges  in the ~ n i t e ~  States 
reinforced this sense of security with an assessment that officially tied tech- 

to prosperity. Thanks to recent scientific and engineerin 
is  declared, the national economy had enjoyed “strikin 

ains in  man-hour productivity, which in  turn sparked “an accelerated 
of production-consumption.” That speeding-up of economic activity had 
recently roused some concern about displacement, the  report  noted, since 
“unemp~oyment can  arise  as a result of industrial efficiency  as  well  as  of  inef- 
ficiency.” In  the  end,  the committee judged that mechanization caused only 
“temporary hardship” for  labor. The strong economy of the 1920s had driven 
up demand for new products  and services, Dexter Emball argued, so most 
workers forced out of s h r i n ~ n g  fields could find new employment in  auto 
repair, white-collar work,  movie theaters, and radio. ~ i t h o u t  the creation of 
such  new job opportunities, he  acknowledged, the recent  pace of displacement 

erated “critical unemployment,” but as long as economic 

Even temporary unemployment could mean distress for millions of fami- 
lies through  no fault of their own, the authors of Recent E c o ~ o ~ i c   C ~ a n g e s  in 
the ~ n i ~ e ~  States observed, but such pain would be worthwhile as lon 
assured the  nation  at large  of “real and permanent’’ progress. Old jobs 
inevitably  disappeared as technology evolved, but history had shown that such 
events would not prove catastrophic. Contrary to Luddite predictions, textile 
machines had  not destroyed  British  society; the United Sta 
rienced epidemic joblessness  as railroads replaced horse 
§hort-term labor elimination invariably appeared as a “CO 

ent of progress in modern industry~ explained econom 

ed  favorable, mechanization should cause no alarrn.l6 

overnments had safely “left the remedy to natural forces.’’ Americans 
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could trust that innovation ultimately generated enough  economic growth 
to absorb displaced  labor,  said the Recent ~ c o n o ~ i c  Changes report, prevent- 
ing  any serious  consequence^.'^ 

se 

As long as people continued to associate  technology with prosperity,  warn- 
ings about machine-related unemployment could  be  ignored or dismissed  as 
the paranoia of  scaremongers too  stubborn  to appreciate America’s good for- 
tune. Positive economic indicators of the 1920s seemed to herald the  unlim- 
ited triumph of  Machine Age expansion, firmly  established on a foundation 
of scientific and engineering advance. It was tempting  to assume that  the 
United States  possessed the  blueprint  for  continual  economic  and social 
progress, plans centering on machines for  production, machines for con- 
sumption,  and machines for making jobs. Once the nation’s  favorable  eco- 
nomic conditions turned  into national catastrophe, such  confidence could no 
longer  be maintained so readily,  giving sudden credibility to concerns about 
vanishing  work. 

Signs  of economic downturn  had  in fact  been apparent since at least  early 
1928, when  slowdowns in consumer spending and construction led to cuts in 
industrial  production  and  subsequent layoffs. With  the October 1929 stock 
market  crash,  economic  decline  accelerated into catastrophe. By  1933, Ameri- 
can manufacturing had  fallen 54 percent from its previous peak,  mocking the 
business and engineering ideal of  efficiency. Unemployment soared from 
under 500,000 in 1929 to approximately 15 million by early 1933. Desperately 
seeking to explain this national catastrophe, many Americans  seized on tech- 
nological  change  as a credible  focus  for  blame.  This  change in attitudes did not 
take  long. Starting in 1930,  as unemployment  climbed  toward 25 percent,  econ- 
omists,  social  scientists, and  other professionals directed new attention  to  the 
question of how machines  affected  jobs.  Newspaper stories and editorials put 
technological unemployment  into  the headlines, both reflecting and  stimu- 
lating public concern.  Anecdotes of humans pushed out of  work  by  machines 
no longer  seemed  like  isolated incidents. 

While  such  tales carried a certain power, the issue remained clouded with 
uncertainty. In  the early months of the Depression, no one knew exactly how 
many workers had been  displaced  by mechanization, in  part because  of the 
absence  of  reliable data on overall unemplo~ent.   ~rit icizing the inadequate 
estimates of  joblessness,  which  ranged  anywhere fiom 2.3 million to 6.6 mil- 
lion people, the New York Times in 1930 accused ~ a s h i n ~ o n  of neglecting  its 
duty  to provide  comprehensive  analysis of the country’s situation. Frustrated 
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officials  acknowledged the insuE1ciency  of economic monitoring mechanisms; 
Commerce Department staff member E. Dana Durand flatly declared it 
“impossible to make any approximately correct estimate” of unemployment 
“at this or any other time.” Instead, for most of 1930, government experts 
attempted to provide a rough picture by patching together partial assessments 
of  joblessness. ~ a s h i n ~ o n  hurriedly arranged a special nineteen-city census, 
but this piecemeal approach provided little information about unemployment 
outside urban areas or among professionals, self-employed individuals, or 
those in service  occupations. Inadequate knowledge about general unemploy- 
ment only  intensified  problems of trying to figure out how much displacement 
machines had caused. The difficulty of resolving these basic questions soon 
became apparent, complicating the new Depression-era discussion.ls 

Analysts encountered real problems in  attempting to untangle an  appar- 
ently straightforward question of economic statistics. Even within a single 
industry or occupation, many  technological  changes occurred simultaneously: 
automobile manufacturers substituted spot-welding for hand riveting, auto- 
matic enameling machines for hand dipping, forging and molding machines 
for drop forging and  hand molding, photoelectric machines for human 
inspectors.  Similarly railroad observers pointed to a whole  series  of inventions 
that decreased  manpower  needs. Thanks to automatic loading machines, paint 
sprayers, and electric welding equipment,  train companies needed fewer 
employees to handle basic operations. Heavier,  chemically treated rails  less- 
ened duties for maintenance and replacement crews,  while electric track cir- 
cuits allowed railroads to replace  flagmen and manually operated gates with 
automatic crossings.  Diesel  engines eliminated jobs for firemen, and the most 
powerful locomotives could pull trains up  to two miles long, letting compa- 
nies save labor by running fewer trains with more cars.  Rail union statisticians 
applied Interstate Commerce Commission figures to calculate that such tech- 
nical innovations  had displaced over  28,000 rail workers between 1923 and 
1929, including 10,994 trainmen, 6,507 firemen, and 4,425 engineers. A. F. Whit- 
ney, president of the Brotherhood of  Railroad Trainmen, argued in 1932 that 
by rushing to adopt new technologies, railroad owners had  “short-sig~tedly 
sacrificed men on the altar of machine economy? 

Just looking at one company or even one  industry could not fully  answer 
questions about technological unemplo~en t ;  multiple econopic, social, and 
technical factors entered into  the equation. Defenders argued that rather than 
closing  down oppor~nities, changes in production multiplied them. As mech- 
anization increased the efficiency  of automobile manufacture or railroad oper- 
ation, for instance, the resulting reduction in operating costs should translate 
into higher wages and lower consumer prices.  Classical  economics predicted 
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that rising demand would then  spur new economic activity, turning  into 
employment growth. Moreover,  even if new inventions eliminated jobs for 
auto-parts inspectors and railroad firemen, the  national course of scientific 
and technical  progress  would  create  new industries and open up new  work. 

Such arguments contained plenty of vagueness and led to much contro- 
versy. Would reality reflect  classic economic theory, or had  the  modern 
Machine Age changed the rules of the game? Did a rise in efficiency  really 
trickle down to workers and consumers, or were ordinary people paying the 
price  for industrial modern~ation? How much could  Americans trust that the 
future would bring wondrous gains in science and engineering, yieldin 
material goods to create both new jobs and higher standards of living?  Mean- 
while, what happened to men and women  displaced from older lines of work? 
Even  if economic growth did create new jobs in different locations or  other 
industries, even if that work  offered  pay and status similar to e l i m i ~ a t e ~  jobs, 
how could workers cope with the inevitable difficulties-the  delay between 
firing and reemployment, the need for new education  and retraining, the 
problems of moving families to new  areas?  Exactly  how many individuals did 
change displace anyway?  Was it a minor  fragment of the overall workforce, 
which should present no serious national problem, or a higher number  that 
would only increase  as mechanization intensified? To answer, experts had  to 
analyze not only  economic trends but also  psychological and sociological  ques- 
tions about shifting  economic  sectors, industrial growth, labor costs,  consumer 
activity, capital investment, scientific and engineering advance, and workers’ 
education, training, and personal behavior. 

In the effort to understand how mechanization affected  jobs,  Depression- 
era observers began paying attention  to specific  cases such as steelmaking, 
where industrialists had begun to adopt new continuous-strip mill systems. 

er  old-style production, individual workers  used hand tongs to lift,  stack, 
and move fiery hot metal slabs (weighing up  to 150 lbs. each) out of open- 
hearth furnaces to cool on floor plates before reheating them. Men then 
pushed, pulled, and guided slabs through roughing and finish in^ machines, 
whose steam-powered rollers compressed the metal into  thin sheets; the 
process required workers to handle each  piece  fifty times or more. In 1922, the 
American Rolling  Mill Company constructed a plant  in Ashland, Kentucky, 
which radically changed steelmaking by eliminati~g most metal-handling. 

ile monitoring  instruments  and gauges, supervisors cont~olled conveyor 
belts running  hot slabs continuously (at  one  thousand feet per minute or 
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faster) through a series of six, eight, or ten rolling stands, producing strips 
thirty-six inches or more in width. Pisplaying his admiration for the new 
process, Westinghouse Electric president F. A. Merrick described the opera- 
tor’s station as  “a sort of pulpit,” the center from which one  man ‘ccontrols 
every  stage from the white-hot ingot to  the finished structural shape by  merely 
moving a few 

Construction of continuous-strip mills accelerated during  the late 1920s 
and continued even into  the  Pepression. Between  1924 and 1938, American 
steel companies built twenty-seven such facilities with increasingly  impressive 
capabilities; such plants could produce steel strips  up  to ninety-one inches 
across. The industry  prided itself on yearly increases in  the  amount of steel 
manufactured by continuous-strip methods, from 181,000 net  tons  in 1925 to 
10 million tons  in 1937, doing away with the need for hundreds of workers  per 
ton. An assistant editor of Steel touted mechanization with an article head- 
lined, “Continuous Mills  Voracious in Cost, but How They Produce!”21 The 
switch from hand mill to continuous-strip production sparked debate about 
the economic and social consequences of such innovation; as a major com- 
ponent of the nation’s manufacturing sector, the steel industry represented a 
highly  visible  test  case for the issue of labor displacement. 

The spread of continuous-strip mills roused strong feelings among  both 
those asserting and those denying existence of serious technological unem- 
ployment. Each argument was heard during  the 1939-40 hearings of the Tem- 
porary National  Economic Committee (TNEC), in which  Congress undertook 
a full assessment of the “concentration of economic power’’ in  the  modern 
production and distribution system. That broad mandate generated hearings 
that encompassed a number of topics, specifically including the role of “tech- 
nology in  our economy.” In spring 1940, TNEC members began hearing tes- 
timony from economists, social  scientists, government experts, businessmen, 
and labor representatives on the technological unemployment question. Pub- 
lic  hearings  focused on major industries, services, and agriculture, as the com- 
mittee analyzed recent technological changes, employment patterns,  and 
economic conditions. On April 11, the first of two full days devoted to dis- 
cussing  steelmaking, h e r i c a n  Rolling Mill Company president Charles Hook 
told Congress that continuous-strip mills had not caused major displacement 
or distress for workers. On April 12, Philip Murray, chair of the CIO’s Steel 
Workers  Organizing Committee (SWOC), argued precisely the opposite.  Both 
agreed that  the old-style hand-rolling mills  were doomed, given the drastic 
way continuous-sheet rolling equipment  had altered steelmaking, but they 
concurred on little else. 

Opening his testimony, Hook promised to prove that, while  new technol- 
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ogy had ended the most back-breaking part of steelmaking, it had not reduced 
the total number of jobs. Though mechanization did decrease labor require- 
ments per unit of output,  he said, the changes created enough new demand 
for steel to make up  the difference. Continuous-strip mills turned  out more 
tonnage in wider strips  than could older methods of production, while the 
new  precision in roller  design and driving motors improved fine  accuracy  of 
gauge. Those innovations raised the quality of the metal and made it  more 
affordable, converting steel into a more attractive product. In the two  decades 
leading up  to  the I ~ ~ O S ,  automobile manufacturers had roughly doubled the 
amount of steel they used, substituting metal for wood in car bodies and also 
using it  to replace the cloth top. To drive home  the message  of more, higher 
quality steel at lower  prices, Hook held up  an early  Model T fender, showing 
how its rough “cornmeal” surface and light weight contrasted to a smooth, 
solid, new  Buick  fender.  Appliance manufacture represented another impor- 
tant new market for steel;  since the mid-lgzos, the price of electric  refrigera- 
tors had  dropped 58 percent and production  had risen 1,027 percent. As his 
industry sold more metal, Hook explained, it needed extra help in finishing, 
processing, shipping, management, and sales, not to mention expanding oper- 
ations  and building new plants. Though  the  number of old-style hand mill 
workers had fallen  by 27,000 between 1929 and 1937, overall  steel e m p l o ~ e n t  
had risen from 427,000 to 544,000, a 27.4 percent gain.22 

Hook‘s presentation led the committee into an involved statistical discus- 
sion, as  TNEC economic consultant Dewey Anderson challenged the way 
Hook’s employment figures had been calculated. Cutting data off at 1937 dis- 
torted  the picture, Anderson said, since that year represented an artificially 
in~a ted  level of steel production.  Hook  had talked about a net growth of 
117,000 new jobs, but choosing 1938  as the  standard for comparison yielded 
very  different  results.  Rather than resolving the issue, numbers expanded the 
grounds for dispute, as the steel union accused employers of lying with sta- 
tistics. The SWOC agreed that total industry e m p l o ~ e n t  had grown through 
1937, before the M1 effects of automatic strip-mill production appeared. But 
companies had  opened major new facilities in 1938 and 1939, which Hook‘s 
numbers, covering data only up  to 1937, did not show. Factoring in those two 
years  revealed a loss  of  38,470 jobs,  Philip  Murray  said, not  to mention another 
46,300 positions on the verge  of  vanishing  as the industry scheduled more old 
hand mills  for closure. Murray disputed Hook‘s idea that higher quality and 
lower  prices stimulated new opportunity. Since “labor is  practically  eliminated 
on the  hot-strip mills,” he argued, increased demand could never  create extra 
jobs to compensate  for those lost. Human requirements in steelmaking (meas- 
ured in  man-hours per ton)  had dropped 21 percent just in  the preceding four 
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years and 36 percent since 1923. Reportedly, it  took only six workers in 1939 
to manufacture the  amount of  steel that had required ten people  sixteen  years 
earlier.23 

* Labor and management also presented radically different interpretations 
of how  changes in production had affected individual steelworkers. The switch 
from hand  to continuous mills had been  sufficiently gradual to cushion work- 
ers from shock, Hook assured Congress. His Middletown, Ohio, plant had 
made special  efforts to help, warning employees  well  ahead  of  schedule about 
forthcoming technological  changes. The firm had promised to shift displaced 
men to other positions whenever  possible, Hook said, and had paid separation 
allowances a~eraging $530 to  the 393 men it could not avoid  discharging. Mur- 
ray discounted the suggestion that employers took care of displaced laborers, 
asserting that  in one instance, cc3,000  workers  were told to go home and never 
to come back.” One industry vice president had allegedly admitted that com- 
panies really didn’t want to transfer men from older facilities into new con- 
tinuous-strip mills,  saying that “a hand mill  worker  is  used to producing from 
5 to 10 tons in 8 hours, and he can’t  get  used to seeing a thousand or more tons 
produced on a strip mill in the same  time.”24 

To validate  labor’s  fear of  technologic^ change and personalize the issue of 
displacement, Murray brought one unemployed  steel  worker,  Michael Russell, 
to tell the Congressmen  his  story. He had been a skilled,  high-wage  roller  for 
thirty-two years, Russell declared, until pressure from new continuous-strip 
mills  led U.S. Steel to close  his  old hand mill in 1937 and discharge the entire 
1,600-man workforce. The company had  found  him work in  another  plant, 
but as a low-wage  helper, the job he had started in three decades  before. That 
facility  closed  after another seven months, Russell  testified, and he had received 
no offer  of dismissal wages.  Such instances proved that businesses did not 
always  assist  displaced  workers, Murray said,  calling  for  legislation requiring 
employers to give displaced men six months’ notice, dismissal allowances, 
vocational advice, and retraining.25 

In the end, TNEC’s members sided more with Murray than with Hook in 
their report, believing that  the adoption of continuous-strip mills ultimately 
cost jobs. Reports suggested that  the latest facilities could turn  out as much 
steel with 130 workers as older-style plants had  done with four  thousand or 
more. Moreover, Congressional economists doubted whether labor had 
received its  fair  share of benefits from manufacturing innovations. Hourly pay 
for the average man  in  iron  and steel manufacturing rose just 9.9 percent 
(yielding a net 20% drop  in  unit labor costs) between 1923 and 1935, even  as 
technical  changes  raised man-hour  output by  48.2 percent. Unless such trends 
reversed course, the TNEC report concluded pessimistically, introduction of 
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modern equipment would  displace an increasing number of Americans, and 
“economic and social  distress  may be expected to accumulate.”26 

The SWOC regarded technological unemployment as a major issue and 
fought the battle in  the arena OF public relations. It was not enough to alert * 

Congress to  the implications of continuous-strip mills; union representative 
Harold Ruttenberg wrote popular articles for the New ~ e ~ ~ ~ Z ~ c  and ~ u r ~ e r ~  
declaring that mechanization had created ‘‘85,000 Victims of  Progress.”  Such 
pieces  disparaged the notion that industry employment would ine~itably grow 
as workplace  advances reduced prices and increased demand. After  steel com- 
panies had  paid off the  enormous capital costs of building strip mills, Rut- 
tenberg argued, they simply poured  the savings into higher profits. Tin-plate 
prices remained the same in 1937  as in 1929,  $117.70 per ton,  though strip-mill 
technology had helped  reduce labor costs in production from $36 to $14 a ton. 
Steel companies built new operations, Ruttenberg wrote, and  then simply 
abandoned their old facilities in communities where generations had counted 
on work in  the mill. The S ~ O C  pointed to New Castle,  Pennsylvania,  as one 
such  steel  “ghost  town.”  U.S.  Steel had closed three old plants there in the 1930s~ 
permanently displacing 5,700 workers and forcing 64 percent of the local fam- 
ilies onto relief.27  Such problems were not new, but they took on increased 
weight during a period of national depression. 

Steelmaking served as a classic  case showing how machines could com- 
pletely  redefine production processes in heavy industry. Yet during the Depres- 
sion, Americans perceived technological unemployment as a much wider 
phenomenon, a potential threat to labor in all economic sectors. Even white- 
collar workers no longer seemed safe; the force of mechanization displaced 
telephone operators as well as  steelworkers.  Up to the I ~ ~ O S ,  telephone com- 
panies had relied on operators  in  neighborhood offices to field requests for 
calls and  to connect and disconnect lines by manipulating pegs and cords. 
S~itchboard work offered good opportunities to young ladies who had a 
pleasant voice, some education, and  the proper class and ethnic background. 
In 1932, women accounted for 62 percent of AT T’s total workforce; one 
female personnel manager reported  that  the Bell  System  employed almost 3 
percent of all working women in America outside agriculture and domestic 
service. As long as telephone use in  both homes and businesses continued 
e~panding,  it seemed  likely that many women could continue to find employ- 
ment in switchboard offices.2s 

Development of the dial system gave telephone co~panies  the ability to 
handle many operations mechanic~y. Customers  could  place calls themselves, 
and electrically driven banks of connector switches automatically linked the 
appropriate lines. In late 1919, the Bell System  began experimenting with dial 
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mechanisms in Virginia, a decision coming only months after the company 
had conceded a major victory to labor organizations. New England switch- 
board operators had walked out  in April, demanding increased pay and bar- 
gaining recognition. Repair  staff and  other  men  from  the  International 
Brotherhood of  Electrical  Workers joined the strike a few  days  later, disruptin 
service  across five states for five  days and forcing managers to agree to settle- 
ment. The union interpreted manage~ent’s subsequent introduction of dial 
equipment as retaliation, a strategy to avoid any further  trouble  with  the 
operators.29 

In 1922, the Bell Company began preparing to convert midtown Manhat- 
tan  and New Jersey to dials, and  from  then  on,  the new system spread rap- 
idly. By 1931, Bell had replaced almost 32 percent of its old phones with dial 
technology, and, by 1940, the  number  had risen to 60 percent. Management 
insisted that because of growing demand, the company had  “no way to  han- 
dle the telephone business without machines.’’ The rising number of  calls 
threatene~  to overwhelm even the most talented human operators, especially 
in busy urban locations. Wall Street set  new records for telephone use during 
the heavy stock trading of 1928 and 1929, placing  almost 200,000 calls  daily and 
receiving thousands more. Service  was expanding nationwide; between 1929 
and 1940, the company added 1,400,000 phones to its system, totalling 
17,000,000 sets placing go million calls  each  day.  Officials  declared that they 
could never  have found enough new  workers to handle that volume of activ- 
ity manually. One representative even extrapolated to suggest that without dial 
systems, AT&T ultimately would have needed to employ every woman in 
America  as a switchboard operator.30 

AT&T emphasized that even with dialing, central offices still needed oper- 
ators to handle information requests, customer problems, and long-distance 
connections. The precise number of operators affected  by conversion 
depended on an area’s proportion of routine local calls, which could be dialed 
direct, to long-distance and toll calls. Mechanization did not completely elim- 
inate  human beings; in fact, growing demand  for  phone service forced the 
company to add 32,000 operators between 1920 and 1930. But the U.S. Bureau 
of Labor  Statistics estimated that without dial technology, rising phone use in 
the 1920s would  have  led Bell to hire an additional 69,421 operators, meaning 
that dial systems had reduced requirements for switchboard labor by 66 per- 
cent. To install the new  technology, AT&T had hired 5,415 additional ce 
office repair and maintenance personnel, but during  that same pe 
improvements in wire  cabling had eliminated 7,818 line construction job 
balance, the bureau concluded, technical changes in phone services had elim- 
inated 71,824 jobs, a 33 percent labor force r edu~ t ion .~~  

Since the introduction of dialing had the greatest potential effect on AT 



female  employees, the Women’s Bureau of the Department of Labor  devoted 
special attention  during  the early 1930s to analyzing the  impact of mecha- 
nization. Researcher  Ethel  Best reported that within six months of the  man- 
ual-to-dial change, the telephone office in Worcester,  Massachusetts, dropped 
285 of its 534 operators. Planning ahead, managers had warned prospective 
hires about  the likelihood of displacement and had entirely frozen  new hiring 
during  the half-year prior to  the change (instead using operators shifted from 
other locations and former staff returning temporarily). Most of those laid off 
were those women on temporary or “occasional” status, and when the com- 
pany saw that customers needed time to learn dialing techniques, it immedi- 
ately rehired thirty-nine of these women. ~anagement  also succeeded in 
transferring 131 displaced operators to nearby cities not yet  converted to dial 
 operation^.^^ 

Those apparent efforts to minimize damage  impressed the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics and  the Women’s Bureau,  which applauded the Bell  System for put- 
ting “science and forethought into its human as  well  as its technical  planning.” 
Those  observers  largely  accepted the company’s assertion that it had succeeded 
in introducing dials without causing any  significant harm  to labor. In truth, 
simply  warning operators ahead of time about changes did not relieve the pain 
of being  laid  off,  especially in  the middle of a prolonged economic downturn. 
Women  living in remote rural areas, in depressed  cities, or  in areas dominated 
by  heavy industry had few alternative options for  employment. Moreover,  even 
workers hired on a temporary basis found it demoralizillg to be replaced  by 
a machine. One  admitted  that  the episode had left her “heartbroken,” while 
another told the   omen's Bureau,  “New inventions are good for something, 
but they are not working good for poor people.”33 

The telephone operators’ case attracted publicity and controversy through- 
out  the decade. At the 1940 TNEC  hearings, AT&T  vice president  William Har- 
rison testified that  the company had limited its introduction of dials to under 
20 percent of new shipments to meet its “responsibility” to  the  “human fac- 
tor  in  the business.” The conversion of  1,250,000 phones from manual to dial 
operation between 1934 and 1939 had affected  eleven thousand operators, he 
said, and of that number, 2,500 voluntarily opted to end work.  Managers found 
it “impossible to reassign  all the operators displaced,” Harrison admitted, but 
they had successfully transferred five thousand,  and  the rest had only been 
hired as temporary transition workers.  He  declared that AT&T had even spread 
out part-time work and created make-work jobs to  support sixty thousand 
more employees than  the business really  needed.34 

M L  organizer and former operator Rose  Sullivan  challenged the company’s 
description of  events.  While  managers  claimed they needed mechanization to 



improve service in  the face  of growing demand, she insisted that dial  systems 
actually  proved  slower and less accurate than manual switchboards. “All oper- 
ators know that  the dial  is  highly  susceptible to error,”  Sullivan told Congress. 
Though AT&T boasted of creating technical marvels, customers who dialed 
too fast or  too slowly might wind up with a wrong number or a false  busy  sig- 
nal. Connecting equipment could slip into  the wrong groove, and ironically, 
users then needed to get a human operator to correct the problem. Such dif- 
ficulties had generated strong consumer resistance to  the new  technology,  she 
argued. Some elderly people, the visually impaired, and non-English speak- 
ers encountered special frustrations in trying to remember numbers and mas- 
ter the unfamiliar procedure of dialing.35 

Frank Jewett, president of  Bell Telephone Laboratories, bragged that  “no 
other  structure  thus far  created  by man comes so near to simulating the oper- 
ation of an intelligent human being.” He contended that  the new  dial  system 
“performs all  of the functions originally performed by the telephone opera- 
tor, and many others besides.”  Sullivan took issue with that  notion, arguing 
that  human operators remained superior in many ways. The phone company’s 
own advertisements had praised women who heroically remained at their 
posts during  the 1934 New England floods, even  as  dial  systems broke down. 
Skilled veterans could “give preference to  the authorities, hospitals, doctors, 
and  the most affected  sections’’ in  an emergency,  while a “machine doesn’t 
know one call from another.” Human operators offered  callers  psychological 
reassurance and provided value to  the community, Sullivan  insisted, things an 
automatic connection could never  provide.36 

Indeed, during  the years  when AT&T  was converting more and more areas 
to dial, its advertisements still featured drawings of attractive women seated 
at old-style plug switchboards. Ads praised the operator for providing “swift, 
skilled, courteous service,”  even  as managers announced  that  humans could 
no longer handle the job. “The alert, friendly voice of the operator is  familiar 
to all who use the telephone,” one 1935 ad read. “Truly the telephone operators 
have  been  called  ‘Weavers  of  Speech.”’  Public relations persondel loved creat- 
ing flowery, self-promoting labels for its signature operator, famously dubbing 
her  “The Voice with the Smile.”37 Pial technology might have the technical 
capacity to simulate the operator’s job, but it could not offer the same  personal 
appeal. 

Though officials claimed they needed technology to offer better service, 
Sullivan told Congress that  the Bell  System’s real motivation for mechaniza- 
tion had been a desire to weaken the union. When operators threatened to take 
a stand on wage rates, hours, and other conditions, management had realized 
the advantages of substituting machines for human labor. Though executives 
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talked about making special efforts to minimize the  pain, she declared, the 
company had really refrained from mass layoffs only out of fear for its repu- 
tation. In boasting about how  many women they had transferred to other jobs 
or nonmechanized offices,  Bell had “fooled” observers into overlooking  how 

any ended up with less  pay or lower status. Despite  publicity to  the contr 
dial  systems had turned telephone operators into “total victims of technolo 
§divan said. ~echanization had taken an incontrovertible toll; though AT&T 
had hired twenty-five to fifty thousand women per year during the early 1920s, 
it  had  not added operators on anything other  than a temporary basis since 
then. The union did not oppose all  change per se,  Sullivan erhphas 
lines, tandem switching, and machine ringing genuinely improve 
service.  But labor could not approve of extending the dial system, she said, 
something which represented “the perfect example of a wasteful,  expensive, 
inefficient,  clumsy, antisocial device, being substituted for satisfactory, com- 
petent human labor.’J38 

Despite such protests, telephone conversion continued to go forward, and 
employment experts cautioned girls to take mechan~ation into account when 
choosing an occupation. While  switchboard operation had once  provided jobs 
for literally thousands of young women each year, a 1938 Civic Education §er- 
vice guide described the  future employment outlook as “not particularly 
promising.” ~ t i c i p a t i n g  that expansion of the dial system would further 
reduce the need for operators, vocational  counselors  began to recommend that 
switchboard workers start learning other skills in their spare time. Employ- 
ment counseling in  the Machine Age meant preparing people for the likeli- 
hood  that modernization might remove entire fields  of opportuni~. Women 
needed to face the fact that dial  technology had turned switchboard work into 
“a blind-alley occ~pat ion.”~~ 

Concern  in specific occupations highlighted the  more general fear: had 
technological unemployment become a new national reality, 

ead  across d industries and economic sectors? The answer 
mental questions in economics: the complex interactions of scientific and 

technical change, capital investment and  productivit~ growth, job creation 
and  job loss, labor costs and selling prices, rising and declining industries, 
consumerism and standards of living. Depression-era e~onomists knew that 
such matters had engrossed their predecessors  over the past one  hundred  and 

ack during ‘the Industrial Revolution, Europeans had observed the mech- 



anization of  key manufactures such as textiles and theorized about  the impli- 
cations. French economist Jean-Baptiste Say’s 1803 Treatise on ~oZitic~2 Econ- 
omy declared that “industrious human agents” must “needs be thrown out of 
employ”  whenever  new  devices appeared. Though such a fact  seemed  “clearly 
objectionable,” Say quickly added that economic laws could ‘‘wonderf~lly 
reduce the mischiefs’’  of displacement.  After  all, the process of manufacturing 
and installing new machines itself created jobs, while the  gradua 
technical  change gave the government time to ease the transition by h 
placed men for public works. Most important, Say emphasized that mecha- 
nization should actually augment employment; as output rose,  prices of goods 
would drop, stimulating an increase in consumption which could ulti 
provide jobs for more people than ever.  To illustrate, Say argued that though 
the development of printing presses had displaced manuscript copyists, the 
new  power  of production made books  far more affordable,  fostering a demand 
that employed one hundred times as many workers as before.  True,  desire for 
certain products might not expand infinitely, but purchasers could still spend 
elsewhere the money they saved from mechanized production. On balance, 
this “Law  of Markets” made innovations in production a clear  economic  good, 
Say maintained. By raising the overall  wealth of society, improvements can- 
celled out any temporary d i ~ ~ l a c e m e n t . ~ ~  

Say’s  Law seemed straightforward enough, but  the 1819 book New ~r inc i -  
gles o ~ ~ o Z i t ~ c ~ 2   E c o n o ~ ~  challenged the belief that mechanization brought ris- 
ing consumption and hence stimulated employment. Swiss economist Jean 
Charles Leonard de Sismondi criticized Say’s example of book  printing for 
confusing cause and effect in consumer demand,  cautioning  that markets 
could easily become saturated with goods. Development of stocking frames 
had initially  helped poor families  afford better clothing, but inherent limits on 
that market meant that beyond a certain point, mechanization would  displace 
workers  faster than consumption could grow, bringing “national misfortune.” 
Say had assumed manufacturers would pass the savings from  production 
improvements on  to consumers, but Sismondi wrote that when “a hundred 
workmen are dismissed, that  the work may be done with one,” the industry’s 
“goods are not reduced to  the  hundredth  part of their price,”  Labor  displace- 
ment spread in geometric progression,  while  prices tended to fall  only in arith- 

ression, he declared. Every time change threw a breadwinner out 
of work, families suffered a instant  drop  in purchasing power, leadin 
ety toward “extremes of wretchedne~s.’’~~ 

Driven  by the  motto, “Wealth  is everything, men are absolutely nothin 
business would push every worker onto  the streets if they could gain  even f; 
percent savings, Sismondi lamented. A society that came to worship output 



for its own sake would wind up with a “population made expendable by the 
Invention of  Machines.” A country  might as  well  have only one  inhabitant, 
its ruler, who “by constantly turning a crank, might produce, through  auto- 
mata, all the  output of  England.”  But  as much as Sismondi deplored displace- 
ment, he warned that  attempting  to suppress ideas would prove futile, even 
hazardous, if such moves  placed a nation  at economic disadvantage in com- 
peting with neighbors. To prevent the machine from “turning against those 
it ought  to serve,” Sismondi could only recommend reforming patent law.  If 
all patents instantly became public property, he hoped, ~usinessmen would 
become less vicious in battling for superiority. In  the  end, Sismondi feared, 
“nothing can prevent” the elimination of jobs. Displacement represented a 
permanent problem in  the  modern economy, a menace “against which the 
social order oEers no remedy.”42 

Such ~ n d ~ e n t a l  disagreements about the economics of production change 
also troubled British economist David  Ricardo, who eventually reversed his 
initial thinking on  the subject. His 1817 version of The P ~ i ~ c i ~ ~ e s  u ~ P u ~ i ~ i c ~ ~  
~ c u ~ u ~ ~  and T u ~ u ~ i u ~  endorsed an optimistic faith in technical advance as 
“a general good.”  Like  Say, Ricardo had felt that over the long run, growing 
demand should compensate  for  any‘~inc0nvenience” of temporary job loss due 
to installation of  new  technologies.  In a revised edition five  years  later,  Ricardo 
declared  such assumptions “erroneous.”  He had become  convinced that mech- 
anization indeed proved “often very injurious” to workers (though still ben- 
efitting owner and landlord). Sudden adoption of new inventions caused the 
most serious problems, but Ricardo  believed that manufacturers more often 
introduced machines gradually,  which  allowed a chance for economic adjust- 
ments  to offset the worst effects. In any case, he agreed with Sismondi that 
despite the impact on labor, modern economic competition meant that soci- 
ety could not afford to limit or discourage inn~va t ion .~~  

Ricardo’s change of heart apparently upset some fellow ecollomists, who 
protested that he had “done a serious injury to the science”  by endorsing any 
idea that technological  change might cause  significant  problems. J. R. McCul- 
loch, for one, continued  to regard such concerns as fallacious, echoing Say’s 
argument that mechanization  actually  drove  employment up by making  goods 
more affordable and so expanding consumer demand. If anything, McCul- 
loch‘s 1830 work indicated, technical developments placed more pressure on 
the interests of capitalists than  on labor, He presumed that as machines took 
over old jobs, most workers could adapt by learning new trades. Handloom 
weavers,  however, deserved special assistance because mecha~ization  hurt 
them so badly, a situation that made “strong claims on  the public sympathy.” 
Such  exceptions could not violate the more general point, McCuUoch insisted, 
that industrial gains tended to prove  “beneficial to all cla~ses.”~4 



This discussion of how variations in invention, production, consumption, 
and employment affected one  another absorbed the interest of John  Stuart 
Mill, Thomas Malthus, and  numerous  other  nineteenth-century economic 
thinkers. In his 1867 Das ~ a ~ i t a ~ ,  Karl  Marx  emphasized that  the sheer  power 
of  new  machines  could  devastate  employment.  With a c ~ c o - p r ~ t i n g  machine, 
he reported, a single operative could turn  out as much cloth per hour as two 
hundred workers had  done before. In  the Manchester textile industry over- 
all,  inspectors’ reports showed that mechanization offered  mill  owners  savings 
of 10 to 33 percent on labor. Only “apologists” such as  McCulloch and Mill, 
secure in their “bourgeois” comforts, could dismiss the fact that such radical 
developments gave workers good reason to feel threatened, Marx wrote. He 
pilloried the “pretentious cretenism” [sic] of those who minimized the diffi- 
culties  facing  displaced  workers by insisting that expanded production always 
improved life.45 

Bringing the technological unemployment debate to  the United States, 
Commissioner of Labor Carroll D. Wright reported in 1890 that mechaniza- 
tion  in brickmaking, printing, boot  and shoe production, and a host of other 
industries showed an “incredible” tendency to replace labor. He declared it 
impossible to count how  many  people had been  affected.  Nevertheless,  Wright 
reassured  readers that displacement manifestly had not created  any economic 
or social  crisis. M e r  all, total h e r i c a n  employment had risen 176.07 percent 
from 1860 to 1890, against a population growth of 99.16 percent. Ingenuity had 
improved old industries and established  entirely  new  ones, from railroads and 
rubber to telegraphs and telephones, creating as many if not more jobs than 
had been lost, Labor had received an enormous, though  not equitable, share 
of that new  wealth,  Wright  concluded. Though the recent  economic downturn 
had spread misery and tension, invention remained a “friend and  not the 
enemy of man.”46 

Through the 1920s, neoclassical economic theory still  downplayed concern 
over mechan~ation. Over time, advocates maintained, price reductions gained 
through efficiency should allow inherent forces of consumer demand and job 
growth to counter worker  displacement.  Critics  such as Charles  Gide and  John 
Hobson responded that although employment and mechanization might bal- 
ance  perfectly in the abstract world of economic law, complicating  factors  such 
as varying savings rates and  the growth of business monopolies tended  to 
upSet that ideal equilibrium in real  life.  But the prosperity of the 1920s itself 
seemed to validate Say’s  Law, suggesting that  the  modern economy would 
naturally readjust to engineering advances.  Faith in Machine Age progress  fos- 
tered hope that  the United States had grown too successful to fear technolog- 
ical unemployment, but  the onset of depression  would reopen the old debate 
over machines and jobs with a vengeance.47 



Some thinkers of the 1930s worked to reestablish  confidence that economic 
laws tending toward natural balance would prevent displacement from devel- 
oping  into any long-term  national crisis. University of  Chicago economists 
Paul  Douglas and Aaron Director assured  Americans that, while the “gloomy 
prophets” might talk of job loss, the power of mechanization must inevitably 
translate into new work. In a competitive system, they reasoned, manufac- 
turers should pass on savings to consumers, who invariably would be drawn 
by  lower  prices to buy more of everything (with the exception of some luxury 
goods, whose purchase depended on different economic and psychological 
conditions). h e r i c a n s  could use that surplus pocket money to erijoy a nice 
vacation, go to movies more often, or just buy extra packages of chewing  gum; 
the beauty of capitalism lay in oEering  people  freedom and opport~nity  to M- 
fill the acquisitive  wish for more. Douglas and Director relied on this material 
desire and elasticity of demand to sustain job growth regardless of how much 
mechanization increased productivity. If Americans decided to save rather 
than spend, banks could distrib~te that extra money in loans to underwrite 
new  business  ventures. Even  if producers failed to pass don 
savings from mechanization, that money would then fina 

€ old facilities. Through such interactions, ~ o u g ~ a s  and Direc- 
, change must ultimately enhance the  national economy.  For 

“every man laid off, a new job has been  created  somewhere.” New 
as station and hotel workers could offset  declining prospects fo 

ers and miners,  making it “therefore clear that p e r ~ ~ e n t  techno 
p l o ~ e n t  is i ~ p ~ s s i b l e . ” ~ ~  

In practice, Douglas and Director ac~owledged, economic relationships 
not work out so neatly. Consumer behavior  would not change  overnight, 
uld  workers  switch occupations instantaneously in response to mech- 

anization. For that reason, they noted,  “the ultimate benefit which Bows to 
society in  the  form of higher  real  incomes  is obtained only at  the cost of 
and undeserved hardship to many.” To prevent such misfortune from fo 

e~reme ,  even ~iolent,  wor~ng-class opposition to all  progress, the Chicago 
nomists recommended that government support centralized employment 

assistance, while businesses could provide dismissal wages 
Labor  itself should also bear some responsibility of prepari 
ment, of accepting some compromise in ideals.  Given the possible need to 
move out of state to  fo~low  the changing job market, Douglas and Director 
advised, manual workers should not purchase homes.49 

Such arguments about  the impossibility of persistent technological unem- 
ployment  would have sounded familiar to Say, but other observers in the 1930s 
noted  that  the Depression had created unusually troubling dimensions that 



invalidated the assumptions of “normal times.” Columbia economist Rexford 
Tugwe11 worried in 1931 that  the  country faced  special problems of ‘(occupa- 
tional obsolescence” (a term he  favored  over ~ec~~oZog~cuZ  ~ ~ e ~ ~ Z o ~ ~ e ~ ~ ,  since 
many displaced individuals might succeed in finding work, but only in lesser 
positions at lower  wages).  Tugwell  criticized  Douglas and others for too read- 
ily assuming that mechanization would support employment growth. Inno- 
vation did not necessarily translate into cheaper production, he argued, given 
manufacturers’ overhead costs and the reality that new machines did  not 
always  live up  to their promise. Even  if prices did fall,  increased consumption 
could not be guaranteed, and even if demand rose, job growth might not fol- 
low  automatically. Supposing that exciting inventions and new products did 
come along to  open  up markets, they still might not bring  enough work to 
absorb everyone  displaced from previous  employrnent. M e r  all,  new firms had 
the best opportunity  to take  advantage of the latest advances in technical  effi- 
ciency, so, in emerging industries, “machines are sure to  be  the latest device 
in ‘labor-saving~’”50 

For such reasons, Tugwell concluded, occupational obsolescence posed 
more  than  temporary difficulty; the United States could not patch up  the 
problem by improving employment offices and inching up dismissal wages. 
Displaced men  and women would need not only help in locating new work 
but also public support  to carry them through  the transition; Tugwell advo- 
cated  setting up a  national system  of business-funded  unemployment ~surance  
and economic planning. Anticipating objections that  burdening companies 
with those expenses would constrain economic progress, he maintained that 
such a  system would merely  reflect  a truthful assessment.  Present methods of 
economic analysis, Tugwell argued, gave an illusory impression of progress, 
highlighting the savings  technical innovation offered  while  concealing the cost. 
Companies could appropriate all the gains from mechanization while  exter- 
nalizing  all the losses; it was individual workers and  the general community 
who had to bear the price.  Under honest accounting, Tugwell indicated, work- 
ers’  skills should be valued as highly as machinery, and labor displacement 
must be factored into  modern business  as  a capital 

Through the 193os, American  social  scientists  grappled with such questions 
in their writings,  speeches, and professional  conferences,  which frequen~y fea- 
tured special paper sessions and panel  discussions on the relationship between 
machines and work. In  one 1931 American Economic Association panel, for 
example, the University of ~innesota’s Alvin Hansen shifted blame back to 
labor for upsetting ideal  economic  relations.  Unions’ aggressive  wage demands 
had encouraged employers to  substitute machines for workers, he said, at a 
time when  lower interest rates made investing in equipment unusually attrac- 



tive. Hansen believed that natural forces would maintain an economic  balance 
between labor and capital in due course, but Harvard’s Sumner Slichter warned 
that any disturbance might make displacement “serious and chronic.” He 
explained that  the prospect of continued  innovation would keep managers 
obsessed with finding new ways to save labor. Given that tendency, Slichter 
suggested, the United States should create a federal labor board to ensure that 
new patents contained provisions protecting employment and  to encourage 
business to reduce working hours,  retrain displaced,men, and pay dismissal 
wages. In ensuing discussion,  audience members seemed to favor  Slichter’s  call 
for government intervention  and  national economic planning,  rather  than 
trusting in economic events to  run a positive course on their 

N i l e  Douglas, Director, Tugwell, and  others debated theories of mecha- 
nization and economic activity,  different  analysts  began attempting to deter- 
mine  the actual extent of present-day displacement. Taking the  printing 
industry as her case study, Columbia researcher  Elizabeth Baker  suggested that 
Say’s  Law had held true  up  to  the twentieth century. Expanding demand for 
printed material did compensate at first  for the eEect  of  new linotype machines 
that allowed one  man to  do work previously requiring four. Since 1913, how- 
ever, the use  of  presses with automatic paper-feeding mechanisms had sky- 
rocketed, accounting for more than 66 percent of recent  sales.  Most modern 
printers used  old-fashioned manual presses  (where  workers inserted one sheet 

~ at a time) only for small jobs or specialty  work, such as printing on thin tissue 
or thick  cardboard. Further altering  operations,  some  sophisticated  new  presses 
could print two colors or even two sides of a sheet simultaneously. The eco- 
nomics of the  printing  industry had not changed as  fast as productio~ tech- 
nology,  Baker  declared, and consumer demand could no longer make up for 
the impact of mechani~ation. Business had  more  than doubled from 1914 to 
1927, but companies met that need with only a 25 percent increase in employ- 
ment, since  each individual in 1927 could turn  out three-fifths more volume 
than  in 1914.  For every hundred  modern presses adopted, jobs dropped 11 per- 
cent, Baker concluded, and workers would continue  to suffer aspmore firms 
discarded the old labor-intensive presses.53 

Surveying fifty-three of more than two thousand pressrooms in Manhat- 
tan,  the  heart of the  trade, Baker found  that  the  introduction of improved 
presses hit hardest at semiskilled  assistants, the men responsible for jobs such 
as hand-fieding paper.  Earlier  presses had generally required two  assistants to 
every pressman, but  updated versions needed just one. Displaced assistants 
could not easily graduate to  operating  automatic machines, and even when 
that  opportunity existed, older men often resisted learning the new  skills 
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required. Most remained out of work for some time; a few managed to pick 
up  part-time printing tasks or  odd jobs in pressrooms, while others  tried 
chauffeuring, auto repair, and bootlegging. One man Baker interviewed had 
seen his working life upset twice  by invention; as a pianist, the fellow had 
accompanied silent films until  sound movies took over the theater, while  his 
subsequent work feeding printing presses ended with the  introduction of 
automatic models. Pressroom assistants had often engaged in  labor battles 
over employment conditions and pay in previous decades, but technological 
changes completely altered the  terms of the industry, forcing them  into a 
defensive  fight  like nothing before. Whereas once the men had performed a 
vital role in  the pressroom, new automatic-feed in^ machines punctured that 
sense  of  occupation^ pride.  In Baker’s assessment, the developments of recent 
decades  left the  printing assistant “threatened with e~tinction.’’~~ 

Though semiskilled  assistants  suffered, innovations in  printing brought a 
relative employment increase and gains in prestige  for  pressmen,  skilled  crafts- 
men, and mechanics. Although jobs for assistants had dropped 5.7 percent in 
the plants Baker studied, pressmen’s employment had risen 7.9 percent. Yet, 
though new presses seemed to  bring advantages for pressmen, that  group 
expressed strong misgivings about their long-term prospects. If  today’s  presses 
threatened assistants’ jobs, pressmen anticipated that tomorrow’s designs 
might render them vulnerable too, as managers sought to reduce labor needs 
still &ore. Fear  of technological unemployment became contagious; as 
employees  saw  how  easily companies had replaced their fellows, they instinc- 
tively  began to question where that trend would  stop. 

Given  evidence that mechanization had generated  tension  across the board, 
Baker concluded that such issues  posed one of the most difficult  challenges  for 
modern Americans.  Instead of referring to “technological  unemployment^ she 
preferred to speak of ~ e c ~ ~ o c ~ Z ~ ~ r u ~   ~ ~ e ~ p ~ o ~ ~ e ~ ~ ,  a term emphasi2ing that 
the  country could and should adopt a proactive  stance. After  all,  machines did 
not introduce themselves into  the workplace, and economic patterns of pro- 
duction and consumption, displacement and employment, did not exist in a 
vacuum. She insisted that government, businesses, and  unions all bore a 
responsibility to establish effective  policy for minimizing displacement and 
retraining workers. In Baker’s  eyes, evidence from the printing industry doc- 
umented the  human cost of change, but other parties assessed the  situation 
quite  differ~ntly. Advocates stressed that new  presses had added job  oppor- 
tunities for pressmen and took Baker to task for making sweeping  policy  rec- 
ommendations based on  an investigation of one field. A New York limes 
editorial stated, “That  the  automatic machine has an effect  of some kind on 
employment can  hardly  be denied, but exactly what that effect  is  we know  only 
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in the  printing industry.” Though  other economists had generalized about 
technological  change and work  from  less  evidence, the episode underlined just 
how  controversial  talk about displacement had become.55 

In the reactivated debate on mechanization, economists and social  scien- 
tists  began examining specific  aspects of the question, such  as how factors  of 
ender,  age, and skill complicated issues  of displacement and readjustment. 
ome worried,  for  example, that older  workers  suffered a form of double jeop- 

e both esposed them  to greater  likelihood of being  discharged  when 
businesses  began  layoffs (whether for mechani~ation or  other reasons) and 
then presented an additional obstacle in finding a new position. According 
to  the New  York State Commission on Old Age Security, 89 percent of man- 
ufacturing firms discriminated against job candidates  past  middle  age,  while 
59 percent refused even to accept applications  from  older workers. Yale 
industrial engineer Elliott Dunlap Smith found  it  ironic  that  the  modern 
emphasis on  rapid technological  change had  started shrinking the  period of 
employability,  even  as  medical  progress had extended man’s health and life- 
span. If anything, increasing  mechanization should make  aging  less of a draw- 
back,  Smith  argued.  Conveyor  systems  eliminated  heavy  lifting, and automatic 
machines reduced the stress of industrial labor, offsetting any decline in 
strength and endurance among older  workers.56 

Executives often perceived young people as better  suited  to  the  Machine 
Age, more adaptable and  more  owle edge able about new  technology.  Some 
older workers, who resented and feared the powerful  changes transforming 
their familiar  workplace, did indeed  resist learning new  skills or prove unable 
to  handle  strange machinery. Doctors  and psychologists pointed  out  in  the 
1930s that  the aging  process  affected  everyone differen~y and argued that  the 
many capable and adaptable older individuals should not be condemned on 
the basis  of stereotypes. Employers should consider the personal strengths 
older  staff contributed  to a workplace,  such  as  reliability and experience.  But 
in a period when mechanization could completely  revolutionize production, 
experience with old-style operations became a liability rather  than  an asset. 
One manager rationalized age limits by saying that  most men over  age forty 
were “trying to sell  themselves on  the basis  of  what  they  have  accomplished in 
the past by  using methods which  were  good  at that time but are  now  obsolete.” 
Economists,  social  workers, and  union leaders worried that  the  premium  on 
youth  made older workers into special victims of technological unemploy- 
ment, “eliminated as ruthlessly  as the machinery whenever it begins to show 
wear.”57 

Observers of mechanization also  began  asking about its relative impact on 
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skilled versus unskilled workers.  Many innovations clearly substituted for 
unskilled labor. The Bureau of Labor Statistics reported, for example, that 
ditch-digging machines with one  operator and assistant could perform as 
much work  as forty-four hand laborers.58 At the same time, other techno1 
ical changes seemed to pose an unprecedented threat  to skilled  wor 
Deskilling did  not represent a new issue; during  the  Industrial Revolution, 
spinning mules and power looms had t r ~ s f o r m e d   t e ~ i l e - m ~ n g  fiom skilled 
craft into unskilled machine-tending. In Depression h e r i c a ,  widespread job- 
lessness lent urgency to the fear that inventors could make machines 1 to 
even the  most experienced men. One case attracting  attention invo 
painters who had long been a part of first the carriage and  then  the automo- 
bile industry, embellishing expensive  vehicles with striping  and  other deco- 
rations. Those men  had formed a production aristocracy, commanding 
relatively high pay and respect for their eye for detail. With the development 
of paint guns that could  spray  fine  lines, even young  female  novices  could learn 
striping, and  the job could be completed faster with fewer people.  Techno 
helped reduce car-striping time from seventy-two minutes to twelve, re 
ing twenty-two skilled men earning at least $1.50 an hour with one man  and 
four girls  averaging sixty cents an hour. Stripers  lost both their job security and 
their personal identity as machines made their artistry i r re le~ant .~~ 

Automobile striping seemed to illustrate a particular twentieth-century 
twist to  the old problem of des~l ing .  Machines had long been able to surpass 
man’s physical strength,  but new inventions carried an even more powerful 
capability to beat other human abilities. Automatic dialing equipment could 
react  faster than even the best telephone operator, at least when it functioned 
properly. In manufacturing, new  devices incorporated sophisticated sensory 
capabilities that promised to supersede humans’ manual dexterity and visual 
acuity. Cigar-inspecting machines reportedly worked more quickly and accu- 
rately than people; human sorters could distinguish only eight or nine varia- 
tions  in color,  while the technology could di~erentiate among several dozen 
shades.  Photoelectric equipment introduced at Henry Ford’s  River  Rouge plant 
in 1935 allegedly eliminated eight out of ten men inspecting wrist pins  and 
fourteen out of eighteen inspecting camshafts. Even jobs requiring a 
experienced touch no longer seemed safe. By 1939, one Pennsylvania bakery 
replaced  skilled “pretzel bending artists” with machines that could knot raw 
dough  into loops ten times faster, plus conveyor belts to move the  product 
through ovens and cooling  areas When machines could out- 
perform workers who had devoted  years to perfecting their senses and skills, 
the threat of displacement seemed to have  reached a new level. 

Of course, as economists since Say and Sismondi had  noted,  the serious- 



ness  of  technological unemployment turned  not just on how many positions 
machines eliminated, but how many people the economy could reabsorb. 
“While Depression-era observers had little reliable information on exact num- 
bers of men and women thrown  out of work by  technological  change, experts 
knew even  less about what happened to those individuals afterward. While 
defenders of classical economic theory maintained that consumption should 
open plenty of job opportunities and thereby prevent long-term joblessness, 
the few available studies tracing the fate of displaced workers yielded more 
ambiguous evidence. One 1930 study of  1,190 Connecticut rubber workers  dis- 
placed  when their factories could not compete with more efficient operations 
showed that on average,  workers lost 4.3 months to  unemploy~ent. Thirteen 
percent remained jobless  after  eleven months. Sixty-six percent of those who 
found new  work had  to accept  lower pay, with skilled  workers losing 28 per- 
cent more income than unskilled. Age represented a significant  factor:  only 61 
percent of subjects over  age forty-five managed to find reemployment after 
eleven months, versus 84 percent of those between twenty-five and  thirty- 
five.61 That study had been started before the Depression  fully  set in; it seemed 
likely that a worse economic climate would make statistics on  ree~ployment 
even grimmer. 

Some  evidence  suggested that, as  technological  change  irrevocably  altered 
labor needs in old lines of work, displaced men and women had to switch 
occupations to gain a decent  chance  at reemplo~ent ,  Economist  Isador  Lubin’s 
1929 study of 754 unemployed workers (some displaced by mechanization, 
others by plant slowdowns or relocation) showed that 54 percent of those who 
managed to find new jobs had done so by  completely changing fields.  Lubin 
cited  instances of garment cutters who  became gas station attendants, grocery 
clerks, or building guards. Such  cases might seem to confirm the faith that, 
through natural shifts in production and consumption, the economic system 
would absorb displaced  labor. Though cutting machines had eliminated jobs 
in the clothing industry, the rising demand for garage and groiery services had 
opened new positions. And  yet,  such  breezy  confidence in  the workings of the 
market neglected to factor in  the hardship for those involved. In tough times, 
few could afford the luxury of turning down low-level jobs in hopes of a bet- 
ter future offer, but those who jumped occ ations often paid a high price in 
lost skill, lost wages, and lost  time. Lubin’s study began to document how  many 
mature and experienced  workers saw little choice but  to “begin all  over  again 
at  the  bottom  and learn a new trade at lower  pay.”62 

Nevertheless, the possibility of reemployment for at least some displaced 
workers could reinforce the  hope  that mechanization posed no serious dan- 
ger. Classical economic theory readily meshed with modern  optimism,  the 
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faith that Americans’  native ingenuity would keep churning out better ideas. 
Innovations had, in  the past, led to  the creation of entirely new industries. 
Many  citizens enduring the Depression  could  readily  remember the days before 
automobiles, airplanes, radio, movies, and telephones;  over just a few  decades, 
those inventions had grown into five  of the nation’s  biggest  employers. Cen- 
sus  Bureau  figures confirmed that new product areas  generated  work;  between 
1920 and 1930, the  number of chauffeurs, truck drivers, and  tractor drivers in 
America went from 285,000 to 972,000,  while auto  and airplane industries 
helped  mechanics’ jobs grow from 281,000 to 628,000. Employment of harness 
makers,  railroad  firemen, and streetcar motormen had dropped in that decade, 
sometimes precipitously, but  the popularization of cars had ensured employ- 
ment  in  the manufacture, distribution, and sales  of  vehicles,  accessories, and 
travel  services.63 

Optimists held that just as automobiles and airplanes had  supported  job 
growth  over the previous  years, so future discoveries  would  spawn  new indus- 
tries and prevent technological unemployment from growing unmanageable. 
The country still  needed  new inventions to meet  unfulfilled consumer desires, 
especially in  the critical area of housing. Paul  Douglas told a 1932 radio audi- 
ence that plans for improving construction would soon make  mass produc- 
tion of affordable  homes  practical. The resulting wave of building,  he  promised, 
would not only improve living conditions for thousands of families but also 
bring thousands of jobs.64  Such arguments reflected faith that a historic path 
of innovation would allow the economy to  continue-on a course of natural 
expansion; in essence, the United States would invent its way out of labor 
displacement. 

More cautious observers warned against counting on vague  scientific and 
engineering developments as a panacea. The latest model automobiles had 
attracted buyers during good times, but  the Depression made it harder to find 
consumers who had discretionary funds to spare on such  items. With so many 
families  experiencing economic difficulty,  companies might face  obstacles  get- 
ting new products established. The New York Times cautioned that innovations 
often merely redirected buying rather than adding to it; the novelty of rayon 
attracted consumers, but it simultaneously reduced the demand for silk and 
cotton goods.  Moreover, the inevitable lag between the germ of an idea and its 
translation into successful production limited its immediate value in provid- 
ing employment. Displaced  workers  of the 1930s cod find little solace in pre- 
dictions that  the development of some future enterprise like  television would 
yield thousands of jobs in decades to come.  Such  forecasts only made writer 
Silas  Bent scornful; if invention could miraculously open so many opportu- 
nities, he asked in 1931,  why did so many currently face hardship? “All  we need 



do is look around for one of those new  jobs-business  of scurrying about with 
a telescope-Where are those seven million new jobs the machine has been 
creating?”65 

Discussion of new inventions reflected  a  whole  set  of underl~ng questions 
about America’s economic and technological future. The country had changed, 
Mordecai Ezekiel noted. Generations of activity in farming, cattle ranching, 
mining, and  transportation  had built wealth in  the past, but  the United States 
had run  out of room for expansion. Twentieth-century inventions such  as air- 
planes and air-conditioning might raise  living standards, but they could not 
compare to the sheer scale  of capital growth during  the nineteenth century. 
Ezekiel feared that  the closing of the frontier had  cut off the nation’s best 
source of progress and concluded, “Re-absorption of the technologically 
unemployed today is thus no longer an  automatic process.” Stuart Chase, 
among others, similarly worried that  the end of  westward movement had 
made prospects more troublesome for the current generation. While frontier 
settlers had been able to feel “unlimited optimism as to  the economic future,” 
he warned, the Depression  forced modern citizens to confront disturbing new 
realities such as the loss  of jobs to  mechanization.~6 

If the closing of the  frontier  had  started  shutting off economic options, 
Depression-era analysts wondered, where would new jobs come from? How 
would patterns of employment look different in years ahead? Some econo- 
mists  argued that America’s occupational picture had started to shifi radically, 
moving away from agriculture and manufacturing toward professional,  serv- 
ice, and techno1o~-related jobs. Incomplete and ambiguous e m p l o ~ e n t  sta- 
tistics  lefi plenty of room for dispute about such a trend, however, and experts 
disagreed even more fundamentally about its i~plications. Douglas and 
Director hailed e ~ ~ a n s i o n  of the service sector as America’s economic salva- 
tion, providing new avenues  of opportunity for men and women displaced 
elsewhere.  Census  figures from the 1920s had already  showed  increasin 
bers of people working as insurance agents, entertainers, schoolteachers, gas 
station  attendants,  and  hotel staff, while agricultural and  manufacturing 
employment declined. In short,  the Chicago economists argued, mechaniza- 
tion did not permanently subtract jobs but merely transferred them from cer- 
tain areas to others. While previous generations had grown up  to become 
garment workers or farm hands, their modern counterparts would n a t u r ~ ~  
gravitate to  the new openings for “movie ushers, saxophone players, and 
house-to-house  canvasser^."^^ 

Skeptics doubted whether service-sector growth could automatically fend 
off unemployment. Even for garage or hotel work,  displaced men would need 
to learn new  skills and would be  at a disadvantage competing against those 
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with  experience. Even though the ranks of movie  ushers and gas pumpers had 
grown  rapidly during the I ~ ~ O S ,  logic  suggested that those  lines  of e m p l o ~ e n t  
could not infinitely absorb job-seekers. Some professions had also reached 
saturation point; Chase cautioned that young  people  just entering journalism, 
for example, would  encounter a very tight  job market. AFL leader William 
Green,  for one, found little reassurance in  the promise of  new openings. A&er 
all,  he  said, a “man laid off in a steel  mill  where  new machinery has just been 
installed cannot go tomorrow  and take up work  as a barber, and he  certainly 
is not prepared  for the professions.”68 

Moreover,  service  workers  were  by no means immune  to technological  dis- 
placement,  as  switchboard operators had  discovered.  Thanks to coin-operated 
vending  machines,  retailers  could cut sales personnel and let customers serve 
themselves.  In the food business, the popularity of Automats  seemed to her- 
ald the age  of  self-service. Inventors seemed  fixated on  the  dream of mecha- 
nizing  service  everywhere.  Business,  scientific, and technical  periodicals of the 
1930s described  plans  for an automatic parking garage and  other new  gizmos. 
The man who had previously  created the ~ig~ly-Wiggly grocery promoted his 
design for a new  self-service store; customers in a “Keedoozle” shop  would 
select  items from a glass  display  case  by turning a key. Conveyor  belts  would 
carry the desired products to the fiont of the store,  where  shoppers  would total 
up purchases  themselves, The owner  would  need to hire just a single  cashier 
to accept money and a few stockers to keep  shelves  full, the creator promised. 
As it turned  out,  the Keedoozle did not displace hundreds of  grocery  clerks, 
since it proved a commercial  failure.  But just as  changes  over  previous  years 
had  fundamentally altered labor needs in  the steel industry  and  telephone 
work, the new trend in mechanization  suggested  an  equally  significant impact 
on  future service empl~yrnent.~~ 

As  economists of the 1930s considered such questions, they consciously 
placed  themselves within both a community of expertise and  the historical 
debate over  technological unemployment. In their discussion of production 
and consumption, occupational shifts, and  the nation’s labor supply,  Douglas, 
Baker,  Slichter,  Ezekiel, and others frequently referred to arguments that Say, 
Sismondi, and  their  other predecessors had made. More than ever  before in 
modern times, the Depression-era crisis  of unemployment  underlined  the 
inherent difficulties of untangling the complex  economic  relationship  between 
technological  change and work. Though  the crisis  focused  new attention  on 
the subject, experts could not instantaneously resolve a centuries-old issue. 
Throughout  the decade,  economists continued to argue about  both  the broad 
picture and  the detailed  evidence. Joining the economists, other social  scien- 
tists began a protracted attempt  to understand the effects  of  workplace  mech- 
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anization.  Members of the American  Statistical   so cia ti on wrestled  with  tech- 
nical  problems about what  types of numbers, measures, and comparative indi- 
cators should be used to define  economic  change, to measure producti~ty, and 
to gauge e m p l o ~ e n t .  For a more intense look, professional  societies organ- 
ized  special meetings devoted entirely to  the matter. In 1930, the American 
Academy  of Political and Social  Science hosted a conference on jobs and tech- 
nological  change  which attracted four hundred delegates from various organ- 
izations and colleges.70 

University of Chicago  sociologist  William  Fielding Ogburn, who had long 
expressed interest in  the nature and impact of the inventive  process,  became a 

ure in  the discussion. His in~uential19~2. book, Social ~ ~ u n g e  ~~~~ 

Cul~ure  and ~r ig inul  ~ a t u r ~ ,  had characterized science and engi- 
neering as prime forces reshaping economic behavior, family  life, and  other 
parts of the  modern world’s inter~ependent social structure. When economic 
institutions, government, or  other actors failed to adjust to technical change 
in timely fashion, the subseque “cultural lag” could cause critical “malad- 
justment.” Continuing his WO to the I ~ ~ O S ,  Ogburn interpreted labor dis- 
placement  as an especially  ser ample of cultural lag. The pace  of  change 
kept speeding up, he emphasized, and developments in technology. could 
exert a tremendous price on society.  Even minor inventions such as vending 
machines might radically  reshape  business,  causing ongoing troub 
ing people. Ogburn compared the course of American science, e 
and invention to a “huge tidal wave” that could not possibly be restrained; the 
United States had no choice but  to  try adjusting its social mechanism to com- 
pensate. In present-day life, Ogburn wrote, “technology cracks the whip.” The 
force of mechanization raced ahead ever  faster, with the result that  “institu- 
tions of society  slip out of  gear, and  humanity suffers.”71 

Ogburn’s  perspective encouraged the concept that America  needed to cul- 
tivate skills in social invention to match its record in developing new tech- 
nology. “The mechanical inventor has given us too many hats; the social 
inventor has not given us too many techniques and aids  for  social ends,” wrote 
Arland D.  Weeks. For Ogburn  and  others  in his circle, the first step in  the 
process of adjustment required getting experts to identify  new inventions that 
carried an especially  great  potential  impact. Through the early I ~ ~ O S ,  Ogburn, S. 
Colum Gilfillan, Clark Tibbits, and fellow sociologists annually published 
lists of the previous year’s most critical  discoveries. The technologies they sin- 
gled out ranged widely in type, from advances in television equipment, air- 
plane safety, and  the mechanization, of coal mining to  the advent of night golf 
and the discovery of imperishable paint for decorating buildings. Their analy- 
ses covered more  than just displacement; the sociologists tried to anticipate 
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how selected  discoveries might affect personal behavior,  family interactions, 
and community life.  But as concern about u n e m p l o ~ e n t  grew, Qgburn an 
Gilfillan  devoted more and more attention to  the question of work. The cul- 
tural lag theory of displacement proved enormously influential throughout 
the Depression  decade,  especially among federal  researcher^.^^ 

~nsurprisingly, the  man who symbolized America’s faith in technology 
as  progress, Thomas Edison, ridiculed any  idea that overly rapid mechaniza- 
tion might contribute to social or economic problems. When an interviewer 
asked in 1931 whether the sheer  pace of  new invention threatened to make  life 
too complex, Edison replied, “No. People  will  live up  to it. The brain-if 
used-has enormous capacity.  People  don’t  begin to suspect what the  mind is 
capable of.” For Edison, people’s character flaws  were what had caused eco- 
nomic depression, and  triumph of  will could lead  America out of it. He told 
a radio audience that he had witnessed many downturns over  his  lifetime, but 
the  country  had always emerged “stronger and more prosperous.” Promising 
that innovation would relieve human drudgery and thereby increase happi- 
ness,  Edison  looked  forward to  the day  when  “every  task  now  accomplished by 
human hands is turned  out by some  machine,”  He  visualized  having a perfectly 
automatic machine that  took  in cloth at one end, controlled its cutting, and 
turned  out completely  finished suits at  the other end. Edison’s death, in Qcto- 
ber 1931, came in  the midst of a powerful paradigm shift in American assess- 
ments of technology, after which assumptions about mechanization and 
well-being  would  never be the same.73 

From the early 1930s on, economists and social  scientists  helped  focus atten- 
tion on the subject of production mechanization. Exactly how many h e r i -  
cans had new workplace technology displaced, and how many had been 
reabsorbed? The answers  remained  subjects of basic  dispute  between labor and 
business,  classical  economists, and critics. Yet within just a few months of the 
Depression’s onset, the  terms of debate had fundamentally changed. While 
1920s prosperity had supported confidence in Say’s  law and reassuring theo- 
ries about economic equilibrium, Americans of the 1930s no longer took such 
faith for granted. As popular economic writer Stuart Chase  said  bluntly,  fac- 
ing the grim financial situation of 1931, “This is the economy of a madhouse.”74 

Many uncertainties remained.  Depression-era  observers often cited an 1832 
comment by British thinker  (and early computing-machine experimenter) 
Charles Babbage, who declared, “That machines do not, even at  their first 
introduction,  throw human  labour out of employment, must be 
admitted; and it has been maintained, by persons very competent to form an 
opinion . . . that they never produce that effect. The solution of this question 



depends on facts,  which,  unfortunately,  have not yet  been  Such an 
assessment  seemed  equally apropos  one  century  later; vital “facts” about 
machines and jobs remained open  to  dispute. Given the  national scale of 
unemplo~en t ,  many he r i cans  looked to  the federal  government to answer 
their questions. During this age  of  crisis, the issue  of  technology and progress 
would  come to  command  attention  at  the highest  levels  of  government. 



URING THE 19305, technological unemployment came to command 
national political attention. As officials began searching for ways to 

address the economic and social  crisis, the sheer persistence  of high jobless- 
ness attached grave import to the possib~ity that workplace  technology might 
be even partly responsible. Herbert Hoover’s administration tried to minimize 
fears, assuring ~mericans that  the growing mechanization of production 
would inevitably create opportunity over the long run. But the election of 

Roosevelt drastically changed the ~ a s h i n ~ t o n  line on displace- 
ing in officials who treated it as a serious problem. 

Economists in  the Works Progress Administration undertook intensive 
research into recent production and labor trends in various industries, serv- 
ice sectors, and agriculture. U n e m p l o ~ e n t  remained stubbornly high, even 
as business started to recover from depression, suggesting the disturbing pos- 
sibility that mechanization had cut into  the base level  of work  available. WPA 
officials started speaking of “permanent technological ~nemployment.~’ Pres- 
ident Roosevelt  himself warned Americans in his 1940 State of the Union 
address that  the  country  must begin “finding jobs faster than invention can 
take them away? Throughout  the decade, members of Congress  also  wrestled 
with the issue, debating various proposals to address the changing nature of 
work in  the Machine Age, 

At the  start of Depression, experts had few reliable statistics on overall 
unemployment, much less the extent of technological displacement. Officials 
simply had not made it a national priority  in previous years to collect com- 
prehensive  figures on  the pace  of mechanization and on job growth or decline 
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across various fields.  After 1930, as job loss deepened, the popular press, labor 
organizations, academic observers, and  the general public began calling for 
better  information  about  the unemployment situation. The ~~~~~~ Times 
editorialized that “even the most prosperous country  on  earth  cannot indefi- 
nitely postpone”  the vital need to  study  the  modern relationship between 
mechanization and work.’ 

Any intelligent discussion of technological unemployment would  need to 
be grounded on a firm factual foundation, and through default, if nothing else, 
the federal government seemed to bear the obligation of supplying such sta- 
tistics. Historian Charles  Beard,  expressing  his  dismay at discovering that “our 
best authorities have few figures at  hand” on technological unemployment, 
tried to goad the Hoover administration into corrective action. In a 1930 let- 
ter to Lillian Gilbreth, member of the President’s  Emergency Committee on 
Employment, he asked, “How many are thrown out of employment annually 
by  changes in machinery and processes? We do  not h o w ?  What becomes of 
those so displaced? . . How many are taken care of by their former employ- 
ers? We do  not h o w ?  How many are retrained and how? . , . What hardships 
are imposed on  the displaced? We cannot answer.”  Beard  called on the Hoover 
administration to set top economists to work immediately on  the most basic 
problem-just deciding what data to collect.2 

As the Depression  set in, other parties joined the appeal  for the government 
to investigate displacement. In a March 1930 letter to President Hoover, AFL 
leader  William  Green wrote that, given the likelihood that production would 
grow even more mechanized, American workers could  end up paying an 
“obviously unfair” price for industrial progress. To prevent such an outcome, 
Green recommended that Hoover  establish a federal bureau to help locate  new 
positions for “victims of technological unemployment.” Such a centralized 
employment agency could  also  gather information on changing  economic pat- 
terns and job trends, Green added, data that educators could then use to redi- 
rect vocational guidance. In  the White House response, Hoover declared he 
had been “giving a great deal of thought” to technological unemployment. He 
mentioned the possibility of establishing a Presidential Commission or other 
o6cial body to review  issues  of  machines and jobs, writing that the “inquiries 
I have  been  able to make show a great  deal  of confusion as to fact.”3 

That July,  Hoover’s administration created a special  Advisory Committee 
on Employment Statistics to recommend ways  of improving the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics’ admittedly “inadequate’’ information-gathering processes. 
Hoover  explicitly  charged the panel with suggesting directions for inquiry on 
technological unemployment. University of Pennsylvania researcher Joseph 
Willits, P.  W. Litchfield  of  Goodyear  Tire and Rubber  Company, and  the AFL’s 
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John Frey formed the subcommittee on machines and labor, whose  advisors 
included  William  Green,  economist Sumner Slichter,  statistician Ewan  Clague, 
and  the Taylor  Society’s Harlow  Person. 

From the  start, these members emphasized the inherent complexities and 
unpredictability of economic interactions. When an employer introduced new 
equipment, they noted, “displacement may occur in  the  plant  in which the 
improvements occur, in a competing  plant several thousand miles away, or 
in a plant or plants manufacturing totally  different  products.”  Economists had 
wrestled  for  decades with such “exceedingly complicated questions, the group 
pointed out,  but Americans could no longer afford to shrug their shoulders. 
The sheer  pace and power of invention obligated  federal  officials to begin sys- 
tematically  analyzing the problem. The committee recommended that agen- 
cies such as the Bureau of Labor Statistics compile monthly summaries of 
manufacturing capacity,  productivity, and jobs, broken down by industry and 
area. Once the surveys pinpointed the most significant  changes in productiv- 
ity and employment, the government could  mobilize its analytical  expertise to 
concentrate on such potential trouble spots.4 

Members of the Hoover administration’s Commerce Department joined 
the campaign to begin special studies. In a memo  to Commerce Secretary 
Robert Lamont, staff member Edward Eyre Hunt posed a series  of what he 
considered imperative questions. How rapidly did new inventions appear? 
How did adoption of  new machines affect  business  activity and labor condi- 
tions “as measured by (a) the scrapping of capital goods; (b) additions of new 
capital goods; (c) technological unemployment; (d) opportunities for new 
employment?” Without such information, Hunt wrote,  people  could not make 
sense of the modern economy. If innovation had begun to generate  severe job 
losses,  he argued, the  country would need to devise public or private  measures 
“to cushion the shock.” If mechanization created more positions than  it 
destroyed,  Americans still had to know “Where? How  rapidly?’’ and whether 
new  work meant “loss of economic status.” To find out,  Hunt proposed form- 
ing a special subcommittee of the Conference on  ~nemployment that would 
assess the pace of invention, analyze the application of new methods,  and 
compare job loss and  job creation across two ten-industry samples. Armed 
with such insights, federal experts could “construct a balance sheet of tech- 
nological unemployment” versus  “new opportunitie~.”~ 

Meanwhile, Secretary Lamont and President Hoover had  started talking 
with Dexter  Kimball, dean of  Cornell’s  College  of  Engineering, about arrang- 
ing outside studies of machines and jobs on the government’s  behalf. Back in 
1921, the American  Engineering Council had conducted a major investigation 
of manufacturing efficiency  which helped set the agenda for the Commerce 



Department  under  the leadership of then-Secretary Hoover. The ~ ~ s t e  in 
 s st^^ report  had encouraged government officials to work with company 
executives in a quest for greater workplace efficiency,  as the way to create a 
better  standard of living for all. In 1930, Kimball hoped  that  the AEC could 
similarly  answer  unresolved questions about  the economic impact of mech- 
anization to provide expert guidance through a time of turbulence.  Apparently 
backed  by interest from  the Hoover ad~inistration, Kimball persuaded the 
council unanimously to endorse the idea of u n d e r t ~ n g  a conclusive review. 
Within six months, however, a disappointed Kimball had  to  inform Hoover 
that  the M C  had “exhausted  all  possible sources of financial support” with- 
out raising the necessary $50,000 for the study.  He complained, “People who 
could help are either not interested or  do  not understand.” 
stop pressing the White House on  the issue’s importance, again telling the 
president, “I should like to talk to you about technological 

Washin~on leaders continued to move toward accepting the responsibil- 
ity for analyzing the consequences of workplace mechanization. In practice, 
specific  proposals for attacking the problem made little headway. Partisan con- 
troversy and bureaucratic confusion complicated the question of whether 
existing  agencies should collect statistics or whether politicians should create 
new organ~ations to take on  the job. To make matters worse, ~overnment offi- 
cials  still struggled with the task of documenting the scale  of u n e m p l o ~ e n t  
in general. Until they could comprehend  the nation’s  overall job  situation, 
chances of mastering the complex economics of machine-related displace- 
ment remained small. In March 1931, Commissioner of Labor  Statistics  Ethel- 
bert Stewart declared that  he still had no reliable statistics on technological 
unemployment. He a p p r o ~ ~ a t e d  that perhaps 125,000 Arnericans had been 
thrown out of work by changes in  production  equipment  but quickly cau- 
tioned that even trying to estimate remained diffic~lt.~ 

Though government officials  realized  by 1930 that they did not have nec- 
essary information, discussion of machines and unemployment could not 
wait. Herbert Hoover himself adopted a clear line. The president expressed 
sym~athy for those hurt by technical change but maintained that such diffi- 
culties merely represented temporary economic maladjustment. Speaking to 
the 1930  AFL convention,  Hoover  referred to displacement as a grave problem, 
especially in sectors such as the coal industry. While he regretted that  mod- 
ernizatio~ could cause workers and their families such a misery “wholly out 



of  place in  our American system,” Hoover assured his AFL audience that over 
the long run,  the affected men would surely find work in new industries an 
an expanded service  sector.8 

Hoover’s confidence in  the benefits of mechanization plainly  reflected  his 
personal background and economic philosophy. Before he entered govern- 
ment, Hoover had acquired fame and  fortune as a Stanford-trained engineer 
who s ~ ~ ~ y  managed mining operations in Australia, China, and elsewhere. 
In many ways; the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century repre- 
sented the heyday  of  American engineering; when increasing educational and 
employment opportunities drew growing numbers of young men  into  the 
field. Conscious of their new  professional  status,  engineers  debated the broader 
implications of that role.  Many  believed that America’s hture strength would 
rest on technical knowledge, making engineers some of the most important 
people in society.  Hoover  agreed with such expectations, but he believed that 
prominence entailed as many responsibilities as  rewards.  Assuming the pres- 
idency of the newly founded Federated American Engineering Societies in 
1920, Hoover argued that engineers? specialized training  and practical expe- 
rience prepared them for public leadership. Expertise obligated engineers to 
help shape a better social order, one  in which  technology; economic welfare, 
and  human conditions would advance t~gether .~ 

As head of the Commerce Department during  the 1920s; Hoover put such 
faith in expertise into practice. He envisioned a system in which his agency’s 
staff would offer companies advice based on  the best economic and techni- 
cal infor~ation. Under their sophisticated guidance, managers could share 
ideas about rationalizin~ production  and otherwise cooperate on ways to 
improve business. That new  efficiency  would multiply the nation’s industrial 
capacity and create consumer abundance. Hoover wanted to see the U.S.  gov- 
ernment encourage technical innovation without interfering in private initia- 
tive. During his tenure there, the  Department of Commerce promoted  the 
growth of radio broadcasting and commercial aviation. Forecasts for the 
development of television and air conditioning seemed to promise a future 
made prosperous through a continued flow  of  ideas.  While  such an ideal  suited 
the 1920s; the Depression. called into question the  assumption of progress 
through technological  change. Inventions and  the advance of mechanization 
had not assured basic security for many working-class  families, much less 
material paradise. It looked as if the Machine Age alliance of enginee~ng an 
business might have created a disaster of technological unemployment rather 
than a utopia of  efficiency.lo 

ous technological unemployment remained an impossibil 
President Hoover reacted defensively to such a notion, 



nomic law dictated that inventions ultimately created more jobs than  they 
destroyed, and so the plight of displaced  workers must  be merely temporary. 
Throughout his term, Hoover periodically asserted that  the worst of the 
Depression had passed, a position that allowed him  to downplay the issue  of 
mechanization. Over the  months, as u n e m p l o ~ e n t  persisted, the president 
blamed a number of other causes, from international economic trouble to 
abuses of credit and investment. He told economist Arch  Shaw in February 
1933 that  he was not “insensible” to  the “effect  of labor saving  devices on 
employment.”  But when compared to other factors such as the failure of the 
nation’s financial system,  Hoover continued, technical revolutions caused at 
most “minor notes of discord.”X1 

Hoover,  like many of his  fellow  engineers, remained committed to  the faith 
that innovation under free market capitalism must represent a positive  eco- 
nomic force. Pointing especially to prosperity during the years 1924-28, he told 
Shaw that “our system  of stimulated individual effort,  by its creation of enter- 
prise” and its support of invention had produced the most and  the most var- 
ied products “ever known in  the history of  man.” The nation’s  advances had 
come thanks  to  the “march of labor-saving devices,” Hoover wrote. Labor 
might occasionally encounter difficulties in trying to adapt to new equipment, 
but any such problems could be corrected with minor c‘adjustments of eco- 
nomic mechanism.’’lZ 

Following the President’s  lead,  Secretary Lamont asld other administration 
officials argued that Depression  hysteria had escalated  fears  of mac~ine-based 
job loss out of all proportion. Julius Barnes, chairman of  Hoover’s National 
Business  Survey  Conference, described displacement as the price civilizations 
had to pay for progress, something “inherent  in a fluid economic and social 
structure.’’  Science and invention brought so much wealth to the United  States, 
Barnes  declared, that any unemployment “which  results incidentally” should 
not  count as a “social  evil.”Assistant  Secretary of Commerce Julius Klein  sec- 
onded the message that while  change unfortunately caused  some  indisputable 
suffering,” that problem would “work out”  in  the  natural course of business 
development. The many “new jobs brought into being by our steadily mount- 
ing levels  of living should eventually take care of all’’ displaced men and 
women. The country’s future well-being  would depend more than ever on its 
commitment  to  innovation,  and  the greatest danger came when producers 
invested too little in mechanization rather than  too much. ~ o r k e r s  who feared 
job loss  would  suffer  far more if h e r i c a n  industry failed to embrace the lat- 
est techno lo^ and thereby fell behind European competitors. Half the ecpip- 
ment  in  the nation’s factories had already become obsolete, Hein warned, 
Business owners should take  advantage of current conditions to snap up new 
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machines at bargain rates, he urged, as a good-faith gesture that would  itself 
enhance emp10yment.l~ 

Meanwhile, to address the general  issue of joblessness, the administration 
recruited prominent figures (especially from  industry  and engineering) to 
form the President’s  Emergency Committee on Employment. PECE  followed 
Hoover’s principle that any  drive to restore national economic and social order 
should rest on voluntary local  efforts rather than  on a centralized  federal man- 
date. The group encouraged communities to hold their own relief  drives and 
called for individuals to help bring down the national unemployment rate by 
creating  one  job at a time. In a “Spruce Up Your Home”  campaign, PECE 
distributed 1,400,000 pamphlets recommending that  property owners hire 
unemployed manual laborers to build rock gardens and sheds. Housewives 
could engage  jobless  office  workers to organize and type up family  recipe  files, 
the Women’s Division recommended. As long as patriotic citizens could do 
their bit to help the  country pull through, there would be no need to worry 
about such controversial  subjects as me~hanizati0n.l~ 

PECE and its reorganized  successor, the President’s Org~ization on Unem- 
ployment Relief (POUR) served as  Hoover’s most visible forum on the issue 
of jobs. ~overnment officials, economists, social scientists, and members of 
the public wrote to express their pet theories about  the causes and cures for 
economic distress.  Some correspondents argued that Washington needed to 
take the problem of displacement far more seriously,  lest  accelerating  changes 
in production completely  upset the labor market. One observer  recommended 
that government require employers to submit ideas for mechanization to a 
Presidential ““National Progress-Prosperity Commission.’’  Such an organiza- 
tion would have the power,  “if an u n e m p l o ~ e n t  emergency  exists,” to order 
postponement of such plans until  the economy recovered enough to give dis- 
placed workers new jobs at no loss  of  wages. PECE and POUR reviewed  all 
such proposals but avoided  any notion of having federal regulators veto the 
introduction of new equipment, even in  the interest of minimizing pain to 
workers.  Such a concept undoubtedly must have appalled committee mem- 
bers such as L. R. Smith, head of an auto frame company that  had achieved 
international fame for taking mechanization to new heights.15 

At least one PECE/POU~ official did focus on displacement as a significant 
problem. The quest for efficiency in  modern business had  broeght  about 
“employment insecurity through technological improvement,” said Harry 
Mslneeler, chairman of the Special Committee on Employment Plans and Sug- 
gestions. To underscore the gravity of the threat, he cited AFL figures  showing 
that per capita hourly  production  had  jumped 50 percent between 1923 and 
1930. Such considerable changes in labor needs must inevitably harm labor, 



eeler concluded, unless industry began to compensate for  the  “time 
economies resulting from  improved machinery” by shortening  the workday. 
As management  reduced hours, they would naturally need to hire extra per- 
sonnel  to fill in  the gap.  PECE and POUR endorsed the  notion of  askin 
employers to spread jobs among  more people, hoping such  measures might 
j ~ p - s t ~ t  economic  activity and revive consumer  confidence.  DuPont, Kellogg, 
Eastman  Kodak, U.S. Steel,  Goodyear,  Westinghouse,  Western  Electric,  Gen- 
eral  Electric,  Chevrolet, and  other corporations experimented  with share-the- 
work programs in  the early I ~ ~ O S ,  with varying results. Soon, POUR had  to 
concede that just asking  firms to cut hours  had  not made much difference in 
distributing  emp1o~ment.l6 

Despite such problems in leaving economic recovery to  voluntary  coop- 
eration, PECE and POUR simply were not geared toward a more  interven- 
tionist  approach.  Their philosophy could not  support any  call for more 
aggressive measures to make  businesses institute  share-the-work plans or 
rethink mechanization. Instead, PECE and POUR aimed  to bolster people’s 
spirits, stressing the faith that Americans’  goodwill and resourcefulness  could 
naturally  restore  economic  soundness.  The commi~ee could not entertain any 
idea that  the Machine Age might have problems too deeply rooted to be  solved 
by hiring  men to build rock gardens.  everth he less, many ~mericans kept 
appealing to  the administration to consider  such  possibilities.  In 1932, a group 
of six thousand unemployed New  Yorkers criticized  business and politicians 
al&e for overlooking the “revolutionary fact” that  the  tremendous power  of 
mechanization had made existing e m p l o ~ e n t  policies inadequate. Republi- 
can C. H. Christensen, mayor  of  Palo  Alto,  wrote  Hoover  specifically to warn 
that  the American  economy had been “jerked out of  balance”  by the  rapid 
advance  of manufacturing ability. As a small-business  owner,  Christensen  had 
his o m  reasons  for  disliking the way  big competitors introduced new machin- 
ery, but he  also  argued  labor’s  case that change  had thrown too many people 
out of  work. Modern techniques of industry represented “a Frankenstein 
monster” that  had  started “devouring our  civili~ation.”~~ 

The administration’s failure to acknowledge such concern did not mean 
that  the president remained blind to  the distress of unemployed  Americans. 
Rather,  Hoover’s  background and intellectual outlook had  steeped him in an 
idealized  vision  of  engineering  progress.  His  experience  as Commerce Secre- 
tary had further convinced H over that mechanization  inevitably  represented 
a positive  economic incentive-a conviction too strong for  even the Depres- 
sion to shake. Though willing to concede that  the adoption of  new equipment 
sometimes  created a brief shortage of work in certain localities,  Hoover  could 
not accept the possibility of its having  grown into anything  more  serious. Even 



after he had completed his term in office,  Hoover continued to downplay  any 
link between mechanization and  job loss. In a 1936 speech to the American 
Society of Mechanical  Engineers, Hoover did acknowledge that technologi- 
cal unemployment had probably risen proportionately  more  in  the United 
States recently than  at any other  point  in time. However, he  continued,  the 
historical advance of civilization should persuade people to  trust  that mech- 
anization eventually led to lower prices and increased consumer demand, 
thereby raising  living standards and creating jobs. As an ironic footnote, when 
Hoover built a new home  in California  back in  the 1920s, his wife  Lou Henry 
reportedly purchased all the latest  labor-saving household devices-except for 
a modern refrigerator. Architect Birge Clark recalled that according to  the 
Hoovers’ son Man, “the reason that we didn’t  change to electric refrigerators 
was that his mother knew the iceman, and she didn’t want to participate in 
eli~inating him.”l8 

During the early I ~ ~ O S ,  Washin~on did have one group designed to address 
large-scale  issues  like  technological unemployment. Before the crash, in Sep- 
tember 1929, Hoover had organized a special  Research Committee on Social 
Trends to analyze  complex  social relationships and emerging areas of strain. 
Wesley Mitchell,  director of the private  National  Bureau of Economic  Research, 
headed the group,  joined by  sociologist  William Ogburn, University  of  Chicago 
political scientist  Charles Merriam, and others. The committee’s voluminous 
report, Recent Social Trends in the ~ n i t e d  States, ranged widely  over matters 
including urban  and  rural life,  law and crime, recreation and arts, health, reli- 
gion, racial and ethnic issues, and  the status of women and children. In that 
broad analysis, the group referred to  the substitution of machines for men as 
a serious problem that might worsen in  the  future  but  that represented only 
one among many formidable challenges of ~entieth-century life. 

Economists  Edwin Gay  of Harvard and Leo Wolman of Columbia affirmed 
in ~ e c e n t  Social Trends that advances in science and invention had  brought 
about  an “unusual increase” in labor output  during  the 1920s. The gain in per 
capita production had come so sharply that technological u n e m p l o ~ e n t  now 
presented one of the country’s “most pressing” problems. The adoption of 
labor-saving equipment  in  the railroad industry between 1920 and 1930 had 
greatly increased operational efficiency but eliminated up  to 535,000 work- 
ers,  Wolman and Gustav Peck  of the City College of  New  York wrote. At the 
national level, temporary displacement posed a “problem of increasing  grav- 
ity,”  while the prospect of accelerating mechanization in years ahead threat- 
ened to cause a permanent absence of jobs. Sometimes new technologies 
could have a positive  effect,  Ralph Hurlin of the Russell  Sage Foundation and 



Meredith Givens  of the Social  Science  Research  Council noted. In steelmaking, 
the efficiency gained through  manufacturing improvements had generated 
enough savings to  spur market growth, which opened  up  opportunities for 
workers.  But Hurlin and Givens doubted whether the steel market could sus- 
tain unlimited gains in  consumption,  and, when the expansion stopped, an 
“aggregate displacement of labor” would  catch 

To explain why displacement  posed more of a threat in  the modern age, the 
committee drew on Ogburn’s cultural lag  theory. Reporting that  the number 
of patents issued had jumped from 143,000 during  the years 1901-5 to 219,000 

the years 1926-30, the  group suggested that  the  future would bring 
ever-accelerating development in science and engineering. In contrast, gov- 
ernment agencies and  other  institutions  tended to resist rapid alteration, 
meaning that, when compared to the advance  of  technology, the nation’s  social 
and political context would  become  increasingly outdated, Such  uneven rates 
of change could create “zones of  danger,”  as  if “parts of an automobile were 
operating at uns~chronized speeds.”  Unless the United States saw either “a 
speeding up of social invention or a slowing down of mechanical invention, 
grave maladjustments” were certain to occur.2o 

Since  Americans  usually  felt reluctant to place constraints on scientific and 
technical initiative, the Committee concluded, they must therefore redefine 
social institutions to fit the development of machines. Adopting proposals for 
shorter  hours, unemployment insurance, and old-age pensions might cush- 
ion distress for brief periods, but such half-measures would not prevent the 
growing problems of displacement. The lag  between  technical  knowledge and 
everyday  existence  would continue to widen,  unless the nation embarked on 
a bold course of social invention. Most  people,  conservative  by nature, instinc- 
tively shunned radical experiments in life, the  report continued. Therefore, 
experts in government and  the social  sciences must assume leadership and 
impose comprehensive social and economic adjustments, as they had done 
fifteen  years  before in mobilizing the country for war. Adapting to the Mac~ine 
Age called for “effective integration of the swifily changing elements’’ in life, 
a job requiring “nothing  short of the combined intelligence of the  nation” 
over  years to come. The Committee proposed that Americans might create a 
~a t iona l  Advisory Council of politicians, businessmen, labor leaders, scien- 
tists, and*“statesmen in social  science,” who would keep an eye on workplace 
trends. Their deliberations  would  ensure that “economic,  governmental, moral 
and  cultural  arrangements  should  not lag too far behind”  the advance of 
research and development.21 

Such a scheme  would eEective1y institution~i~e Ogburn’s cultural lag the- 
ory, defining displacement as a problem of social disjunction that could only 
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be solved through professional  expertise. The social  scientists proposed to give 
themselves a central role in arranging America’s  hilture, in saving the  country 
from its own talent  for mechanization, Their prediction that technological 
change would risk  aggravating  social and economic tension did  not  harmo- 
nize with the Hoover presidency’s efforts to shore up  the  trust  that rnecha- 
nization meant progress. By 1933, that conflict ceased to matter. Future 
decisions about how  government should address the question of displacement 
would  rest with the incoming Roosevelt administration. 

At the  time of  Roosevelt’s inauguration, widespread distress made tech- 
nological unemployment  appear  more  than ever a continuing  national 
emergency. The Hoover administration had dismissed cases  of displacement 
as a temporary anomaly: the nation’s fundamentally healthy business sys- 
tem would soon correct such glitches,  officials promised, validating faith in 
mechanization, With the political changing of the guard, Americans began 
hearing a radically di~erent message. Under F r a n ~ i n  Delano  Roosevelt,  ash- 
ington leaders openly considered the possibility that current problems of job 
loss represented merely the  tip of the iceberg.  Far from automatically creating 
more work, they warned, future mechanization in industry, agriculture, and 
services might turn technological unemployment  into a persistent curse of 
modern life.22 

The idea of technological unemployment as a crisis remained exceedingly 
controversial. One of the Roosevelt administration’s earliest attempts to 
address the issue sparked internal disagreement and public embarrassment. 
William O g b ~ r n  had prepared a pamphlet entitled You and ~ ~ c ~ i n e s  for the 
American Council of Education, material intended for instructional use in the 
Civilian Conservation Corps. CCC executive Robert Fechner reportedly 
found Ogburn’s  assessment  of  mechanization and jobs overly pessimistic  and 
promptly  banned  it  from GCC camp libraries and  education programs. 
Ogburn protested that  he remained “very optimistic regarding the future,” 
Meanwhile,  University of BuEalo economist Percy  Bidwell, editor of the pam- 
phlet series,  praised You and ~ ~ c ~ ~ ~ e s  as a well-balanced account. Ogburn had 
avoided the unrealistic portrayal of technology as a source of universal  bless- 
ing, Bidwell said, but he also had rejected the  notion of an bi unconquerable 
monster devouring the 

In  truth,  Ogburn  did offer encouraging indications that new technology 
brought concrete social and economic benefits to ordinary Americans. When 



manufacturers introduced better machines, the booklet  indicated,  gains in e%- 
ciency translated into consumer savings. To illustrate, a cartoon showed a see- 
saw with a robot on one end, pushing down the “cost of  goods,” while a happy 
man rises into  the air on the other side,  enjoying an improved standard of  liv- 
ing. Thanks to  modern production, Ogburn wrote, a “girl behind the counter 
at ~ 0 0 1 w o r t ~ s ~ ’  owned more silk stockings than had Queen Marie  Antoinette. 
The accompanying drawing showed a twentieth-century worker comparin 
his home  to Versailles and announcing,  “I wouldn’t trade houses with you, 
Marie!” In the interests of humor, Ogburn sometimes  stretched the truth  about 
machines’  capabilities; cute but outlandish images  showed a humanoid  robot 
washing  dishes  while instructing the housewife to  “run along and have  fun.”2* 

At the same time that Ogburn emphasized  how  workplace mechanization 
made consumers  richer, he argued it “has always been true” that such  improve- 
ments eliminated labor. The general economic slump still accounted for most 
job loss; Ogburn estimated that “not more than 1 out of  every 7 persons unem- 
ployed in 1933, perhaps not even 1 in 10, had his job taken away by a machine.” 
In sectors  like agriculture, however, the damage appeared clear. A single wheat 
farmer using the latest tractors could, in  three  hours, complete work that 
would have taken fifty-seven hours a century before. Mechanical corn  har- 
vesters might displace hundreds of field hands, and once inventors perfected 
the automatic cotton picker, he r i cans  could “bet that there will be no pro- 
vision for the Negroes who will  lose their jobs.”25 

Other geniuses had revolutionized b r i c ~ a k i n ~  and road-laying, Ogburn 
told readers. Restaurants could use a machine to pour, flip, and serve  pancakes 
automatic~y. Hollywood’s  switch to  sound movies had ousted ten thousand 
musicians, who discovered that protesting did  them  “no  more good than  it 
would for farm horses to kick the tractors that replace  them.”  True, employ- 
ers did not  adopt new machinery instantly; the cotton picker so far remained 
limited to certain Southern regions, and coal-mining machines to  the East. 

nds of jobs might arise from expanding demand for printing, plus the 
of business in the radio and automobile industries. The unprecedented 

scale  of  change threatened to create numerous “pools of technological unem- 
p l o ~ m e n t ~  Ogburn concluded, but intensified innovation  and economic 
~~velopment  would help such pools “disappear more quickly.”26 

The imbalance in Ogburn’s pamphlet came from the visual  images,  which 
conveyed a vivid  impression of machines harming labor. One drawing  showed 
a man  at a factory door reading the notice, “You’re  fired-new machines take 
your job.’’ The artist turned  the icon of a humanoid robot into a visual short- 
hand for displacement; cartoons showed the  robot trying to snatch a hammer 
out of a worker’s hands  or shoving the fellow  away from his workbench. In 
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another picture, the  robot pushes an elderly man toward the edge of a  cliff. 
Though the text included reassurances that mechanization could generate as 
well  as destroy opportunity, none of the ~ustrations depicted men working on 
an automobile assembly line or  in a radio salesroom.  Readers who only  looked 
at  the pictures would  overwhelmingly  associate technology with job loss.27 

Ogburn also  phrased  his  criticism in extreme  language.  Calling the machine 
“as dangerous as a  wild  animal,” Ogburn  announced  that changes in  indus- 
try endangered American workers’ survival as much as saber-toothed tigers 
had jeopardized our prehistoric ancestors.  Just as  early humans had discovered 
how to protect themselves from predators, he suggested, twentieth-century 
people must  learn to defend themselves against the downside of progress. 
Ogburn defined the problem in terms of his cultural lag theory,  explaining that 
modern invention “comes so quickly we are unprepared.” Although govern- 
ment  and society had so far remained “always behind time  in adjusting,” the 
nation might yet master the challenge.  His  conclusion  offered plenty of ambi- 
guity: the last drawing showed  a young man  triumphantly riding on the back 
of  a robot, like an all-American cowboy,  yet the final  sentences  referred to  the 
machine as “a  new  monster,” phrasing guaranteed to prove  controversial.28 

Though interpreting the effects  of  technological  change remained a touchy 
venture,  President Roosevelt  himself did not shy away from the subject.  Speak- 
ing at a 1935 press  conference, he indicated that American  workers might have 
good reason to worry about their fate. Even  if the  nation could immediately 
restore production to  the peak levels  of  1929, he  declared, that rebound would 
only supply jobs for 80 percent of the unemployed, because mechanization 
had so greatly  increased  per capita efficiency in  the meantime. The president’s 
statement echoed what some union officials and social  scientists had already 
suggested, that  the economy was losing its ability to absorb displaced work- 
ers as  employers kept installing more labor-saving devices.  Roosevelt’s com- 
ments made front-page headlines.  Business  leaders sharply criticized  any such 
notion, contending that statistics showing employment lagging behind pro- 
ductivity either reflected  meaningless fluctuations or had been misinter~reted. 
New York Times editors chastised the president for falling into  the  trap laid 
by “calamity prophets.’,  A  calm look at economic data, they insisted, proved 
“plainly there is no such dire disproportion between business activity and 
empl~yrnent.”~~ 

Over subsequent days, other administration officials  echoed the president’s 
disturbing assessment. “Man has been thrust aside to make way for the 
machines,”  Aubrey  Williams informed Americans, meaning that joblessness 
was,  “like the airplane, the radio, the weather and taxes, here to stay.” As evi- 
dence, he observed that e m p l o ~ e n t  rates had failed to rebound on pace with 



Fig. 2. Illustrations of William  Ogburn’s  readable pamphlet  on  the  technological 
~nemployment issue provide  plenty of food  for  thought. On. the  one  hand,  his 
robots  appear  rather  cute,  being relatively small and resembling animated  tin cans. 
On  the  other  hand,  when  shoving  workers  aside  or  hitting  them  in  the face, the 
robots  packed  a  heavy  punch.  Illustration by Fred Cooper,  in  William  Ogburn, 
You and ~ ~ c ~ ~ n e ~  (Chicago:  University of Chicago Press: 1934) , 6. 

the recent upswing in business activity. Thanks to  the way technical innova- 
tions  had raised production capacity, Williams said, steelmakers and  auto- 
mobile companies could build  up output without needing to expand their 
payrolls.  Given such trends, “thousands of young men and women”  growing 
up  in  the Machine Age were “destined never to become self-~upporting.”~~ 

ect: §ti 

While Washington personnel were now prepared to take technological 
unemployment seriously, the Roosevelt administration realized they still 
lacked  data.  Since the early 193os, the Bureau of Labor  Statistics had conducted 
some research on how the introduction of sound movies,  dial  telephones, and 
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the teletype had affected jobs Further investigations covered technological 
innovation and unemployment in agriculture and railroad work. But since 
bureau staff had  to  pursue many issues, from wages and prices to industrial 
health and safety, they could not concentrate exclusively on the topic of dis- 
placement. Their studies provided some valuable statistics on specific tech- 
nical changes in certain professions but could not  support any conclusions 
about more complex national economic patterns. 

In  the fall of  1935,  WPA head Harry Hopkins established a new research 
program to improve understanding of the nature, causes, and effects  of job- 
lessness in contemporary life. The federal government had made establishing 
essential  relief programs its first priority, Hopkins explained. With the recog- 
nition that unemployment was  “likely to remain for some years,” the time had 
come to  start evaluating the factors behind disaster. A mandate to analyze job 
loss could lead in many possible directions. Significantly, the WPA elected to 
focus on  the “role that technology  played in current unemployment problems 
and long-term employment trends.” In justifjrlng that decision, assistant WPA 
administrator Corrington Gill observed that  the “much-abused term, ‘tech- 
nological unemplo~ent ’  entered our popular vocabulary  with  very  little  exact 
information’’ behind it. Certainly “no  one can deny that  in  the last few  years it 
has  been  voluminously written and talked  about,” but given the lack  of  any  real 
knowledge about how machines affected  labor, it was “not surprising that  the 
average man is  confused.”31 

The agency hoped  that its National Research Project on Reemployment 
Opportunities and Recent  Changes in Industrial Techniques might clear up such 
confusion. Hopkins’ initiative made front-page news; in  committing signifi- 
cant resources to this major initiative, Roosevelt demonstrated his readiness 
to treat technological u n e m p l o ~ e n t  as a genuine concern. WPA staff started 
with the hypothesis that  the force of mechanization, which had  brought 
“tremendous increases in  the volume of goods and services,” had also  caused 
“greater economic insecurity of the individual worker.”  To support  that prem- 
ise,  researchers pointed to statistics showing that manufacturing production 
had  jumped 37 percent between 1920 and 1929, while manufacturing employ- 
ment had fallen  by 2. percent. Such a trend  had continued despite the Depres- 
sion, they noted; man-hour  output  in  industry had risen another 25 percent 
between 1929 and 1935,  even  as joblessness  became a national 

Such an approach met immediate opposition in some quarters. A March 
1936 editorial  in  the periodical ~~~~~c~ ~ ~ g ~ ~ e e ~ ~ ~ g  attacked the WPA for 
holding machinery “guilty until proven  innocent.’’ The McGraw-Hill journal 
charged the Roosevelt administration with failing to see that increasing pro- 
ductivity “invariably creates much employment outside of the factories.” As 



mechanization allowed manufacturers to ma automob~es more affordable, 
jobs mul~plied in gasoline manufacture and S, insurance, garage  work, and 
road  construction. Any criticism of production  endangered  the very course 
which had created the “present trend toward an ever higher plane of living for 
all.” In  short,  the  publication warned, “take away machinery and civilization 
will  vanish.”33 

Defending  his  study, Gill insisted that  the WPA  fully recognized the ways in 
anization could spur  “tremendous m~tiplication of labor oppor- 
wever, a significant time lapse might exist between the  disap- 

pearance of old jobs and  the appearance of  new  ones.  Earlier economists had 
only  “vaguely ~ d e r s t o o ~  the complexities  of  such phenomena, but Gill prom- 
ised that  the WPA could  establish the “relative potency of the forces” of labor 
displacement and  labor  absorption. He referred again to indications  that 
recent  rises in productivity and profits had not yielded corresponding employ- 
ment gains, “disturbing” evidence that demanded careful inve~tigation,~~ 

Project director David Weintraub, who had been an economics instructor 
at  the City  College  of  New York before joining  the  National Bureau of  Eco- 
nomic Research, planned  to approach the  matter from three angles. The  proj- 
ect would start  with a general statistical analysis to trace  national  trends  in 
mechanization,  productivity,  and  labor displacement. Second, researchers 
would study technical changes in specific industries, drawing on infor~ation 
and input from  company executives, the Bureau of  Labor Statistics, the 
Depart~ent  of Agriculture, the National Bureau of Economic  Research, and 
other  appropriate sources.  Finally, the WPA would  explore what happened to 
displaced workers, how individual  circumstances, local conditions,  and  the 
national economy  all  affected  chances  of reemplo~ent .  From the beginning, 
~ e i n t r a u b  stressed that  the WPA would adopt a scientific  perspective in “con- 
sidering  the  economic Conditions under which men  and  machinery  are 
employed.” The issue, he emphasized, could not  and  should  not be oversim- 

d into  an emotionalized battle of “men versus  machines.”35 
usiness leaders had a record of unpleasant experiences with Roosevelt’s 

ew  Deal, and  their  distrust of the administration’s motives extended to the 
WPKs study of technological unemployment. Some reportedly perceived the 
project as a means of hiding the president’s  real  motives, a possible  cover-up 
for attempts  to revive the NRA or otherwise interfere with private enterprise. 
Frequently, WPA researchers who approached corporations with requests for 
information  encountered a flat reksal. Firms that  manufactured  industrial 
machinery proved especially reluctant to cooperate.  The machine-makers’ 
trade association complained  that econo~ists ofken looked on1 at  whether 
new equipment added or  subtracted jobs in the workpla~e that a 



failing to factor in  the way improved capacity created employment through 
the development of entirely new  lines of business and additional demand for 
raw material. Such tactics presented, a misleading picture, the  industry 
protested, writing an unfair “bill of indictment against the machine.”36 

WPA staffer J. V. H. Whipple admitted that recent discussion of displace- 
ment  had  thrown business “distinctly on the defensive.” The tide of popular 
feeling had made people “very resentful against  any machinery. . advertised 
as  saving  labor.” Whipple agreed that machine-makers had a valid point 
regarding methodology. Statisticians needed to account for  the way that 
improved production technology contributed to reemployment by  lowering 
prices and stimulating market growth. Once experts devised a “straight- 
forward” system to give the  industry full credit for adding jobs, he assured  his 
supervisor, the project  would  win  “enthusiastic cooperation &om the machine 
building fraternity.” Accounting for mechanization, productivity, and labor 
change  proved a n ~ h i n g  but straightforward. In internal memos, government 
economists puzzled over problems in classification. When a company came 
out with a 1937 model refrigerator, should that be designated  as an old or new 
product? For that matter, did  the  entire electric refrigerator business count 
as a new industry, or just a derivation of icebox man~fac ture?~~ 

While WPA staff  accepted the idea that technological improvements cre- 
ated some jobs, most believed that spokesmen for the ~ach ine ry  and Allied 
Products Institute stretched that  point  too far. Weintraub accused manufac- 
turers of inflating employment numbers, making arbitrary distinctions 
between “mechanized” and “nonmechanized” business, and selecting only the 
most favorable periods for comparison. Such tricks produced a one-sided 
interpretation, he complained, and allowed the organization to make unreal- 
istic assumptions about economic behavior. The ~ach ine ry  and Allied Prod- 
ucts Institute assumed that  an inevitable rise in prosperity must ultimately 
absorb displaced workers, a generalization that “glosses  over the problems 
inherent” in facing the changing economy. The fact that many  people  remained 
out of work  for a relatively  lengthy period, with ’ financial hard- 
ship and personal stress,  “does not receive  even on” in industry 
material, Weintraub grumbled.38 

Observers  waiting for Weintrau~s own economic assessment found plenty 
of material for discussion in 1937, when the National Research  Project’s first 
major publication peared. The report, entitled U n e ~ ~ Z o y ~ e ~ t  and ~ n c r e a ~ -  
ing P ~ o ~ ~ c ~ i ~ i t ~ ,  S gested that mechanization had displaced a si 
number of ~ e r i c a n  workers during  the lgzos and  that, for all the prosper- 
ity during  that decade, the economy had not automatically reabsorbed that 
labor. Researchers did not place a figure on technological u n e m p l o y ~ e ~ t ,  
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declaring that methodological difficulties and lack  of data made it impossible 
even to guess. Drawing on data from the Census  Bureau, Interstate Commerce 
Commission, Bureau of Labor Statistics, and  other sources, however,  Wein- 
traub showed that between 1920 and 1929, production had risen 46 percent, 
with only a 16 percent employment growth. Those statistics made it “reason- 
able to conclude that in any given  year a considerable proportion of the unem- 
ployed  consisted’’ of workers displaced by new technology. The expanding 
service sector had created some work, but  not necessarily enough. People 
needed certain skills and experience to win a position in a hotel, garage, or 
restaurant, which made it “extremely  unlikely that all the workers displaced 
from basic industries obtained new jobs in 

Such statements reinforced the suspicion  voiced by President Roosevelt and 
labor leaders that the accelerating  pace of mechanization explained why job- 
lessness had remained even  as business  began to recover from the Depression. 
Employers just no longer needed the same manpower, since technology had 
raised productivity so dramatically. To complicate matters, the  number of 
Americans  seeking jobs had increased  by roughly 4 million between 1929 and 
1936.  Given those figures, production rates of  1929 were no longer  sufficient to 
absorb all  workers, the W A  calculated. In order to bring u n e m p l o ~ e n t  back 
down to  the 1929 level, the United States would need to push up its produc- 
tion of goods and services to 20 percent beyond 1929’s total. 

economists warned. “Since our economic system has not evinced an ability to 
make the necessary adjustments fast enough, it may  be  expected that  the dis- 
locations occasioned  by  technological  progress  will continue to present seri- 
ous problems of industrial, economic and social readjustment,” the  report 
continued.  The likelihood of continuing displacement, Gill wrote,  should 
not lead  Americans to abandon the pursuit of scientific  knowledge and inven- 
tion. Over the long term, he stressed,  any hope of improving living standards 
“depends upon technological progress.” Instead, the government might estab- 
lish  new  agencies to keep  abreast of developments and recommend appropri- 
ate  means to offset them. The idea of reducing  working hours to accommodate 
declining labor needs seemed  logical, for example. The country might create 
retraining programs and employment offices for displaced workers, or  pro- 
vide  special unemployent insurance and relief. Without such steps to adjust 
labor conditions to  the Machine Age, he cautioned, “dark prophecies of ever- 
increasing unemployment” might come true. Future generations might face 
permanent impossibilities in finding work.*O 

Those harsh words,  which effectively established an official concept of per- 
manent technological unemplo~ment, attracted widespread comment. The 

The country  did  not appear ready to meet such a challenge, 
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C l e ~ e Z a n ~  Plain ~ e a Z e r  hailed Weintraub’s report as a much-needed contri- 
bution  to economic understanding, but  the ~n~ianapozis News grumbled that 
the “WPA has not won the confidence of the people as an authority  on unem- 
ployment and  the  report may  be  considerably  colored . . . by the environment 
in which it was prepared.” Editors grudgingly acknowledged that  the WPA’s 
assessment did seem to fit  “conclusions  based on other surveys,” that mecha- 
nization had  cut  into  labor needs, In  the more negative vein, the Elizabeth, 
New  Jersey, Journal objected to  the fact that  the WPA still had  not placed  any 
exact  figure on technological unemployment. Because  of that defect, editors 
indicated, the government’s  work remained “a long ways from being a com- 
prehensive,  satisfying  presentation.”*l 

Critics at  the New York Times challenged the WPA report, describing it as 
“misleading,”  while the C~ristian Science ~ o n i ~ o r  called it “unfortunate  that 
the WPA should reinvoke that fear of the machine as a job destroyer.”  Both 
papers argued that, far from trailing business  recovery in  the I ~ ~ O S ,  employ- 
ment  had actually surpassed it. They cited a recent study by the  corporate- 
sponsored National Industrial Conference Board (NICB), which found 
employment running only 9 percent below 1929’s figure,  while production 
lagged 17 percent behind. Giving  credence to NICB numbers over WPA data, 
the  oni it or declared that “re-employment is proceeding at a pace  which  has 
laid the specter of a progressively  jobless nation” to rest. Continued recovery 
might even lead to labor shortages.42 

In response, Weintraub pointed out  that the   on it or (like several other 
papers) had reported the WPA study incorrectly.  According to their articles, 
the agency had claimed production would need to rise 20 percent over 1929 
“to bring employment back to its 1929  level.” In actuality, the report referred 
to  returning unemployment to 1929 rates, a vital difference. Regarding the 
differences in  numbers, Weintraub accused  NICB economists of artificially 
inflating employment by counting entrepreneurs, family farm workers, and 
self-employed Americans. He complained that ~ o n i ~ o r  editors had unfairly 
condemned the WPA  as being antimachine, when its analysis  explicitly stated 
that future well-being  would  rest on continued technological innovation. Gill 
wrote the New York Times to protest its editors’ similar readiness to accept 
NICB  figures  over WPA statistics. The NICB had been able to twist  facts into 
predictions of a labor shortage only by starting from the “particularly doubt- 
ful” assumption that national production would  soar 220 percent  between 1932 
and 1940. Gill ridiculed the NICB for projecting that  construction employ- 
ment could jump 126 percent and  manufacturing jobs rise 39 percent, esti- 
mates not “justified by any known’’  evidence. Authors of the NICB study 
explicitly admitted that they had chosen a set of economic assumptions with- 



out regard to probability, opting instead for “setting the extreme limits of 
possibili~.” In overlooking that  important caveat,  Gill  declared, the Times had 
become a booster for shoddy research.43 

In a personal  reply to Gill, the Times ac~owledged that its “real  difference” 
with the WPA work lay not  in “differences  of factual calculation” but  in  the 
editors’ predilection for favoring the most optimistic economic suppositions. 
The newspaper  believed the WPA must be wrong, that, by definition, mech- 
anization could not create  any  meaning^ trouble. Editors admitted they had 
started from an  assumption  that “neither technological improvements nor 
increase in working population create any permanent unemployment prob- 
lem,” the very proposition that  the WPA study claimed to disprove. The Times 
chose to  trust  that ‘‘given a restoration of normal conditions there would be 

cient increase of production to absorb the unemployed.’’ In other words, 
the complicated, multidimensional issue  of displacement boiled down to a 
matter of faith in h e r i c a n  progress.44 

Harry Hopkins sought  to drive home  the  argument  that mechanization 
threatened the nation’s  chances  of  resolving its unemployment crisis, 
attention to  the WPXs research in speeches he delivered  all  across the 

usiness boosters might trumpet  the restoration of prosperi~, he  warned, but 
a rebound in production would still leave four to five million Americans  vic- 
tims of long-term if not permanent displacement. He declared,  “When indus- 
try stopped in 1929, the research  workers  didn’t stop, so that we now need 1 
people to maintain 1929 production.’’ Thanks to new machines and metho 

e said, nine  men  in 1937 could perform as much work as had  ten  in 1929. 
resident Roose~elt’s 1937 State of the Union address echoed the idea that  it 

might become ever harder for the economic system to provide jobs for all: “As 
a result of the  natural increase in  our po~ulation, each  year at least 400,oo 
new  workers are seeking  work,” he said, even  as mechanization  sharply  reduce 
labor needs.45 

Over the months, WPA researchers pursued the implications of such eco- 
nomic and demographic trends from many angles. Studies traced patterns of 

echanization and employment across mining, agriculture, and construction. 
Staffers investigated developments in fifty-nine fields of manufacturing, 

rubber, glass, leather, iron  and steel, chemicals, motor vehicles, 
roducts, textiles, and  the  production of different foodstuffs, from 

canned and baked oods to candy and ice cream. As one example,  Boris Stern 
found  that cotton and woolen  mills of  1936 could manufacture a given length 
of cloth with less than half the  labor  time required in  lglo. Employers had 
introduced so many kinds of automatic machinery that “hardly a department 
. I . has not been affected  by this sweep  of modernization.” Across the board, 



the WPA indicated, the labor required to yield  a  given unit of output had fallen 
by 10 percent between 1929 and 1939. Anyone who hoped that rising prosper- 
ity would create enough new consumer demand to absorb displaced  workers 
should realize that in order to bring unemployment down to its 1929  level,  1939 
national income would need to rise “more than 114 again as high as in 1929.”46 
W A  experts sought to learn exactly  how much dislocation occurred, how 

fast, and how  such harm balanced out against economic gains. To establish the 
length of time it took displaced laborers to secure  new  positions,  staffers inter- 
viewed more  than twenty-two thousand  men and women. One study, pro- 
duced in cooperation with the University of  Pennsylvania’s industrial research 
department, detailed the work history of  357 former weavers and loom h e r s  
displaced when Philadelphia textile plants adopted more automated looms. 
For those who  had devoted their  entire lives to weaving, the prospect of 
switching jobs presented major psychologi~al barriers. Many tended to ‘‘ 
to their trade” despite the obvious  fact that with automated looms,  mills WO 

never need as many operators as before. Some hunted  for  months for new 
jobs and, if forced to pursue different  work out of desperation,  refbsed 

to accept the fact.  Some who had  not worked in textiles for over ten years  still 
referred to themselves  as weavers. Only the youngest managed to retrain, and 
even then, they generally had to settle for less  skilled positions at a  sacrifice 
of both money and prestige.  A similar study of six hundred New Hampshire 
cigar-makers  displaced  by the  introduction of rolling machines showed that 
25 percent remained out of work for at least five  years.47 

WPA evidence confirmed that  the nation’s economy had  started  under- 
going a fundamental shift away from  traditional agriculture and industry. 
Researchers demonstrated  that employment in farming, mining, manufac- 
turing, construction, transport, communication, and utilities had grown only 
3  percent during the 1920s,  while  service positions had nearly  doubled. By  1929, 
service  work accounted for 44 percent of total employment, a  new  high.  Wein- 
traub  did  not believe,  however, that such expansion would naturally absorb 
people who lost jobs in older fields. One study by Isador Lubin  showed that of 
410 displaced  workers  who  succeeded in finding new  places within a year, only 
53 went into service positions or  found employment in fields derived from 
recent  inventions  such as automobiles,  radio, or movies. Furthermore, the  bot- 
tom rungs of service tended to mean low  pay and low job security.  Economic 
theory often treated old and new occupations as interchangeable, but  in real 
life, human beings could not shift gears so easily.48 

Hard experience  showed, Weintraub wrote, that improvements in produc- 
tion could not translate immediately into lower  prices and higher consump- 
tion. Any advantages of mechanization tended to trickle down slowly, and 



“until such benefits  materialize,  increasing productivity augments . . . unem- 
ployment.” He included disclaimers carefully stipulating that still, “techno- 
logical  advance has been and is a necessary condition for the develo~ment of 
our nation’s  economy”  over the longer term. Despite such words, many in  the 
business community continued to perceive the WPA as preaching an antima- 
chine sentiment. The agency wanted to win acceptance, since its research 
depended on getting information from industry. In 1938, staffers invited M. F, 
Behar, editor of ~ n s t r u ~ e n t s :   T h e   ~ u g a ~ i n e  of ~ e a s u r e ~ e n t  and Contro~, to 
review a draft of their report on how  new instrument technology  affected pro- 
duction, labor, and consumer goods. The project authors accepted some of the 
changes  Behar recommended, and  the final  version of ~ ~ d u s ~ r i a ~  ~ n s t r u ~ e ~ t s  
and ~ ~ a ~ g ~ ~ g  ~ ~ c h ~ o Z o g ~  did not sound bitterly antitechnology. The study 
described the use of  relays,  switches, and sensors as direct substitutes for man- 
ual labor and  human inspection, but  it also praised the role of i~strumenta- 
tion in facilitating development of automobiles, airplanes, radio, plastics, and 
other new  industries.  Nevertheless, that balance did not satisfy  Behar,  who pro- 
ceeded to denounce the WPA  as a bunch of “crackpots”  who “unduly cry ‘job- 
eliminati~n!’’’~~ 

ver roughly five  years, the National Research Project published more than 
sixty reports, representing the largest  collection of research to date on trends 
in  technologic^ change, production, productivity,  work,  displacement, unem- 
ployment, and reemployment. The government distrib~ted six thousand to 
ten thousand copies  of  each monograph. Columbia University and other edu- 
cational institutions adopted some as texts  for  courses in economics,  social  sci- 
ence, and technical subjects.50 The WPA approach had its gaps. The group 
concentrated on reviewing conditions in manufacturing and agriculture, say- 
ing relatively little about employment and technological changes in newer 
fields and  the service  sector.  Nevertheless, the project made it ever harder for 
America to ignore the issue of technological unemployment. Weintraub pre- 
sented evidence that appeared at least to validate the possibility that  no mat- 
ter how vital mechanization might be to long-term economic advance, it had 
factored into the nation’s immediate crisis.  StiU more disturbing, WPA research 
seemed to  support  the fear that displacement might intensify down the road, 
a sign of imbalance in  the  modern world. 

The value  of WPA work lay in  the  attention researchers  devoted to defin- 
ing  how mechanization affected labor prospects in specific  types of work,  such 
as agriculture. The latest model tractors had grown increasin~ly sophisticated, 
bringing new  power and flexibility into crop production. To its admirers, such 
a machine represented “an ideal . . . robot  farm worker,” but unskilled farm 



hands complained  they had been “tractored out” of  jobs. The U.S. Department 
of Agriculture  predicted that over the next  decade, the number of tractors used 
on American farms would virtually double, displacing up  to 400,000 more 
workers. ~ u l t i p l e  technological changes accumulated; with motor vehicles, 
tractors, cultivators, and harvesters, a single farmer could cultivate 170 acres 
or more on his  own. In dairy operations, the use  of  milking machines report- 
edly  changed  milking a herd of twenty-six cows from a three-man, 156-minute 
operation into a one-man, 43-minute job.  According to agricultural engineer 
Henry Giese, total power resources available to American farmers had risen 
from seven million horsepower in 1850 to 47.5 million in 1924.51 

Secretary of Agriculture Henry Wallace  suggested that while old-fashioned 
methods of farmin might sound romantic in retrospect, no one could deny 
how much technical and scientific  research had aided production. Yet, even  as 
he exulted about how much the reaper, the combine, the truck, the tractor, and 
the gang  plow had multiplied crop yields,  Wallace  expressed reservations about 
their impact on  rural populations. Since  “we  have  now come to days  of  real 
soul-searching about all the things . . . hitherto called  progress,”’ he told  the 
American  Association for the Advancement of  Science, it was “hi 
to analyze these various labor-saving devices a little more critically.’’ Farm 
mechanization would not  truly improve life until  the  nation made proper 
“social  adaptation^."^^ 

In 1936, the  Department of A~riculture’s Extension  Service and  the Agri- 
cultural Adjustment Administration issued a booklet entitled “Is Increased 
Efficiency in Farming Always a Good Thing?’’ The publication encouraged 
rural citizens to form discussion groups and  start “thinking about these ques- 
tions for themselves.” It directed  readers to reflect on  the changes they had seen 
and asked, “DO you know of  cases where the increased use of machinery in 
factories has thrown people out of jobs?” The text presented a fictional debate 
in which one farmer commented, “THE MORE MACHINES, THE FEWER JOBS.” 

Given the prospect of cotton-picking machines that could handle as much 
work in  one day  as one  hundred hand-pickers, the booklet’s farmer declared, 
rural America had corpe “FACE TO FACE WITH THE UNEMPLO~MENT PROBLEM.” 

Still,  changes had indisputably improved the quality of agricultural products 
and slashed their cost, suggesting that  the United States should “KEEP THE 

MACHINES” and concentrate on finding ways to “LESSEN THE HARDSHIPS 

CAUSED.” The pamphlet promoted  an activist government policy,  suggesting 
that New  Deal agricultural programs and the creation of  Social  Security could 
“cushion the bumps” in  the “machine 

Taking a personal survey of economic and social conditions across  many 
states, journalist Lorena  Hickok told Harry Hopkins about the toll that chang- 
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methods of farming had taken on rural people. On Maine potato farms, 
“as in many other places, improved machinery is taking the place of hand 
labor.”  Devices for digging potatoes could let  one or two men complete the 
work of fifteen,  Hickok  wrote, and soon thousands of common laborers  would 
find their chances of “earning any  living from that source . . . practically nil.” 
To supplement such informal observations, the WPA analyzed the details of 
how agricultural innovation affected production and employment. Since 
trends varied by region and by crop, the National Research  Project produced 
separate studies of corn, wheat, potatoes, sugar beets, and  cotton farming. 
Under John Hopkins, the project’s  head agricultural economist (on leave from 
Iowa State College), staff  collected data from the U.S. Department of Agri- 
culture and Census  Bureau and also conducted their own  field  surveys  of  4,300 
farms,54 

The study of changing technology in  the  cotton belt, conducted by  gov- 
ernment farm economist Paul Taylor,  conveyed an explicit picture of how the 

force  of  mechanization’’ had started “accelerating profound changes 
ral structure.” Over recent decades, the spread of tractor farming had 

started “expelling  families” in several  states, Taylor reported. Landlords who 
equipment often combined several  160-acre  parcels into one giant 
it, dismissing the  tenant families who formerly had worked the 

land. One cotton planter who had purchased  new tractors and cultivators sub- 
sequently eliminated 130 out of 160 sharecropping families. Most displaced 
field workers could not even secure steady employment as tractor drivers, 
Taylor explained, and  the  rural economy could not absorb such an impact. 
Between 1930 and 1935, the  farm population of one Texas panhandle county 
had fallen 24 percent, altering the entire foundation of community life.  Espe- 
cially in  the South and  the Great Plains, mechanization multiplied the  strain 
in a population already  experiencing a crisis due to drought, land erosion, and 
economic depre~sion.~~ 

Problems for the  Southern  farm society might explode, social scientists 
worried, once inventors succeeded in perfecting the cotton-picking machine. 
~xperimental versions  developed  by 1936 used moiste d rotating wire spin- 
dles to snatch cotton from open bolls. The potential for  full-scale manufacture 
and adoption of such devices attracted s i g n i ~ c ~ t  attention in Depression-era 
discussions of technological unemplo~en t .  The Department of Agriculture 
used the cotton-picking machine to symbolize the whole  issue,  placing a full- 
page picture of one  on the cover  of its 1936 pamphlet under  the question, “Is 
Increased  Efficiency in Farming Always a Good Thing?” Government experts 
kept a close  eye on the state of invention; in 1936,  WPA staff conducted a spe- 
cial  inspection of the Rust  cotton-picker, one of the versions that appeared  clos- 



est to practicality.  Project  economists  estimated that, given the Rust  machine’s 
current speed and capacity, a final  version might offer a cost  advantage of  $3.50 
per bale-sufficient to trigger  widespread job loss. 

According to one article, the men behind the picking machine appreciated 
“the misery and tension that any further insecurity” in cotton regions  would 
cause. Southerners  John  and Mack  Rust reportedly felt reluctant to market 
their device “until  they can discover some hopeful method of so~ening  its 
bitter blow upon  the back of the sharecropper.” To get  advice on the  human 
situation, some developers turned  to government experts. In a 1937 letter to 
Paul Taylor, Isador Lubin explained that  International Harvester had  prom- 
isibg plans for a picker but would need to  spend several hundred  thousand 
dollars to iron out  the bugs and manufacture a few test machines. The com- 
pany was  “fully  conscious” that a picking machine would  “have a terrific  effect 
upon  the economic and social situation in  the South.”  Its  executives ha 
ble deciding whether to  commit  the extra funds,  and Lubin comme 
think they hesitate to push the picker for fear that they might be accused of 
disrupting the economic order.” International Harvester  accordingly  asked 
era1 economists for their opinion, and>USDA analysts predicted that  an 
cient machine might displace 25 to 75 percent of the country’s two million 
cotton-pic~ng tenant families.56 

In a sweeping report entitled C ~ ~ n g i n g   ~ e c ~ n o l o g ~  and E ~ ~ Z o y ~ e n t  in Agri- 
c ~ l t ~ r e ,  the WPA said that farm employment had dropped from 12.2 million 
to 10.6 million between 1909 and 1939,  as the  number of tractors grew from 
10,000 to 1.3 million. During those decades, improved design made farm 
machines faster, lighter, and more powerful. The versatile, all-purpose trac- 
tor could both prepare fields and cultivate crops; with power-takeoff drive- 
shafts, a farmer could attach a small combine, a mechanical corn-picker, or 
other implements. By the most conservative  estimates,  each tractor eliminate 
150 man-hours of labor a year, a total of  195 million man-hours by the end of 
the 1930s.  As farmers reduced the  number of horses they raised, another 370 
million man-hours were  saved. With  the  additional 335 million man-hours 
eliminated in producing fodder, a total 900 million man-hours of farm labor 
had vanished. Manufacture, supply, and maintenance of tractors required 345 
million man-hours; therefore, John Hopkins calculated, tractors  had elimi- 
nated a net 555 million man-hours of work. Other innovations added up  to a 
revolution in agricultural operations. Corn-picking machines  eliminated  work 
for small-town men who had previously earned six to eight weeks’  wages  by 
picking. In  grain states, use  of harvester-thresher combines had caused “a 
great army of migratory harvest hands” to disappear “almost entirely within 
a decade.” The WPA noted that new machinery, along with improvements 



in seed, stock, insect control, and veterinary medicine, had dramatically 
improved farm efficiency and helped reduce food prices somewhat. Labor 
“almost invariably” paid the cost for such advances, and, with increasingly 
intensive mechanization, upcoming decades  would  see more “direct  economic 
waste” in the form of technological ~nemployment .~~ 

Manufacturers of farm machinery understandably resisted the idea that 
their business bore any blame for the social and economic trauma  in  rural 
America. Tractors were not labor-displacing but labor-serving, the  industry 
insisted. Fowler McCormick,  vice president of International Harvester, testi- 
fied to Congress during  the 1939-40 TNEC hearings that, far from endanger- 
ing rural culture, mechanization strengthened the family farm. By relieving 
people of the most back-breaking chores, the eshausting side  of agricultural 
labor, tractors would make country life more attractive and prevent the  nest 
generation from heading for the city. Mechanization promised to give farm 
families both greater profit and increased leisure. Under questioning, 
McCormick acknowledged that machines often displaced hired farm  hands 
and  migratory workers, but  he argued that “if any form of labor has to be 
obviated, the floating or migratory  form is possibly socially the best one.” 
WPA economists might fret over displacement, but land owners did  not like 
having to rely on outside help. Farm wives praised the  tractor as “the  most 
wonderful thing” ever,  as emphasized in public relations material from Cater- 
pillar. One woman wrote that while in previous harvest  seasons she had been 
“tied down at  home all the time cooking for a bunch of hired help,” her hus- 
band’s purchase of a tractor  had halved their need for extra hands  and  had 
given her a chance to “enjoy  life” at last.58 

For  Paul Taylor, the  harm  done  to migratory and  tenant labor could not be 
so readily  downplayed.  While  McCormick had implied that surplus farm  work- 
ers would magically  vanish  as machines appeared, North Dakota sociologist 
J. M. Gillette had shown that mechanization fostered  “a self-perpetuating class 
of socio-economically submerged individuals.” In California and  the South, 
stress  over  displacement had contributed to bitter disputes between landown- 
ers and desperate tenants. WPA research indicated that mechanization had led 
to a giant economic gulf in  rural towns, creating a psychological “stratifica- 
tion” that affected the whole community. Stores  lost  business as  sales  of food, 
work clothes, and shoes plummeted, while the loss of population also made 
schools and churches into ccvictims of mechani~ation.” Back in  the eighteenth 
century, Thomas Jefferson had defined pastoral virtues as the  foundation of 
democracy.  Over the decades  since, the images and ideals of rural life had often 
stood as a shorthand for national character and a measure of American well- 
being.  Discussion of displacement during the 1930s reflected a fear that me&- 



anization had corrupted farming, transforming a wholesome  calling into  an 
unhealthy chase  after  power and efficiency. The Des  Moines  Register summed 
up  the matter by  asking, “What kind of an agriculture do we want?” Mecha- 
nization had spread beyond  large  wheat, corn, and cotton operations, bring- 
ing ‘‘factmy methods of production’’ into fruit and vegetable  growing  as  well. 
Displacement had grown into a nationwide threat, the WPA concluded, cre- 
ating stress for rural  and  urban working people alike.59 

In addition to the reports produced by the WPAs National Research Proj- 
ect, the Roosevelt administration got further information about  the econom- 
ics  of mechanization from  the National Resources Committee. In 1937, the 
NRC’s special Subcommittee on Technology published an ambitious  docu- 
ment entitled Technological Trends and ~ a t i o n a l  Policy, Incl~ding the Sociul 

I Im~lications o ~ ~ e ~  In~entions. Back in 1929, the Recent Economic Chunges 
report had argued that workplace innovation promoted long-term economic 
gains and hence  social  progress. Thk  1933 Recent Social Tre~ds report had clas- 
sified displacement as  merely one among many trends, from those in educa- 
tion  and leisure to those  in religion and residential life, all reshaping the 
future. The 1937 NRC study (coordinated by none other than William Ogburn) 
focused more narrowly on mechanization,  analyzing in detail its consequences 
for  labor. The chapter written by  David  Weintraub  emphasized  evidence  of  ris- 
ing technological unemployment, stating flatly that  the business  expansion of 
1920-29 had not been enough to compensate for both mechanization and an 
increase in  the size  of the workforce. Weintraub repeated the WPA’s conclu- 
sions that in order to bring joblessness  down to 1929’s rates, output would have 
to rise to a level 20 percent above that  in 1929. Meanwhile,  technology did not 
stand still, and continued pursuit of mechanization would  make it ever harder 
for job growth to catch up with job elimination.60 

The NRC report echoed Ogburn’s “cultural lag” theory on technological 
Unemployment, as had  the Social  Trends Committee four years  before. Tech- 
nologicul  Trends started from an explicit premise that  “the greatest general 
cause of change in our modern civilization  is  invention.” By treating mecha- 
nization as a force in itself, rushing ahead independent of any other factor, the 
committee suggested that any attempt to constrain technical development 
must prove  futile.  No matter how  overwhelming the  future appeared, h e r -  
icans  could not  and should not challenge the  natural advance of research and 
innovation. It became “obvious” that  industry  must go forward with devel- 
opment of the photoelectric eye, more acute and reliable than  human vision 
and able to operate twenty-four hours a day. When inventors combined such 
devices with advanced calculating machines that “almost parallel powers of 



the  human mind,” the NRC declared, “no limit can be set to  the work  which 
might be taken  over  by machinery.’’  Such developments would  take a natural 
course, and  humans would simply need to adjust.61 

Columbia social  scientist Bernhard Stern,  who  justified the Luddites’  resist- 
ance to machines as understandably grounded in social, economic, and psy- 
chological marginalization, did not see any way for modern Americans to 
resist the pace or direction of change. It was plain, he declared in  the NRC 
publication, that mechanization under the capitalist  system “ove~helmingly” 
served the interests of a small ownership class to  the disadvantage,  “often per- 
manent, of the masses.” When workers saw how often employers adopted 
machines to weaken the power of unions and break  strikes, they could “hardly 
be expected to be receptive” to  the promise of progress. Yet labor’s unhappi- 
ness, Stern argued, only made it more urgent for business and government to 
find ways  of bypassing that popular discontent, of overcoming objections to )1 

new  technological  reality.62 
The report considered it inevitable that  in years ahead, science and engi- 

neering would  revolutionize  all economic sectors, f o m  agriculture and min- 
ing to transportation, communication, and electric power. The final section, 
over 250 pages long, assessed prospects for further innovation and emphasized 
that, of the many effects  of technical change, the  one “most in people’s minds 
is that of displacing labor.” In regard to farming, USDA staffers S. H. McCrory 
and Roy Hendrickson wrote that  the likely development of good cotton- 
picking machines would give many Southerners “reason to cringe before the 
possible  consequences.” McCrory and Hendrickson acknowledged the argu- 
ment  that forcing the nation’s tenant farming population to switch to new 
lines of employment might be good over the long run, giving their children 
access to better education and other advantages. The immediate result, how- 
ever, could be disastrous. Since most tenant farmers had “almost no experi- 
ence with industrial discipline and complicated machinery,” their  hope of 
finding new employment would be “hemmed in by limited ~ p p o r t u n i ~ . ’ ’ ~ ~  

By keeping an eye open for such changes, the NRC dec1are~;gove~nment 
could try  to minimize the harm. Its report assured  readers that experts could 
easily anticipate the course of workplace revolution, since invention “never 
comes instantaneo~s~ ~ i t ~ o ~ t  signals,’’ Ogburn calculated that  it  took  thirty 
years on average to  bring  an idea from conception to commercial SUCC~SS, a 
fact that offered plenty of “opportunity  to anticipate the impact upon soci- 
ety.”  To justifir such a large-scale commitment to planning, the report invoked 
the cautionary analogy of Frankenstein. Mary Shelley’s monster had  turned 
on its inventors and destroyed them because  ‘(victims had failed to make  ade- 
quate preparations,” but  the NRC promised that Americans could save them- 



selves from similar misfortune. The  authors of the T e c ~ n ~ Z ~ g ~ c ~ Z  T~ends study 
proposed some specific  guidelines for setting a system to prepare for mecha- 
nization.  The NRC’s  Science Committee could track ongoing  research  projects, 
accepting a special responsibility to pinpoint  the  “more socially  significant’’ 
angles. The Tec~n~Z~g~cuZ Trends publication itself singled out a few discov- 
eries demanding immediate review, such as recent improvements in  the cot- 
ton-picker,  air conditioning, the photoelectric cell, and plastics.  Once  scientists 
had  identified  potentially  troubling areas, a  committee  representing  the 
~epartments of Commerce, Labor, and Agriculture  could  calculate  how much 
labor  displacement  might result and pass their verdict on  to a  permanent 
national  planning board.64 

The T e c ~ n ~ Z ~ g ~ c u ~   T r e ~ d s  report  did  an excellent job of proposing  multi- 
ple paths of information flow to monitor technological advance. In  the  end 
it was not clear  where such assessment might lead,  given the group’s reluctance 
to suggest that society might choose to redirect  the  path of mechanization. 
Considering the complexity of economic and social  behavior,  simply creating 
a general planning  board would not guarantee that experts could devise  any 
effective plan to avert displacement. Nevertheless, the NRC report  did move 
beyond its predecessors in addressing technological u n e m p l o ~ e n t  head-on, 
and President Roosevelt endorsed its emphasis on expertise.  Arnericans  could 
learn  to  anticipate discovery, he agreed, and “make plans to meet new situa- 
tions  that will arise as these inventions come into widespread use.”  Even  if 
industrial growth  could  eventually absorb many  displaced  workers, those indi- 
viduals would “pay a very  heavy price” in  the  meantime.  The  job of prepar- 
ing  for  change had become too vital to leave to chance or  to private ini t ia t i~e.~~ 

By the late 1g3os, the federal government had devoted a noteworthy effort 
to collecting statistics on  mechanization  and  unemployment. Labor leaders 
and  other  concerned  parties considered it  a  national  priority to get experts 
to compile such information,  both as a”  means of proving to skeptics that  a 
serious problem existed and as the crucial first step toward  deciding on  a solu- 
tion. After  all,  as  William  Green argued, nobody would  expect a  doctor to pre- 
scribe effective treatment for a  patient  without first properly diagnosing the 
disease. In  a different analogy,  William Ogburn declared that just as an engi- 
neer  could not  construct  a giant dam  without measurements, so a state could 
not  hope  to manage its affairs without  understanding  the  conditions  under 
which it operated. By the end of the 1g3os, Axnerica’s  official capacity to exam- 
ine the problem had improved  significantly. In part, increased  ability to gather 
data on machines and jobs  reflected a more general  awareness among oflicials 
of the power of numbers. During previous decades, the Bureau of  Labor  Sta- 



tistics, Department of Commerce, and  other bureaus had accepted a respon- 
sibility to collect and publish information about a limited  set of social and eco- 
nomic questions. FDR’s new alphabet soup of agencies brought  an  army of 
statisticians and economists into ~ashington,  turning entire offices into fac- 
tories for figures. The WPA’s National Research Project became one of the 
most intensive  investigations of a single economic topic undertaken to date. 

The Roosevelt administration’s effort to untangle the relationship between 
engineering and employment trends yielded an unprecedented volume of 
information, Analysts could not pursue all  angles or resolve  all methodolog- 
ical disputes, of course. Some observers grew impatient;  the New ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c  
complained in 1938 that ~ashington continued to avoid  answering questions 
about displacement. Back in 1936, at  the creation of the National Research 
Project, Hopkins had opt~istically declared that “once we  have diagnosed the 
trouble” underlying massive joblessness, “we  will be  in a better position to 
work out a permanent cure.” By the  end of the decade, ~ashington  had far 
more  information  than ever before about mechanization, but a permanent 
cure for unemployment seemed as far off  as  ever. Administration officials had 
started discussing  ideas to restructure the educational system along lines that 
could “constantly prepare and re-prepare our citizens’’ for the “new needs of 
our economic and social order.”  Men and women who saw  fellow  workers dis- 
placed  by  new machines understandably and “instinctively” opposed change, 
said Isador Lubin, but they also  appreciated  how much modern invention had 
enhanced daily  life through the production of automob~es, electric  lights, and 
entertainment. The promise of consumer abundance could restore people’s 
faith in technology and defuse the danger of job loss. If the average family 
earned just an additional two dollars per day, Lubin predicted, movie atten- 
dance would triple and car sales would rise $119 million, creating new work 
in  the process.  Such simple adjustments, giving workers a greater share of 
Machine Age benefits, could allow modern people to reconcile mechanization 
with genuine social  well-being.66 

Depar t~ent  of Ag~iculture economist Mordecai Ezekiel similarly looked 
to expanded consumer activity to solve economic distress.  Over  recent  years, 
he complained’ corporate price control and monopolies had diverted  resources 
away from public needs and into big  profits. If the federal gover~ment stepped 
in  to supervise industry’s production targets, demonstrating its willingness to 
absorb any surplus of goods, it could defend the interest of  workers. Under 
such a rationalized  system, manufacturers could avoid chaos  while  raising pro- 
duction enough to bring each  family an  annual income of $2500. Armed with 
that purchasing power, consumers would increase food spending by 50 per- 
cent, housing 66 percent, and clothes and personal items almost loo percent. 
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That rise in demand would then create six million new industrial jobs, three 
million  professional and service  jobs, and another three million in trade, trans- 
portation,  and constr~ct ion.~~ 

True,  employers would continue to introduce more and better machinery, 
eliminating old positions in  the process. The federal government would  need 
to provide vocational education for displaced  workers, Ezekiel said. To advise 
people on where to find new  jobs, he proposed creating a new Occupational 
Outlook Service in  the Department of  Labor  which  would predict future labor 
supply and demand in every  field,  just  as the Agricultural Outlook Service pro- 
jected crop supply and demand. Workers could not  jump between places 
instantaneously, Ezekiel warned, and economic  growth might yield  only a lirn- 
ited number of jobs. Planners should supervise industry  to ensure that  intro- 
duction of new machines did not  outrun the nation’s capacity to  absorb 
workers. If  necessary, to m a ~ t a ~  a balance  between labor supply and demand, 
experts might consciously choose to hold mechanization in a slight check. 
Though the idea of slowing innovation would appall anyone who associated 
technology with progress, Ezekiel argued that it seemed  far better than the risk 
of  escalating unemployment. A course of invention which came only at  the 
cost of “degrading a constantly increasing proportion  to social and economic 
outcasts, is not  true progress,” he concluded.68 

Trying to  put any such plan into practice would have entailed an astound- 
ing battle between government and private interests, and  no  one h e w  better 
than Roosevelt the  hard  truth  that no measure could make the problem van- 
ish overnight. In his 1940 State of the Union address, the president seized the 
occasion to repeat his ongoing concern about technological unemployment. 
Though the bulk of his  speech  dealt with the international situation and  dan- 
gers  of  war,  Roosevelt’s  discussion  of domestic affairs  zeroed in  on problems 
of ~ a c h i n e  Age labor. Though national production had finally returned to its 
1929 level, millions of men and women remained out of work, “a symptom 
of a number of difficulties in  our economic system not yet  adjusted.” The 
country had to find ways  of adjusting, the president declared;  “we have not yet 
found a way to employ the  surplus of our labor which the efficiency of our 
industrial progress  has  created.” Roosevelt warned that mechanization had cut 
off opportunities for young people just entering the job market, forcing the 
United States to “face the task of finding jobs faster than invention can  take 
them away.”69 

By singling crut the dangers of workplace  change for special attention in his 
most  prominent speech of the year,  Roosevelt painted technological unem- 
ployment as an ongoing threat to American well-being.  Predictably, that 
assessment stirred controversy. Republican Thomas Dewey condemned the 
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president  for not realizing that since mechani~ation had always generated both 
new jobs and new luxuries in  the past, it surely would do so in  the future. 
H. W. Prentis, president of the National  Association  of ~anufacturers, insisted 
that technological change never had been the source of unemployment. If 
antibusiness Democrats would only stop obstructing the  natural progress  of 
free enterprise, he promised, industry could start “putting inventions to work 
to create  new industries and new  jobs.”7o 

The Depression-era discussion of technological unemployment in Wash- 
ington stretched beyond the White House. Through the 193os, as first  Hoover 
and  then Roosevelt  faced rising popular concern about displacement, politi- 
cians on Capitol Hill  also started to consider the economics of machine pro- 
duction. Democratic Senator Robert Wagner led the way in advising that 
Americans  balance the immediate social  costs of mechanization against unre- 
alistic promises of a future consumer utopia. While pressing for passage of 
public works and federal employment measures in January, 1930, Wagner 
explicitly attributed job loss at least in part  to technological  change. The twen- 
tieth century, he cautioned, had reversed the rightful priority of men over 
machines. He denounced a system that gave business free rein to discharge 
workers at the least  sign of  slack, trusting that “a beautiful  providence will feed, 
clothe, and house . . . and keep them fit until  it is ready to re-employ them.’’ 
~eanwhile, “it would never occur to a manufacturer to set his machinery out 
on the street during depression in  the  hope  that  the Red Cross would main- 
tain it for him until the recovery.”71 

To compensate for how much mechanization had increased per capita pro- 
ductivity over  recent  years, some members of Congress  advocated an across- 
the-board reduction of working hours. In 1932, Senator Hugo Black proposed 
a bill that would have required all firms engaging in interstate commerce to 
cut the workweek to  thirty hours. For decades, advocates of mechanization 
had promised that  it would lessen man’s drudgery, but business owners and 
employers had allegedly  failed to pass on the gains in efficiency to labor and 
consumers. Switching to a six-hour day would absorb six million displaced 
people, Black told Congress, thereby reducing relief  needs and restoring pur- 
chasing  power.  Equally important, shortening the workweek would redefine 
habits of work and leisure, enhancing the life  of  fixture generations. The Roo- 
sevelt administration criticized Black‘s bill as unnecessarily rigid, and it ulti- 
mately  became  sidetracked.  Nevertheless, the senator’s efforts hi 
fact that concern about technological unemployment had added a new  ele- 
ment  to America’s longstanding debate over  working hours.72 
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By the second  half of the I ~ ~ O S ,  other members of  Congress  also  echoed the 
warnings from Roosevelt, Hopkins, and  the WPA economists that modern life 

ht involve chronic  problems of technological unemployment. Wagner con- 
tinued  to lead that debate; 1936 and 1937 New York Times articles under his 
byline argued that current joblessness had deep roots in  the growing  mecha- 
nization of telephone service, railroads, cigar and cigarette manufacture, and 
automaking. Free enterprise could not  be  trusted to cure such ailments, he 
wrote. Optimists  did workers no favor  by suggesting that  in  about “fifteen 
years something new  may turn up.”  If anything, future inventions would mul- 
tiply in a geometric ratio, with accelerating  rates of displacement. For  Wagner, 
civilization imposed an obligation on citizens to defend their weaker  fellows 
against adversity. If people had no other protection from the danger of dis- 
placement, then  the federal government must pass  Unemployment insurance, ’ 
housing construction, and pension programs,73 

Pennsylvania  Representative  Charles  Faddis  declared that over the last  decade 
or so9 the American economy had become “supersaturated with machineryl’ 
Promoters of new technology had started to “resort to trick figures and the- 
oretical  answers to prove that machinery  produces more jobs than it displaces,” 
he wrote. For his part, Democrat Homer Bone  repeated the familiar statistics 
indicating that business recovery had  not restored employment. Americans 
could “no more disregard the ruthless implications of these figures than we 
can snub a cyclone,” he declared. As long as businesses could move to produce 
more goods with fewer workers, “we  will  never be able to divorce ourselves 
from the ghastly anomaly of desperate poverty for millions in  the midst of the 
greatest  productivity.”  Bone described the logging machines in his home state 
of Washington,  which  supposedly  allowed nine men to perform tasks  formerly 
requiring twenty-one. To offset such a “terrifying problem,”  Bone  also sup- 
ported plans for reducing the workweek. Pointing to  the use  of combines in 
farming, Senator Joshua Lee suggested that inventors would soon find a way 
to attach a portable flour mill and a small baking machine behind the com- 
bine, so that  one  man could turn grain  into bread in a single operation. 
“Labor-saving inventions have displaced many workers,” he declared flatly, 
and ~ashington could not paper over the situation by throwing more money 
into reliefe7* 

The question of whether mechanization even counted as progress if it 
brought pain for a certain number of workers troubled Texas Representative 
Hatton Sumners. Faced with stubbornly high levels  of  joblessness, Sumners 
no longer felt sure that a worship of scientific and technical advance repre- 
sented the best  guarantee of national progress.  Ultimately,  everyone  would  suf- 
fer if the United  States  directed too much energy  toward  improving  machinery 
and  too little to caring  for the people  displaced. Sumners laid part of the blame 



on the nation’s patent system, laws formulated in a much earlier age  by men 
who could not have anticipated the sheer scale  of twentieth-century mecha- 
nization. To Sumners, a system that offered  seventeen years’ monopoly rights 
to any inventor “who can  figure out a machine that will put somebody else out 
of a job”  seemed little short of 

Democratic Representative Jennings Randolph, assistant majority whip, 
worried about the partisan politics of the technological ~ e m p l o ~ m e n t  debate. 
He  feared that Republicans might use Democrats’ expressions of concern to 
paint  the  incumbent  administration as antiscience, staking out a monopoly 
on  the idea of progress. The Democratic campaign must find ways to “prevent 
the opposition from using such arguments against us,” Randolph told Roo- 
sevelt. The party  did  not have to drop  the issue of technological unemploy- 
ment, he wrote. To the contrary, it ought to highlight the  notion  that business 
had co-opted science and engineering into a “mad scramble for lower pro- 
duction costs.” The Democrats’ platform should incorporate planks to “favor 
the  promotion of scientific research as a source of new products, new indus- 
tries, and hence new employment. Randolph proposed the idea of creating a 
federal Scientific  Research Commission, which would establish “laboratory 
force  beds” to cultivate  investigations in physics,  chemistry, and biology with 
the promise of economic  application^.^^ 

Other Congressmen expressed interest in  another means of dealing with 
displacement, the technotax. Some union leaders, such as the AFL’s William 
Green, favored tasing profits on machine-made goods to provide relief for 
affected  workers. Cigar-makers expressed special interest in  the technotax, 
which they praised as a “scientific method of carrying industry  through  the 
readjustment from handicraft to machine operation.” During N M  code  nego- 
tiations, the  union called for giving each former cigar-maker a ten-dollar 
weekly stipend for the  time  he remained jobless, financing the scheme by 
adding a bit to  the price of all  cigars produced with new  machines. In 1934, a 
California group called the h e r i c a n  Technotax  Society mounted a campaign 
against what it called  industry’s  obsession with mechanization. In a “gigantic 
conspiracy against American labor,” its pamphlets complained, “economists 
of  big  business with their journalistic hirelings  have made a fetish  of machine 
progress.” To break through that conspiracy and confront problems of unem- 
ployment, government should begin taxing technology according to how 
many workers it replaced. A device that substituted for ten workers  would  pay 
ten units of  relief funds.77 

The technotax had a certain appeal during  the Depression as a one-step 
solution to make those businesses that introduced mechanization bear some 
financial responsibility for supporting displaced employees. In Ohio, sup- 
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porters formed the National Organization for Taxation of Labor  Displacing 
Devices, which  claimed to have the endorsement of  officials from five national 
unions. In a 1935 Kiwanis ~ a g a z i n e  piece,  New Orleans judge William H. 
Byrnes,  Jr., tried  to sell the idea to  the public. A technotax would not hit all 
machines indiscriminately; technology could be divided into two  classes, he 
explained. Equipment that substituted for good human labor would be taxed, 
while those machines that performed jobs humans could not  do would be 
exempt. h electric generator, for example, actually created employment by 
powering factories and streetcars. The technotax would not destroy progress, 
Byrnes  declared,  since the government  would not want to set it at punitive  lev- 
els. A company that adopted a device handling the work of  five hundred men 
might be taxed three cents per day per job. That  tax would cost only fifteen 
dollars a day but provide over  five thousand dollars a year to help labor. All the 
businessmen of his acquaintance professed  themselves  willing to accept such 
a tax, Byrnes said, provided it would apply equally to their competitors and 
that  the revenue  would go toward restoring consumers’ purchasing power.78 

Technotax  advocates attracted Congressional  champions.  California Demo- 
cratic Representative John Hoeppel lectured  Congress on this pet cause at least 
six times during  the 1935 session. He recited  tales of displacement attributed 
to  the Owens  glass machine, continuous-process steelmaking, steam shovels, 
recorded music, teletypes, poultry-cleaning machines, and more. The tech- 
notax, he promised, would stop machine owners from commandeering the 
lion’s share of profits. It would finance federal public-works projects while 
helping craftsmen and small entrepreneurs survive  against competition from 
highly  mechanized  big  business.  Hoeppel  specialized in cute  gimmicks to draw 
attention. Holding up a playing card, he announced that by ignoring the tecb- 
notax, Congress had “discarded ace  legislation  which would have  solved our 
economic problems long ago.” He excelled in colorful  language, declaring that 
the United  States had “submitted too long to  the rape of the machine,” On dif- 
ferent occasions, Hoeppel compared the machine to “a Frankenstein mon- 
ster which  has  all but devoured us,” an octopus “which  has  enslaved our entire 
Nation . . to make millionaires on  the  one  hand  and paupers on the other,” 
and an “economic tidal wave which  has  engulfed the American  workers.”7g 

recognized,  critics  attacked the whole  idea of a technotax as a 
fine on technical and social  progress. The California  representative mounted 
a preemptive strike, denouncing economists with “atrophied,  or  one-track 
minds”  who believed (‘that a mechanized, mass-production  industry is an 
absolute syrnbol of  progress.’’ The technotax would not cut off the pursuit of 
knowledge, he declared, but would redirect it into truly important lines such 
as medical research. Neither would a technotax block all invention, since it 



applied  only to machines  directly substituting for  labor. Pure intellectual inves- 
tigation would remain free of charge, as would the development of technolo- 
gies such as the airplane or radio, which  created  jobs. When a fellow member 
of Congress  asked whether such a plan would tax the tractor used on his farm, 

oeppel had to admit  the details had not been  worked out. In his opinion, the 
tax should “get the big  boys  first.” The legislation he proposed in 1935 called 
only for a complete investigation into displacement, “with a view to imposing 
a graduated tax on mass production, machines, and equipment.” Hoeppel fur- 
ther stipulated that all revenue from such a tax would finance public works 
projects to  support displaced men. He  claimed such a tax would  prove prac- 
tical,  “easy to enact, enforce, and collect,” but he apparently did not convince 
many colleagues.s0 

As long as concern about displacement remained, the idea of a technotax 
would continue  to draw attention. In 1940, ~ y o m i n g  Democratic Senator 
Joseph O’Mahoney proposed a “labor differential tax.”  All employers would 
receive tax credits based on the  amount of  wages paid, balanced  by extra taxes 
on employers who enjoyed  profits  deemed  “excessively  large  as compared with 
total wage  payments.” In recent  years the profit of major industries, railroads, 
and utilities had risen 89.1 percent while employment remained stagnant. 
According to O’Mahoney, such evidence  proved that without outside pressure, 
business leaders would simply disregard the  national problem of displace- 
ment. A tax penalizing employers “who use  less than  the average  of human 
labor” would reduce incentive to substitute machines for men. Far from 
undermining business  prosperity,  he  argued,  such  steps  would  restore  employ- 
ment  to optimal levels and  thus renew consumer purchasing power. ~ a g n ~ r  
supported O’Mahoney, reminding listeners that  the ‘‘seriousness  of the tech- 
nological unemployment problem is  obvious.”  Nebraska ~epublican George 
Norris denounced  the measure as  “a tax upon  human progress.”  All history 
rested on the advance of technology, Norris declared, the force which had 
brought  humans from barbarism  to civilization. A technotax would kill  all 
prospect of future invention and  thus reverse the course of world progress. 
 maho honey responded that he “would  be the last person. . . to raise a stop sign 
on the road of technological  improvement.’’ The technotax would  simply help 
“balance men and machines,” he promised.81 

Calls for a technotax, for federal laboratory “force beds,” or for rewriting 
patent law  never  advanced  very far. Opponents easily  labeled such proposals 
attacks on free-enterprise  progress, and  the ideas  remained too vague to  sound 
practical. Nevertheless, the persistent interest in such measures reflected a 
heartfelt  conviction that the Arnerican  government must consider  taking  some 

1 
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type of tangible action. Especially after President Roosevelt  himself began 
referring to  the possibility of permanent technological unemployment, the 
issue c m e  to play a central role in Depression-era  politics. "he WPAs ~a t iona l  
Research Project collected  evidence that appeared to undercut easy assump- 
tions  that mechanization always meant progress. The mid-1930~ economic 
rebound  had revived production but  had  not restored jobs,  researchers Hop- 
Ens, Gill, and Weintraub pointed out, suggesting that  the continued advance 
of  workplace  technology had permanen~y eliminated some capacity  for  work. 
Critics complained that  an antibusiness bias had led WPA investi~ators  to 
exaggerate the  modern risk of displacement, but for many segments of the 
American public, especially the labor community, the WPA reports validated 
preexisting concern about Machine Age trends. 



PRESIDENTS, CONGRESSMEN, and government experts discussed the 
possibility that technological unemployment had turned into a long-term 

condition of modern life,  working-class Americans voiced more immediate 
anxieties. In previous decades, machines had seemed to threaten specific jobs, 
such as weaving or cigar-making, and workers in each trade addressed the 
m a ~ e r  separately. The Depression stretched fear  of  displacement  beyond a few 
particular occupations, making it a broad-based concern for labor as a whole. 
~echanization seemed  likely to affect an ever-greater number of workers,  as 
inventors devised more equipment to substitute for human skills,  experience, 
and mental ability.  Office  employees, accountants, telegraph operators, and 
professional musicians felt  newly vulnerable, adding to  the unease in  an 
already troubled economic climate.  Workers  expressed their discomfort both 
as individuals and through unions. The AFL, CIO, and other labor organiza- 
tions mounted major campaigns during  the 1930s to bring the problem of dis- 
placement to national  attention. By definition, the issue  placed unions  in a 
tricky position. How  could labor condemn the effects  of  technological  change 
and demand corrective action without appearing to oppose progress? 

Through the 19305, working men and women worried that they could lit- 
erally  see employers moving machines into  the workplace to take over jobs. 
Coal miners feared for their  future as they watched the  industry more than 
triple the number of loading machines in use, from 523 in 1933 to 1,720 in 1940. 
One miner’s wife protested to President Roosevelt that  “the bosses made the 



coal loaders take their tools out of the mine and they are letting the machines 
do all the work.”  Men in  one Kentucky local requested government help to 
protect their livelihood, declaring that loading technology had displaced 
“flocks of  miners.’’ Society was moving toward “modern (barbarism”’ rather 
than modern progress, the group told  Secretary of Labor  Frances  Perkins,  when 
it allowed inventions to destroy honest work. Across the country, Americans 
echoed the miners’ dismay.  New  conveyor  belts in New England iron and steel 
mills let a single worker perform  the work of  twenty-five, one machinist 
observed.  Similar  systems in flour mills  reportedly  helped  fifteen  men  load  cars 
faster than  one  hundred men had done before. C10 Textile Workers president 
Emil Rieve declared that his industry  had installed knitting machines and 
looms equipped with self-governing speed controls and photoelectric eyes, 
which could automatically stop production when a run finished or problems 
arose. Someone visiting a modern textile  mill might have  difficulty just spot- 
ting a human operator amidst the huge rows  of machinery,  %eve comp1ained.l 

In interviews with 150 unemployed Americans, the National Federation of 
Settlements found  that  at least  twenty-six blamed their plight specifically on 
mechanization. Those men and women spoke of seeing their positions elim- 
inated as employers introduced cigar-rolling machines, automatic  paint- 
sprayers, printing machines, and other new devices. To jobless individuals, 
labor-saving machinery seemed  like “the worker’s worst enemy,” said settle- 
ment officers. Some economists and businessmen might insist that mecha- 
nization created more jobs than  it destroyed over the long run,  but such 
reassurances rang hollow to those desperate for  work. One steel manufacturer 
had displaced 1,500 employees at once when it closed an old  mill,  replacing it 
with a continuous-stri~ facility that did not provide work for even two hun- 
dred of those men. The company’s former workers nicknamed continuous- 
strip machines the “Grim Reapers” and reportedly referred to  the new  mill as 
the “Big  Morgue,” the “place  where  all our jobs went dead.”2 

4 

Some unions had tackled the issue of technological unemployment prior 
to  the Great Depression.  Glassblowers had protested for years against intro- 
duction of automatic bottlemaking machines. Cigar-makers had seen their 
lives upset; an experienced craftsman could roll 133 to 266 cigars per day, but 
a machine (tended by an unskilled woman at far lower  pay) might turn  out 
at least one  thousand cigars  daily.  Large  cigar companies adopted rolling 
machinery partly to insulate themselves against the strike threats  and wage 
demands of the veteran cigar craftsmen and also as a means to force small 
competitors out of business. The resulting industry shake-up, combined with 
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declining  cigar consumption and the economic downturn, caused at least fifty- 
six thousand cigar-making  jobs to vanish  between 1921 and 1935. Though  the 
spread of cigar-rolling and bottlemaking machines  resulted in significant  dis- 
tress for some workers,  such developments might  be dismissed  as isolated 
instances in the  period before the market crash. As long as  overall economic 
prospects remained favorable,  fear of technological unemployment could be 
contained  within  certain  occupational  boundaries.  Once depression set in, 
more  and  more Americans began to  wonder  whether  the  Machine Age had 
turned displacement into a universal working-class hazard. Union leaders 
argued it was no coincidence that economic  collapse  had  come in a time char- 
acterized by an unprecedented pace  of in~ention.~ 

Though new  textile machinery had displaced spinners  and weavers  back 
in  the Luddites’ time,  labor organizers contended,  other  occupations  had 
remained unaltered. Even in  the early  years  of the twentieth century,  mecha- 
nization  had  seemed to come  relatively  slowly. By the 193os,  however, the accel- 
erating advance  of  science and technology set off destabilizing changes in 
many areas of employment simultaneously,  causing  displacement  faster than 
the economy could handle. Some modern devices had revolutionized entire 
industries  almost  overnight,  said ~~~ Green,  president of the AFL. Whereas 
a glassblower  of 1918 had  made  forty light bulbs a day,  new machines could 
turn out 73,000 bulbs each day. ~anufacturers of the 1930s could produce 
32,000  razor  blades in the  time  it had  taken to make 500 in 1913. When inno- 
vation  could  reshape production so radically in so brief a time,  Green  declared, 
labor had no chance to a d j ~ s t . ~  

For  Green, the changes in specific industries, such as the manufacture of 
light bulbs and razor blades, added up  to  a  fundamental economic proposi- 
tion. Figures from  the Federal  Reserve  Board and  the U.S. Census  of Manu- 
facturing, he said, proved that twentieth-century technology had altered the 
very nature of production. Across the  board, manufacturers had  started  pro- 
ducing more  and  more goods with less and less  labor.  Between  1909 and 1919, 
industrial output had  risen 35 percent,  accompanied by a 38 percent  growth in 
jobs.  Between 1919 and 1929,  as production grew another 42 percent, industrial 
employment fell  by 7 percent. The material abundance of the 1920s had  come 
at  the expense of workers’ opportunity, Green concluded. R e s p o n ~ i ~ g  with 
scorn, the New Yurk ~ i ~ e s  accused labor leaders of misleading the public by 
presenting highly distorted  information.  “The error, or the trick, consists in 
taking an isolated instance of extraordinary saving  effected  by machine and 
suggesting that  it is  trhical: editors wrote.  Sophisticated equipment might be 
capable of producing  ten  thousand  pins  in five minutes, but it  still  took 



almost as many men to build a house in twentieth-century America  as it had 
in seventeenth-century England. In  short,  the newspaper warned, “The sud- 
den  popularity  among economists of ‘technological unemployment’ has let 
loose clouds of statistics which  prove so much that they end by proving noth- 
ing at all.”5 

The AFL insisted that Americans had seen enough extreme  examples  of  dis- 
placement to give rise to genuine alarm. In articles with titles such as “More 
Machinery,  More  Jobless,” the union’s ~ e e ~ ~  News Service attacked the Hoover 
administration for ignoring the problem. When Commerce Department offi- 
cials  urged  companies to take  advantage of economic  depression  by  replacing 
outdated facilities with increasingly  mechanized  ones, the AFL condemned the 
statement as  “tragic.” The big  business interests that dominated government 
had  turned values upside down, labor complained. At a time when the econ- 
omy desperately needed firms to reduce hours  and otherwise help displaced 
workers, Washington had reinforced the “cold, paganistic determination of 
employers to keep . . substituting  more  and  more  iron  men for human 
beings.’’6 

With the change of administrations,  labor interests found Washington 
more sympathetic and willing to talk about loss of jobs to mechanization. As 
Roosevelt, Hopkins, and other officials  called attention to evidence that reem- 
ployment lagged behind the recovery in productivity, unions underlined the 
issue  by  asking,  “Recovery for whom?’J If anything, big companies had inten- 
sified their pursuit of  new technology during  the I ~ ~ O S ,  continually making 
it harder for  employrnent to catch  up. The Textile  Workers Union declared that 
even though their industry had almost  completely rebounded from its Depres- 
sion slump, employrnent in 1939 remained 5 percent below the 1929  level, since 
m ~ a g e r s  had introduced faster automatic looms,  winders, and other machines 
during  the intervening decade. Railroad unions calculated that while the 
amount of rail traffic in 1940 formerly would have required 1,610,369 workers, 
labor-saving  devices let railways handle it with just 987,943 p e ~ p l e . ~  

Through the last  half of the 193os, labor leaders argued that  the sheer per- 
sistence of high unemployment showed the folly in facile assumptions that a 
strong free enterprise system  would automatically reabsorb workers  displaced 
by  change. Finding enough work to go around  in  the Depression  would have 
been  difficult enough, considering that  the labor force  expanded  each year, but 
mechanization had  turned simple displacement into a  full-scale job crunch. 
Philip  Murray, chairman of the Steel  Workers  Organizing Committee, empha- 
sized the iqony:  even though 1939 industrial  production  had grown past the 
previous  all-time  high of  1929, approximately ten or eleven million  Americans 



still  lacked  jobs.  Mechanization had severed the link between  business  welfare 
and employment, Murray suggested. Soaring production  no longer guaran- 
teed a restoration of jobsV8 

In addition to spreading general  unease,  fear of technological  displacement 
heightened tension surrounding  other  labor questions, especially that of 
women’s employment. Two decades  earlier, during World  War  I,  female  work- 
ers in the arms industry and other non tradition^ fields had made critical con- 
tributions on  the domestic front. With the  return of peace, women had been 
expected and,  in some cases, pressured to return jobs to men. Female work- 
ers  never  completely  vanished,  of  course. The 1930 census  showed that over 25 
percent of women past age sixteen  were  employed outside the home, account- 
ing for 22 percent of the total American  workforce.  Although  prevailing mores 
did not encourage women to pursue full-time, fulfilling  careers, the  number 
of working women grew from 8.5 million in 1920 to ten million (almost two 
m~l ion  of them married)  in  1930,~ 

Economic collapse ignited new arguments over gender roles. The idea  of 
women working while a large number of men remained jobless roused alarm 
about females stealing male opportunities. Of course, men would not have 
wanted most domestic jobs or other stereot~ically female employment, but 
critics complained that employers had  too often hired women (at lower 
salaries)  for ind~strial work, clerical ~nc t ions ,  and other positions to which 
men should enjoy first claim. As job openings became scarce, the  notion of 
married women as breadwinners proved  especially  controversial. One national 
poll  showed that 82 percent of Americans  believed married women should not 
hold paid e m p l o ~ e n t  if their husbands could earn money.’O 

Legislation in 1932 required federal agencies to remove one member of a 
govern~ent-e~ployed couple when cutting back on personnel. Though the 
rule did not specify  gender, in practice it disproportionately affected women, 
given their lower  pay and lack of status. Within a year, 1,600 individuals, 
mostly female  clerical  staff, had either been fired or forced to resign.  Similar 
concerns at state and local levels endangered more women’s jobs, and many 
school districts threatened to discharge teachers when they married. Fear  of 
social disapproval reportedly also made some private employers reluctant to 
hire married women, especially for positions in contact with the public. Such 
apprehension may indeed have  been  justified;  appalled  by advertisements for 
women’s pants, one New York ~~~e~ reader warned that once men let “the for- 
merly weaker  sex  wear the trousers,” women might take over the workplace 



completely and reduce men to housework. One cartoonist of the 1930s showed 
men tending baby  carriages in  the park as one admonished a toddler, “I’ll  tell 
your mother how bad you  were tonight when she comes home from work.)’ll 

Aiming to dismantle such prejudices, the Women’s Bureau of the U,§. 
~epar tment  of  Labor mounted a major effort during  the 1930s to establish 
women’s rights to employment and decent pay. Employers  often  justified  offer- 
ing women lower wages  by  saying that after  all,  females only worked to earn 
‘‘pin  money.’) Mary Anderson and other bureau staffers  collected  evidence that 
80 to go percent of the married women who sought jobs did so  because men 
in their family  were  unemployed,  ill,  separated from the household, or received 
wages insu~cient  to  support everyone. Ten percent of working women, sin- 
gle and married, bore the entire burden of maintaining a family,  while most 
others devoted at least half, if not all, their pay to keeping up a household. 
When  women  performed  as  well  as  men,  they  deserved  fair  wages, the Women’s 
~ u r e a u  insisted. Research conducted during and after  World  War I showed that 
women in  manufacturing could equal or surpass men’s performance, espe- 
cially in positions requiring physical dexterity or mental alertness.I2 

Nevertheless, the fear of men losing jobs to women led to talk about 
whether  mechanization had fostered that reshufflin . Observers  asked not only 
how many but also ~~~c~ employees  new equipment displaced. The intro- 
duction of machines could shift the balance of power  between  different  seg- 
ments of the labor force,  seemingly pitting skilled  workers against unskilled 
counterparts  or favoring younger men  at  the expense of older, experienced 
ones.  Similarly, some worried that mechanization undermined men’s position 
in the workforce. In the  manufacturing sector, conveyor belts, cranes, and 
other machines that  took over  heavy lifting could negate men’s advantage in 
physical strength. Special-purpose machinery with built-in  routines could 
undercut the value of  men’s  skill and experience.  Automobile manufacturers 
had eliminated hand-stripers by hiring unskilled,  lower-wage  women to wield 
painting guns; in cigar making, women could handle rolling machines. As 
~ t u ~ e  innovation  encourage^ more employers to reduce the payroll  by  replac- 
ing a large number of men with a few  female machine-tenders, men could find 
it even harder to compete, economist Carroll Daugherty advised.  Workplace 
technological  change might set the stage for a battle of the sexes.13 

Talk about  the gender aspects of technological unemployment spread to 
many occupations during  the 1g3os, including telegraph work. Communica- 
tion had formerly required operators skilled in Morse  code at both ends; the 
sender transmitted messages  by manipulating an electrical circuit, while the 
receiver monitored the rapid flow  of dots  and dashes. Nineteenth-century 
telegraphers had  prided themselves on their talent in working the key, and 
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those with the speed and accuracy to handle wire service reports  and stock 
market quotations  had enjoyed  special status. For  years, inventors sought to 
develop a printing telegraph, but  the high cost and technical shortcomings of 
early versions limited their appeal. By the 1g3os, developers had made the 
machines  practical, and more and more telegraph offices  began  replacing their 
old-style  systems. Printing machines allowed  users to bypass the Morse oper- 
ator; using the common typewriter-style keyboard, virtually any typist could 
send messages. At the receiving end, messages came directly printed out  in 
ordinary language, eliminating any need to wait  for someone to decode them. 
With continued improvement, printing telegraphs  could handle sixty or eighty 
words a minute, while, on average, human telegraphers  only  approached about 
~enty-five.14 

While the  printing telegraph alone would have presented a significant 
threat to operators’ jobs, other inventions further transformed labor needs in 
this arena. The multiplex telegraph  system could carry up  to eight messages at 
once  by  using  synchronized distributors to carry alternating impulses  over the 
same line, literally multiplying its capacity. Some offices installed machines 
that encoded words on perforated tape; by  replaying the tape, they could send 
the same  message  repeatedly, without needing skilled operators to type it  out 
each time. New  York newspapers used such technology to send articles and 
financial updates up  and down  the east coast and  out  to Chicago, where 
another machine duplicated the tape to send the message further. One oper- 
ator in the 1930s could handle as many  telegraph  wires as had four men in pre- 
vious decades, the AFL Commercial Telegraphers’ Union reported. According 
to the Washington, D.C., local, the Western Union ofice  in Richmond, Vir- 
ginia, had recently reduced its work  force 70 percent thanks to new technolo- 
gies. Other cutbacks had come in  the railroad system,  which had begun using 
dial telephone systems rather than  the telegraph to communicate vital infor- 
mation  about  train safety and routing. Old-style manual-block signaling, 
which had required station agents to supervise passage of trains, gave  way to 
newer automatic-block systems, inwhich the train’s  progress  itself sent sig- 
nals to other traffic. Because  of such mechanization, the U.S. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics concluded, the  number of telephone and telegraph operators 
employed  by railways had dropped from 79,346 in 1923 to 58,522 in 1932,’~ 

By  1931, the bureau found, new  telegraph  technology had displaced another 
eight thousand operators from commercial  telegraph offkes, press organiza- 
tions, and newspaper  ofices-up to 50 percent of those once employed there. 
Innovations not only eliminated jobs for telegraph workers but also altered 
gender  balance,  allowing a smaller number of lower-paid women to perform 
work once handled mostly  by  skilled men. In 1915, men accounted for 75 per- 



cent of telegraph operators, but by 1931, women made up 64 percent of the 
operating force.  Men still handled most of the old Morse  systems  still in use, 
but young female typists worked on nearly 84 percent of the new multi 
printer systems, at roughly half the wages. One Chicago company rep0 
“Teletype  was installed in  October 1931. Four regular telegraphers laid off. 
Work done previously  by  telegraphers  can  be done just as  well on teletype with 
much cheaper operators, labor cost being about one-half.”ll6 

The Bell  System had connected more  than twelve thousand teletype 
machines in  the United States by 1935, offering business the advantages of 
“typing by  wire.” The device could handle multiple functions,  promoters 
emphasized, giving employers who installed it a chance to streamline the 
office. One salesman, J. M. Tuggey,  Jr., laid out charts of old-style office rou- 
tines and  then crossed out 50 to 75 percent of those steps, which he claimed 
the teletype could eliminate. The machine could print multiple copies of doc- 
uments  at once, using carbon paper held in place with sprockets and a  fee 
ing mechanism,  allowing one employee to do  the work of four in taking orders 
and preparing them for distribution. Tuggey suggested that  the new  efficiency 
would let managers reassign surplus clerks to other departments, but  during 
those belt-tighten in^ days workers feared being let go instead. While  offices 
still needed a human typist to enter  information  into  the teletype, further 
developments threatened to bypass  even that labor. By the  end of the 1g3os, 
Western Union had started touting facsimile transmission, p romis~g  that  the 
“automatic telegraph” would let  users send their own messages, in their own 
handwriting,17 

Though facsimile  machines remained primarily outside the realm of prac- 
ticality,  bookkeeping devices and other business  machines had already entered 
Depression-era offices, making  white-collar  workers  worry about displacement. 
The twentieth century had brought increasing  clerical  employment  for  women. 
In 1870, only 100,ooo Americans, ove~helmingly men, had engaged in office 
work, but the 1930 census  showed almost two million  women alone in clerical 
positions, making up 51.5 percent of  all  office  employees.  Advancing technol- 

seemed to jeopardize that valuable  avenue  of opportunit~. According to 
irl victims of the Machine Age” felt “quite bitter”  about  the new 

“robots in the office.” One employee of Armour Foods complained to the state 
labor department that  the company’s  new  clerical  system could displace about 
two thousand workers. The letter warned “anyone that has ~ ~ i n g  to  do with 
typing, printing, labelling, etc.” to watch out, because ‘‘,this machine t 

le  considering office  careers  should think twice, 
e advised in 1938, since “bookkeepin machines are comin 

into increasing  use, and this is tending to reduce emp1oyment.”l8 
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Other  trends might compensate for some of that impact, the Civic Edu- 
cation Service added. Despite mechanization, both overnment and private 
enterprise could end up hiring additional bookkeepers and clerks as opera- 
tions grew  increasingly  complex.  New  Social  Security  legislation and sales  taxes 
demanded  that business keep track of extra information. E W. Nichol, vice 
president of International Business  Machines, maintained that  the very  speed 
and accuracy of  office machines  would produce jobs. Executives who installed 
the latest accounting devices would want to compile more data than ever, cre- 
ating a need for human recordkeepers and managers. The resulting insights 
would  help  business save money and experiment with improvements, with the 
resulting success generating even more employment. By using machines to 
track production, inventory, and sales, one manufacturer  reportedly had gained 
so much efficiency that within a year, shopfloor employment had risen from 
three hundred  to eight hundred workers and office jobs from five to eighty. 
Innovation might occasionally  create temporary displacement,  Nichol admit- 
ted, but offices  also needed people to  run  and supervise the new machines. 
In 1939, IBM's own two-week  classes taught 3,645 workers to handle the tech- 
nologies that  had altered or ended their old jobs. Furthermore, Nichol added, 
the manufacture and sale of equipment generated substantial work just keep- 
ing machines supplied with paper amounted to a business worth $2 million 
a year. l9 

IBM claimed that overall, 80 percent of accounting machine installations 
caused no net change in jobs,  while  employment  rose in 70 percent of the other 
cases. In its own investigation  of  office  jobs in seven  cities, the Women's  Bureau 
found the effect  of mechanization  far  more  tricky to analyze. In  some  instances, 
machines had  not displaced  employees but  had allowed a business to expand 
without  adding  the people it would otherwise have needed. One St.  Louis 
insurance company had used four clerks to perform statistical  work  for 20,000 

policyholders, but after it merged with another firm and adopted new  office 
machines, four clerks could handle 65,000 cases. The effect  of mechanization 
varied, depending on how managers integrated new technology with exist- 
ing procedures. One  department  that centralized its clerical routine aAer 
adopting dictating equipment found that eight  women  could equal the former 
output of ~enty-five, but another division in  the same firm that did not reor- 
ganize after mechanization experienced no change in labor needs. To make 
matters more complicated, machines adopted in  one place might hit workers 
elsewhere.  After one department adopted expanded punch card  technology, it 
no longer kept so much information  in conventional files, leading the filing" 
office to  cut  three women. Changes in  one company could even undermine 
employment in a completely  different  business; a firm adopting machines that 



addressed letters, printed bills, or typed form letters might cancel its outside 
contracts with printing services or letter bureaus.20 

On balance, the Women’s  Bureau survey  suggested,  new  technology tended 
to create a net loss in clerical  labor.  “Machines  have tended decidedly to curb 
the rapid rise in  number of employees with the increased  office functions of 
modern business,” researcher Ethel Erickson wrote. In  other words, mecha- 
nization enabled  employers to  do more with fewer workers, so that even when 
companies enjoyed  sizeable growth, that new business might not generate a 
proportionate expansion of job  opportunities. As with the teletype, office 
mechanization hig~ighted gender dimensions of the displacement  issue,  shift- 
ing the balance of work  between men and women.  After installing machines, 
one Philadelphia firm replaced its male  clerks with women, whom it paid at 
least 35 to 50 percent less. A St. Louis enterprise had saved $4,000 a year in 
salaries by switching from seven male and female  clerks to three bookkeep- 
ing machines run by  women.21 

Through  the 193os, the Women’s Bureau devoted substantive effort to 
studying how  new  office machines and other technologies reshaped patterns 
of  women’s employment.  While  William  Green and other national union lead- 
ers spoke and wrote extensively about  the consequences of technological 
change, organized labor concentrated on episodes in steelmaking, coal min- 
ing, auto manufacture, and  other primarily male workplaces. Professional 
economists, news reporters, and even the  NW’s National Research Project 
similarly  relegated  women’s  concerns about mechanization to the background. 
Those parties left it to leaders of the Women’s Bureau to emphasize that new 
workplace equipment affected  workers  of both sexes. The impressive  power  of 
modern machines, plus the speed with which so many companies had begun 
installing them, would determine  the  future of  women’s jobs, good or bad. 
Mary Pidgeon worried that,  on balance, mechanization subtracted opportu- 
nity. The telephone industry’s adoption of dialing equipment had started clos- 
ing off an  important avenue of employment for girls, she noted.  “In  the 
manufacture of sewing machine needles, one girl can now inspect as many 
as nine could before; as bean snippers  in  canning factories, machines have 
made it possible for twelve women to  do  the work formerly done by two hun- 
dred; in textile  mills, a machine . . . made it possible for one woman to  do  the 
work formerly done by  seventeen drawers-in of the warp.”22 

To document displacement, the  bureau compiled data on the results of 
technological  change in 115 Midwestern and eastern  factories  %om 1921 to 1931. 
Ninety-four percent of employers who adopted new or improved machinery 
reported resulting reductions in  labor cost, and almost half of them  had 
gained labor savings  of at least 50 percent. The number of people  engaged in 



the relevant work processes  fell from 6,401 to 3,604, a job loss of  43.7 percent. 
That Women’s  Bureau  study,  which  preceded the WPAs more general  research, 
offered  still more dramatic evidence  of  machines  directly substituting for hand 
labor, in a plant where 624 workers had been cut to 184, a 70.5 percent drop 
in employment. During the 1920s, within a climate of general  business expan- 
sion, companies gradually making the transition to new machinery had often 
been able to reassign displaced workers in alternate (though sometimes less 
desirable) positions. The Depression threatened to reduce  such  possibilities of 
absorption  and to raise the psychological toll of mechanization. Whenever 
machines brought displacement,  employees not directly affected  began to fret 
that their jobs too might fall to future change. Highlighting the ironies behind 

cal  advance, one knitting mill superintendent commented, “Before 
n’t need workers, the machines are so perfect; but unfortunately 

machines don’t  wear  stockings.”23 
To draw public attention to how mechanization affected  working women, 

the Women’s Bureau produced a three-reel movie in 1931, ~ e h i ~ ~  the  Scenes  in 
the ~ ~ c h i ~ e  Age. Thanks to the wonders of technological advance, the film 
indicated, the  “infant industries” of early America had grown into gigantic 
business for a “mighty nation.” Opening shots contrasted a colonial  printer’s 
hand press,  which turned  out  one page at a time, to the sheer  speed of a mod- 
ern  automatic press,  which churned out a continuous stream of  papers. Yet, 
“along with the wonders of the machine age,” invention had  turned techno- 
logical unemployment into a major source of economic inefficiency. In  the 
twentieth century, “human beings as  well as materials must  be saved from 
the scrap heap.” Accompanying cartoon-style graphics interpreted  those 
words literally,  showing a wastebasket  piled high with little figures of women 
and men.24 

To illustrate the toll of mechanization, the film presented case after case 
of how technological change reduced the  number of workers  needed.  Visual 
images contrasted old production processes with new machine-centered 
methods. One scene  showed that  in previous years, the task of packing  cereal 

loyed four women, one to open a bag and place it in  the box, a second to 
p in cereal, a third to weigh the Bled box, and a fourth to close it. The next 

scene  showed a machine preparing the box,  filling it with a r 
ure of  cereal, then sealing it. A caption explained, “F 
packed 17,000  boxes  of  cereal a day. With machines it 
Other factories in  the food industry  had similarly  begu 

erations. “Formerly one girl wrapped 960 lollipops a day.  Now two 
the machine wrap 60,000,” the film  observed. “By hand S 

apped nine boxes of crackers a minute. The machine with two S 



fifty-five.” Subsequent scenes  showed  how mechanization had multiplied per 
capita efficiency and  thus potentially reduced labor needs in  the manufacture 
of cigars,  bandages, books, automobile cushions, and other products.25 

Despite the power  of  technology to displace humans, the movie continued, 
the solution did not lie in banishing new  inventions. In order to keep step with 
the Machine Age economy,  workplaces had to pursue the latest innovations, 
leaving  people no choice but  to accept and adjust. The Women’s  Bureau prom- 
ised that  through careful managemelit, business could avert most of the dis- 
tress associated with mechanization. The Bell  System, it suggested, had done 
a model job in smoothing the transition from manual to dial switchboards by 
m ~ i n g  the changeover gradual and by  reassigning as many operators as pos- 
sible. With expert planning, adaptations should benefit  everyone; companies 
could adopt new  devices  while retaining their experienced  employees, work- 
ers would continue to receive a paycheck, and  the  national economy would 
avoid the  burden of joblessness. 

That upbeat conclusion radically  simplified the complex problem of tech- 
nological unemployment. Indeed, the Women’s  Bureau’s own research had 
indicated that mechanization could affect labor even across department or 
company lines.  Moreover, the Bell  System  case remained controversial, as crit- 
ics had accused the  phone company of covering up real problems with self- 
congratulatory publicity. If the film  exaggerated the ease  of finding an ideal 
accommodation between humans  and machines, it nonetheless served an 
important purpose. Movies  offered a chance to reach a wide range of audi- 
ences,  since they could be distributed and shown relatively  easily. The bureau 
made ~ e h i n ~  the Scenes  in the   chine Age readily  available to organizers of 
labor union meetings, educational institutions, women’s clubs, and other pub- 
lic forums. With scene after scene showing women at work in  industry  and 
offices, the footage visually reinforced the idea  of  female employment as an 
integral part of the  modern economy. That message underlined the bureau’s 
argume~t  that  in any serious discussion about  the course of  America’s new 
Machine Age,  women’s interests deserved consideration. 

Despite such hopes that labor might yet come to terms with mechaniza- 
tion,  the issue left workers of the early 1930s with a sense of- powerlessness. 
Most h e w  only too well that  the  attempts of unions to minimize displace- 
ment over previous decades had usually  failed. In the first several  years of the 
new century, the National Window Glass  Workers had passed rules that 
banned members from working with machines and barred machine operators 
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from joining the union. That futile strategy had backfired on  the union, lead- 
ing to its demise. As  glass manufacturers introduced more and more machin- 
ery, craftsmen tried to hang onto work by making pay  concessions. But  even 
with reduced labor costs, old-style operations simply could not compete with 
the efficiency  of  mechanized  facilities, and  the distraught and divided union 
disbanded in 1928. Similarly, stonecutters had tried to demand that employers 
not use  new stone-planing machines more than eight hours per day and  that 
companies hire at least four traditional stoneworkers for each planer adopted. 
Through repeated strikes, labor won temporary concessions, but  no more. 
~estrictions proved  impossible to enforce, and national leaders abandoned the 
effort by 1908. Some  locals continued their own fight,  refusing to perform the 
fine hand-finishing needed for machine-cut stone  and  trying to block ship- 
ments of machined stone from entering their cities.  Employers had ways to 
counter such tactics; when metalworkers tried to limit  the  number of nail- 
making machines one  man could operate, companies simply switched to 
nonunion workers.26 

M e n  attempts to limit technological  change  collapsed, unions had some- 
times tried imposing an obligation on employers to protect labor. Garment 
workers  scored a victory  in the 1920s when the Chicago  Trade  Board and Board 
of Arbitration made its approval of new  tacking and basting equipment con- 
ditional on having companies reassign  displaced  workers to equivalent jobs. 
In other instances, when industry introduced mechanization, unions insisted 
that  their members at least had a right to claim the  job of operating new 
machines. That strategy created trouble for  labor, though, since it raised com- 
plicated questions about retraining and seemed too much like a surrender. In 
the 1880s, the International Typographical Union adopted a policy that  sup- 
ported the adoption of Linotypes, providing that displaced compositors could 
handle the machines. One dissatisfied Ohio local rejected that compromise 
and mobilized an anti-Linotype strike, only to see their national union lead- 
ers cooperate with employers by sending in substitute workers from  sur- 
rounding areas.  Such  cases  suggested that while unions might sometimes win 
temporary accommodations to carry a few members through  the  transition 
to  modernization, those isolated triumphs could not ensure a broader base 
of workers any long-term  protection.  History seemed to show that  once 
companies set their heart on adopting  the latest devices, labor had virtually 
lost the battle already. “Without  an exception, any organization, since the 
beg inn in^ of the factory system, that has attempted to restrict the use  of the 
improved methods of production has met with defeat,” the head of the cigar- 
makers’ union concluded in 1923. “No power on earth can stop . . . improved 
machinery.”27 
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Nevertheless, with the risk of displacement hanging over their heads, some 
workers felt desperate enough  to  try fighting. During  the Depression, the 
American Federation of Musicians  (AFM) mounted an elaborate campaign 
that it hoped might stem the tide of technological  change in the film industry. 
Through the early 1920S, before inventors had developed  workable  systems of 
sound reproduction for movies,  local theaters had employed live musicians to 
provide accompaniment for silent pictures. Small houses featured only a 
pianist or violinist, but glamorous “movie palaces’,  engaged  full  orchestras. As 
long as Americans continued  to exhibit a seemingly endless enthusiasm for 
moviegoing, such employment for musicians appeared secure. But in 1925, 
Warner Brothers became the first major studio to add orchestral music to a 
regular  release,  playing prerecorded disks on a turntable synchronized to pro- 
jectors for its film Don Juan. Significantly, a desire to replace  live musicians 
may in  part have motivated Warner’s experiment with Vitaphone technology. 
Unlike other big studios, Warner did not operate its own theater chains and so 
had  to convince  local owners to screen their productions. Theater managers 
would be eager to show sound movies, Harry Warner hoped, since they could 
save the expense of hiring musicians. Most other Hollywood executives 
approached the new technology with trepidation, but after The Jazz Singer 
drew more than $1.5 million in 1927, one  studio after another hastily began 
converting to sound. By  1931, all  large  Hollywood producers had abandoned 
the silents.28 

The switch from silent to  sound movies  affected employment across the 
industry. Demand for electrical technicians and  sound engineers suddenly 
soared, since making a “talkie” required studios to keep technical experts on 
set as recording supervisors and emergency troubleshooters. Across the coun- 
try, every theater owner who decided to show sound movies needed techni- 
cians to install and  maintain  the unfamiliar equipment. Projectionists also 
benefitted,  since the sheer  complexity of Vitaphone  projectors  often  compelled 
theaters to employ not  one  but  four people to handle  the films. Projection- 
ists demanded and won substantial pay  raises, citing the extra effort involved 
in  monitoring amplification and coping with the inevitable technical diffi- 
culties.  Between 1929 and 1931, eight thousand new positions opened up for 
licensed sound projectionists, whom the Bureau of Labor  Statistics  described 
as being “unquestionably in  the most favorable position of  all the  trades 
employed in  the amusement industry.’,  Such trends left the  International 
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Hands and Moving Picture Machine Operators in 
a difficult position. Even as the popularity of sound film gave projectionists 
negotiating power, it sent employment for stagehands, the  other half of the 
union,  into a nosedive.  Talking pictures also competed with live theater, and 



reduced  audiences due to economic decline multiplied the damage. After  1930, 
vaudeville houses and acting companies began closing in all but  the largest 
cities,  displacing stagehands, performers, and music ian~.~~ 

~ilmmakers’ switch to  sound  opened  up  opportunities for some creative 
artists while  closing them for others. Silent  movies had  not relied on extensive 
or sophisticated wordplay, and  the resulting inexperience showed up  in early 
talking pictures as stilted and unconvincing  dialogue.  Soon, as studios focused 
on  the need for good writing, bidding wars pushed salaries for  the best 
scriptwriters as high as $1,000 a week.  After the industry started making musi- 
cals~to showcase the versatility and excitement of sound techno lo^, com- 
posers, lyricists, and choreographers flocked to California for the chance to 
land well-paid jobs and reach a national audience,3o 

For  Hollywood actors, suddenly required to-speak instead of mime, con- 
version to sound proved a make-or-break experience. Some profited from the 

e; stage actor Conrad Nagel, who had been earning $1,500 per week mak- 
ent films, found  that his well-trained voice could command 

k in talkies. The new technology fostered success for Bing Cro 
Muni, Jean Harlow, and  the Marx Brothers, all of whom made distinctive 

nd sounds  part of their appeal. Other personalities whose looks had 
popularity  in silent pictures failed to make the  transition.  German 

actor Emil Jannings, who had earned $5,000 per week in silents,  proved insuf- 
ficiently adept in English and returned  to Europe.  Vilma Banlcy‘s Hungarian 
accent severely limited her talking  roles,  while John Gilbert’s pleasant baritone 
simply did not match the macho image  audiences  expected.  Some stars needed 
assistance to master film  speech; Douglas  airb banks Sr.’s voice initiall~ came 

17 for microphones, and May  McAvoy’s too weak. By  1928, 
~ollywood boasted seven  “colleges  of  voice  culture^ where  vocal  coaches and 
elocution experts offered to correct actors’ pronunciation and adjust speaking 
tones. The stress that  the advent of talkies  placed on performers also con- 
tributed to employment for one  more community: the  period reportedly 
brou~ht  booming  trade for  Hollywood  psychics.31 

Overall, the technological revolution in film hit musicians hardest. The 
Bureau of Labor  Statistics estimated that  the installation of sound equipment 
in 11,828 theaters between 1929 and 1931 had displaced 9,885 musicians,  half the 
total formerly working in movie  houses. E~amining in detail the situation in 
~ a s h i n ~ o n ,  DC., researchers found that the city’s fifty theaters had all  shifted 
from silent to sound movies  between 1927 and 1930. Owners who either would 
not  or could not quickly  switch to  sound saw attendance plummet. That trend 
forced some small theaters to close, creating unemployment for  projectionists, 
ushers, and musicians, The introduction of sound  had raised wages and cre- 
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ated four new positions for projectionists in ~ashington,  but it had displaced 
221 musicians.  A  year  later, twenty of those “technological casualties’’ had left 
the city, while thirty  had  found alternate York teaching music or performing 
in restaurants and hotels. Twenty-one had  abandoned music for other jobs, 
while ~ e n t y - ~ o  remained unemployed. The plight of such men made news 
in New  York City when a violinist arrested for smoking in  the subway  pleaded 
for leniency  by esplaining that he had lost his job to  the talkies.  After the  man 
showed the court his bankbook, with a  balance of thirty-seven  cents, the judge 
waived the one-dollar fine.32 

Talking pictures even hurt American musicians’ employment overseas. 
Through the 1920s, dance bands from the United States had enjoyed tremen- 
dous popularity in other countries. By one estimate, American entertain~rs in 
Paris  provided 80 percent of the music for Montmartre nightclubs and restau- 
rants. One dance  hall  manager  said that he only  kept  French m u s i c i ~ s  around 
to play  while the Americans  rested, the time when customers stopped dancin 
and sat down to order champagne. But as sound movies gained an  interna- 
tional audience, employm~nt for musicians tightened everywhere. In 1930, a 

oup of French cinemas installed sound  equipment  and fired five hundred 
usicians in one day.  To help the displaced entertainers, France’s Ministry of 

Labor tightened regulations, insisting that American musicians obtain special 
work permits and requiring that cabarets hire at least  as many French as for- 
eign performers. With strict enforcement of the work rules, one American 
band  that  had  not applied  for permits in a  timely  fashion had to break its con- 
tract at  an elite Paris restaurant and leave the country, Reportedly, French 
police  even  barged into  establishm~nts  to  interrupt performances, threaten- 
ing business owners with a $4,000 fine and posting guards to ensure that  the 
Americans  ceased  playing.33 

Such  developments  unfolded  rapidly and greatly unnerved America’s musi- 
cal  communi^. Professional  musicians had felt  relatively confident during pre- 
vious economic downturns, trusting that their artistic skill would always be in 
demand. Technological change ripped away that sense of security. Chica 
Federation of Musicians president James Petrillo complained that “like  a  b 
out of the blue, comes a Frankenstein of mechanical achievement with 
arrogant assumption of human proclivities.’’ Just as the popularity of refr 
erators had made the iceman superfluous, just as automatic  equipment  had 
displaced painters and streetcleaners, Petrillo said, musicians had now  fallen 
victim to technological unemployment. In  “one fell  swoop,” he wrote, the 
movie  industry’s  switch to  sound pictures “tears from our grasp the fruits of 
a lifetime of struggle and labor.”34 

Musicians  knew that it would prove hard  to confront Hollywood  directly. 



At the end of the 1920s, AFM conventions voted down any idea of trying to 
mount strikes against the  studios making talking films.  Such action seemed 
unlikely to prove  effective, AFM president Joseph  Weber  observed,  since stu- 
dios needed  only two hundred  and fifty performers at most for recording  film 
scores. If the Americans boycotted movie work, the  industry could easily 
bypass them by importing foreign musicians. The AFM also worried that a 
strike might arouse popular antagonism, if movie-lovers  felt that  the  union 
had set out  to  ruin their amusement, Artists could hope, Petrillo suggested, 
that  in  the end, the public would continue to  support live music. Once audi- 
ences had satisfied their initial curiosity about talking pictures, he predicted, 
they would  become  exasperated with the poor sound clarity and lack  of musi- 
cal artistry. Popular discontent would compel studios to keep making silents 
and force theaters to rehire their orchestras. “Art cannot  be  permanently 
mechanized,” Petrillo concluded. Rather than just waiting for the public to 
grow tired of the talkies, the AFM attempted to stimulate a backlash against 
Hollywood’s obsession with sound. The union engaged a public relations firm 
and, starting in October 1929, initiated a radio and  print campaign promoting 
live music.  Eventually, AFM advertisements ran  in  more  than  nine  hundred 
publications around  the country.35 

The ad series did not emphasize the misery facing displaced musicians, 
since  Weber  believed that such a tactic would prove pointless. “We are too 
experienced not to know that if men lose employment by  reason of the  intro- 
duction of a machine, no appeal to  the public sympath~ suffices.” Instead, the 
campaign centered around a message that recorded music could never com- 
pare to  the value and quality of  live performance. Rather than taking a harsh, 
accusatory line, the AFM adopted a humorous slant, poking fun at recorded 
sound by labelling it “canned music.” Illustrators added cartoons depicting 
talking pictures in  the shape of a tin-can  robot, a visual image that offered 
illustrators great scope for imagination. One  ad showed a robot dressed up 
as a nurse, trying to induce a girl to swallow a spoonfd of “canned music.” The 
robot advises the  poor young theater-goer, “TAe it, dear, it’s genuine music,” 
to which she replies, “It’s only more of that old canned sound,  and I’m tired 
of  it.” Sound quality in early  talkies could indeed prove unsatisfactory; a 
recording might become completely distorted or fall out of synchronization 
with the picture. To highlight the flaws  of “canned music,” one ad showed the 
robot in mythological form as the god  Pan. As he plays his pipes, birds scold, 
rabbits run away, and squirrels cover their ears. Greedy studios  and theater 
owners hoped audiences would ignore the obvious inferiority of taking pic- 
tures, the AFM asserted. One cartoon showed the  robot as a bride, marching 
down the aisle with Hollywood’s “Canned Music  Promoter,” who could “love 
a n ~ h i n g  that would reduce his overhead expenses.” Providing that  “theatre 
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patrons can just be persuaded to accept  less than  their money’s  worth,” the 
ad declared, “this happy couple  can prolong their cacophonous h ~ n e ~ o o n . ” ~ ~  

The AFM attributed  popularity of sound films to sheer novelty, which it 
suggested had already started  to wear  off. To encourage expressions of dis- 
content, the group invited Americans to join its new  Music  Defense League. 
Union members and music stores distributed applications, and the AFM ads 
began including slips  readers could send in  to “vote for living  music.”  Weber 
claimed that within sixty days, 1.78 million people had signed up with the 
Music  Defense  League, and by 1932, that  number was  over three million. One 
Maine resident allegedly wrote on  the membership form that  the “last time I 
was in a theatre I felt  as  if I were in some low down cheap  circus.” A supporter 
from New Jersey  called the “foggy music” of the talkies “absolutely disgust- 
ing.” Moviegoing had begun to feel  “as rotten as to have to sit through a tem- 
perance 

The union did not organize mass consumer boycotts of sound films and 
did not call for the government to  ban talking pictures. Nevertheless, its 
approach generated  controversy.  Some radio stations had rejected AF 
rial,  Weber complained, under pressure from movie interests. Union leaders 
decided to abandon radio and concentrate on print,  but newspapers in at least 
five cities  also  refused their ads. Editors for the ~ i l ~ ~ u ~ e e   ] ~ u r ~ u l  explained 
that decision  by  citing a policy  against  “advertising  which  contains  destructive 
criticism of any other business.” The AFM responded that it merely  exercised 
free  speech; studio executives, theater owners, and any others who took issue 
with the union had the right to produce their own  ads defending the talkies.38 

Between late 1929 and 1933, the AFM spent at least $1.2 million on the cam- 
paign  against  talking  films, an effort  financed in  part by a 2 percent levy on the 
wages  of members who still had work. In 1930, the  union claimed some tri- 
umph, reporting that several  large theaters had reengaged their orchestras. But 
by 1931, some union members suggested abandoning the fight.  Conversion to 
sound had gone too far, they said, to permit any  widespread reinstatement of 
live music. Conductor Walter Damrosch called the AFM ads “as futile as the 
efforts the  hand weavers once made to stop the development of the machine 
age.” Over the long run, he suggested, movie sound might actually increase 
e m p l o ~ e n t  for  musicians  by nurturing public  appreciation  for the art. Weber 
rejected that “gratuitous advice,” implying that Damrosch, who had a gener- 
ous  contract with the National Broadcast Company, showed a “woeful lack 
of understanding’’ for rank-and-file musicians. Weber insisted that  the AFM 
campaign had successfidly  “created a psychology  against canned music,” which 
ensured that talkies  would  never  take  over  completely. “We realized that a fight 
against  technological u n e m p l o ~ e n t  would have  availed  us nothing, hence we 
waged a cultural fight.”39 
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they can insist on having C e d e m e n :  Without further obligation on my their ~ o n e y ~ s  in part. please enroll my name in the Muaic he- 

the theatre by joining nation of Living Music from the Theatre. 
fame League as one who is  opposed to the  elimi- 

“Comprising 140,000 professional musicians in  the  United Stares ond Canada) 
JOSEPH N. WEBER, President, 1440 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 

Fig. 3. The  advertising  campaign  mounted  in  the  early 1930s by the 
her ican Federation  of  Musicians  used  cartoons  and  humor  as  a  way 
of  encouraging  readers  to  express  their  dislike  for  the  new  talking  pic- 
tures,  The  hapless  robot  became  an  object  of  mockery,  representing all 

the  flaws  of  “canned  music.”  Recorded  sound  simply  could  never  match 
the  pleasant  or  soul-stirring  qualities of live  music,  the  drawings 
emphasized,  and  theater  owners  who  installed  sound  movies  effectively 
cheated  audiences  out  of  good  entertainment. ~ ~ e r ~ c u ~  ~ e ~ e r u ~ ~ o ~ ~ s ~  
38, no. 6 (1931): 663. 
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Increasingly, AFM members began to question the  ad campaign’s  effec- 
tiveness and protest the 2 percent tax. At the 1932 convention, one local 
denounced Weber for spend in^ “hundreds of thousands of dollars  per  year on 
this useless propaganda when thousands of our members are in actual want.” 
The  union began phasing out its advertising in favor of a new campaign, 
organizing “Living  Music  Days” to show that live music had a social  value that 
talking  pictures  could  never  match. By the end of  1932, one hundred locals had 
presented  free  concerts,  dance parties, and parades.  Such programs gave “busi- 
ness  leaders a new understanding of the civic importance of musical  culture,” 
the AFM claimed, and led communities to hire musicians for more perform- 
ances.  But  however  welcome  any work might be  in  the Depression, one-time 
enga~ements could not make up for the full-time theater jobs musicians had 
lost. By the mid-lg3os, the AFM  effectively conceded victory to the talkies.  New 
York Local  802 glumly declared that “our industry is a sick one; technologi- 
cal improvements have indeed desimated [sic] our ranks.”40 

The AFM ran up against too many  factors  favoring the dominance of sound 
pictures. The technical  conversion from silents to talkies entailed substantial 
capital  investment,  by  some  estimates  costing  each studio at least  $250,000 and 
each theater between $5,000 and $15,000. Such a commitment made it unlikely 
the  industry would decide to scrap its new equipment  and rehire hundre 
of musicians.  Such a retreat would have amounted to the studios’ admission 
of failure, and  the talkies had  not failed. Each  year,  Hollywood studios, direc- 
tors, and actors grew more comfortable with sound technology and more 
accomplished in its use,  while engineer in^ advances in recording an 
devices improved quality.  Audiences continued to fill theaters; e 
segment of the population disliked the talkies, the Music  Defense 
approached the clout that would have been required to convince studios to 
return  to silent films. 

As  if musicians had  not been sufficiently shaken, social scientists warned 
that future technolo~ical change  could further disrupt their employment. Tele- 
vision broadcasting would soon become practical, predicted the 1937 report 
~ec~no2ogica2  rends and Nationa2 Policy; the British broadcast in^ Corpora- 
tion  had already started preparing studios and transmissioll apparatus. The 
New York Times offered a reassurance that televisioh “shows no signs today 
of adding to social  suffering or unemployment.’’  Men and women with radio 
and film  experience would find ample opportunities in  the new industry, the 
Times writer reasoned,  which  would  create a great need  for cameramen, light- 
ing engineers, scriptwriters, scene designers, and make-up specialists. Yet to 
demoralized musicians in  the midst of the Depression, innovation had come 
to mean trouble.*l 
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For  all its frustration, the AFM had more options  in dealing with mecha- 
nization than did many other unions. ~usicians could  claim a unique skill that 
had a certain cultural status, at least allowing them to  try  the strategy of 
-appealing to  the public’s interest. Every theater-goer had noticed the replace- 
ment of  live music by recorded sound, whereas other cases  of mechanization 
had remained behind  the scenes. Customers might not even  realize that 
automakers had substituted welding machines for hand welding or  that their 
breakfast  cereal had been packed  by automated equipment. In general, labor 
had little chance of getting consumers to weigh in against technical changes 
in production. Business interests ran their own publicity campaigns contend- 
ing that mechanization improved their finished product. The telephone com- 
pany  suggested that by installing the dial  system, it gave  callers a more perfect 
service than h u ~ a n  operators could ever provide.  Cigar manufacturers per- 
formed an end run around  the question of displacement by  asking smokers 
whether they really preferred a cigar rolled in  an “old filthy shop” by a man 
who “spit on the ends” to a cigar manufactured by machine. Food companies 
also  played up  the sanitary angle,  advertising their products as “untouched by 
human hands.” In all such cases, business leaders’ argument  that new pro- 
duction technology  benefitted  consumers  provided a powerful co~terweapon 
to labor’s talk about how it hurt 

Throughout  the 193os, labor leaders concentrated on drawing attention to 
the problem of displacement,  making numerous speeches and radio addresses, 
writing popular articles, and repeatedly urging politicians to address the sub- 
ject. More than  that,  union men attempted to  turn technological unemploy- 
ment  into a rallying cry for organization. William  Green  explicitly cited the 
issue  when launching new AFL recruiting drives, promising that unionization 
would help protect workers  by  reclaiming some of the power mechanization 
had stolen from them. Confronting the question  “Is the world  becoming robo- 
tized?” AFL  vice president Matthew W011 responded, ““Not so long as labor is 
organized.”43 

Some  officials argued that labor relations would have to evolve in order to 
stay  relevant in  the face  of  workplace  reengineering. Philip Murray called for 
the creation of a “scientific unionism” to help workers  cope with the twenti- 
eth century’s development of scientific management. Older wage agreements, 
dating from the years when industry  had relied more on  human power, no 
longer fit the  modern context, he argued. Labor negotiators needed to  start 
demanding  contracts  written along lines that compensated for  the way 
machines had replaced  muscle in work. Though the details of  Murray’s  “sci- 
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entific unionism” remained vague,  fear of displacement did influence the 
course of labor relations in  the 1930s. Talk  of technological unemployment 
played a role in  the creation of the Congress of Industrial Organizations 
(CIO). The AFL’s craft-centered organization might benefit skilled  workers, 
John L. Lewis suggested, but it had become  “obsolete”  precisely  because  mech- 
anization had started eliminating that labor. Lewis turned his  powerful  voice 
and evocative imagery to emphasize that  unions must be organized around 
new principles for defending the workers “driven out by arms of 

Even  as  Lewis and other leaders  called for action, it remained unclear what 
strategy unions could best adopt. The failure of the AFM’s approach showed 
the problems inherent  in  trying to slow, stop, or reverse the  introduction of 
new  technology. Should labor acquiesce to new machinery and instead try  to 
ease the inevitable transition by  fighting  for the  support  and retraining of dis- 
placed workers? Did unions have any power to affect  workers’ future  in  the 
Machine Age?  Aside from the AFM, most unions did not  attempt any serious 
campaigns in  the 1930s to reverse the course of mechanization. In fact, the 
majority of leaders went out of their way to stress the opposite: they wanted 
business, government, and  the public to acknowledge the existence of seri- 
ous problems for workers, but they did  not wish to block innovation. Accord- 
ing to Green, labor understood the argument that economic well-being  rested 
on  the continued improvement of production methods. Union officials ended 
up walking a fine  line, decrying machine-driven displacement while insisting 
that they did  not hate technology. John L. Lewis drew a careful distinction, 
declaring,  “Labor does not oppose labor-saving  machinery, but it insists upon 
the saving of labor and  not its destruction by the machine.”45 

Even  if unions  had wanted to  do so, one AFL report explained, modern 
forces made  it ‘‘idle to oppose technical progress.” A sense of determinism~ 
pervaded labor statements on technology. “Further installation of industrial 
mechanical equipment is  inevitable;  Green  declared in one speech, and  “no 
persons with vision and  understanding would attempt  to  stop it.” The AFL 
welcomed the latest inventions, he insisted, though it lamented “the fact that 
technical progress has been permitted  to usher in  human want.” Though 
business  interests accused them of resisting progress, other  labor leaders 
proclaimed, their  groups actively encouraged change. The Steel  Workers 
Organizing Committee ran an ongoing educational campaign in favor  of tech- 
nological  advances, Philip Murray said.  Such endorsemeonts came with con- 
ditions;  Fannia Cohn, executive  secretary of the International Ladies’ Garment 
Workers Union, approved of mechanization providing that  industry started 
giving ord inary~er icans  a fairer share of the benefits in  the form of greater 
wages and more leisure time.46 
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S p e a ~ n g  for the United Auto Workers, R. J. Thomas defined the issue  as 
c ~ ~ ~ r ~ 2  of machines rather  than  the spread of technology itself.  Society had 
permitted the “rulers of our financial and industrial systems” to monopolize 
the gains of mechanization while making workers bear all the cost. Thomas 
emphasized that workers  could not let  misery  drive them to extreme  reactions. 
“Organized labor has learned through centuries of experience,” he continued, 
that  “to check or destroy new machinery is plain social folly.” Depression-era 
union leaders  seemed to take  special  pains to avoid comments that might allow 
critics to  paint  them as Luddites, inciting workers to  riot against mecha- 
nization. In  the textile industry, the traditional focus of machine-breaking in 
past centuries, Emil Rieve insisted that “in no instance does the  union say to 
management, ‘This installation, this invention, you can’t  have, We are practi- 
cal enough to realize we can’t just stop invention and . . . probably wouldn’t 
want 

1. M. Ornburn, president of the Cigarmakers’ International Union, dis- 
sented from that chorus, becoming one of the few labor leaders ~ i n g  to chal- 
lenge the idea of inventions’ inevitability in  the 1930s. The mere fact that 
engineers had devised new equipment, he suggested, did not mean it auto- 
matically  deserved to be incorporated into production. Considering  how  ofien 
company executives had held back discoveries  themselves to protect patent 
rights or old capital investments, Ornburn declared, it seemed h~ocri t ical  for 
them to criticize  workers  who questioned the need to embrace  mechanization. 
Especially during a period of  severe depression, the state could well choose 
to “slow down our technological speed,” regulating change to defend broad 
social  interests. Ornburn  did  not advocate  violence, vandalizing facilities, or 
banning research, but  in merely talking about “putting a brake on technolog- 
ical  progress,” he already went further  than  other  union officials. Ornburn’s 
relatively extreme statements undoubtedly stemmed from the fact that cigar- 
makers had been fighting a losing battle against  displacement  for two decades. 
“It is not a sabotage of progress to temper  it by what society can bear,” he 
insisted. Doctors might be able to learn a great deal from vivisecting human 
beings, but few people  would  defend  paying such a price for knowledge.48 

Inside unions, people  agonized and argued over the question of what price 
might be  acceptable to pay  for  progress. In 1935, the AFL journal printed a piece 
declaring that, contrary  to  the predictions of optimistic economists, mecha- 
nization had not lowered consumer prices and  thus generated work. The 
authors accused  advocates of inflating the statistics on how many jobs auto- 
matic tabulators and other machines really  created.  They  called for abolishing 
steam shovels, tractors, textile  machines, and other devices  “contrived for no 
purpose except to cut out labor and make more profit for a few manufactur- 



ers.”At the  top of the article, the ~ ~ e r i c ~ ~  ~ e ~ e r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i s ~ r a n  a special note jus- 
tifying why the  journal  had decided to publish  it. Editors liked the  authors’ 
“vivid description of the  problem  resulting  from labor-saving machinery,” 
though they disagreed with the  argument for outlawing certain innovations. 
The fact that business  owners had hogged the gains did  not alter the case that 
mechanization still carried  the  potential  to create cheaper consumer goods, 
higher wages, and  shorter working hours. If only savings from increased  effi- 
ciency  were “more equitably distributed,” the journal commented, production 
reengineering could yet provide “more comfortable living for all,” plus “that 
leisure  which  results in  a higher civili~ation.”~~ 

The AFL journal’s  stance underlined the fact that when push came to shove, 
most mai~stream labor organizations accepted the premise that despite dis- 
placement problems, Americans could  still associate mechanization  with 
progress. ‘When William Green said that  “technical progress means  more 
things  at lower  prices and consequently more physical comforts  and greater 
ease  of living for greater numbers,” he could easily  have  been  speaking for big 
business. Green, like corporate leaders, promoted  mechanization as “the 
means to higher  material civilization.” Though he went on  to call it “a sad 
commentary  that individual wage earners have paid the social  costs of tech- 
nological  progress,”  Green had acquiesced to the definition of consumerism 
as the primary measure of  well-being. The  promise of material abundance jus- 
tified mechanization, and once  workers  won a more equitable distribution of 
profits,  they  would  let industry follow  its  desired path of technological  advance 
without objection.  Implying that employers had been  greedy  might  have  called 
for a  burst of in~ammatory rhetoric,  but again, mainstream  labor carefully 
avoided any appearance of radicalism. R. J. Thomas  argued  that  ordinary 
Americans should receive a greater share of the benefits from  modern  pro- 
ductivity, not as a step toward  socialism but as a way to promote further mech- 
anization. Far from aiming to topple capitalism, union men  argued that giving 
men and women higher wages and increased  leisure hours would restore pur- 
chasing  power and  jump-start  consumption, thereby paving the way for still 
more extensive and  rapid workplace  change.50 

Once labor leaders had egectively ruled out  the concept of trying  to  limit 
mechanization, the question became one of how to minimize the damage,  how 
society could help  workers adjust to  the inevitable. Adapting to  the Machine 
Age, some unions suggested, required  a  fundamental  rethinking  about  the 
nature of employment. Back in  the late nineteenth century, American unions 
had  fought for reducing the workweek, primarily on grounds of health  and 
safety, The battle for shorter  hours  had raged  ever  since, and  the alarm during 



the Depression  over mechanization brought new  life to  the campaign. Union 
leaders argued that employers would invariably cut back their payrolls once 
machines  allowed them  to meet production targets with less labor. But  if the 
standard workweek shrank  in  proportion  to technological  advance,  business 
would  need to compensate by dividing the work among more men. Given the 
seriousness of unemployment3 Green  suggested, the United States had to start 
following a basic “principle of relating the  number of man-hours of work 
available to the  number of persons who have to earn a 

Whereas unions of the 1920s had generally  called for setting the workweek 
at forty hours, unions of the Depression  decade put a more urgent spin on the 
matter. AFL and  C10 conventions in  the late 1930s adopted resolutions 
demanding a thirty-hour week  as “the only  answer to the machine age.” h e r -  
ican railroad workers, who had switched from a ten- to  an eight-hour work- 
day in 1917, now began pushing for a six-hour day. Union president A. F. 
Whitney  estimated that mechanization and modernization had raised railroad 
operating efficiency  by 70 percent between 1920 and 1935. Common sense 
demanded a shortening of hours “to absorb the great numbers.. . now denied 
employment in favor  of the machine.”  Moving to a six-hour day  would sup- 
ply jobs for at least 350,000 men currently unemployed, the Brother~ood of 
Railroad Trainmen estimated.52 

Union leaders  insisted that their campaign would not hamper progress  by 
imposing artificial limits on work. Shorter hours should evolve naturally, they 
suggested, out of the progress of technology itself. Just as the Western world 
had already  moved away from the fourteen-hour days common in nineteenth- 
century factories, twentieth-century society now enjoyed an opportunit~ to 
continue adjusting working conditions. If anything, the AFL argued, it  had 
been business that  had upset economic life  by resisting the historical trend 
toward a shorter week.  If companies had followed  labor’s recommendations 
for cutting  hours back in  the 1920s, they could have prevented mass unem- 
ployment. Managers had been “unwilling to give up their doctrine  that long 
hours of5ered . . a better chance to get more out of their employees,”  unwill- 
ing to address the consequences of mechanization. Over  recent  years,  Green 
charged, labor standards had been “moving backward  while technical devel- 
opment went rapidly forward.” Foundry and machine-shop workers contin- 
ued to average  over  fifty hours per week,  despite the fact that productivity had 
risen 50 percent between 1919 and 1929. The United States could not reverse 
the trend toward  displacement, the AFL said, as long as business kept trying to 
apply “an 1870 labor principle to 1932 machine ~roduct ion .”~~ 

Of course, if employers simply slashed hours, people currently employed 
would  lose income. Therefore, unions proposed that even  as firms cut hours, 



they should still pay  employees for a forty-hour week. Managers would gain 
more than they lost from such a step, labor insisted. Studies had shown that 
reducing hours actually  raised productivity, since the move helped eliminate 
worker fatigue, time-wasting, absenteeism, and turnover. Furthermore, eco- 
nomic activity  would  pick up once companies began spreading work among 
more individuals.  Business  leaders should have been giving  workers a greater 
share of the gains from mechanization all along, labor contended. Commerce 
Department figures indicated that between 1920 and 1929, industrialists’ share 
of the profits had grown 72 percent and stock dividends had risen 256 percent, 
but employees’  real  wages had increased only 13 percent. Unions added that 
since the onset of the Depression,  workers’  pay 8ad fallen another 10 percent 
on average. Economic trouble invariably resulted when ordinary Americans 
lost purchasing power,  given the fundamental principle in Machine Age eco- 
nomics that mass production could not be separated from mass consumption. 
Merely to keep  textile and garment industries functioning at 1929 levels, the 
AFL calculated, each American woman would need to purchase four new 
dresses, three pairs of shoes, and a dozen pairs of hose per year. To keep the 
flow  of goods moving,  business should have an interest in  supporting family 
income.54 

Labor organizations justified the call for shorter  hours as a necessary and 
sensible adaptation in  the Machine Age economy, adjusting conditions to cor- 
respond to  the way technology had  transformed  the  nature of production. 
Even  if labor could get government and business to go along with that argu- 
ment, such broad structural changes  would not materialize  overnight. Unions 
had to come up with short-term measures that would offer members more 
immediate protection. Some concentrated on  the hope of retraining displaced 
workers, following a principle that  in  the  modern world, job security came 
through flexibility.  Men  whose old skills had been  devalued  by mechanization 
might  land positions operating  the new equipment. During  the 193os, the 
printers’ union ran classes to help members learn how to use the latest types 
of  presses. When one coal company announced plans to switch from horse- 
drawn to motorized delivery, the teamsters’  local bought a truck  and hired a 
chauffeur and mechanic to show its men how to drive and repair vehicles. On 
some occasions, companies placed enough value on workers’  skills to join in 
retraining efforts. In 1934, the New  York transit system ran free  classes on com- 
pany time to teach streetcar drivers to handle buses,  so that  the city would not 
lose their experience in n a v i ~ a t ~ g  crowded  areas. When the Madison Avenue 
route switched  over to buses, 180 former trolleymen made the transition suc- 
cessfully, and New  York started retraining another four hundred  to prepare for 
converting other lines.55 
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Of course, some social scientists warned that as the efficiency  of mecha- 
nization reduced total labor needs,  even retrained men might not find jobs, 
and  in such cases, unions would need to take a more assertive stance. The 
American Communications Association, part of the CIO, had a 1940 agree- 
ment with Mackay  Radio and Telegraph which stated flatly, “No employee of 
the Company shall be dismissed  by the Company during  the life  of this agree- 
ment because of mechanization or technological changes.”  ACA head Daniel 
Driesen admitted that  the restriction placed certain burdens on the employer 
but argued that management would  ultimately  benefit  by winning worker  loy- 
alty.  Such a clause  offering men a blanket protection was unusual, but, accord- 
ing to one estimate, two hundred  out of four hundred major labor contracts 
negotiated between 1933 and 1939 in manufacturing, transport, communica- 
tion,  and  the extractive industries required that employers  who installed new 
machines should at least  make an effort to shift affected  workers to alternate 
positions. One contract between the Textile  Workers Union and the American 
Viscose Company specified that displaced individuals be put  on a list for pref- 
erential rehiring when openings appeared in any company facility. The ACA 
established an  arrangement with the Radio Corporation of America stipu- 
lating that,  in order to give workers time for retraining, managers must give 
six months’ advance notice before installing new equi~ment and, during  that 
period, hold vacancies in other departments for those men and women  before 
hiring anyone from outside. Such agreements might serve the interests of 
management as well;  if the possibility of r e e m p l o ~ e n t  could satisfjr enough 
people, an employer might head off any danger of radical  protest.56 

As part of  life in  the twentieth century, union leaders indicated, Arnericans 
should start  holding companies accountable for how their mechanization 
affected  labor. The existence  of “machine-made unemployment is not ‘an act 
of  God,’” textile union representative Max Danish  declared, but “part and par- 
cel  of evolution of  industry: which businessm~n who chose to install new 
devices needed to acknowledge. Phil Murray asserted that just as the  courts 
had compelled factory and  mine owners to assume some responsibility for 
workers injured on the job, employers now had to bear some obligation for 
workers  displaced from the job. The United States could no longer afford to 
let business just discard surplus laborers, forcing society at large to bear the 
cost of supporting them and their 

In a few instances, labor succeeded in making industries accept their alleged 
responsibility  for the consequences of workplace innovation. In 1932, the Inter- 
national Ladies’ Garment Workers Union challenged the clothing industry 
over its adoption of six hundred electric pressing machines. In  arbitration, 
George Alger, chairman of New York‘s cloak and  suit industry, ruled that 



employers should pay $8 per week into a union  fund  supporting unemployed 
garment workers.  Such money might not “offer  a  panacea for technological 
u n e m p l o ~ e n t ~  said union official  Max Danish, but  the settlement did show 
that “industry owes the workers made jobless through the progress of machin- 
ery a measure of relief” to help “tide them over.”  Alger also granted machine 
operators a $12 weekly  pay  raise, accepting the union’s contention that since 
new  pressing machines had almost doubled production rates, workers were 
entitled to share the reward. Editors at  the New York Times criticized Alger’s 

as an irrational strike against  progress, comparing it to  the ‘‘ancient  law 
dand by  which  any inanimate object. . accidentally the cause of a man’s 

death is  forfeited to  the crown.”58 
Railroad  workers fought their industry over the  transition from steam to 

diesel locomotives, which eliminated any need to have  a fireman on board 
stoking the engine. In theory, the engineer could run a train alone, the rail 
unions maintained, but as trains became longer and faster than ever, entrust- 
ing their operation to a  single person entailed grave  risk. Condemning union 
attempts to create  “make-work”  jobs, railroad executives protested that keep- 
ing an extra man on the locomotives would impose wasteful  cost and ineffi- 
ciency.  Labor mounted a  public and political  campaign  against one-man trains, 
backed up with the threat of strikes, and eventually  won  agreements  with  some 
major railways stipulating cases in which a fireman or  “helper” would join 
the engineer.59 

Such  isolated  victories  felt  sweet. Retraining programs and reemployment 
clauses undoubtedly helped a certain number of people through difficult 
times, proving that some workers could indeed survive  technological change, 
Such arrangements, however, did not constitute a thorough solution to the 
problem of displacement. Labor did not have infinite finances to  support 

, and workers who acquired new  skills might still have trouble find- 
ing positions. Few unions could count on negotiating protection for workers 
or receiving  favorable arbitration rulings. The railroad unions might be able 
to put  up a  good  fight for jobs, but smaller and weaker labor organizations had 
less  chance to win. 

Labor  officials such as Green,  Murray, Lewis, and most major union lead- 
ers really preferred not  to wage outright war against the mechanization of pro- 
duction. They professed their willingness to  support workplace innovation, 
providing that ordinary people  enjoyed  a  larger share of the benefits through 
wage  hikes,  increased  leisure, and material abundance. Yet many Depression- 
era men and women expressed  a deeper pessimism and anger. A 1930 survey 
by the University of  Michigan’s Bureau of Industrial Relations  showed that a 
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large number of individuals doubted whether advances in production method 
would ever  raise wages or lower consumer costs. Any savings would only go 
into the pockets  of  owners  “already  making  excessive  profits,”  said one respon- 
dent, and therefore he saw no reason to let industry “reduce its labor cost fur- 
ther” by introducing machines.  Decades of dispute over  wages, hours, union 
recognition, and other contentious issues had generated lasting antagonism, 
which fed suspicions about mechanization. Workers had come to “resent both 
the new  processes and  the management which  has installed them.”60 

When workers feared the immediate dangers of displacement more than 
they trusted promises of future progress, they di;ectly expressed their oppo- 
sition to change.  Whereas union heads went to great lengths to avoid  any  sug- 
gestion of outlawing innovation, some rank-and-file members insisted that 
the United States could and should stop business from introducing machines 
at workers’  expense.  Railroad  workers  proved  especially militant, demanding 
“drastic legislation . . . to regulate and even to prohibit” employers from the 
“irresponsible” adoption of machines that had as “their sole purpose the elim- 
ination of jobs.’’ In a letter to the ~ u i ~ r o u ~  ~ r u i n ~ u n ,  one  man wrote, “If the 
introduction of new  machines into  our already  over-crowded  mechanical civ- 
ilization cuts men off from their means of living, then they must wait; the 
genius who invents them must be content to waste  his  sweetness on  the desert 
air for a few years more; and  the capitalist who sees . . . only an opportunity 
to double up his profits must be taught self-control.” The best efforts of Roo- 
sevelt’s  New Deal to restore economic health would fail unless society took 
control of technology, he warned, since “machinery can  displace man-power 
faster than all the government employment agencies could absorb it.” Union 
members needed to demand an answer to  the fundamental question “Are the 
‘rights of machinery’ more important  than  human rights?”61 

Representatives  of  local branches challenged national union leaders over 
how to address the issue  of  technological unemployment. At the 1934 United 
Mine Workers convention, delegates stood  up  one after another to describe 
how mechanization threatened their jobs. One Indiana man reported that his 
mine had cut back from 375 to fewer than 185 workers  while maintaining the 
same level  of output, thanks to new  coal  loaders. An Illinois  delegate demanded 
that government use  relief and work-project funds to “buy up those loading 
machines and have them scrapped and let us men go back to work and make 
our living with the shovel and pick.” That suggestion threw the meeting into 
bitter dispute. Referring to the way  glassblowers had destroyed their union in 
an unsuccessful attempt to block bottlemaking machines, some speakers 
argued that any effort to fight mechanization would  prove  hopeless. One del- 
egate worried that his fellows had forgotten the evils  of nineteenth-century 



mining, with its child labor and catastrophic accidents. Rather than even 
“think of going  back to  the dark ages,” he declared, unions should “adopt the 
machines and use them for our benefit and not for . . Andy  Mellon,” Another 
man declared, ‘‘You may  call  me a young modern fool, but I stand up here in 
favor  of modern machinery.’’ The crowd indeed responded with derision, 
rejecting  any notion of coming to terms with change.62 

One Indiana local proposed a resolution  calling  for  “gradual  removal of the 
machinery,” a step that  prompted  John L. Lewis to speak. Miners had no 
chance of forcing the powerful  coal industry to accept a ban on machines, he 
cautioned. Trying to impose an ultimatum would only backfire,  since unions 
could not afford to create the impression that they opposed progress. More- 
over, an effort to  put miners to work by eliminating coal-loaders  would be as 
absurd as trying to create jobs for carriage-makers by forcing people to give 
up  automob~es. “You  can’t turn back the clock and scrap all. . modern inven- 
tion,” Lewis declared. “What we must do is to see to it that we also share in  the 
benefits wrought by the machines, in  the form of reduced working time  and 
increased compensation.” In  the  end, Lewis convinced the hostile audience 
to accept a substitute resolution calling  for “subjecting machines, science and 
modern development of industry to human-kind.’’ Instead of protesting 
against new equipment, the UMW  pledged to fight to reduce working hours 
and give members a “greater participation in  the blessings . . . of progress.”63 

Lewis had headed off resistance, but controlling  the  debate  had proven 
difficult, and miners’ unhappiness continued to  run high. At the 1936 UMW 
convention, West Virginia and Illinois locals introduced at least ten separate 
resolutions calling  for a technotax. Some  delegates hoped to slow the rush to 
mechanization, suggesting that if society imposed a fee on loading devices, 
“coal operators may not be  inclined to buy these  machines to  put  our brethren 
out of employment.” Others viewed  any thought of blocking mechanization 
as unrealistic, since “the  human body cannot compete with the machines of 
this age.” Those  delegates supported the technotax as a means of at least min- 
imizing the pain, a way to provide  some  basic  income  for  displaced miners and 
their families.  Most  of the resolutions remained vague about how a technotax 
would work; the  one version that specified details called for a tax of twenty- 
five cents a ton  on all machine-loaded coal. At the 1940 convention, delegates 
from Kentucky,  New  Mexico, Ohio, Pennsylvania,  Tennessee, and West Vir- 
ginia introduced another twenty-eight technotax motions, one of which  raised 
the proposed levy to seventy-five cents per ton. Despite the popularity of the 
technotax among members, most officers  hesitated to embrace  such a concept, 
lest it allow the business community to stigmatize labor as ant ipr~gress .~~ 

Workers codd avoid  clashing with national union leadership over  how to 
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deal with mechanization by  developing their own forms of  resistance.  Univer- 
sity of Michigan  researchers reported that employees in one auto parts factory 
had flatly refused to help install a new machine that would have substituted 
for three men. Other workers admitted  that if they  had ideas for how to 
improve production, they would not tell supervisors. “The company doesn’t 
need  any help in improving efficiency,” one explained. “The engineers  discover 
too many ways to cut down on labor costs now.  If a production worker finds 
a better way to  do a job, he should keep it  to himself.” One  man  in  the glass 
industry said he  had  done  just  that, kept secret suggestions that would have 
made fellow workers redundant, sipce he  did not  trust his employer to help 
them find new  jobs.65 

Some  locals  defied the national office outright by taking their own stands 
opposing labor-saving  technology or imposing conditions on its use. In Wash- 

on, D.C., painters working on the new  Social Security headquarters resis- 
ted  pressure to use a new type of paint which  could  be  applied in just two coats 
rather than four. Some electrical workers  passed make-work rules requiring 
that contractors keep a qualified electrician on all jobs involving temporary 
lighting, “though  he has nothing  more  to  do  than  turn off the lights when 
the other men are through work.”  Obviously, such restrictions might backfire, 
raising production costs to  the  point of discouraging business and thereby 
reducing work.  Employers could also transfer business to nonunionized loca- 
tions or cities with more accommodating locals. M e r  New  York unions insisted 
that  printing companies employ five operators per press, some companies 
moved to Chicago,  where labor settled for three.66 

Aggressive locals might get into  trouble  with  union superiors, who  tried 
restraining or disciplining men for adopting rules that threatened to  under- 
mine the national line on technology.  Nevertheless, on a few occasions, work- 
ers’ distress esploded into  outright defiance. In 1933, Lorena  Hickok reported 
to WPA leader Harry Hopkins that when an Iowa builder started to excavate 
the site for a new post office building in Sioux  City,  using  “as much machin- 
ery and . e . [as] little labor as he could get away  with-the unemployed went 
down there and threatened to wreck the machines, staging one of the nicest 
 emo on st rations you  ever saw.”  But often, those upset about change confined 
themselves to verbal protest or symbolic  gestures, such as holding a ceremo- 
nial burial of a miniature machine model.  Dealing with the issue just left  many 
frustrated. Trying to negotiate with employers had its limits.  Attempts to block 
or slow down the  introduction of  new  devices  usually  failed. The AFM cam- 
paign did  not  put a dent  in  the popularity of talking pictures, and telephone 
operators’ complaints could not stop the spread of dial equipment. Especially 
as long as their  union leaders endorsed the inevitability of change, workers 
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feared that they had lost control over their fate. ~echanization could render 
all their skill and experience meaningless, changing familiar work processes 
into something strange.67 

What factors  governed the strategic  choices of labor during the Depression? 
Why did most leaders remain so cautious, insisting that, despite the serious- 
ness of technological unemployment, they believed in  the power of mecha- 
nization? The question turns  not  on  the strategies labor considered but  on the 
extreme tactics it omitted. Union officials frequently referred to Britain’s his- 
tory of Luddite  revolts, reminding the public that resentment of machines had 
once spawned vandalism and even murder. Yet all but  the most paranoid lis- 
teners would have been hard-pressed to interpret such references  as direct 
threats. For all the despair and  fury American workers  expressed  over actual 
and potential job loss,  mass  machine-wrecking  remained  rare, if not u n ~ o ~ ,  
in  the 1930s. 

While there is no reason to assume  violence would have  availed labor any- 
thing  in  the struggle over displacement, it is worth considering why radical 
action failed to develop.  After  all,  science fiction stories and  other narratives 
written in  the 1930s (and  in decades  since)  often entertained the possibility that 
hatred of the machine might drive  workers to rebellion. In reality,  several  fac- 
tors limited any  eagerness to take an aggressive stance. Out of a desire to hang 
onto work at any cost, labor might bargain with companies for prefer en ti^ 
rehiring. Under such circumstances, union locals might end  up  promoting 
mechanization. When ~hiladelphia hosiery-makers began losing business to 
nonunionized Southern states, the American Federation of Hosiery Workers 
supported measures to protect their jobs by updating local plants with faster 
and larger  machines.68 

An awareness that  attempts to block mechanization had backfired on 
unions in earlier  decades also conditioned labor’s response during the Depres- 
sion. History left no obvious course of action. Attempts to assert workers’ 
rights against displacement had failed too often. It seemed  safest for labor to 
campaign for shorter hours  and higher wages while implementing retraining 
programs and other measures to help at least a small number of  workers.  Fur- 
thermore,  in  the 1930s, American unions were emerging from a period of 
decided  weakness,  still  wrestling with basic questions of securing recognition 
and rebuilding members hi^.^^ Resources and energy  which otherwise might 
have  gone toward more direct fights  against mechanization may  have  already 
been monopolized by  events such as the AFL-C10  clash. 

The character of union leadership during this time u n d o u ~ t e ~ y  shaped the 
reaction to mechanization. Even as ~nemployment rose, the AFL’s ~ i l l i a m  
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Green clung to a conservative vision of  peaceful, mutually beneficial labor- 
management relations. In his noncon~ontational ideal,  workers would help 
make production more efficient and would be repaid with higher wages, 
shorter hours, and fair treatment. Though John L. Lewis  possessed a charisma 
and flamboyance which sharply contrasted to Green’s personality, the C10 
leader  also shied away from extreme tendencies. Back in  the 1920s, Lewis had 
maneuvered to marginalize radical forces within the United Mine Workers, 
heading off a nascent interest in  ~ationalizing mining  and blocking mecha- 
nization. Like Green, Lewis wanted to limit the conflict with business. Intro- 
duction of machines would make the  entire  mining  industry stronger over 
the long run, he reasoned, and enable unions to  estract higher wages and 
shorter hours.70 

Throughout  the I ~ ~ O S ,  business leaders repeatedly  accused labor of taking 
an extreme, antiprogress stance. In truth,  that was  precisely what union rep- 
resentatives most wanted to avoid. Although the AFL and C10 sought to per- 
suade business, politicians, and  the public to acknowledge  workers’  fears  of 
technological  displacement,  they  scrupulously  avoided  any  basic  challenge to the 
notion of progress under an existing capitalist structure. Machine-bre~ing 
obviously would have destroyed union  attempts to appear reasonable and 
might even  have  fed sympathy  for the businessmen  targeted. The International 
Ladies’ Garment Workers Union and some other unions had managed to gain 
small footholds against displacement, and machine-wrecking might have 
reversed such success.  Finally,  if unions turned  too destructive, companies 
could feel justified in using  even  greater  violence to restrain vandals. In such 
a light, the avoidance of Luddite tactics could be  understood as a pragmatic 
acknowledgement of  reality.  While  locals and individual workers sometimes 
rebelled against their leaders’ readiness to accommodate mechanization, 
national oEces had tactics to maintain control. By reducing dues for unem- 
ployed members and helping them sign up for relief, unions kept  idle men tied 
to  the organization and could thus deter them from any thoughts of  revenge. 
Finally, after Roosevelt’s election, the NRA and other New  Deal programs pro- 
vided support for the unemployed and encouraged labor’s hope that  the tide 
of national political events might be swinging in  their favor.  Given  all these 
constraints on radicalism, the absence of Depression-era  outbreaks of machine- 
smashing starts to look less ~urpris ing.~~ 

As long as labor representatives went along with the assumption that tech- 
nological change followed a predetermined path as part of the evolution of 
modern society, it made no sense to  try slowing, stopping, or redirecting that 
course. More than  that, Green and  other mainstream union leaders hoped 
that, while industrialists and investors had grabbed an unfair share of the 



profit from mechanization so  far, labor could still win a more satisfactory 
redistribution  in times ahead. Machine-brea~ng would have destroyed any 
ambition toward this goal.  Even  while members agonized  over the job losses 
they saw around  them, their leaders clung to a more optimistic vision of 
Machine Age progress through mass production and mass consumption, pre- 
ferring to believe that mechanization might yet bring a consumer and worker 
paradise. For  all its caution, labor made a real  difference in the Depression-era 
discussion. By insisting  over and over  again that recent  years had brought seri- 
ous problems, union leaders helped establish the issue of mechanization as 
one commanding national attention. The media and politicians responded to 
powerful  images of workers and even entire towns being thrown onto relief  as 
a result of technological  advance. Throughout the decade, talk about men  los- 
ing jobs to machines remained widespread, bringing the idea of technological 
unemployment into popular currency. 



HILE ‘UNION INTERESTS produced literally hundreds of  speeches, 
articles, pamphlets, and advertisements  decrying the  harm mechaniza- 

tion  had  done  to workers, technological unemployment  amounted  to  more 
than just another labor issue in  the 1930s. A significant number of Americans 
whose jobs were not immediately endangered nonetheless expressed deep 
reservations about the new Machine Age  economy. With the Depression, more 
and  more people  seemed  ready to challenge or at  least rethink the assumption 
that  im~roving the technologies of p~oduction always meant progress. That 
urge brought talk of displacement into  common parlance, and criticism of 
new  workplace equipment developed into  a staple  of  popular  culture. Through 
the I ~ ~ O S ,  American books, movies, humor,  and  artwork provided space for 
expressions  of alarm,  writing  a type of  collective textbook  documenting 
 uncertain^. 

Just looking around  in  their everyday  lives, ordinary Americans  believed 
they could see a dangerous trend toward elimination of  jobs. “I had a cousin 
who  worked in D.’s checking  bills.  They  got in adding machines and three girls 
got  laid off,” one person commented. Another observed, “It used to take four 
days to load a  boat down at the river.  Now a machine loads it in nine  hours, 
with only one  man working.’’ A chef from California protested to  the Labor 
Department that,  on Nevada road construction projects, the new Le Torneau 
scraper  allowed one laborer to move twenty-four yards of earth at once, sin- 
gle-handedly  accomplishing a task that previously  would  have  employed  sev- 
enty-two men and 288 horses. Common sense, the  man suggested, should tell 
anyone that such a sharp reduction in labor needs w o ~ d  create  social and eco- 
nomic havoc. One New  Uorker reported that he found proof of the displace- 
ment problem just  in his  daily commute. ‘‘When I left my apartment  this 
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morning, I pressed a button. . . self-service  elevator, one man out of  job. I then 
went to  the subway station and found one man making  change and nine turn- 
stiles: nine ticket-choppers out of jobs. I then  boarded a ten-car express 
manned by two guards:  ei ht more men out of  jobs,” he wrote. “Who knows 
where it will end?”l 

Where it would end, to some in  the Depression, unfortunately seemed to 
be  permanent technological unemployment. Once business had installed 
“machinery to  do  the heavy  work,” they simply “do not need men to work  any 
more,” one Texas man complained. Adoption of increasingly  powerful work- 
place equipment would be “fine if  we could find something else to do,  but 
there is nothing.” A Tennessee man put the issue more  bluntly  in a letter to 
Eleanor  Roosevelt,  asking the First Lady, “Will  you  please warn the people of 
what’s going to happen in America  if  these property owners don’t quit m&- 
ing industrial slaves out of their laborers . . . or else installing machinery and 
laying the common laborer off  of his job to starve to  death?”2 

During  her cross-country tour of 1933-34, Lorena Hickok observed how 
much people in different states blamed the force of mechanization for dis- 
rupting their  communi^. Residents of  Minnesota’s Iron Range  didn’t  expect 
u n e m p l o ~ e n t  problems to end any time soon, she reported, because  they had 
seen  how  easily mine owners had installed  labor-saving devices. “Electric  shov- 
els that can be operated by one man, instead of six or eight  needed on a steam 
shovel.  Electric cranes that,  in moving track about, can enable three or four 
men to  do  the work that used to require 40 or 50.” Elsewhere in  the Midwest, 
locals  expressed outrage at a public works contractor who brought in $75,000 
worth of  heavy machinery and finished a road job using just eight men, while 
a comparable site nearby employed forty men using  shovels. The aim of  relief 
should be to provide work, not  to save it, they complained, and  the govern- 
ment should stipulate specific manpower targets for all public works projects 
to prevent further abuse. All across the  nation, Hickok told Harry Hopkins, 
she had “heard a lot about  that business of machine versus hand labor” from 
ordinary Americans who didn’t  like what they saw.3 

Religious organizations and other groups joined individuals in expressing 
unease  over the pace  of modernization. In 1930, an Episcopal Church confer- 
ence on industrial relations called on employers and workers to cooperate in 
addressing the urgent problems caused  by mechanization of production. Dis- 
placement had recently taken a tragic toU on people in  the printing, mining, 
textile, and railroad industries. The substitution of machines for men raised 
disturbing questions of  social  justice, the Episcopalians  suggested. The Pres- 
byterian Board of National Missions, through its Committee on Social and 
Industrial Relations,  issued a special  Labor  Day  message in 1932 acknowledg- 
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ing that it seemed impossible to halt the  momentum of innovation. Never- 
theless, the Presbyterians insisted, workplace equipment  must never “be 
thought of as  possessing more importance than  the  man who operates it,’’4 

Throughout the I ~ ~ O S ,  mass-circulation  magazines and newspapers reported 
on such expressions of dismay (and  in  the process undoubtedly fed worries  as 
well). The New York Times ~ a g a z i ~ e ,   ~ u r r e n t  History,  Survey,  Survey ~ r a p h ~ c ,  
New Republic, Living Age, North Ame~ican Review, Literary ~ i g e s t ,  Review of 
Reviews, C o ~ ~ o n w e a ~ ,  ~oturiun,  and a host of other periodicals publis~ed 
articles bemoaning the  human consequences  of mechanizati~n.~ Some  pieces 
offered a general  overview  of  recent  changes in  the nature of work,  while oth- 
ers described specific  examples, such as the continuous-sheet steel  mill or  the 
~otton-picking machine. The Roosevelt administration’s statements on the 
issue of displacement drew media attention, as did  reports produced by the 
WPA National Research  Project.  While the tone of popular press  analyses var- 
ied widely, most reporters started from a premise that Americans should con- 
sider the possibility that companies’ rush to mechanize had  contributed 
substantially to present-day joblessness. 

In 1939, Harper’s published a piece that mounte~~an unusually direct chal- 
lenge to  the idea that Americans ought  to resign  themselves to workplace 
mechanization. All too often, Peter Van Dresser complained, people tended to 
“talk and think as if Scientific  Technology  were a kind of willhl genie  whose 
ifts we must g r a t e ~ l y  accept  while we accommodate ourselves as best we can 

to his bad habits.” Engineering did  not represent some inevitable force, he 
reminded readers angrily, and machines did  not invent themselves. Modern 
technology was a “child of the wishes”  of men who adopted it, executives and 
managers of  big corporations. Left to the control of power-hungry employ- 
ers, mechanization had crippled agriculture, fostered mono~oly, and forced 
governme~t  to adopt a no-holds-barred “policy of oil-imperialism,  raw-mate- 
rial imperialism, foreign-market imperialism.”  American  workers, intellectu- 
als, and professionals must resist that destructive trend, Van Dresser wrote. 
Engineers should concentrate on developing a wider range of equipment, 
devices that would serve  small  business  as  well  as  large. The nation could not 
return  to economic and social health so long-as people  “accepted utterly with- 
out criticism the blueprints for America’s technological future  (and present, 
for that  matter) formulated by the industrial empire-builders.”6 

N i l e  Van Dresser addressed mechanization as an abstract philosophical 
matter, other articles in the popular press put a more personal spin on  the sub- 
ject. In 1933, Scribner’s ~ a g a z i ~ e  presented a piece  whose emotional immedi- 
acy transformed technological unemployment from a problem in economic 
theory  into a drama of human struggle. Once the glassmaking industry 
adopted machines for making  bottles,  Ruth  Crawford wrote, her life  collapsed. 



Her father had been a skilled  glassblower earning good money, until  the 
“Jersey Devil’’ displaced him. The family had to  abandon its nice house, fol- 
lowing her father as he  travelled from town to town, hoping at least to find a 
job  operating  the new machines. When the force of invention left a honest 
craftsman despondent and uprooted families,  Crawford concluded, it  became 
the “great evil” of modern existence.,Her father  had  tried “to make peace 
with a machine that was a better blower than he,” but there “was no peace to 
be had.”7 

As the subject of labor displacement began to arouse concern at the high- 
est levels  of government, even  Good ~ o ~ s e ~ e e ~ ~ n ~ w e i g h e d  in on the contro- 
versy. The magazine attempted to reassure  readers, to downplay  any  idea that 
the installation of new  workplace machinery had caused trouble. An article 
entitled, “Will the Goblins  Finally  Get Us? No!” quoted Henry Ford  as  saying 
that “people are going to  be all  right.”  William Wickenden, president of the 
Case School of Applied  Science, promised that  the invention of still more 
advanced production equipment would  usher in an age  of material  plenty and 
spiritual revitalization. The article urged ordinary Americans to place their 
trust  in such men of authority, to join them in welcoming mechanization as 
a force  for  good. “Who would not be enthusiastic over the promise of a New 
Man, given leisure and security by the changing, advancing machine?”8 

For those who wanted more detail, publishers turned  out a number of 
books on  tech~ological  unemploy~ent during  the Depression decade. One 
popular author, Stuart Chase, had established a reputation back in  the 1920s 
for writing about how  economic  developments  aEected  American  workers and 
consumers. Some of his books written before the crash had drawn attention 
to  the power  of production technology, cautioning that  the accelerating trend 
toward factory and office mechanization might endanger future job prospects. 
His 1931 work ~e~ and ~ ~ c ~ ~ ~ e ~  explored that question in  depth, weighing 
the many pros and cons of modern life. The twentieth century had brought an 
unprecedented speed to technological  change, he wrote, creating much escite- 
ment  but also making employment more tenuous. Chase acknowle~~ed that 
the spread of innovation created some positions; after  all,  it took human labor 
to build, sell, and repair machines. Other Americans, though, felt the contin- 
ual threat of displacement hanging over their heads, like a modern sword of 
Damocles. Introduction of turnstiles had cut the  number of platform work- 
ers in  the New  York subway from 1500 to 470, while on modern steamships, 
three supervisors watching  gauges could perform the work formerly done by 
120 stokers. “Machinery did  not inaugurate the  phenomenon of unemploy- 
ment,  but promoted it from a minor irritation to one of the chief  plagues of 
mankind,” Chase wrote. A “new job can no more  be created as fast  as the 
machine tips a man out of an old 
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Inventions themselves had not created unemployment, Chase suggested; 
the difficulty  came  when  government,  economists, and business  leaders  refused 
to recognize that  human well-being must take  precedence. A properly  designed 
society  would  exert control over the adoption of  workplace  technology.  “Haste 
on the  part of any machine-however praiseworthy from  the  standpoint of 
efficiency-to supplant workers faster than you can relocate them  or adjust 
their hours of labour, shall be punished by  a prompt withdrawal of lubricat- 
ing oil.” Unfortunately, Chase indicated, the business community  had only 
made problems worse in recent years  by putting  the savings gained through 
efficiency into profit rather than using them to lower consumer prices. Pur- 
chasing  power had  not kept up with the system’s increased ability to  turn  out 
more goods.  Chase  asked, “IS it not all  tragically ridiculous? Men are to  tramp 
the streets by the thousands because machines can provide more than enough 
to go round.”  Evidence  suggested, he told readers, that “from now on,  the  bet- 
ter able we are to produce, the worse we shall be 

After publishing Men and ~ a c ~ ~ n e ~ ,  Chase continued  to pour time and 
energy into talking about displaceinent. In  numerous speeches and articles, 
Chase called for reducing the workweek to reflect the way machinery had 
reduced labor needs, for arranging a  system  of national economic planning to 
ensure that workers and consumers received a  fairer share of the benefits from 
modernization. Such proposals were neither new nor  unique,  but Chase’s 
access to the media  helped bring them before  a popular audience.  His dramatic 
yet  clear  language, combined with the directness with which  he  addressed the 
issue, made him a  visible and influential figure. In a 1934 radio address,  Chase 
warned that  the Depression itself intensified the risk that  the  future would 
bring still more serious problems of technological unemployment. As the eco- 
nomic crisis squeezed business, it only increased managers’ obsession with 
mechanization, their eagerness for finding ways to raise productivity. More- 
over,  as workers  would soon discover, thousands of unemployed  scientists and 
engineers with “a lot of extra time on their hands” had kept busy  by inventing 
and improving labor-saving devices.ll 

A particular burst of press  coverage  came with the brief rise of the Tech- 
nocratic ~ovement .  In 1932, Columbia University’s Department of Industrial 
Engineering announced it would conduct an “energy survey,’’ analyzing pat- 
terns of employment and energy use in American industry  and agriculture 
over the past  century. Within months, director Howard  Scott reported that the 
project had gathered statistics showing that  the nation had passed through a 



crucial juncture  in economic history.  Before 1900, technological  change had 
occurred slowly and  production levels remained relatively constant, but the 
three decades  since had  brought  enormous  and  freqaent oscillations in out- 
put. The nineteenth-century economy had been  like  “a  slow-moving ox-cart 
which  suffered little damage in collision,”  Scott  said,  while the twentieth cen- 
tury resembled  “a  high-speed  racing  car hurtling down a highway? Its sheer 
velocity increased the danger that  the system might spin out of control  and 
multiplied the cost of a crash. The ~ a c h i n e  Age had  turned ordinary eco- 
nomic life into a flirtation with  disaster.  Scott and his  fellows  argued that  the 
force of mechanization had already  left the United States far closer to a full 
industrial b r e ~ d o w n  than  most people  recognized.  Between 1900 and 1929, 
total steel production  had risen fivefold, from eleven million metric  tons  to 
fifty-eight million. During that same period, innovation and machine power 
had cut the  man-hours required to produce one  ton of steel from seventy to 
thirteen. Such revolutionary development had created a chaotic situation for 
labor and proved  beyond doubt, Scott  declared, that  “the  fundamental cause 
of the depression  is not political, it is techno1ogical.”l2 

Of course, by 1932, Technocrats  were  neither the first nor  the only  observers 
who  wondered  about  the  relationship between mechanization and  job loss. 
Stuart Chase had already written Men and ~ ~ c ~ ~ n e s .  Labor leaders such  as 
William  Green repeatedly spoke about  the problems that  had resulted from 
the advent of continuous-strip steel  mills,  office machines, and  other new 
devices.  Scott  claimed that Technocra~ had  moved  beyond  mere  anecdotes to 
q~antifiable and therefore  irrefutable  proof.  The  energy survey’s data indicated 
that levels  of industrial  employment  had peaked in 1918 and declined there- 
a€ter, a l ~ o u g h  production had continued to move  upward until 1929. To Scott, 
those figures  represented undeniable evidence that  employment  had become 
“an inverse factor in the rate of production.” That new economic reality,  he 
declared, made it pointless to  hope  that  future inventions could  create enough 
work to absorb all  displaced laborers. Even  if popular demand for television 
and other novel  consumer  items  gave birth  to entirely  new industries, the busi- 
ness com~uni ty  would  still be trying  to eliminate as much  labor as  possible. 
Engineers and inventors would  keep improving production machinery, and 
so e m p l o ~ e n t  could  never  catch up with  ingenuity.13 

To Scott,  such trends seemed to lock the  modern world into a self-destructive 
technology and declining  employment.  The ~ n i t e d  
at vicious cycle, he  decreed, by revampin 

of economic  assessment. Technocra~ sneered at mainstre 
social  scientists  for  clinging to ideas  as  backward  “as  physical theory in th 
of the Greeks.” Principles of price and profit might have made sense in 
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when manufacturing depended on  human power and  human skill, but  in  the 
twentieth century, they became  as ridiculous as “attempting to measure height 
with gallons of water and multiplying potatoes by  automobiles.”  Such outdated 
concepts “must be thrown away,” so that scientific and engineerin 
who understood  the Machine Age could create a new economic system, one 
“derive[d] from the  nature of the machine itself.” Such Technocrats focused 
on patterns of energy use, defining their  units of measurement in  terms of 
caloriesand foot-pounds. Economic  sanity  would  only  be  restored,  they  argued, 
once the United States had learned how “to  maintain a thermod~amically 
balanced load” across the entire world of production.14 

Scott  never  spelled out  the precise details of any plan for  recovery, but  that 
fault did  not necessarily  seem  fatal at first. Though his economic theory might 
sound like gibberish, his predictions of technological unemployment came 
across clearly enough. Furthermore, by claiming to have  extensive statistics 
documenting dangerous trends in ~echaniza t io~ ,  Scott lent his warnings an 
air of scientific authority. Throu~hout late 1932 and  into 1933, Technocracy 
became the subject of widening discussion. Scott’s pronouncements on  the 
danger of epidemic  displacement  drew  coverage in  the NW York ~ i ~ e s ,  Survey 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i c ,  and  other media outlets. As Scott gained public attention, however, 
his combination of dramatic rhetoric and pretensions to expertise soon drew 
fire. By early 1933, bashing the Technocrats  became a popular pastime. Criti- 
cism of Technocracy made a good news story in itself, creating something of 
a circus atmosphere  around  the issue of machines and jobs. One New  York 
politician denounced Technocracy  as “the great Columbia rackety-rax,” a 
<‘multitude of miscalculations’’  by a “flock of dithery young scientists” who 
had come up with “a  scientific  snake dance right under  the hard-boiled brow 
of Nicholas Murray Butler,” Columbia University’s president. The business 
~ommunity also joined in attacking Scott’s motives and credibility.  Virgil 
Jordan, president of the National Industrial Conference Board, condemned 
the Technocrats as a bunch of “intellectual terrorists who proclaim the tech- 
nocrack o f  doom.” Their alarmism had cast  “a  paralyzing  spell . , over respon- 
sible sections of the community,”  he moaned, ‘‘because our faith in ourselves 
had been shaken  by  depression.” The United States had gone ‘‘techn~crazy,”~~ 

While such ridicule made for cute reading, more sober criticism of  Scott’s 
thods  and conclusions came from some of the professionals he scorned. 
redith Givens,  secretary of the Social  Science  Research Council, challenged 

the idea that technological unemployment had become rampant. A less  hys- 
terical look at  the evidence  suggested that mechanization might account for 
10 to 15 percent of total joblessness at  most, Givens announced,  and  the 
remaining cases resulted from the problem of “idle machines rather than  the 
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busy machines.”  Wilford  King,  a  New York University economist, echoed the 
sentiment that very little job loss  “can  legitimately be ascribed to technologi- 
cal  improvements.’’ Extrapolating from 1930 census data, King came up with 
even more reassuring numbers  than  had Givens, suggesting that  out of 
2,686,145 unemployed, fe6er  than 97,000 had lost jobs to machines. The very 
effort that King,  Givens, Jordan, and other economists, politicians, business- 
men,  and scientists poured  into discrediting Technocracy underlined how 
much they  feared that talk of  mass labor displacement due to automation had 
become credible. Yale economist Irving Fisher condemned Technocracy  as 
“one of the most dangerous sophistries now feeding on people’s desperation. 
He accused Scott of instigating “a deliberate campaign of fear” at  the very 
moment when leaders needed to restore public confidence. For  Fisher,  Scott’s 
work  proved the adage about a little knowledge  as  a dangerous thing, since  his 
interpretations of economics sounded just plausible enough to catch on. The 
Technocrats  might churn out “many charts as to foot-pounds, ‘‘ Fisher warned, 
but nobody should take them seriously “until they include a few other eco- 
nomic factors besides  energy? 

Defenders  argued that, while it might be easy to poke h at the Technocrats, 
these doomsayers had nevertheless put their finger on a genuine economic 
problem. Stuart Chase  assured the public that available statistics indeed sug- 
gested  a disastrous trend toward  increased mechanization and decreased labor 
needs per unit of output. But  Scott’s rhetorical flourishes and his  exaggerated 
claims of technical qualifications made him vulnerable, and by  early 1933, the 
tide  had swung against the Technocrats. The group’s  early statements had 
drawn attention partly through the project’s link with Columbia, but  that Jan- 
uary, President Butler  explicitly  disavowed any notion  that his institution 
endorsed Technocracy. Columbia had merely provided working space, he 
explained, out of a well-intentioned desire to support needy researcher~.~~ 

Even as the media frenzy over  Technocracy subsided, even  as it appeared 
that critics had fully discredited Scott, the  attention drawn to mechanization 
did  not dissipate. If anything, subsequent years brought some vindication for 
the Technocrats, as respectable  observers and institutions came to agree that 
displacement represented  a serious problem. During Technocracy’s  heyday, in 
1932, Scott had warned that even a burst of prosperity that instan~y restored 
industry  to its peak 1929 production levels still would not alleviate unem- 
ployment. ~ec~an iza t ion  had spread so far in just the three intervening years, 
he said, that  in 1932 employers could achieve 1929’s  level  of output while  using 
a  mere 56 percent of the displaced workers.’* While naysayers  scoffed at Scott’s 
analysis,  Franklin  Delano  Eoosevelt  expressed  similar  concerns just three years 
later in a major press  conference. The president cited less apocalyptic figures, 
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that  a  return  to 1929 production would absorb 80 percent of the 
unemployed, but he  shared  the Technocrats’ ~ndamen ta l  conviction  that 
ongoing innovation would make it ever harder to compensate  for displace- 
ment.  The  publication of the 1937 study ~ n e ~ ~ ~ o y ~ e n t  and ~ncreusin~ Pro- 
d ~ c ~ i ~ i t y  and  other  government  reports  appeared to indicate  that  such 
predictions had come true.  The nation’s manufacturing sector had rebounded 
from its postcrash implosion, yet u n e m p l o ~ e n t  remained s tubbor~y high. 

The issue of technological unemployment  did not arise  with  the Tech- 
nocrats, and  it  did  not die with them either. Stuart Chase,  William  Green, and 
many other ~ e r i c a n s  had begun expressing alarm over displacement months 
before the Technocrats arrived on  the scene. The impression of Technocracy 
as a historical curiosity, a  one-time movement inspired by the  odd character 
Howard Scott, belies the truth  that the Technocrats succeeded in  attracting 
attention  and gaining  some  credibility  precisely  because concern about mech- 
anization had already  become  familiar. 

The very public rise  of  Technocracy did play an important role in energiz- 
ing  the  debate over workplace mechanization. Scott’s controversial pro- 
nouncements  grabbed headlines, and coverage of Technocrats’ predictions 
undoubtedly  helped  acquaint many Americans with  the whole question of 
technological unemployment. Popular treatments such as  Scott’s ~ n t r o ~ ~ c t i o n  
to Tec~nocr~cy and  Frank ~kwright’s  The ABC of ~ e c h n o c r u ~  allowed peo- 
ple to follow the discussion without becoming embroiled in complex techni- 
cal disputes over economic m e ~ h o d o l o ~  and  conservation of energy. Even 
in the depths of  Depression  misery, there had never  been much likelihood that 
~ e r i c a n s  would act on Scott’s bold yet  vague  schemes. His quirky  person- 
ality  proved detrimental, providing ammunition for those who  wanted to dis- 
miss any link between  machines and job loss. Throughout  the latter half  of the 
1930s, businessmen, scientists, and  other critics often responded to talk of dis- 
placement by ridiculing anyone  who  raised the issue,  calling them heirs to  the 
misguided  Technocrats. But despite the  rapid d e b u n ~ n g  of Technocra~, the 
issues Scott and  others  had explored stayed  very much alive.  Scott’s funda- 

belief, that mechanization presented  real problems for workers and for 
ericm economy as a whole, found support from less ou~andish sources 

and became part of Depression-era culture. 

~ u t h o r s  of the 1930s brought  the discussion of WO 

nfiction books and articles also into just abou 
ferences to  displ~cement eared in works of 



detective novels and science fiction, in  poetry  and children’s books. Writers 
voiced the deep tensions behind popular awareness  of  new  technologies, the 
misery of men and women who felt that  the Machine Age had ripped away  all 
their control over  life. Concern about mechanization predictably turned  up in 
the Depression’s  “social  novels,” or ‘hovels of protest,”  works  by some of the 
country’s most famous writers, which explored how  “progress” had come to 
haunt ordinary Americans.lg 

While WPA statisticians compiled formal reports analyzing how tractors, 
combines, and corn pickers had reshaped rural life, John Steinbeck translated 
such images into  the story of  “a simple agrarian folk” who had been “caught 
in something larger than themselves.” The Grupes of  ruth described the lives 
of people “who had not farmed with machines or known the power and  dan- 
ger  of machines in private hands” until “suddenly the machines pushed them 
out.”  Land owners disclaimed responsibili~ for driving off tenants, explain- 
ing that  bank managers had forced them to adopt  the latest, most efficient 
machinery. To displaced  families, the tractor resembled a tank, in  that “people 
are driven, intimidated, hurt by  both.” One helpless character in  the novel 
comments, “If this tractor were ours  it would be good,” but  in  the hands of a 
land owner, that same tractor  “turns us off the land.” The Joads became “a 
people in flight,  refugees from . . the  thunder of tractors and shrinking own- 
ership.” Mechanization seemed  like an inescapable  force;  even  after  fleeing to 
California, the Joads find workers there afraid that introduction of the “cotton- 
pickin’ machine” would soon  “put had pickin’  out.” Though critics charged 
Steinbeck with oversimpli~in~ and  emotionali~ing complex agricultural eco- 
nomics, The Grupes of  rut^ made the issue  of farm labor displacement into 
a powerful human tragedy.20 

For Upton Sinclair, it was the latest industrial technology which best sug- 
gested the problems  facing  labor.  His 1938 novel Litde Stee? contained one scene 
in which an observer  describes the sheer  power of continuous-strip mills.  “You 
slide a hot ingot in  at  one  end  and set some levers, and it goes at twenty-five 
miles an hour, and out at the other end comes  rolled  steel of any  thickness,  any 
size, any shape you want.”  Such machines would “put tens of thousands of the 
most highly paid rollermen out  on the streets,” the expert warns. Such a 
prospect did not faze steel magnate Walter Judson Quayle, whom Sinclair 
characterized as a man so deeply in love with the idea  of innovation that he 
lost all sense of how changes in  methods affected people. Like Steinbeck, 
Sinclair saw the rapid onrush of technology as the defining force of the twen- 
tieth century, something with an increasing power to destroy working-class 
families.21 

Mechanization tended to exacerbate economic disparities between classes, 



Theodore Dreiser wrote in his 1931 book, Tragic America. In  the first half  of 
1930, workers’ wages had fallen  by $700 million, he said, while shareholders’ 
dividends rose by $350 million. The ‘cunscrupulous and selfish” managerial 
elite kept pursuing innovation out of a desire for  underhand gain,”  heedless 
of the resulting overproduction and job loss. The “developing machine age 
speeds, reduces, and discards men,”  Dreiser wrote. He had seen older work- 
ers  especially,  “like the  worn-out machine, thrown on the scrap-heap to rust 
away.” When shipping companies adopted conveyor  systems to move enor- 
mous cargoes, dock workers joined telephone operators and cigarmakers on 
the bread line. Owners of the Botany  Worsted  Mill in Passaic,  New  Jersey, had 
introduced 360 new automatic looms, despite the likelihood that such change 

4 would add to a local unemployment rate already hovering around 33 percent. 
For Dreiser,  even more thari for Steinbeck or Sinclair,  joblessness repres~nted 
the damnable outgrowth of a system  stacked  against  workers. The “capitalist 
failure” had turned  the promise of production into catastrophe. “Twenty  years 
ago, labourers  dreamed of a halcyon machine age, with six or seven hours’ 
work a day.  Yet to-day, with machinery at almost the perfection point, they are 
beggars,  receivers  of  charity,  while 40,000 millionaires bestride the land.”22 

Like  Dreiser, Sherwood Anderson told readers that he had personally wit- 
nessed the  harm  done by mechanization. In his 1931 essay ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ s   me^, 
Anderson wrote, “Have I not myself  seen  how  every  year machinery becomes 
more and more efficient? Does not efficiency in machinery mean less men 
employed? If men are not employed,  how are they to receive  wages?”  Men in 
previous centuries had earned a living through their physical and psycholog- 
ical strength, Anderson esplained, but engineering had “taken from us the 
work of our hands.” Soon the only jobs left  would  be those for machine oper- 
ators, work  which  destroyed men by  reducing them to mere attendants of a far 
more powerfkl  device. The “age has moved too fast,”  Anderson  concluded, and 
“modern men have lost maleness because we have not really dared face the 
machine.” Though  modernization might render man meaningless, it could 
never duplicate a woman’s ~ndamenta l  ability of child-bearing. The female 
spirit would  remain unbroken, Anderson noted, giving the world one last hope 
of resisting deh~manization.~~ 

The works  by Anderson, Dreiser,  Sinclair, and Steinbeck  reflected a com- 
mon concern that  the recent  pace of mechanization violated  basic principles 
of human decency.  Men and women who simply wanted to earn a living had 
ended up  in dire straits because of forces beyond their control. By giving the 
development of technology precedence  over the well-being of ordinary peo- 
ple, civilization had headed down the wrong track. Such ~ronouncements 



made for a weighty  message, but readers who preferred lighter forms of lit- 
erature would  still find the issue  creeping into their books.  Some authors, in 
fact, simply assumed that audiences would understand passing  references to 
the concept of machine-based job loss. In the mystery ~ e u t h  on  the  Aisle, 
Frances and Richard  Lockridge threw in a brief, bitterly humorous mention. 
A female  character, bemoaning her fiance’s choice of police  work as a profes- 
sion, asks, “Oh, Bill-why don’t you sell ribbons?” The fellow immediately 
shoots back, “Didn’t you know about  ribbon clerks?  Technological unern- 
ployment- dread^ thing.” The very  casualness of that line underscored the 
reality: Depression-era economics had  brought  the phrase “technological 
unemplo~en t”  into common parlance.24 

In ~ e u t h  on the  Aisle, as in Grupes o ~ ~ r u t h  and Little  Steel, authors incor- 
porated real-world  technological  facts into their literary settings. Steinbeck‘s 
Toads reacted to the same advances in  farm mechanization that concerned 
WPA researchers; Sinclair’s description of continuous-sheet  production 
mills came straight from the pages  of Steel. Fictional concern about  job loss 
gained plausib~ity because it was so closely rooted in genuine fears.  For other 
Depression-era authors, true  horror came not from those machines  already in 
operation but from the potential development of infinitely more powerful 
devices.  Science fiction writers displayed a special fascination with the idea 
of a future built around  the work of robots. As most commonly envisioned, 
such devices  would  resemble a person in form yet operate far more effkiently. 
Though the actual construction of independent, productive humanoid robots 
remained a dream in the 193os, writers  used the possibility to reflect on the issue 
of technological unemployment. In exploring the most dramatic scenarios  for - 
how  mechanization might transform life in centuries to come,  writers revealed 
their feelings about economic and social conditions of the present. 

The whole notion of technological unemployment created a division 
within  the 1g3os~science fiction community. Some devotees denounced  the 
slightest  suggestion of linking mechanization to job loss, considering that any 
such idea betrayed a shameful lack  of faith in  the wonders of modern science 
and invention. The genre of  science fiction had been founded on  and should 
remain defined by the tenet that technical knowledge opened up wonderful 
opportunities for improving life and expanding man’s horizons, they argued. 
“Science fiction is based upon  the progress of  science,”  sci-fi pioneer Hugo 
Gernsback  explained in 1931. “If  you admit that machines and science are all 
wrong and  that they are destroying humanity, then there should be  no such 
thing as science fi~tion.’”~ 

Gernsback did his  best to exclude the issue  of displacement from the field 
he had helped establish. As editor of ~ o n ~ e r  Stories, he said, he had rejected 
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a number of submissions that represented “out-and-out propaganda against 
the Machine Age.” Authors of such stories set out  to portray machines as 
“Frankenstein monsters,”” Gernsback charged, attempting  to “inflame an 
unreasoning public against scientific  progress, against usefbl  machines.” His 
own optimistic philosophy maintained that even if workplace mechanization 
might temporarily displace some labor, it could never present any deeper 
problem. History proved that over the long run, all machines  actually  “created 
employment where none existed  before,””  Gernsback  insisted, and so the world 
must continue its evolution toward a superior “machine civili~ation.”~~ 

Though Gernsback  fiercely defended technological  change as the keystone 
of modern progress, other members of the science fiction community seized 

rly on the theme of machines eliminating labor. The ~epression-era treat- 
ment of machines as job-destroyers carried over some precedents from earlier 
science fiction, most notably Czechoslovakian p l a ~ r i ~ h t  Karel  Capek‘s lgzl 
classic R. UR. Capek had envisioned a society in which the perfection of robots 
made human beings appear hopelessly  inefficient. In the play, the makers of 
‘‘~ossurn’s Universal  Robots” advertise that their “intelligent labor machines” 
could handle the work of two and a half men for less than a penny an hour. By 

machines  for men, m~ufacturers could churn out so many  goods 
e could just help themselves to  an unlimited supply. “Yes, people 

will be out of work, but by then there’ll be no work left.” As Capek‘s later  scenes 
showed, such utopian assumptions missed the mark. Far from elevating peo- 

le to a wealthy, leisured aristocracy, in  the play the elimination of labor ren- 
er man completely  superfluous. When robots take  over all valuable functions, 
umans lose their sense of purpose,  their  strength of character, even their 

capacity to reproduce. Man’s desperate battle to re aim the world comes too 
late,  since robots made invincible warriors. Havin proven their superiority, 
the machines then see no reason to keep a weaker  species alive.  Capek’s play 
esta~lished the concept that  in trying to replace  workers with machines, even 
out of the most p~aiseworthy  intenti~ns, society might  end up committing 
suicide.27 

The concept of technological advance setting the stage for a final man- 
versus-machine conflict, which humans were destined to lose, emerged as a 
powerful motif of  science fiction. In Capek‘s version, man starts the ultimate 
battle as a fbtile efiiort at self-defense. In other writers’  scenarios, robots initi- 
ate attacks on humans when they became tired of having such inefficient, par- 
asitic creatures around. Even  if the spread of robots did not lead to actual war, 
science fiction suggested, the problem of technological unemployment might 
still annihilate civilization. John Campbell’s 1934 story “Twilight” featured a 
mysterious visitor from seven million years into Earth’s future, “the twilight 
of the race.”  In.  Campbell’s world, as mechanization advanced, human beings 



gradually lost all  curiosity,  rationality, and other mental abilities. The final  vic- 
tims of technological unemployment could no longer even understand  the 
machines around them, and so man quietly disappears. With no  one  around 
to order them to stop, the hundreds of “perfect,  deathless” robots carry on for- 
ever, repairing each other and maintaining all the long-abandoned cities.28 

Science fiction writers of the 1930s transformed the old puritan work ethic 
into a Machine Age morality play. Honest labor represented the foundation of 
humans’ self-respect and motivation, and if the  future advance of technol- 
ogy robbed men of those values,  life  would di~integrate.~~ Such  science fiction 
operated according to an extreme social Darwinism; without either the need 
or the opportunity to maintain their physical and mental health  work, 
humans would deteriorate biologically and move toward ex . Each 
labor-saving improvement helped ensure the final triumph of technology; it 
seemed  only  logical that machines would be more fit than  human beings and 
have a better chance  of surviving in a new Machine Age. Technoph~es such as 
Gernsback might let their imaginations loose on a future M1 of amazing new 
gadgets, gleaming cities, and  the glories of space travel, but writers such as 
Campbell projected an alternative message, one  that tapped into contempo- 
rary fears about unemployment. 

ing “progress” represented a slippery slope toward an irreversible  loss of con- 
trol. By contrast, the genre of utopian fiction conveyed a lesson that as bad as 
displacement had gotten, society could still correct the problem to construct 
a future  in which mechanization brought genuine well-being. Like earlier 
utopian writers such as  Edward Bellamy, Granville  Hicks  used a futurist set- 
ting as commentary on the social present. In The First to ~ ~ u ~ e ~ ,  Hicks told 
the  story of a twentieth-century  man, George  Swain, who awakens from a 
hundred years  of  cryogenic  preservation to discover that the United  States had 
successfully sorted out all its economic and social  difficulties, including tech- 
nological unemployment. Hicks built an entire fictional history of the future, 
which postulated that economic  chaos and job loss had persisted in  the United 
States through the 194os, leading to election of a fascist president and then civil 
war.  Finally  recognizing the fatal flaws  of capitalism, Americans had created 
instead an ideal  system  of democratic socialism.  “Civilization depended on the 
machine” in the perfect world Hicks  described,  where a systematized  process 
of invention had raised production  to its highest level. Photoelectric cells, 
conveyor belts, calculators, and  other manufacturing technologies yielded a 
material abundance which cooperative communities distributed for mutual 
benefit. Machines had taken over  all dangerous, stressful, and unrewarding 
tasks,  freeing  people to concentrate on  meaning~l functions such as teaching 
and scientific research. Society had completely redefined the meaning of 

The doomsday version of science fiction writing suggested that en 



e m p l o ~ e n t .  Nobody had to work more than four hours a day, leaving them 
p l e n ~  of time and energy for exercise, culture, and other leisure  activities. The 
happy citizens of 2040 could not understand how their ancestors had put  up 
with a long workweek and  an unjust distribution of  wealth, why it  had taken 
so long for them to revolt  against a “cruel,  crazy” capitalism in which mech- 
anization only spread misery.30 

A more lighthearted look at  the relationship between mechanization and 
work turned  up  in  an unespected place,  children’s literature. In Virginia Lee 

urton’s 1939 story ~ i ~ e  ~ ~ l l i g a n  and His S t e ~ ~   S ~ o ~ e l ,  the  hero brags that 
his beautiful steam shovel, Mary Anne, “could dig  as much in a day  as a hun- 
dred  men could dig in a week;”‘ (a boast that repeated almost word for word 
labor’s  concern that technology had revolutionized the entire basis of employ- 
ment). Burton’s illustrations  show  steam shovels  like Mary  Anne  digging  canals, 
cutting  mountain passes, and building highways, airports,  and skyscrapers. 
The book also noted that construction stimulated jobs; Mary Anne and Mike 
could “keep as many as thirty-seven trucks busy taking away the dirt.” Ironi- 
cally,  as the tale  develops, Mary Anne and Mike  themselves  fall victim to dis- 
placement. Though Mary Anne remained in excellent condition after years 
of  service,  powerful  new  gasoline,  electric, and diesel  shovels “took all the jobs 
away from the steam shovels.”31 

Burton created an impression of technical  change as inevitable, with draw- 
ings that show electric and diesel machines advancing  over a hill while steam 
shovels are unceremoniously dumped  into junkyards. The story emphasized 
the emotional costs of displacement,  telling  children that Mike and Mary  Anne 
felt “VERY SAD.” One illustration shows Mary Anne shedding machine tears, 
while  Mike  sits  idle in front of a sign reading “No Steam Shovels  Wanted.” To 
find work,  Mike and Mary Anne head for outlying areas, just as farm mecha- 
nization had driven Steinbeck’s Joad family to  the road. In a small  place  called 
Popperville,  Mike and Mary Anne accept a challenge to dig the cellar for the 
new town hall in a single day, though skeptical observers thought  the task 
would take one  hundred  men  at least a week. Illustrations show Mike and 
Mary Anne fu~iously digging,  so carried away that they neglect to leave them- 
selves a way out of the hole. In the  true fashion of  children’s literature, a lit- 
tle  boy  proposes the perfect  solution: leave Mary  Anne in  the basement to serve 
as the new furnace and hire Mike  as janitor. That requisite happy ending con- 
veyed an interesting moral. Although even a temporary job loss  caused pain, 
Mike and Mary Anne ultimately solved their own displacement problem, 
Rather than engage in a useless protest against change, the  story suggested, 
Americans should appreciate that  the system still left plenty of opportunity 
open for resourceful and talented individuals.32 



Children of the 1930s might encounter the issue of machines and jobs in 
schoolbooks as  well  as in their leisure  reading. Harold Rugg, professor of edu- 
cation at Columbia Teachers’  College, created an influential series of social 
studies texts for 01 er elementary and junior high classes which aimed to link 
students’ sense of American history to an awareness  of contemporary issues. 
In A  tor^ o~A~er i cun   C i~ i l i~a t i on :   Econo~ic  and Social, published in 1930, 
Rugg declared that  the United States had  not experienced any real problems 
of technological unemployment between 1865 and 1914. Advances in produc- 
tion  had  supported a rising standard of living,  while the relatively  slow  pace 
of invention had left  displaced  workers a decent chance to find alternate jobs 
in a growing ~conomy. After the World War, he wrote, displacement suddenly 
emerged as one of  America’s central problems. In lines that echoed Ogburn’s 
cultural lag theory, Rugg warned that “thousands of research  experts  are  work- 
ing steadily, perfecting old machines or inventing new  ones,” too fast for soci- 
ety to handle.  His  text  described the automation of  New  York‘s subway  system, 
which had reduced a train’s operating staff from eleven men to two and had 
eliminated over one thousand turnstile attendants and cashiers. A steam  shovel 
run by a single operator could reportedly mine the same amount of iron ore 
as five hundred  hand laborers. “For the first time  in  the world’s history, the 
industrial experts tell  us, our machine civilization  has  become so efficient that 
millions . cannot find work.”33 

Rugg did  not hate technology; in fact, he had earned two degrees in civil 
engineering before moving into psychology,  sociology, and education. But, 
in his mind, schools could not shy away from controversial subjects such as 
joblessness. To help youngsters  visualize the power of mechanization, his 1931 
textbook An ~ntrod~ction to ~ r o ~ l e ~ s   o ~ A ~ e r i c a n   C ~ l t ~ r e  included a photo- 
graph showing the long rows  of machinery in A. 0. Smith’s auto parts plant. 
Production formerly requiring two thousand workers could now take place 
with two hundred, Rugg wrote, and  the employer wanted to develop a “man- 
less”  factory. In his  eagerness to get students to appreciate the seriousness of 
displacement, however,  Rugg  covered up legitimate grounds for dispute. He 
bluntly asserted that  the present unemployment crisis had originated from 
“clever machines . . . taking work away from men,” despite all  evidence that 
many complex economic factors had intersected in creating and prolonging 
the Depression. Although many experts remained reluctant even to estimate 
technological u n e m p l o ~ e n t ,  Rugg did  not hesitate to declare that between 
1920 and 1927, more  than six hundred  thousand employees had lost jobs in 
industry because of productivity gains.  Such  oversimplifications made Rugg’s 
work controversial, and critics accused him of trying  to poison children’s 
minds with anti-american, anticapitalist ideology.  Nevertheless,  by the late 



I ~ ~ O S ,  more  than five thousand schools had  adopted his books, exposing 
almost half the nation’s  youngsters to  them  at some point  in  their education. 

ority  inherently  carried by classroom texts, Rugg’s material 
encouraged  readers to entertain the possibiliw that  mechani~ation posed grave 
problems for America’s present and future.34 

~epression-era discussion  of  technological ~ e m p l o ~ e n t  could  take  many 
forms, even rhyme. A verse printed  in a 1937  issue  of Survey ~ r u ~ ~ ~ c  described 
how c o ~ o n - p i c ~ n g  machinery could potentially displace farm workers: 

And beneath  blue  Southern  skies 
Many  watch  with  anxious  eyes 
And  idle  hands,  distraught,  afraid 
Before the  thing  that  men have  made 
To take  their  place,  their  ancient  toil, 
Their  lifetime  work  on  Southern  soil; . . . 
And  now-along the tawny  rows 
The  great  devouring  monster  goes, 
To do  the  work  a  swifter  way, 
Accom~lishing  within  a  day 
More  than  many  countless  hands, 
But oh,  the  cry  along  the  lands: 
‘It  does  our work!  If  we  are through, 
What  shall  we do? VVhat shall  we  do?’35 

Songs ~opular  in coal ~ i n i n g  regions expressed  workers’ ~ustration over the 
fact that between l g q  and 1936, the  proportion of coal loaded  with  under- 
round machines had soared from 0.4 percent to 55.6 percent. Surveying the 

mining areas  of  Kentucky, folklorist George  Korson found a lyric that  ran  in 
part: 

Here  is  to  Old  Joy  a  wonderful  machine, 
That  loads  more  coal  than  any we’ve  seen. 
Ten  men cut off with  nothing  to  do, 
Their  places  needed  for  another  Joy crew. . . 

A song ori~inating in West Virginia  asked  listeners: 

Tell  me,  what will a  coal  miner  do? 
VVhen he goes  down  in  the  mine, 
Joy  loaders  he  will  find . . . 
Miners’  poor  pocketbooks  are  growing  lean, 
They  can’t  make  a  dollar at all, 
Here  is  where  we  place  the  fault: 
Place it all on  that coal  loading  machine.36 



The ~ e r i c a n  Federation of Musicians  reacted with equal dismay to  the way 
theaters had  jumped from silent to sound movies, eliminating the need for 
musical accompaniment. In 1930, the  union  journal  printed a piece of dog- 
gerel bemoaning the pervasiveness  of  technological unemployment in  mod- 
ern life. The rhyme, written  in  the voice  of a person walkin 
showed  different  people  repeatedly  expressing  fear of job elimination. 

A motorman, I came  upon. “I know  just  what  you  mean; 
It’s called an  iron  man,”  he  said, “a powerful machine.’’ 
“‘You simply  cannot  tire  it  out, ‘twill work  both day and  night. 
“Pretty  soon we’ll lose our jobs, the  end of  work‘s in sight’: . 
The next one was a  carpenter. He sadly shook  his head. 
“They’re b u ~ d i n g  houses by the yard.  Robots  set them  up  instead 
Of us who used to  do it all. We’ll soon  be  down  and  out. 
This thing’s a dire calamity, and  should  be  put  to rout.” 
And then I saw a  factory,  with  people  hanging  ‘round. 
“What’s wrong?” I asked. The answer was, “A new  machine they’ve found 
That  does the work of ten of us. Whatever  shall we do? 
They call the  Robot ‘Progress.’ To us it’s just ‘Hoo~oo!’’’~~ 

As part of its Music  Defense  League campaign, the AFM put t 
tisements that included poetry ridiculing the quality of talkin 
cartoon headed “The Robot on the Run!” shows a harp-carrying robot bein 
chased away by a crowd carrying signs  reading “We want real  art!” The accom- 
panying limerick ran: 

Oh! I went  to  the  canned goods  fair; 
All the  prunes  and  the  tunes were there, 
And  the  tin-canny  laugh 
Of a  cheap  phonograph 
Made  me  want  to get right  up  and swear. 
The  canned  orchestra gurgled and squawked, 
All the voices gummed  up  when  they talked; 
And the  only  thing  good 
In  that whole neighborhood 
Was the door, out of which we all walked. 

Another AFM ad  presented a long fable in rhyme about a monarch who  wanted 
to gain complete control over the world through  the mechanization of  work. 
The grand Pooh-Bah got electricians to fill his cities “with great Robots that 
moved at his touch, (That laborers would  suffer did not trouble him much.)” 
The king’s technical tour de force had, however,  overlooked the link between 



earnings and consumption. “The cashiers  sat nodding, cosmetics on tin, The 
doormen stood waiting  for  folks to come in,” but “the people he’d figured their 
money they’d spend, Were  all them workeriwho  had come to their end!”38 

The AFM’s limericks and  cartoons represented ways that Depression-era 
humorists managed to find a light  side to talk of technological unemplo~ent .  
Clarence Day wrote a piece for Harper’s ~~~~~2~ recommending that people 
start training animals to take  over  jobs. “Think of great future factories  where 
interested wolverines  work, their eyes shining with happy excitement as they 
gallop about, pulling levers.”  Technological u n e m p l o ~ e n t  would not exist in 
such a system, Day suggested,  since  any superfluous animal employees could 
be turned  into exotic gourmet dishes. The jokes  created  by  unemployed  work- 
ers  themselves tended to exhibit a bitterer streak; one comment ran, “The only 
machine that increases the  number of names on the payroll is  New  York’s 
political machine,” A 1930 humor  column  in a magazine produced by the 
League for Industrial Democracy  conveyed the sense  of  hopelessness lurking 
behind  the laughs. “When a machine throws a man  out  on his neck,” the 
~ ~ e ~ p 2 ~ ~ e ~  observed,  “fancy  economists  tell him not  to worry, that he is  ‘tech- 
nologically  unemployed.’  But let him try to tell that  to his landlord when the 
rent comes due, and he finds that he is also  ‘technologically’ evi~ted.’’~~ 

The most prominent humorist of the day,  Will  Rogers,  used  his  shows and 
newspaper column to raise some trenchant questions about  the Machine Age 
meaning of progress. At the end of 1930, he wrote, “Well, the old year  is  leav- 
ing us flat, plenty flat. But in reality it’s been our most beneficial year.  It’s took 
some of the conceit out of us.  We  was a mighty cocky nation, we originated 
mass production, and mass produced everybody out of a job with our boasted 
labor-saving machinery.’’ Engineers had succeeded in  their goal of devising 
production methods that eliminated the worker, “the very thing we are now 
appropriating  money  to get a job for.” In the  rush to replace humans with 
more effkient technology, the country’s  business  leaders had lost sight of the 
bigger picture, Rogers  declared. Corporate managers “forgot that machinery 
don’t eat, don’t rent houses, or buy clothes.”40 

During  the I ~ ~ O S ,  radio broadcasts brought discussion of technological 
unemployment into  the home. In 1930 alone, Senator Robert Wagner,  Assis- 
tant Commerce Secretary Julius Klein, and a number of labor leaders took  to 
the airwaves to deliver  speeches and comment on the issue of displacement. 
Some stations set up two speakers to debate the pros and cons of increasing 
~ e c h a n ~ a t i o n .  Other programs offered a round-table format, in which  several 



participants might exchange  ideas about how new production technologies 
affected economic well-being. Among the era’s more well-known commen- 
tators, “radio priest” Charles Coughlin frequently referred to the question of 
machines and jobs. Like many other observers,  Coughlin  considered the world 
war a d i ~ d i n g  point in economic and social life.  As the military effort put pro- 
ducers under pressure to maximize output, he  said,  applications of science and 
invention had reached a new  speed. Though labor-saving eEciency helped  win 
the war, it spelled  disaster in peacetime, when more than  four million veter- 
ans returned home  and began  seeking  jobs. “Unemployment on a huge  scale 
was an absolute certainty,” he told audiences, when one person in 1918 could 
coqplete as much work as two and a half people in previous decades. Dur- 
ing  the 1920s, Coughlin continued, technological innovations kept helping 
employers get more production  out of  fewer  workers. Comparing  the years 
1923-33 to  the years 1913-23, Coughlin noted  that factory production  had 
soared 42 percent, even  as manufacturing dropped 500,000 employees.  Coal 
mine yields had risen 23 percent with 100,ooo fewer  workers, and railroad  busi- 
ness had grown 7 percent with a loss  of 250,000 positions.41 

The trend toward mechanization had become unavoidable, Coughlin 
warned. M e r  all, “the scientist  is not going to vanish. The engineer of tomor- 
row does not plan to  put his brains  into cold storage.” Five, ten, or twenty 
years  down the road, businessmen  would incorporate an even greater array of 
labor-saving techniques. Yet, despite the prospect of spreading displacement, 
Coughlin declared,  Americans must not resort to desperate measures such as 
destroying  machines.  Offering a “bounty  to every  Dillinger and desperado for 
removing scientists from our universities” would not solve the problem. 
Instead of opposing  change,  working-class  Americans  needed to find some way 
to stop industrialists from monopolizing the profits of engineering advance. 
The National Union for Social  Justice, the organization of  Coughlin’s listen- 
ers, vowed to convert an old-fashioned “economics of scarcity” into a new 
“economics of  plenty,” in which mechanized factories and farms turned  out 
enough goods to satisfy  everyone. Like labor leaders such as  William Green 
and political figures such as Mordecai Ezekiel and Isador Lubin, Coughlin 
endorsed the promise of machine-made wealth at  the same time  that he 
denounced  the incidence of machine-made unemployment. He remained 
vague about exactly  how the  country should distribute the benefits of change 
to ordinary people, and once Coughlin began  devoting more energy to attack- 
ing Roosevelt, his  broadcasts contained fewer  references to mechanization. But 
for a number of months,  the issue provided a nice line of argument for 
Coughlin, a seemingly  plausible  explanation  for  economic  distress  which audi- 
ences could readily 
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During the Depression, motion pictures provided another vehicle through 
which the American  public encountered talk of technological unemployment. 

are Lorentz’s 1936 film, The  Plow That Broke the  lai ins, provided powerful 
commentary on agricultural mechanization as a source of stress for both 
workers and  the environment. The documentary, made for the U.S. Resettle- 
ment Administration, suggested that  farming  had been redefined by a suc- 
cession of technical revolutions. The opening image  shows a plow pulled by 
a single horse, while the next shots show  first a bigger  plow  pulled  by a dozen 
horses, then a small tractor, until Lorentz had filled the screen with dozens of 
larger tractors advancing  across a field.  For  years, the narrative  explains, h e r -  
icans had “reaped the golden  harvest” with machinery that “turned under mil- 
lions of new acres.”  All that stress on  the land, combined 
drought, had created a crisis that left both men and machine 
photographs of a plow buried  in  dust, Lorentz emphasized the collapse of 
family farm~g.43 

Two years  later,  when  Lorentz  filmed The River for the Department of  Agri- 
culture’s Farm S e c u r i ~   A ~ ~ i s t r a t i o n ,  he again  suggested that twentieth-cen- 
tury forces had pushed the land, the economy and people  beyond their natural 
limits. In both The River and The  Plow T h u ~  Broke the  Pluins, Lorentz had 
emphasized the link between social and environmental difficulties. For his 
subsequent project, he hoped  to write and direct a movie that would center 
more s~e~ifically  on the  human implications of workplace mechanization. 
Lorentz wanted to investigate the puzzle of how a country  that  had so much 
powerful technology ended up with so many people out of jobs.  Lorentz  first 
drafted his ideas in  the form of a radio script entitled Ecce ~ o ~ o !  B e h o l ~  the 
~ u ~ .  This story centered around a conversation between four unemployed 
men who met at a Kansas  gas station, each  travelling to a different part of the 
country  in search of work. A New England mechanic who had been  displaced 
when  his  mill  relocated headed south,  but an Alabama farmer heading north 
warned him  that prospects didn’t look much better down there. “Now  they’re 
talking about chopping cotton with machines,”  leaving “nothing but relief for 
the little man.”  Nevertheless, Ecce Homo emphasized, the same  technology that 
had left so many desperate could still pull the United States out of depression. 
In a long concluding speech, a laid-off Detroit assembly line worker praised 
the engineers who had literally dug through quicksand to construct the won- 
drous Boulder Dam. “They can move mountains  and  they can shove  rivers 
around! There’s men and machines and there’s sun  and land and  room for a 
man to  turn around in. And there’s a man-sized job to be done!”44 

Lorentz, who had ended The River with a paean praising the Tennessee 



Valley Authority,  similarly  wanted Ecce Homo to highlight the  notion  that  the 
federal  government might use  regional planning to restore  economic,  social, 
and environmental health. M e r  reading the first part of an Ecce ~ o m o  draft, 
President Roosevelt  asked  Lorentz, “How are you  going to  end  it?”  to which 
the filmmaker  allegedly replied, “Sir, how are you going to  end  it?” Lorentz 
never  completed  filming, but a 1938 radio broadcast of E c c e - ~ ~ m o  had  at least 
two  effects: the Ford Motor  Company cancelled its advertising on CBS, and 
Lorentz  began  exchanging views on labor displacement with John Steinbeck. 
In a 1939 jetter, Steinbeck urged Lorentz to cover problems of farm  mecha- 
nization in the planned film  version of Ecce ~ 0 ~ 0 .  Development of cotton- 
picking devices would prove disastrous for labor, Steinbeck wrote, and he 
wanted “to pin a badge of shame on the greedy sons of bitches  who  are  caus- 
ing this ~ondition.”~~ 

Lorentz’s interest in the  impact of mechanization helped inspire Willard 
Van  Dyke,  who had  worked  as a cameraman  on The River and  then launched 
an independent documentary-m~ng career. Van  Dyke hoped  to change the 
world through his  movies in  the 193os, he later explained, helping to  right 
social  injustices by  “calling attention  to them.” To focus attention  on  the prob- 
lem of displacement, Van  Dyke made a film in 1940 entitled ~ u Z Z e y t o ~ ~ ;  A. 
S~udy o~Muchines and Men. Rather than analyzing  complex and abstract eco- 
nomic statistics, Van  Dyke told an  emotional,  purportedly true story  about 
how economic change had  hit  one community. Before the Depression, the 
movie’s narrator explains,  “Valleytown” had flourished. Growth of the steel 
industry  had provided three thousand jobs, and locals  had  regarded the steel 
mill  as “money in the bank.” With scenes  of bustling  streets  and  Christmas 
shopping, Van  Dyke showed how the steel  mill’s  payroll financed consumer 
activity,  which in turn generated business and retail employment. In those 
optimistic  times, Valleytown  residents  could  associate  technology  with  progress. 
~echanization helped make products  more affordable, and  though it elimi- 
nated some  jobs, the change  came  slowly enough for  people to adjust.46 

Once depression hit, Van  Dyke indicated,  ordinary Americans could no 
longer trust  that  modern science and engineering guaranteed both good  jobs 
and a rising standard of  living. As the steel industry closed old plants to make 
way for more  modern  continuous-strip mills,  Valleytown’s streets and stores 
emptied.  The situation “wasn’t the fault of the machines;  you  can’t  blame  them 
for the Depression,” the film7s narrator explains. “In fact,  machines  had often 
created  jobs-but  now there was  depression.”  Displaced  steelworkers,  who  had 
seen the sheer  power  of modern equipment firsthand, asked, ‘What good are 
the machines if they throw us out of work?”Van Dyke skillfully  used  visual 



shots to give audiences a  sense  of the  enormity of technological change. He 
contrasted shots of old-style steelmaking, showing men physically yanking 
superheated steel sheets out of the furnace, with scenes of newer  mills,  where 
a much smaller group of men pulled levers and watched  gauges as  conveyors 
carried the steel  along  automatically. Van  Dyke filmed Valleytown men watch- 
ing helplessly  as their  old  plant was gutted, the smokestacks torn down.  Employ- 
ment could never catch up with change, the movie implied. New strip-mill 
facilities  allowed companies to produce more steel with less labor, so that “for 
every thirty men who worked  before,  now there is  one.”Van  Dyke S 

former steelworker musing, “I hear that  they tell you we’re living in a won- 
erful age, the age  of machines and gadgets and things, an age to wonder at. 

All right, I’m wondering.”  How could his  family  afford milk for the baby? Van 
Dyke later  referred to V a Z Z e ~ t ~ ~ ~  as the best of all his  films, the one ‘‘that came 
closest to what I wanted to say.”47 

m i l e  ~ a Z Z e ~ t ~ ~ ~  concentrated on  putting  the feeling of displacement on 
@m, more casual  movie  references  showed  how much the question of machines 
and jobs had become part of popular  culture  in  the 1930s. The last scene  of 
M ~ M ’ s  1933 film ~ i ~ ~ e r  at Eight made  technologic^ u n e m p l o ~ e n t  the sub- 
ject of a  final  exchange  between  world-wise  actress Carlotta Vance (played  by 
Marie  Dressler) and social-climbing vamp Kitty  Packard (Jean Harlow): 

Packard (proudly): “I was reading a book the  other day.” 
Vance (stops  in  surprise):  “Reading a book?” 
Packard:  ‘Yes,  it’s all about  civilization  or  something, a nutty kind of book. 

Do you  know that  the guy  says that machinery is going to take the place 
of every  profession?” 

Vance (looking Packard  up and  down):  “Oh, my  dear,  that’s  something  you 
need  never  worry  about.’’*8 

The decade’s most famous take on modern industry, Charlie  Chaplin’s 1936 
film cha er^ Times, did not address technological unemployment directly. 
Evidence  suggests,  however, that Chaplin believed that increasing  mechaniza- 
tion  made displacement an  urgent matter. Referring to ~~~e~~ Times, one 
historian has called it ironic that “a medium of artistic communication closely 
allied to  the machine did not produce film  masterpieces praising technology 
but ones . . . suspicious and critical of the machine.”*g Yet in  the mid-l93os, the 
movie industry  had  just  fought  through  its own hectic, traumatic  techno- 
logical transition. Considering the  amount of controversy that  had arisen 
over how talking pictures affected musicians, actors, and technicians, even 
Hollywood could understand why ordinary Americans found mechanization 
suspicious. 
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While  writers and filmmakers  provided  some  powerful  accounts of Depres- 
sion-era concern about technological unemployment, book and ma 
illustrators offered  equally strong glimpses into  the sense  of  crisis.  Translating 
an abstract concept such as displacement into visual terms  that would be 
instantly accessible to laymen was no simple matter. Artists of the 1930s suc- 
ceeded remarkably well in inventing a pictorial language for the debate over 
mechanization, turning images of machines and robots into a type of short- 
hand symbolism. By d e ~ i t i o n ,  showing the concept of ~is~2uce~entpresented 
a challenge:  how  could a drawing  indicate a negative, the absence  of labor from 
modern  production? Many books and articles ran  photographs of new 
machinery, combined with captions commenting on that particular device’s 
employment ramifications. To accompany Harold Rugg’s description of the 
way the A. 0. Smith factory had incorporated extensive mechanization into 
building auto frames, his  social studies textbook used a photo showing long 
rows of riveting machines, assembling machines, and finishing machines. 
Lines underneath read, “A scene in the factory where 200 men are taking the 
place of 2000.’’ Some captions specifically instructed the viewer to observe  how 
few human beings appeared in pictures of the  modern workplace.50 

A related strategy for illustrating technological unemployment required 
two contrasting photographs, one showing  workers  engaged in old-style pro- 
duction  and a second picturing mechanized operations with fewer people 
involved. A number of periodicals adopted such a technique of visual com- 
parison, as did the Women’s Bureau in its film ~ e h i n ~  the  Scenes  in  the ~ a c h i n e  
Age. Such representations usually started from the machine itself  as a presence 
in modern industry and then worked to convey a sense of the worker’s  absence. 
Occasionally illustrators took the opposite approach, beginning with images 
of displaced  workers and  then trying to link the fact of their unemployment 
to mechanization. In a 1937 photograph for the Farm  Security Administration, 
Dorothea Lange showed six men standing in a row, dressed in overalls, hats, 
and jackets. The photo itself contains no visual clues to identify the men as 
unemployed or  to link their joblessness to mechanization, but  the title reveals 
them  to be “Former Texas Tenant  Farmers  Displaced  by Power  Farming.”51 

For  all its realism and versatility, the camera proved a limited instrument 
for capturing a visual  sense of displacement.  Publications could communicate 
the idea more easily through drawings and  cartoons,  in which artists took 
symbolic liberties to create a vivid impression of how the course of change 
overwhelmed man. One drawing  for a 1930 issue  of the ~ugazine 0 ~ ~ ~ 2 2  Street 
showed banks of  gears looming behind a worker who had sunk  to his  knees, 



not in worship but  in  an  attitude of desperation. Artists still faced the same 
problem that complicated photographers’ task, how to picture workers’ 
~ ~ s e n c e  from Machine Age production. In a clever solution, one  artist for Iron 
Age drew one worker  using a motorized trolley to move a heavy load and  then 
outlined  faint renderings of additional  men  pushing  that  burden by hand. 
Those  ghost  laborers, drawn transparently to indicate their elimination from 
present-day industry, effectively  helped the reader  visualize  how motor power 
had substituted for  manpower.52 

Frequen~y, artists seeking to  lustr rate technological unemployment chose 
to avoid  even  vaguely  realistic  drawin S of  conveyor  belts,  riveting  machines, 
or dial  telephone  equipment.  Instead,  many turned to the irnage  of a humanoid 
robot to symbolize  all modern devices.  In  its  advertising  campaign, the h e r -  
ican  Federation of  Musicians constantly referred to taking pictures with the 
derogatory term “canned  music” and incorporated cartoons of a robot resem- 
bling a stack of tin cans. Of course, machines for recording and replaying 
sound in no way resembled a robot, but a s t r ~ g h t f o ~ ~ d  photograph of wires, 
spools, and switches  would  have  offered  far  less  creative  scope. AFM cartoon- 
ists used the  robot  to poke fun  at Hollywood‘s foolishness in t h i n ~ n g  that 
recorded sound could  ever substitute for real  music; the AFM robot does not 
appear as a menacing  Frankenstein monster but as the  butt of  jokes.  In a par- 
ody  of Roman history, one ad showed the  robot dressed in a toga to repre- 
sent Nero, fiddling away while temples labeled  “Musical Culture”  burn. 
Another  ad updated the fable of Old  King  Cole,  telling  readers that  the “Prime 
Minister, in a fit  of  economy, had installed canned music and fired the King’s 
rollicking  fiddlers,”  The cartoon shows a furious  monarch sending the despi- 
cable robot off to  the  attic  and ordering that his prime minister be  “publicly 
spanked” (see fig. 3) .53 

The  robot served  as a wonderfully flexible  signifier, one  that could be 
revised and reinterpreted to fit different emotional overtones. Like the AFM’s 
artists,  cartoonist Fred Cooper adapted the  humanoid image to depict eco- 
nomic  and social  issues.  His drawing for  the  title page  of  William O 
1934 pamphlet You u~~ ~ ~ c ~ ~ ~ e s  featured a w o r ~ a n  gazing up  at two tow- 
ering robots, clearly thinking  about mechanization as a new  force in his  life. 
Unlike the AFM cartoons, Cooper’s  drawings  conveyed a sense  of  technology 
as  ruthless.  His illustrations showed robots trying to pull a hammer  out of a 
worker’s hand,  punching a man in the head, and literally pushing  humans 
away from workbenches and toward a sign  marked  “poverty.”  Such cartoons 
carried an  instant message, one which  could capture workers’  feelings  of frus- 
tration and resentment.  Referring to immigration laws that restricted the entry 
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Fig. 4. Many  artists  of the 1930s chose to represent  technological unemplo~ment 
in  a  literal  form,  showing  workers  being  swept off the  payroll  sheet  or  dumped  into 
huge  wastebaskets.  The  robot,  shown  here  in  a  more  dark  and  menacing  form,  rep- 
resented  the  agent  of  transformation.  Harold Rugg, An ~ntro~uct~on  to ~ r o ~ l e ~ s  of 
A ~ e r ~ c a n  C u ~ t u r ~  (Boston:  Ginn, 1y30), 7;  reprinted fiom the ~ o c ~ ~ o t ~ ~ e  ~ n ~ ~ n e e r s ’  
Journal. 



of foreign labor, one drawing in Ogburn’s pamphlet showed an American 
wrestling the  robot  and asking the bystander, a figure of  Uncle Sam, “Hey, 
Uncle,  how about this fellow?”5* 

An image showing a robot  hitting a worker or grabbing a hammer away 
from him does  lack a certain subtlety. Yet in spite of that brutality, the very car- 
toonishness of Cooper’s robots removed some of the sting. Even when they 
were shown shoving people around, it was hard  to consider them too terri@- 
ing. Cooper drew his robots the same size  as humans, and their resemblance 
to tin cans  makes them appear more comical than diabolical  (see fig. 2). Like 
the AFM cartoonists, Cooper could use the  robot to lighten up the serious 
issue of job loss.  To accompany  Ogburn’s  description of an automatic pancake- 
maker, Cooper drew a robot  pouring  batter with one mechanical hand  and 
flipping three cakes with the other, while a loudspeaker mouth blares, “Come 
and Get ‘Em!” The corniness of the image did not negate the message about 
displacement, but  it did offer  readers an excuse to smile.55 

Other artists also  chose to use the image  of a robot pushing workers around 
to depict the problem of technological unemplo~en t .  The ~ o c o ~ o t i ~ e  Engi- 
neers’ ~ o ~ r n u l  used a cartoon (copied later in Rugg’s social studies textbooks) 
that showed an enormous  robot literally taking a broom  to sweep tiny figures 
of people right off the payroll  sheet.  Many illustrators gave the robot a more 
ominous visage than either Cooper or  the AFM cartoonists did. One fre- 
quently reproduced New York Times drawing portrayed a huge black robot 
looming over a fleeing  crowd. Another cartoon tried to sum up technological 
unemployment in  one panel; above the caption ‘‘Sign of the Time,” a robot 
paints a sign reading “No Help Wanted” (fig. I). The robot symbol allowed 
illustrators to embed detailed messages about complex economic and social 
issues in a single  drawing. One oft-reprinted cartoon from 1940 drew on WPA 
research  suggesting that because of the  introduction of mechanical improve- 
ments, business did not need to bring workers  back even after  recovery  began. 
The artist showed a robot staring at newspaper headlines reading, “ lndus t r i~  
production passes  1929 figur~Employment drops 1,000,ooo under 1929.” The 
caption, “Is the Robot Beginning to Think?”  underlined  the force of such 
trends.56 

The Depression decade identified the  humanoid  robot as the symbol of 
technological  change. In fact,  when the U.S. Department of  Labor put together 
an exhibit for the 1936  Texas Centennial Exposition, it dispatched a speech- 
making robot to address the crowds. “It is true  that I, the machine, have taken 
the place of hand workers in some employments,” the robot’s prerecorded 
voice told audiences, but  in virtually every instance, it continued, innovation 



Fig. 5. Some  cartoons of the 1930s could  encapsulate  complex messages about  the 
relationship  between  men  and  machines  in a single  image.  This  panel  referred to 
government  economists’  conclusion  that even though  business  production  had 
begun  to recover from  the  depression,  employment  had  not  responded.  Mecha- 
nization  eliminated  many  jobs  for  good,  some  observers  feared;  industry  would 
never need as many workers as before to  turn  out a given  level  of output. Talk about 
“permanent  technological unemployment”  might give  even a powerful  robot  pause 
for  thought.  Illustration by Bishop in  the St. Louis  Star-Times, reprinted  in  the New 
York Times, February 25,1940. 

ultimately created more employment than  it destroyed.  Among  all  examples 
in  the popular culture of the 1g3os, it would be hard to top  the sheer irony of 
government officials sending a machine to speak about  the problem of dis- 
placement.57 

Through cartoons and photographs, radio shows and movies, books and 
articles,  Americans of the Depression encountered more and more talk about 
the substitution of machines for workers.  Some authors described the actual 
machines that had entered factories and farms, while  science fiction writers 
and illustrators drew more on  the symbolic  role of technology.  Sometimes the 
subject  encouraged light-hearted humor, while on other occasions it conveyed 



emotional bitterness. In virtually every  case, popular  culture references 
reflected a message that h e r i c a n s  had better start thinking seriously about 
whether workplace reengineering always contributed to well-being. That very 
suggestion, that people  could and should challenge the path of mechanization, 
raised alarm in  the nation’s  business community. 



THE MOST E L E ~ E N T ~ R S  LEVEL, talk of technological unemployment 
violated some of the h e r i c a n  business community,~ favorite assump- 

ions about  the social and economic advantages of mechanization. Business 
leaders  responded aggressively, contending that aside from anecdotal  evidence, 
no one  had any proof that  the modernization of production left  a signi~cant 
number of people without work, The National Association  of Manufacturers 
( N ~ ) ,  the Chamber of Commerce, and  the Machinery and Allied Products 
Institute  mounted major public relations campaigns insisting that mecha- 
nization would always bring lower  prices,  rising consumer demand, and  thus 
more jobs-at least  over the long run. Enthusiasts frequently pointed to Mil- 
waukee's  A. 0. Smith factory, with its extensive  use of labor-saving devices, 
as the ultimate in progress. 

~aturally, not all those involved in business saw exactly eye to eye. Some 
small  business  owners  actually  echoed labor in expressing  dismay  over the way 
large operations rushed to install new technologies. Small business owners, 
concern stemmed from their fear  of being left at a competitive disadvantage 
rather  than any inherent sympathy with unions. The voices  of small entre- 
preneurs, however,  became  swamped in the  outpouring of promechani~ation 
sentiment from representatives of large companies and organizations such 
the NAM.  Big business interests maintained that even if some jobs vanishe 
when new machines appeared, workplace improvements paved the way for a 
rising standard of living. ~dvertisements suggested that  tha 
of scientists,  engineers, and businessmen,  Americans remain 

e  Depression. Corporate research and develo~m~nt  lab- 
items  for manufacture, which  would excite 

nity for workers.  Such rhetoric m of 
eful and  unpatriotic, a stubborn  to 



acknowledge that Americds past, present, and  future rested on the technical 
wonders created under free enterprise. 

While union representatives, social scientists, government officials, and 
ordinary ~ e r i c a n s  pointed to what  they  regarded as  evidence  of  serious  tech- 
nological unemployment,  the 1930s big business establishment refused to 
accept  any such idea.  “Blaming machines for breadlines is one of  today’s  great 
fallacies,” ~ ~ t i o ~ ~  ~ ~ s i ~ e s s  maintained. Benjamin Anderson Jr., an economist 
with Chase National Bank, said that  no matter how bad things might seem, 
“rapid technological improvement is a dynamic and energizing factor rather 
than a factor slowing down business and reducing employment.” Though 
temporary job loss might occasionally  occur, the economic system would soon 
rebalance  itself and move forward. While  Americans naturally became upset 
to see people without work, ~ e s t ~ g h o u s e  president F*  A. Merrick  insisted,  dis- 
placement amounted to  nothing more than a “superficial and incidental” 
annoyance “in  the readjustment period of progressPI 

Subscribing to  the most optimistic economic assumptions, business lead- 
ers argued that mechan~ation ought to ensure all  Americans of a rising stan- 
dard of living.  Improvements in production would  set off a “benevolent  circle” 
of  effects; when manufacturers gained  efficiency and saved money by intro- 
ducing machines, they could reduce the price of goods, thereby stimulat~ng 
consumer activity and creating jobs. For proof, some cited the way commer- 
cial  bakers had adopted large mising machines, conveyor  belts, and sophisti- 
cated  new  ovens. As the  industry improved the quality and slashed the price 
of store-bought bread, it generated an escalation of demand which kept two 
hundred  thousand people employed. John Van Deventer, industrial consult- 
ant  and editor of ~ r o ~  Age, hoped that even skeptics could follow such simple 
logic.  “Average annual income,  divided  by average  cost  of  things,” he explained, 
“equals the quantity of things that can be bought.”2 

eal-life economic behavior hardly ever  lived up  to such rosy promises, 
labor representatives protested.  though in  theory employers who added 
machines might want to pass the savings on  to customers and  thus increase 

* business,  critics complained that they rarely did so. Some statistics suggested 
that even at the height of 1920s prosperity, the benefits from mechanization 
had gone more toward raising profits than reducing c o n s u ~ e r  prices.  Eco- 
nomic experts pointed out another set of  flaws in  the  resumption that 
advances in production must guarantee prosperity.   on sump ti on did not rep- 
resent an infinitely elastic economic factor; no matter how cheap a loaf of 



bread became, people would eat only so much. Moreover, even if mecha- 
nization under certain circumstances might create a “benevolent circle,” it 
remained conceivable that  the onset of the Depression had driven the United 
States into a more negative  feedback cycle. 

Advocates  insisted that even in depression, fundamental rules of economic 
progress made it impossible for displacement to ever rise to  an emergency 
level. Only those who exaggerated the depths of distress, they indicated, could 
conclude that  mechani~ation had  thrown  the  country  into crisis. Charles 
Kettering, General Motors vice president and research director, accused crit- 
ics  of underestimating America’s continued economic strength and its enor- 
mous potential. The nation’s financial status was ‘hot so dark as some would 
have us believe,”  Kettering  insisted. Rather than feeling constrained by “dark 
and gloomy’’ talk about technological unemployment, businessmen and 
inventors needed to seize opportunities for further innovation. Westinghouse 
vice president J. S. Tritle similarly maintained  that despite four decades of 
mechanization, modern  industry still created plenty of employment oppor- 
tunity. Government figures  showed that  in 1889, sixty-nine out of every thou- 
sand Americans had held ~anufacturing jobs, while ,in 1929, those same 
businesses employed more  than seventy-two out of a thousand people. Of 
course, any statistical analysis that  took 1929 or 1930  as the  point for compar- 
ison could not shed light on  the question of whether the Depression had 
brought a surge in displacement. But for Tritle, Kettering, and like-minded 
fellows, such  evidence  proved  sufficient to suggest that technological  advances 
did  not cause  any major hardship3 

While Stuart Chase,  William Green, and many others claimed to see  evi- 
dence that mechanization had cost a significant number of Americans their 
jobs, the pro-mechanization community declared that  under closer exami- 
nation, such a story did not hold water.  Benjamin Anderson Jr.  calculated that 
only 0.437 percent of  all  workers in 1930 could possibly  have been eliminated 
by the  introduction of new production equipment. He observed that  Com- 
merce Department reports attributed just 102,170 out of 2.4 million cases  of 
unemployment to “industrial policy,” a category  covering  work-force reduc- 
tion, dismissal of older workers, and substitution of cheaper labor as well as 
technolo~ical change. Even counting 11,403 general layoffs and throwing in 
100,ooo cases as margin for error, Anderson figured that machines had elim- 
inated 213,573 men and women at most, less than  one half of one percent of 
a total workforce of  48,832,589. Justin Macklin, assistant commissioner of the 
U.S. Patent Offce, similarly contested the cases  of displacement cited  by crit- 
ics. He had once heard a prominent senator insist that  the development of 
refrigeration had forced thousands of icemakers and ice  sellers out of work. 



M a c ~ i n  responded that  the  manufacture  and sale of refrigerators provided 
e m p l o ~ e n t  for almost twice  as many men as had ever  been  involved in  pro- 
ducing ice.  Moreover, the  number of  ice dealers in  the United  States  actually 
rose from eight thousand  to over nineteen thousand  during  the 1920s, since 
refrigerators had made thousands of  lower-income  families  “ice-conscious” 
and prosperity allowed them  to purchase  newer and larger  iceboxes? 

Even toward decade’s end, as the WPKs National  Research  Project  offered 
detailed studies suggesting that mechanization was making it ever harder  to 
bring  unemployment back down,  the business community generally  refused 
to consider it any  real  trouble.  In 1940, steel manufact~er Charles Hook main- 
tained there was still “no evidence  for  concluding that technological  improve- 
ments cause permanent unemployment.” Some “temporary dislocations” 
might  be  “inevitable in a progressive  society,”  he  argued, but prosperity would 
prevail as long  as government stopped placing  artificial restrictions on busi- 
ness strategies and  the free  flow  of capital. Other business leaders blamed 
recent economic difficulties on the way high tax rates dampened incentive. 
In their view, talk about machines and displacement  simply  shifted a~ent ion 
away from the real  enemy, the ~ a s h i n ~ o n  political  establishment and its ten- 
dency to interfere with  free enterpri~e.~ 

To the extent that even temporary displacement existed, banker Henry 
Bruere  spoke for many in calling that ~ardship simply the “price of progress.” 
The business  community’s faith in mechanization  reflected its extended  love 
affair with the sheer  power  of  science and techno lo^. For  workers, introduc- 
tion of  new technology threatened disaster, but for employers, the prospect 
s ~ b o l i z e d  greatness. “We  have done it,” one steel  company  president  rejoiced, 
“rolled strip steel  from its molten form in two hundred foot coils,” thanks to 
continuous-strip machines. “I can’t  watch our experimental laboratory roll 
molten steel for more  than a few minutes. It almost makes a fellow go crazy 
thinking about  the millions of dollars worth of equipment it will  make obso- 
lete and  the thousands of jobs it wil l  eliminate. It’s  terrific.’’6 

In  their  enthusiasm for innovation, those men often talked as if mecha- 
nization came  free. In  truth, companies incurred sizable  costs and risks in 
adopting  the latest devices.  Simply maintaining unfamiliar machines could 
prove  expensive and problematic, while a breakdown might bring operations 
to a standstill. In Men and ~ u c ~ ~ n e s ,  Stuart Chase had  commented  that  in 
ad~ition to causing unemployment, mechanization created a ‘‘technolo~ical 
tenuousness” in modern life. A failure of  power  systems or transpo~tation 
could  disable  an entire city, he warned, halting industry  and b l o c ~ n g  the flow 
of food  supplies.  The multiplication of complexity and  the “sheer  piling up of 
technical  services” made ~ e n t i e t h - c e n t u ~  people  vulnerable. 



writers loved to toy with the  theme of Machine Age catastrophe, but business 
leaders spoke as  if technology must always  live up  to the  most  utopian  pre- 
dictions.  Employers  focused on the notion  that mechanization  could  free them 
from  depending on  human workers, who all too often proved lazy, uncoop- 
erative, or demanding. In promoting the dial  system,  telephone  company  exec- 
utives emphasized the  inherent  superiority of machines over human beings. 
Even the best switchboard operators remained too slow, they argued; the  rush 
of city life and business demanded  an  engineering  solution.  Human beings 
might fail, but  the Bell  System promised that dial equipment could provide 
customers with swift,  perfect ~ervice.~ 

In installing  mechanization, business actually exchanged one  form of 
dependence for another. Even  as the  phone company looked to  undercut  the 
role of switchboard operators,  adoption of the dial system meant  that  it  had 
to rely more  than ever on engineers and technicians. Co~tinuous-strip tech- 
nology might eliminate hundreds  or  thousands of floor workers, but  a steel 
mill president must keep men who understood how to  run  the new  machines. 
Business managers of the 1930s did  not perceive that need for technical  knowl- 
edge  as a liability. They trusted engineers as  fellow professionals, ready to 
advance the cause  of greater production through mechanization. Over the pre- 
ceding decades, the rise of in-house research and development laboratories 
had made  scientists and engineers part of the  modern  corporation.  In fact, the 
lines of distinction  had  blurred, as men with technical backgrounds rose to 
executive ranks; Gerald Swope's presidency  of General Electric represented a 
classic  case.8  Such developments set the stage for business leaders to accept 
engineers as sympathetic allies in  the  push  for advancing production  tech- 
nology.  If anything, the Depression-era controversy over displacement drew 

roups closer, through  a  common faith in mechanization as progress. 
Advocates argued that new inventions would  always  emerge from the work- 

shops of talented scientists and engineers to create wealth and  opportunity, 
but,  in reality, the process of invention rarely ran smoothly. Technical diffi- 
culties and practical complications had repeatedly  delayed the process of get- 
ting  a good cotton-picking  machine to market, for example. Nevertheless, 
businessmen maintained  that, inevitably, the course of mechanization must 
go forward. Just as development of  textile machinery and steam engines had 
driven  the  original  Industrial Revolution, so ~entieth-century inventors 
would proceed to create devices of still greater power. The  substitution of 
machines for inefficient, troublesome,  or expensive human workers repre- 
sented part of the evolution of  civilization. By depicting mechanization as an 
inevitable force of history, corporate leaders  set out  to downplay  fears of job 
~splacement. The  Depression must not distract industry from its natural  path 



of progress.  Some  esecutives had already become too dilatory abaut investing 
in new equipment, Rand ~ c ~ a Z Z ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ e r s  ~ ~ n ~ ~ Z ~  complained. One  study 
from 1930  revealed that 48 percent of the machine tools in metalwor~ng shops 
and 73 percent in railroad shops were more  than ten years old. The present 
economic  climate  presented a golden opportunity, the magazine  advised,  since 
managers could get purchases delivered  quickly and installed at less cost, just 
in time to boost profits during a slow period. Since  New  Deal  policies threat- 
ened to force wages up,  it made sense for Companies to mechanize as a way 
to increase output without expanding the payr011.~ 

Manufacturers of workplace equipment often made esplicit promises to 
employers about how much labor their new  machines  could save. A 1931 adver- 
tisement for the Acme record-keeping  system  criticized the inefficien~ of old 
office methods, which might require as many as twenty people.  “Now we have 
Acme. Seven girls do  the work.’’ Employers should not hesitate to buy such 
labor-saving equipment or feel guilty about its effects,  ads  stressed.  Any dis- 
placement that resulted did not count, since,  over the long run, mechanization 
would  improve a firm’s financial position and  thus increase job security for its 
remaining workers. Moreover,  by buying new equipment, managers helped 
keep more than twenty million people at work in  the machine tool industry. 
The National Committee on Industrial ~ehab~itat ion,  a group promoting the 
sale of machinery, promised that  putting money into modernization brought 
a “geometrical” expansion in employment. For each dollar spent on replacing 
outdated facilities, chairman James Harbord declared, another “three dollars 
will  be spent in consumer  goods and materials industries and more people will 
be put to work.’’ Regardless  of talk about technological unemployment, Rand 

~ c ~ a Z ~  concluded, companies performed a good deed for labor by intro- 
ducing new machines as fast as  possible.1° 

The ideal of mechani~ation appeared most clearly in  the nation’s automo- 
bile industry, By the I ~ ~ O S ,  the car had become established as a Machine Age 
icon, encompassing all the hopes or fears about what mechanized mass pro- 
duction and mass consumption meant. For those who worried about  the dis- 
appearance of work, Detroit esempli~ed the dangerous trend of modern 
Companies substituting machines for men. For those who considered mech- 
anization a social and economic boon,  the case  of automobiles seemed to 
prove that new production technologies ultimately created both new jobs and 
a higher standard of living. Proponents calculated that  the spread of auto- 
mobile  ownership had provided  employment over recent  decades  for 3,732,000 



hericans,  a figure that included 795,000 positions making  vehicles and parts, 
1,400,000 chauffeurs and professional  drivers, 455,000 dealers and salesmen, 
and 20,000 machine tool builders. Henry Ford  estimated that car manufacture 
had generated 2.5 million additional jobs in  road construction, service, and 
repair and oil, rubber, and gasoline production. As families  increasingly  used 
vehicles for recreational trips, business  also boomed at vacation spot& hotels, 
camps, restaurants, and amusement areas. Although such indirect economic 
stimulation proved  difficult to tally a 1935 ~ u t o ~ o t i ~ e   I n ~ ~ s t r i e s  article  declared 
that automobiles generated one out of every ten dollars earned by  American 
workers.  tion on^ Business asserted in 1940 that eleven million  men and women 
earned a living in ways related to the automobile." 

Advocates  of mechanization frequently repeated such claims, and yet, crit- 
ics  accused Detroit of having contributed  to technological unemployment. 
Survey ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i c  reported  in 1935 that just over the last five years, one major 
automaker had installed machines that enabled nineteen men  to make 250 
engine blocks in  the time it had formerly taken 250 men to produce one hun- 
dred. According to  the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, a single man using a 
spot-welding machine could perform the work of eight hand-riveters, while 
the latest  enameling  machines  needed  only 30 percent as much labor as the old 
hand-dipping process. Molding equipment could produce 900 pistons per 
man per day, whereas an experienced molder and his assistant had averaged 
just two hundred each.  Devices that  incorporated a photoelectric eye could 
duplicate not only the actions of human  hands  but also the value of human 
judgment and senses. In 1937, Ford introduced a machine that could perform 
eleven different  inspection  tests on each  valve push rod at a pace of about forty 
rods per minute. The device  checked  for hardness by dropping a hammer on 
the rod and using an electric eye to see that it rebounded to  the proper level, 
and it screened rods for internal defects  by  using microphones and amplifiers 
to gauge their tone when struck.I2 

Detroit's monomania with mechanization had gone too far, the NM's 
Research and Planning Division  concluded.  After holding hearings on the sta- 
tus of automobile workers, the agency  charged that manufacturers had acted 
in a socially irresponsible fashion. In the midst of rampant unemployment, 
automakers had a duty as the nation's leading industry to uphold  the value 
of human labor. In response, the Automobile Manufacturers Association 
accused ~ashington  of letting the American Federation of Labor dictate its 
conclusions. The industry did not  try  to downplay its pursuit of technology; 
chairman Alfred  Sloan  Jr. boasted that General Motors spent tens of millions 
of  dollars on new equipment every  year.  Automobile companies declared that 
it was their quest for efficiency that  had built the  industry  into a mainstay of 



the United States  economy. By using machines to  turn  out a high volume of 
cars at a reasonable  cost, the  industry could pass  savings on to consumers and 
thus keep  business  rolling.  Between 1910 and 1925, the  number of auto  manu- 
facturing jobs had risen from 51,294 to 197,728, despite the fact that production 
of a 1925 car required only one-sixth the  man-hours of 1910. Such a mutually 
reinfor~ing economic  relationship, the New E r k  Times editorialized, made any 
talk about  permanent technological unem~loyment  ridiculou~.~~ 

Autom~ers  promised that, far from causing  any permanent harm to work- 
ers, their commitment to mechanization would allow the  industry  to  main- 
tain its position of economic strength. If the Ford Motor Company rejected 
the cost-saving  advantages of manufacturing technology,  officials  calculated 
that  the cost of a V-8 would soar to $17,850, a figure well beyond most con- 
sumers’  reach. Just making a hub cap  shell  by hand would cost $2.50, whereas 
Ford had ~rought  the price  down to twelve cents by  invest^^ in $44,000 worth 
of auto ma ti^ stamping equipment and dies.  Such  cases  proved that “without 

achinery there would be no automobile industry,”’  executive W. J. Cameron 
declared. “To  have  greater employment, we must still further lower  prices  by 
the use  of labor-saving machines.”  He  conceded that such trends might create 
a “temporary displacement of men, but  the eventual replacement will more 
than compensate.”l* 

General Motors economist Stephen DuBrul took  that  argument  further, 
that  current labor requirements remained as high as those of ten years 
, since auto  manufacturers  had added so many refinements to their 

models during that period. The work  involved in adding fancy  new  accessories 
ore than offset  any  displacement resulting from the mechanization of weld- 

, and other basic processes, he said. GM had  hired many extra 
mac~inists, electric~ans, repairmen, and tool  and die makers, while only a 

ratively  few” manual laborers had been hurt. True, one set of produc- 
nges had made four  departments of a single factory redundant,  but 
f 490  employees had been shifted to  other work in  the company 
id not specify their exact positions and wages). hother  thirty~nine 

workers had opted to leave, mean in^ that  the company had laid off only  sixty 
men (12Y0 of the  total affected), DuBrul reported. In  short, he maint~ined, 

cement is not a serious problem in  the  auto ind~stry:”~ 
ukee’s  A. 0. Smith factory particularly intrigued h e r -  
ues of industrial change. Back in 1903, A. 0. Smith had 

become the first United States firm to make  pressed-steel automob~e frames, 
constructing ten per day. Impressed by how other businesses had  adopted 
mechanization to produce small items, managers at A. 0. Smith resolved in 

to redesign their  operation  around technologies for the  elimination of 



labor. “We set out  to  build  automobile frames without men,” president L. 
Smith  later explained. In 1922, the company opened  a new factory, one cen- 
tered around their “quest  for the  loo% mechanization of frame manufacture,” 
In  that facility,  conveyors and  other systems carried rough steel  plates thr 
a series  of  specialized  machines. At the  start, inspection machines ran ma 
along plates at  a rate of nine  hundred per hour, automatically pushing aside 
any that deviated from size or quality tolerances.  Overhead  electric  cranes then 
took acceptable  plates through washing and oiling  machines. The plant needed 
two men to feed the clean  plates onto conveyor  belts, an  “operation for which 
no satisfactory automatic  apparatus has yet been devised.” Once on  the con- 
veyor, plates ran  through  punching, pressing, assembling, and nailing 
machines, as  well  as a  machine  that could insert sixty rivets simultaneously 
into each frame, at  the rate of 450 frames an hour. A set  of finishing machines 
then rinsed, dried, spray-painted, baked, and cooled the frames before  work- 
ers took  them for final inspection  and packing. The  company boasted that 
aside from  the few men needed to move frames between conveyor belts, its 
floor routine required almost no  hand labor. With a staff  of six hundred en 
neers and two hundred mechanics,  plus supervisors, it could turn  out as many 
as  ten  thousand  standardized  automobile  frames daily, a feat that  formerly 
would have required two thousand men.16 

Observers agreed that A. 0. Smith  represented  one of  America’s most 
advan e-factory applicatio~s of mechanization,  but, as in so many 
cases, parties interpreted  that concept in  contrasting ways. ~ r o ~ o t -  
ers  of  new production machines described the A. 0. Smith setup as the  br 
hope for Arnerican  progress,  while those worried about technological un 
ployment regarded it as the  symbol of disaster for labor. After visiting Mil- 
waukee, Stuart Chase wrote that  the company’s “supreme” use  of technolo 
had created “a terrible specter” of job loss.  True,  conveyor belts and weldin 
~ach ines  relieved humans of  heavy or monotonous work, but when one man 
could perform the  functions of ten, ‘ctechnological u n e m p l o ~ e n t  looms.” To 
Chase, the A. 0. Smith factory had become “an  iron bouncer.” 
puted that charge, m ~ n t a i n ~ g  that when A. 0, Smith had first  set up its  mech- 
anized operation  in 1920, it  transferred all the affected personnel  to  other 

. operations.  With  e high demand for automobile frames, there  remained 
around. The firm had, moreover, hired dozens of super- 
d engineers to handle the new equipment and devise fur- 
ts research laboratory invented an electric arc-we1 
the firm to  start manufacturing oil pipes, a 

e m p 1 0 ~ e n t . l ~  
ace revolution g~nerat 



nomic gain. The firm had spent ten million dollars initially to purchase all the 
conveyor  systems and sets of machines, but managers  claimed that  the invest- 
ment paid off  by eliminating high-s~ll, high-wage union workers.  Executives 
had proven that with the savings in labor cost,  removing men from the factory 
floor  became “not only  possible but also  very  profitable.’’ Supervisors and tech- 
nicians did not exactly  come  cheap, of course, but A. 0. Smith‘s decision-mak- 
ers approved of investing in research  staff and a new laboratory building. To 
the company president, his plant represented a testimonial to the wonders of 
industrial engineering, the  ultimate achievement in  modernization, L. R. 
Smith either did  not  understand or did not care that his drive for complete 
mechanization, at a time when millions lacked  jobs, might disturb some peo- 
ple. In a 1933 interview with Good ~ o ~ s e ~ e e ~ ~ ~ g ,  he apologized for not hav- 
ing fulfilled his goal of utterly abolishing manufacturing work. “We had 
figured that  not a human  hand would touch any part of these frames, but 
before we’d finished,” Smith told readers, “we got interested in  other things 
and left a few of the simplest operations to  human labor.”  However, he con- 
tinued, if the company really wanted, its engineers still “could easily fix it so 
that  not a hand would touch metal” in  the course of production,l8 

Smith did not explain the consequences of his goal:  if his company could 
run with only fifty men on  the floor to watch the machines operate, and if 
other manufacturers followed  his  lead, what would happen to all their former 
employees? Was it safe to assume  they  could  migrate to alternative  work? M e r e  
would those other jobs come from, and would the  country have enough for 
everyone? For those who trusted that  the natural course of economic 
would correct any problems of joblessness, A. 0. Smith‘s quest for th 
less factory heralded the  future of a technological civilization. Julius Klein, 

oover’s Assistant Secretary of Commerce, considered the company a great 
source of pride, proving that the United  States  led  all other countries in indus- 
trial efficiency. He  contrasted A. 0. Smith‘s  daily output of ten thousand frames 
with that of a Central European operation, in which two hundred  hand work- 
ers reportedly manufactured just 31 frames each day. Superiority in mecha- 
nization, Klein  suggested,  would ensure that future Americans could continue 
to enjoy the world’s highest  living standards.lg 

Throughout  the 1930s~ promechanization forces echoed Klein’s words of 
praise for A. 0. Smith. The success  of that company’s experiment suggested 

* that  the nation must pursue labor-saving techno lo^, without being deterred 
by  any talk of unemployment. Just as mechanization had driven twentieth- 
century economic growth  by making it possible to mass-produce automobiles 
and other new consumer goods, so hture discoveries  would  give  rise to entire 
new  industries and provide  plenty of oppor t~ i ty  for  work.  Adding up employ- 
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ment rates from the  production of automobiles, radio, electrical machinery, 
airplanes, and  sound movies, the NAM reported that “one out of  every four 
persons employed in h e r i c a  today [1932] holds jobs depending on fourteen 
industries unknown in 1870.” Inventive genius made it certain that displace- 
ment could never amount  to more than a minor, temporary inconvenience, 
men such as former president Herbert Hoover maintained. Industry would 
soon perfect  assembly-line methods for building homes, they predicted, and, 
in one swoop, solve the nation’s housing problem and create construction jobs 
for thousands of men. Inventors and  entrepreneurs  had  enough ideas just 
waiting for commercial application, Hoover  said in 1939, “to  put every one of 
the 11,000,ooo unemployed to work in a few months.”2o 

To Hoover,  Kettering, and other supporters of corporate enterprise, com- 
mon sense reasoning proved that advances in production technology must be 
good for civilization. ~nfortunately, many complained, such a simple point 
tended to escape those ignorant of economic matters. Just as ancient civiliza- 
tions had found it  easier to create a myth about horses  pulling Apollo’s chariot 
through the sky than to master the complicated workings of the solar system, 
F. A. Merrick  wrote, so modern Americans  persisted in believing the myth that 
mechanization destroyed  jobs. Throughout history, irrational fears had often 
led  workers to raise a “clamour against improvements in manufacturing,”  said 
steelmaker  Charles Hook. Though always “shown by subsequent events to be 
unfounded,” he continued, “the old exploded theory, like  Banquo’s ghost, has 
come to life  again  wearing the label of ‘technological  unemployment.’”21 

Talk about displacement seemed dangerous to many businessmen, who 
accused troublem~ers of instigating a deliberate  campaign to whip up resent- 
ment against  new  technologies and against  employers who introduced them. 
One article on the subject by John Van Deventer bore the title “The Machine 
Has Been  Libeled!’’ Herman Lind, manager of the National Machine Tool 
Builders  Association,  dismissed  technological u n e m p l o ~ e n t  as a ‘ ‘ b o ~ ~ a n  
[sic] paraded” by “pseudo-economists” and radical socialists. “For the last 75 
years professional agitators have been crying out against the machine,” he 
objected. The ranks of “agitators” included such men as  Congressman  Claude 
Pepper, who had reportedly commented, “Ever since machinery bas  come to 
be the real producing agency  of the world, we have had economic maladjust- 
ment.” Van Deventer immediately warned Iron Age readers that a “wave  of 
anti-machine propaganda is  being spread from high places.” The editor waxed 
especially irate over proposals to institute a technotax, which he described as 



a direct strike against  business, “a doctrine of the horse and  bu 

ues had begun spreading unease about mechanization among 
lible citizens, some members of the business community felt the  time had 

ack. The magazine ~~~~ Age led the way in  urging readers to 
S against the charge of having caused technological unem- 

ployment.  Modern  businessmen  had been “suddenly set upon by literary 
~hrase-~ongers,  cloistered  professors, dilettante econo~ists, 
politicians  and ‘buclc-passing’ financiers,” Van Deventer complained. Over- 
coming such an attack would  call for concerted effort, for exa~ple ,  in public 
relations. A l l  too often, companies had gone about things the wr 
continuous-sheet steel  mill had offered journalists special tours 
reporters ask, “HOW many men is this mill going to throw out of  work?’’ 
Because spokesmen had  not  prepared  to defuse that  question, Van Deventer 
lamented, “hundreds of people  went away with the firm conviction that tech- 
nical  progress means fewer jobs and less consuming power.”23 
h effort to convince people of the value of new  workplace 

would require plenty of resources, and organizations such  as the 
commit  the necessary support.  The first measure on  the agenda 

osing the  charlatans who linked job loss to  the  introduction of 
q u i p ~ e n t .  The Technocrats drew fire,  of course, and business 
t hesitate to attack politici~s, even  as high as President ~oosevelt, 
technological u n e m p l o ~ e n t  as a genuine  issue. In regard to  the 
se-mongers,” N M  officers helped lead an assault on 

, the educator whose  widely  accepted t e~books  encouraged stu 
discuss the consequences of mechanization. Critics painted Rugg as a Marx- 
ist  sympathizer, citing his  assertion that any  gains fiom technological  advances 

o to  the  upper class rather  than to ordinary workers. The Adver- 
ation of  erica joined the attack, infuriated by Ru 
ers pushed consumers into buying things they did 

at  the American  system might be  flawed. P 
erican Legion published articles 

cline in  the textbooks’ popularity led 
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tered around ongoing technical innovation. They promised a time when the 
power of machine production would allow enterprising capitalists to supply 
ordinary Americans with an ever-wider array of material goods, creating a 
potentially infinite path of prosperity which could provide as many jobs as 
necessary. National progress demanded a continuous expansion of con- 
sumerism, they stressed, and economic failure stemmed directly from  the 

chasing activity. The common concept that “employment 
rs” was ridiculous, Edward  Filene  scoffed. “It is on a par 

with the  notion  that milk comes from mil~men, or  that water comes from 
faucets and money comes from banks, These notions are all true,  but inade- 
quate.”  Filene  recast the issue  of jobs in a way that shifted the focus away from 
how  technological  changes  affected labor needs. In his  analysis, employ 
depended primarily on the decisions that  ordinary ~ e r i c a n s  made in 
role  as consumers rather than on any  decision that businessmen might ma 
to adopt machinery.25 

Not wishing to simply wait for citizens to feel the impulse to buy new pos- 
sessions, Depression-era industrialists turned  to  the advertising ~rofession  to 
convince America~s that they should spend their way into recovery.  Adver- 
* S joined corporate spokesmen in declaring that  the wonders of a Machine 

economy entitled people to enjoy a world of consumer delights. If people 
r sorrows,”  said J. M. Mathes, they woul 
d” at hand. The brilliant scientists and 

orporate research laboratories would soon create six-lan 
~ a y s ,  aerial ferries, horizontal elevators, and  other innovations, the 
for which must eliminate any question of unemployment. Suppo 
effort at promechanization public relations, the Advertising Federation of 
America instructed its members in 1937 to act as ccsuper-salesmen,” dissemi- 
nating positive impressions about  the  connection between new ind~strial 

t innovations in technolo 
brought economic and social advantages, generating both employment an 
wonderful new consumer goods. In a 1937 ad, General Electric declared th 
its investment in science and invention had  put “bread, butter, an 

ericans’  tables. Thirteen million new jobs had come from “m 
automobiles, radios, electric re~igerators or movie  films . . . 

m i n u m ~  the copy indicate . Demand for raw  materials and t 
those new industries supported millions of more positions, 
doubt  that  the  modern era had not  and would not eliminate 

such simple facts, the ad suggested, they wou 
ciate  how well  off the Machine Age had left them.27 



With a  series of monthly advertisements running  in  popular magazines 
such as Survey G r ~ ~ ~ i c ,  General Electric emphasized the second part of the 
equation,  how the extension  of  mechanization  yielded  real  gains  for  consumers. 
One  ad, showing a picture of  a woman proudly displaying two dresses, 
announced  that  thanks to recent improvements in clothing manufacture, 
today’s consumer  could  buy two new garments for less money than her mother 
had paid for one. The copy  stressed that researchers had developed  new sorts 
of looms with special instruments  to test and match colors, technologies of 
quality control which  allowed the industry to offer consumers a better choice 
of clothing styles,  colors, and fabric.  While those Americans  still out of work 
might respond skeptically to the idea that mechanization had  brought  ordi- 
nary people  a superior standard of living, GE prepared to fight off such neg- 
ative t h i ~ n g .  Another advertisement in the company’s  series carried a banner 
headline proclaiming that  in  the present-day United States,  ‘‘millions  of peo- 
ple are wealthy.” With an illustration showing a couple enjoying a drive in a 
sporty roadster, the ad declared that for  well under one thousand dollars, mod- 
ern Americans could buy a car “far better than anyone owned even  a  decade 
ago.” In fact, the text continued, “for what a leading car  cost in 1907, John can 
now have,  besides  a better car, other things-automatic house heating,  a radio, 
golf  clubs. Mrs. Brown can have an electric refrigerator, a fur coat, and lots 
of new dresses.’’ Glowing  copy described this economic miracle of  easy  access 
to luxury as  a  gift wrought by the businessmen, engineers, and scientists who 
worked to improve production machinery. Such ads represented a  design to 
legitimize mechanization, the strategy of countering popular concern about 
worker displacement by identifying technological change with consumer 
abundance.28 

In addition to advertising,  executives of major corporations had an entire 
range of public relations strategies at their disposal to proclaim their love for 
mechanization, In May 1934, General Motors president Alfied  Sloan  organized 
a  special dinner meeting in  the GM Hall of Progress at Chicago’s Century of 
Progress  exposition.  Sloan  invited three hundred leaders of science and indus- 
try  to express their “tremendous confidence in ability of industry and science 
to evolve new enterprises calculated to create more jobs for more people,”  as 
well  as  “progressively  higher standards of  living.)’  To reinforce the message,  GM 
compiled a booklet of quotations from those famous men emphasizing that 
innovation had created jobs in  the past and would  assure even more employ- 
ment in future. The emergence of electrical communication alone had offered 
“remunerative employment to  hundreds of thousands,”  said Bell  Labs presi- 
dent Frank Jewett,  who  felt “no scintilla of doubt”  that ongoing research and 
development efforts would  prove  equally  valuable. After  all,  as  RCA president 
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David Sarnoff noted, significant “human wants remain unsatisfied”; inven- 
tors  and  industry would work together to devise useful new products  and 
develop  new industries which could absorb any  workers  displaced from older 
lines of employment. Jewett  spoke of the need for improving telephones and 
telegraphs, and L. W. Chubb, Westinghouse lab director, promised advances in 
air conditioning. W. R. Whitney, GE  vice president, offered the most exciting 
dreams of all,  including  television, news  teletypes  for the home, and trains that 
could run faster than two hundred miles per 

The GM dinner gala, coming in connection with the World’s  Fair  celebra- 
tion of national identity, allowed business leaders a chance to establish the 
concept that mechanization represented a defining and inevitable character- 
istic of American life.  Many participants welcomed the celebration as an 
opportunity to take a stand against  talk of technological unemplo~ent .  Gano 
Dunn, president of the J. G. White Engineering Company, praised Sloan for 
the flag he was  flying and added: “I lose patience with those who would  check 
the application of  science.” Northwestern president Walter  Dill Scott com- 
plained that despite the world’s “constant acceleration’’  of  progress,  society had 
persecuted inventors more often than  it exalted them. Workplace change 
helped advance civilization, GM’s guests insisted, and any doubts  about  the 
need to  introduce new equipment threatened to reduce the United States to 
a less forward-looking country. Mechanization of agriculture must proceed, 
said Cyrus  McCormick, chairman of International Harvester. Whitney fore- 
saw a future in which “all routine industrial and clerical jobs [had been] made 
wholly automatic.” Through such comments  at GM’s Century of  Progress 
event,  business  leaders  were  able to  to display their faith in mechanization as 
the American way.3o 

General Motors gained a neat publicity  splash by connecting its celebration 
with the Chicago  fair, but  in  other cases business interests constructed their 
own events to spread the promechanization line. In 1940, the NAM put 
together a national trade show with the message “Fashions Out of  Test  Tubes.” 
Publicity photographs showed a glamorous woman holding up a sample of 
garments made from marvelous synthetic fabrics. The accompanying message 
explained that  “not so much fashions but  the future of America and  the jobs 
of tomorrow are being made by the research and invention of  today.” The 
N M  event carried a clear moral: by  investing in research and development 
laboratories, far-sighted  chemical corporations had laid the groundwork for 
devising  novel products, consumption of which  would ensure future employ- 
ment. Critics  charged that any  increase in demand for  synthetic  material  would 
simply subtract from sales of cotton  and wool clothing, threatening jobs in 
those industries, Such arguments did not deter NAM publicists,  whose cam- 



paign  conveyed an air of excitement with the appealing image of new jobs fly- 
out of a test tube. 

Special events and advertising represented only the  opening salvo in  the 
business  community’s  move to defuse  fears  of machine-~ased displacement. 

usiness publications devoted editorials, articles, and columns to 
ent  that  technologic^ change did not really eliminate jobs.  Such 

slve campaign  sparked  some  dissent.  In 1938, the advertising  magazi 
Ink ran a piece that cited employment, pro 
to remind readers that mechanization brou 

tested that automakers’ stati§tics 

f the last few  decades.” In a reaction that underscored the importance 

t “if  Mr.  Baggs  is right, 

m two million in 1870 to 8.3 million in 1937, a growth of  over 300 
il someone provided conclusive proof “that  the machine actu- 

nter’s Ink declared,  Americans  could  remain  “serene 

creativity exhibited in  the  numerous  cartoons  and * 

m about job loss. Illustrator§ for the business press 

and should stride into  the future as partners.32 
or  the most part, business  magazines ran staple phot 

with captions explaining how much they contributed to 
ment,  and consu~ption. In a piece entitled “Labor-~aving Machines Make 
Jobs,” ~ ~ t i ~ n ’ s   ~ ~ s i ~ e s s  printed a photo of a repairman adjusting a tire, with 
the note, “There are more jobs for garage men  than  there were for stable 

S.” A second shot, showing a gigantic parking lot filled to capacity, carried 
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the line, “In addition to  the thousands of workers making automobiles, some 
11,000,ooo make a living in industries dependent upon  motor cars.” A simple 
photo of a machine signified nothing about how it affected employment; SUC 

S revealed meaning only through  the captions an interpreter chose to 
. With a photo showing  rows of s t e e l m ~ n g  machinery,  ti^^^ Busi- 

ness printed a caption, “’Since introduction of the  continuous mill for mass 
production of tin plate, e m p l o ~ e n t  in the steel industry increased 28 per cent.” 
One of Harold Rugg’s texts included an identical image, with a note encour- 
aging  readers to notice how few workers appeared in  the picture. Depen 
on the  intended perspective, the same icon of modern  production,  the 
tinuous-strip steel  mill,  could stand for  er job creation or job e l i m ~ a t i ~ n . ~ ~  

The Depression-era publicity of took a completely d i~erent  turn. 
Althou~h company executives often d on how much pride they took 
in  their laboratory’s innovations  and on how much new technolo 
improved customer service, their advertisements did not picture ban 
switches. All through the 193os, the Bell  System continued to represe 
service in  the old-fashioned way. Its ads featured drawings of you 
female operators, the very women who feared that  the  spread of 
nology endangered their jobs. That warm image of the “voice with a smile” 
conveyed an emotional  depth,  the idea that  the company made a personal 
connection with each caller. Telephone offices still retained human switch- 
board  operators to handle long-distance calls and special services, but  the 
casual reader looking at advertisements would never  realize how much  the 
industry  had committed to introducing dial equipment. 

the 1930s to fighting off alarm over  technological  displacement. The American 
division of the International Chamber of Commerce  declared that innovation 
“has failed to cause any appreciable diminution of employment opportuni- 
ties.” In fact, the group maintained, use  of  new machinery in the printing, ele 
trical, and automobile  industries  had  brought  down  production costs an 
thereby stimulated business so much that  the  number of jobs “has constantly 
increased.” The National Industrial Conference  Board  similarly stated in 1935 
that  current levels  of displacement remained “negligible.” ’Such associations 
attempted to mobilize their membership, to  turn each supporter into a booster 
for mechanization. The U.S. Chamber of Commerce  published a special book- 
let setting out eleven different arguments against the idea that displacement 
posed a grave threat. The chamber urged its members and friends to consult 
those outlines whenever they needed to prepare speeches for luncheons, din- 
ners, trade conventions, schools, or other public gatherings. The long months 
of depression had left “many sincere persons’’ confused about economic fun- 

National  business  organizations  devoted extensive time and ener 
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damentals, the booklet’s authors suggested with dismay.  Too many Americans 
had observed that “the highest mark in u n e m p l o ~ e n t  is coincident with the 
highest degree of mechaniiation”  and  then  had  jumped  to false conclusions 
about cause and effect.34 

Precisely  because technological unemployment was such a “plausible fal- 
lacy,” the chamber maintained, businessmen had a “responsibility to help” 
ordinary citizens start  to  “think along the right line of truth.” To  give mem- 
bers ammunition for such efforts, the booklet supplied tidbits of information 
from prominent scientists and corporate executives. It quoted Walter  Chrysler 
as  saying that without modern production techniques, automobiles would be 
so prohibitively  expensive that Americans  would be able to afford  only about 
two thousand a year instead of the  current annual figure, four million. Other 
quotations from Charles Kettering, George  Merck, Lammot DuPont,  the 
National Resources Committee, and many more sources offered a wealth of 
ready-made arguments in defense of mechanization. Speakers who wished to 
get more specific could refer to the chamber’s outlines for talks on ‘‘What the 
Automobile  Means to America” or  on “The Miracle of Industrial Chemistry.” 
In general, the chamber advised members to reiterate the idea that whenever 
industry invested in  the latest equipment, the public ultimately reaped both 
“new employment and new 

Joining established groups such as the  Chamber of Commerce and  the 
NAM in  the effort to assert the economic and social  value of mechanization, 
machine-tool builders created a new association in 1933. Headed by former 
US. Chamber of Commerce  president John O’Leary, the Machinery and Allied 
Products Institute immediately ranked among  the nation’s  five  largest trade 
organizations. MAPI’s offcers made it one of their top priorities to organize 
publicity  campaigns attacking the idea of technological unemplo~en t .  Exec- 
utives in  the machine-tool industry felt  especially victimized by talk associ- 
ating job losses with mechanization and, for that reason, adopted a particularly 
defensive  stance. Herman Lind  insisted that though the initial installation of 
machines frequentl~ eliminated a small number of workers, history proved 
that employment grew  fastest in industries such as automobile manufacture, 
which  led the way in embracing the latest  devices.  Labor  needed to realize, he 
declared, that “under the American plan, machines employ men.’’36 

Through the I ~ ~ O S ,  MAP1 devoted  considerable attention to publishing and 
distributing a series of promechanization booklets. One of its ~ublications, 
~ ~ c ~ ~ ~ e - ~ ~ ~ e  Jobs, bore the subtitle “‘But’s’ and ‘And’s’ That Must Be Consid- 
ered in Connection with Common Statements, Which on the Surface  Appear 
to Prove That Machines Cause Unemployment.” The institute addressed its 
comments directly to ordinary Americans,  giving them what it called  facts “to 
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think  about before you swallow what appear to be good arguments  that 
machines are doing all our work.” Running down a list of occupations from 

, steelm~ing, textiles, and ice-vending to telephone work, office 
work, and farming, MAPI asserted that labor had never  really  suffered. The 
section headed “Goodbye, ‘Hello  Girls’? No, More of Them  Than Ever,” 
informed readers that even  as the Bell  System had installed  dials in almost one- 
third of its system, the number of operators had risen from 1g0,ooo in 1920 to 
almost 249,000 ten years  later.  Most companies installed  new equipment not 
with the aim of displacing labor but  in order “to improve quality and . . . sell 
a product for less money or  to make an entirely new  product,” thereby stim- 
ulating employment. MAPI poked fun at the whole  idea of technological  dis- 
placement. Americans who objected that a steam shovel displaced loo men 
with hand shovels, the  group  retorted,  might equally well complain that a 
steam shove1 replaced 10,ooo men working with teaspoons.37 

As the second part of its campaign, MAPI attempted to convince ~ e r i c a n s  
that mechanization had brought new richness to consumer life. The group’s 
publications defined material possessions as the primary measure of national 
happiness. Its booklets ~ a c h i n e r y  and  the  American  Standard u ~ ~ i ~ i n g  and 
~ e c ~ n u Z ~ g ~  and  the A ~ e r i c ~ n  Consumer set out  to show  readers that produc- 
tion technology had helped slash  prices. A set of simple pictographs indicated 
that  the average person in 1914 had to work  fifty-five minutes to afford a man’s 
hat, but only fifteen minutes in 1939. Likewise, the  amount of time needed to 
earn enough money for a pair of  men’s shoes had dropped from forty-five to 
fifteen minutes in those years.  MAPI  celebrated such supposed gains in con- 
sumer power  as tribute  to  the success of innovation  and free enterprise. By 
committing industry to mechanization, the institute insisted,  far-sighted busi- 
nessmen had raised the United States out of a primitive handicraft existence 
to a triumphant position as the world’s foremost society.38 

In 1938, the business publication department of  McGraw Hill added fur- 
ther  ammunition  to  the publicity war by producing a special twenty-four 
page  magazine section which  set forth justifications for mechanization. James 
McGraw  Jr.  explained that  the company provided the material as an editorial 
service, intended to help businessmen fend off “mistaken and unfair” criti- 
cism. The publisher encouraged supporters to adapt the general line of argu- 

point for their own public relations efforts, tailoring the 
specifics to suit their particular circumstances. Editors of American ~ a c h i n -  
ist, one periodical that featured the McGraw  Hill material, explicitly pushed 
readers to  initiate such publicity campaigns. The single “biggest job  con- 
fronting industry today”  involved correcting the “many falsehoods’) told about 
modern economics, the magazine warned, since so many people “have con- 
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vinced  themselves that machines have reduced employment.” Just by looking 
at  the familiar  example of automobiles, McGraw  Hill  suggested,  people could 
see how invention had opened new opportunities in manufacturing and sell- 

ducing gasoline and oil, repairing vehicles, and building and 
oads.  Over six million Americans? one out of every  seven  work- 

ing men and women, “owe their employment directly or indirectly to the auto- 
mobile industry,” the writers declared. Another seventeen major industries 
developed since 1880 (airplanes, aluminum, asbestos, automobile supplies, 
calculating machines, cottonseed oil,  electric equipment, gasoline,  icemaking, 
movies, phonographs,  photogr hs, radio, rayon, refrigerators, rubber, and 
t~ewri te rs )  had directly creat another 1,123,314 jobs and indirectly sup- 

25 percent of all working ~ e r i c a n s .  Such claims were not novel 
h alternate sources cited different numbers),  but McGraw  Hill incor- 

had done, McGraw  Hill encouraged business spokesmen to play 
pt  that  the Machine Age created both jobs and tangible consumer 

benefits. To  give that idea “vivid and personal” appeal, McGraw Hill con- 
structed its argument, phrased in language ordinary people could appreciate, 

the  theme “What Machines Mean to Bill Smith.” By defining their 
p r o t o t ~ i c a l   ~ e r i c a n  in certain ways, publicists neatly  avoided the issue of 
  is placement. The material introduced “Bill Smith” not as one of the  natiods 
millions of unemployed or underemployed but as a 48-year-old who had 
worked for twenty-four years operating a grinding machine. ~escriptions of 

r hinted at  the uncertainty real- epression workers 
” praised mechanization for reli him  of heavy lift- 

ing,  giving him shorter hours, and raising  his wages. “Everything  considered,” 
the publicists wrote, the average  worker had “a pretty good time  out of  life,” 
thanks to changes in manufacturing technology.  Bill Smith, his wife, and their 
children enjoyed a living standard  that was “the despair and envy  of other 
countries,”  McGraw  Hill  averred. The moral was  clear:  Americans must forget 
ridiculous worries about technological unemployment and be taught to feel, 
like the fictional Bill Smith, properly “grateful to  and  proud of the forces that 
have made America the most industrialized of nations.”40 

m into a slick publicity format it hoped to spread n a t i o n ~ i d e . ~ ~  

It was no coincidence that business interests placed so much emphasis on 
consumerism as a counterstrike against talk of technological unemployment. 
Their publicity  campaigns  defined national progress  as an increasing standard 
of living, measured by sheer number of possessions (and,  to a lesser estent, 



quality).  Such an approach  allowed them to argue that despite the painful  si 
of breadlines and apple-sellers, modern Americans  still  enjoyed the best of  all 
times. Their ancestors had never had an  opportunity  to ride in  an airplane or 
listen to radio.  Electricity and the telephone had transformed coun~ess hous 
holds, while motion pictures offered an entirely new form of 
amusement. ~evelopment of mechanization and  the assembly lin 
formed the automobile from a toy of the rich into a necessity for 
m e n  life was seen in such a li  ht, record levels  of unemploym 
dismissed as a short-term glitch, an insignificant hiccup in the twe 
tury’s  overall  prosperity. The power of science and  venti ion promi 
still greater wonders in  the future-p viding that critics of m 
could be prevented from derailing pr 

In case those readers whose  fa iends had been hit by econo 
strain  the business community hastened to reinforce 
the id ad made American consumers the luckiest peo- 
ple on earth. On average, production in American  factor 

r as did  the  industries of 
clay, editor of ~ i 2 2  a~~ Fa 

a standard of well-being unsurpassed i 
In his booklet ~~~~r~ S ~ ~ ~ e  in the A ~ e r i c ~ ~  

sumerism  with  national superiority.  though 
percent of the global population, 
world’s motor vehicles, 75 percent of 
coffee, and rubber. ~epression-decad 
~ndustrial  ~onference Board and 
sumers  ought to be happy, sinc 
ings from new production tech 
With slick graphics, MAP1 sh 
three hundred million more shoes,  fifteen million more phones, and twenty- 
one million more radios than  the British.   though such simple statistics did 
not factor in compensating variables such as population size or geo 
area, they served their purpose, allowing boosters to paint American life as 
the all-time zenith of civilization. Modern Americans  were  privileged to enjoy 
“an automobile standard of living,”  while Europeans, once so triumphant  in 
their era of world domination, must resign  themselves to a “bicycle standard 
of  living.7742 



Such  material carried an implicit threat that if socialists and other agitators 
succeeded in rousing paranoia about technological displacement, American 
industry might easily  slip from its pinnacle of  progress. If the United States 
did not continue to embrace the latest advances in mechanization, it might 
slide down to join inferior countries. In boosters’ rhetoric, China and  the 
Soviet Union exemplified the state of primitiveness. M. L. Brittain, president 
of the Georgia  School of Techno~o~ ,  found it “unth~kable that we are to Rus- 
sianize American life,  merely content to divide up jobs.’’ Similarly,  Malcolm 
Bingay, editor of the Detroit Free  Press, declared that citizens of the United 
States must never be forced to accept limits on their standard of living. The 
“most successful nation” in history simply “will not be  Chinafied.”*3 

Even while the country’s rebound from economic disaster remained shaky, 
even  as government officials warned that  the Machine Age might never  again 
provide enough jobs to go around,  the organized business community con- 
tinued to assert that mechanization had brought unprecedented gains to  the 
average  family.  Such language carried an underlying message that anyone 
complaining about technological unemployment was not only ignorant  but 
ungrateful and even unpatriotic. Virgil Jordan, president of the National 
Industr i~ Conference  Board,  reproached  Americans in 1936 for their readiness 
to condemn  the  corporate system as  evil. The present-day mentality made 
businessmen into “eternal scapegoats,” innocent parties “offered up for sac- 
rifice to appease the wrath” of ~ustrated workers.  Men and women had grown 
complacent, he complained, taking modern miracles for granted. Coasting 
along in  the knowledge that their lights  would  come on  at the flick  of a switch, 
people never bothered to develop “the remotest notion” of how technology 
worked, If anything, Jordan seemed to suggest, Depression-era Americans 
needed a little more insecurity, to teach them to appreciate mechanization.** 

Properly  thank^ workers, business leaders declared, would ac~owledge 
that mechanization had allowed  employers to give them shorter hours, higher 
wages, and better working conditions. Without the new  power of production, 
Justin M a c ~ i n  maintained,  the United States might still be relying on child 
labor.  Such an  attitude overlooked the way unions had fought to win  benefits, 
and it ignored government mandates on working hours  and child labor. All 
gains for workers, it implied, had evolved naturally as a direct result of mech- 
anization. Referring to the way women and children of the nineteenth century 
had worked fourteen-hour days in factories and mines, John Van Deventer 
suggested that Americans in  the ~ e n t i e t h  century should count their bless- 
ings. If only “we could give those who advocate a return of the good old days 
a taste of one week,” he commented, “they would be glad indeed to  return to 
the better days  of  1931, depression or no  depression.”~an Deventer  argued that 



while  workers ought to credit their employers’ history of technical innovation 
with making it possible to  shorten  the workweek from an  inhumane sixty 
hours  to forty, labor must also  realize that  the process had limits. An attempt 
to force working hours even  lower would wreak economic havoc. Iron Age 
condemned the various union proposals  for a thirty-hour week, commenting, 
“We cannot materially shorten  the working day and still provide the  quan- 
tity of goods and services  which the American  people aspire to 

In fact, the business community suggested, unions’ push for shorter hours 
and higher wages risked turning technological unemployment from a myth 
into a real  problem. Harvard political  economist  William 
state Commerce Commission member, urged railroad 
serve their jobs by  accepting a voluntary 10 percent pay cut. “Every  increase in 
the labor cost of industrial operation immediately puts a corresponding pre- 
mium  upon  the  introduction of mechanical  devices to take the place  of man- 
power,” he warned. If mechanization did seem  like a threat, workers had only 
their own  leaders to fault. The “phenomenal development of mass production 
methods since 1920 has been substantially stimulated by the sustained high 
wage  level.”  Ripley  observed.  If  employees would  only limit wage demands and 
continue on a forty-hour week, the course of progress inherent in corporate 
philosophies of  free enterprise would ensure pro~peri ty .~~ 

Advocates  of mach~e-building insisted that job-sharing measures were not 
necessary,  since  even amidst economic downturn,  the Axnerican  system con- 
tinued  to present plenty of openings. New workplace technology did  mean 
change, but  the social consequences were not necessarily bad. Chicago bank 
official Franklp Hobbs told a group of machine tool distributors, “True it is 
that,  during  the last thirty years, time-saving methods and tools have driven 
two workers out of every three away from the bench.”  However, he insisted, 
those men had subsequently moved “from that bench to  other benches at  an 
increased wage in every  case.”  Business  leaders must bring such facts to pub- 
lic attention, Hobbs continued. Once ordinary Axnericans  finally learned the 
truth  about how new technology had helped m, “the labor demagog [sic] 
who rants about machinery causing unemplo nt” would be forced to “find 
a small  hole [and] crawl  in.”47 

Belief that technical advances invariably created as many and better jobs 
than they destroyed allowed business to shift any blame for unemployment 
onto workers themselves. Cyrus Ching, U.S. Rubber’s industrial  and public 
relations director, explained in a 1932 radio broadcast that although industry 
wanted to mechanize  processes that required high-wage  skilled  labor, the men 
involved would not suRer. Employers would generally choose to retain most 
of their knowledgeable and experienced  personnel. A few might be transferred 
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to less-skilled work with lower pay, but in a depression, they ought  to feel 
 grate^ for the “opportunit~” It was only the “inefficient or undesirable’’ man, 
the worker “who doesn’t measure up,” who failed to find a  new position after 

 isp place d. Any “adaptable and flexible  worker has little to fear; Ching 
d  listeners.  Business  actually did employees  a  favor  by updating equip- 

ment, since the process kept men versatile.  Labor  suffered most when aback- 
mpany let techniques stagnate, then panicked and introduced radical 
overnight. In  short, Ching implied, decent employees would find no 

dif~culty in adjusting to mechanization and would not resent being tem- 
porarily shifted to a lower-rank job. Men unable to c 

e  were  by definition unsuited to the demands of 
did not belong there  in  the first place.  Employers bore no  res~onsibility for 
such casualties, Ching said,  since their plight reflected  “a  social, not an indus- 
trial problem.”  Dealing with the ranks of inadequate workers should be a  task 
for social  workers, educators, or even  eugenicist^.^^ 

Other business observers agreed with Ching that far from  hurting good 
workers, innovation actually offered an advantage to intelligent, able, and 
 character^ employees. Henry Ford argued in 1930 that, with rising demand 
for machine designers and builders, the American laborer enjoyed  “a thousand 
chances’’ for success “where there was one  in my  day? A man who failed to 
seize one of those thousand chances might be presumed to be lazy, incompe- 
tent, or simply unlucky,  Policymakers should not be w o r r ~ n g  about techno- 

ical u n e m p l o ~ e n t  as  a permanent problem, Ford continued, they should 
be  bracing  for  a  shortage of  labor.  After the abnormal conditions of the Depres- 
sion passed,  employers might experience d i f ~ c u l ~  in finding enough men to 
meet production demands, to handle increasingly complex eq~ipment. 
George F. T r u n ~ e  Jr., president of a  Cleveland engineering firm, declared that 
he had begun to witness  a  deficit of  skilled and even semiskilled labor already. 
If industry could not get suitable men to keep machines running,  he cau- 
tioned, economic recovery might come to a  screeching  halt.*9 

In  the mindset of the p inent ~usinessmen who spoke out, Depression- 
era joblessness represent n inconsequential detour  from  the historical 
, i n e v i t a b ~ i ~  of ~ e r i c a n  triumph. The country must ignore misguided alarm 
over displacement to concentrate on achievin long-term economic gain 
through its embrace of new production technology. In  the ong 
wealth,  Benjamin  Anderson  declared, “on no account must we 
fere with the most rapid utilization of  new  i  tions.” Future generations 
would expect living standards to climb ever  r, and industry could only 
meet such consumer expectations by expanding mechanization. Workplace 



mechanization represented the inevitable, the only possible way to attain 
national success. ~estinghouse’s J. S. Tritle announced that “instead of tech- 
nological unemployment forcing . . . business to restrict its use of machinery, 
we will  need machines in greater numbers . . as  we  progress.’’50 

Reassurances that technical innovation brought new e m ~ l o ~ e n t  and eco- 
nomic advantage over the long term failed to satisfy observers such as WPA 
administrator  Corrington Gill. In Gill’s  eyes, John Maynard Keynes had 
summed up  the problems with that way  of thinking in his aphorism, “in  the 
long run, we are all  dead.”  Nevertheless, corporate leaders had  mounted  an 
impressive chain of public relations efforts. The gospel they preached, main- 
taining faith in technology as the key to national progress,  rested in large part 
on  the business world’s alliance with science and engineering. Publicity 
experts promised that  the laboratories of  ATtkT,  GE, and  other major com- 
panies  would soon devise  new products and industries, creating both new jobs 
and higher standards of living for the future. Business leaders effectively 
formed a partnership of common interest with America's scientific and engi- 
neering  communi^, giving those groups the power and  the incentive to work 
together on defusing public unease about  the relationship between mecha- 
nization and work. 
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TALK ABOUT  MECHANIZATION and u n e m p l o ~ e n t  continued to esca- 
late, the controversy  drew in many of the nation’s leading scientists and 

engineers. The scientific community heard a growing number of politicians, 
social  scientists, labor leaders, and workers say that  the  modern development 
of  science and technology had accelerated beyond the pace that society could 
handle. Such an  attitude,  the professionals feared, unfairly set them  up as 
scapegoats  for economic disaster.  Still  worse, if people  became  convinced that 
technology had grown too fast, they might start searching for ways to slow it 
down. The scientific and engineering communities remembered all too well 
that back in  the 19205, alarm over the increasingly destructive capacity of mil- 
itary technology had led to suggestions that  the world needed a “science hol- 
iday.” They worried that a popular scare linking machines to Depression-era 
job loss might rekindle the call for limiting new  research and inventi0n.l 

Accordingly, prominent scientists  such as MIT  president Karl Compton and 
Caltech president Robert Millikan, along with engineering figures such as 
Charles  Kettering and Ralph  Flanders, rushed to defend the job-creating value 
of their work. The idea of technological unemployment remained purely 
mythical, they declared. Economic history had proved that mechanization 
always enhanced employment opportuni~, consumer pleasures, and  the well- 
being of workers. To spread that optimistic message,  scientists and engineers 
turned  to public relations. The country’s most prominent scientific and engi- 
neering organizations mobilized their resources to protect their interests and 
defend their  reputation as providers of progress. The American Institute of 
Physics, the American Society of Mechanical  Engineers, the American Asso- 
ciation for the Advancement of  Science, the American Engineering Council, 



and other professional groups all created special  events to downplay public 
fear  of displacement and  to celebrate mechanization. To bolster their argu- 
ment, scientists and engineers constructed pet theories to interpret the entire 
world’s past, present, and f’hure. In their assessment, humans’ mastery of sci- 
ence and teachnology had been the genesis  of  all  civilization, starting the West 
off on a trajectory of progress. That  route of improvement had inevitably 
peaked in  the United States, whose citizens enjoyed an incredible material 
abundance. The country would realize  even greater wonders in years ahead 
through its continued investment in research-providing that pessimists 
stopped frightening people with absurd talk about  permanent technological 
unemplo~ent .2  

The fear that popular discontent with economic conditions might foster a 
revolution against  science and invention was not completely unfounded. The 
idea of imposing a “holiday” on investigators continued to  pop up, very  occa- 
sionally,  as the decade  passed. A 1934 issue of ~ o t ~ r i a ~ ,  for example, ran two 
articles debating the subject under the catchy title, “Do We Need Birth Con- 
trol  for Ideas?’’ In  truth,  though, most Americans expressed no interest in 
placing even a temporary moratorium  on innovation during  the Depression. 
William  Green and fellow union leaders went out of their way to emphasize 
that they did not consider science and invention to be enemies of  workers. 
Indeed, labor spokesmen generally supported  the idea of intensi~in 
nation’s  research-with the stipulation that  ordinary Americans must receive 
a proper share of the benefits. Editorial writers for the New York Times 
summed up prevailing opinion with the flat declaration, “The State dare not 
curb  ~cience.’’~ 

Nevertheless, as long as talk of technological unemployment persisted, 
scientists and engineers continued to fear a public backlash. During the 193os, 
that all-consuming apprehension came to define their professional commu- 
nities. The debate over mechanization affected  how  researchers thought about 
the meaning of their work and how they related to  the public.  Scientists,  espe- 
cially  physicists, became increasingly assertive about assigning  themselves a 
central role in  modern society.  Engineers  devoted  new attention to discussing 
economic  issues and mused about their professional  responsibility  for  how the 
introduction of technologies affected  everyday  life. National scientific and 
technical associations  set out an agenda for defending themselves, a task that 
commanded the energies of some of their most prominent members. With a 
driving sense  of  urgency,  these communities moved to associate mechaniza- 
tion with a faith in national progress. 
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Scientists and engineers  perceived talk about displacement as placing a cer- 
tain blame upon those who had helped develop  new  machines. A 1933 lecturer 
at  the  Ohio Academy  of  Science, Robert Budin on, spoke for many when he 
declared that he had begun to “vigorously  resent” all the commotion, It  seemed 
to raise insidious questions about  “the innocence an uilt of  sciekce.” NO 
other area of intellectual “endeavor has been subjec to such a deluge  of 

t opprobrium and unqualified  reproach” as had science in recent months, 
gton complained. Chemist Alfred  Stock  raised the rhetoric to a higher 

pitch, warning that when ordinary citizens  failed to comprehend the value  of 
intellectu~ life, it opened the way for a barbarian attack on researchers.  Sci- 
ence could only continue  in its “triumphant march:” he declared, as long as 
“Archimedes  escapes death by the rough hand of the ~oldier.”~ 

Without question, talk of displacement did entail some criticism of  science 
and engi~eering. In a 1936 speech to the American  Society of ~ e c h a n i c ~  Engi- 
neers, Yale president James  Rowland  Angell threw down the gauntlet by  refer- 
ring to technological u n e m ~ l o ~ e n t  as the most serious of some “ill-advised 
consequences’’ stemming from present-day science and  en~ineering. “One of 
the most conspicuous  facts about mechanical  inventions  is that they may  occa- 
sion large-scale  dislocations of  labor,” he said. “The time has long passed  when 
we can look upon these  developments as simply interesting eccentricities  exer- 
cising purely local effects.” The twentieth century could not truly be consid- 
ered successful, he told  the engineering audience, since the very process of 
modernization left so many people  miserable. “When we are willing to accept 
the benefits which engineering progress brings to us in  the  form of cheaper 
and better food and  raiment  and such like  blessings, we must  be willing to 
see to  it  that  our neighbors are not compelled to pay in poverty and suffer- 
ing for the advantages which we  enjoy.” Other observers similarly called for 
reforming scientific and technical education, to teach graduates how to  bring 
their fields into  harmony with social interests. The practice of science and 
engineering must give due weight to issues such as employment, AFL head 
William  Green  insisted.  Engineering  projects ought to incorporate “construc- 
tive consideration and counsel’> on how  the installation of new machinery 
would affect  workers.  “Science has been used without taking into considera- 
tion  the fact that wage earners have an equity in  their jobs,” he explained. 
“Merely speeding up  the  industrial machine is not  an unmixed 
engineers  realize that these changes profoundly affect human  live^."^ 

Green and Angell  never  even hinted at  the idea that society could or should 
force  research to halt, but as concern about joblessness remained high; many 



voices  called scientists and engineers to account for the  potential n 
* 1 consequences of their work. Even President Roosevelt insist 

rica’s professional communities must face the evidence suggesting that 
mechanization hurt labor.  In  a May 1936 message congratulating ~ e n e r ~  Elec- 
tric chairman Owen  Young upon being honored by the Society of Arts and Sci- 
ences,  Roosevelt  wrote, “I suppose that all scientific  progress  is, in the long run, 

the very  speed and efficiency  of  scientific  progress in  industry 
esent evils,  chief am ich  is that of unemplo~ent.”6 The 

President’s ~ualified ’ amounted to a  less than  ri 
endorsement of scien reference to displacement brought a 

ct of President Roosevelt’s 
in  the combative directness with which he linked the pursuit o 

ern social and economic disarray. Through preceding  deca 
rs in engineering, business, and government had held o 

the ultimate virtue. From the 1890s, Frederick  Winslow Taylor had le 
in preach in^ scientific ~anagement, a  set of principles and tools for 

lace to eliminate  waste. If experts could bring pro- 
m e~ectiveness,  the crusad 
higher wages and a better stand 

lor’s disciples expanded on his approach  and, as consult 
techniques to restructure factories, banks, construction, 

training students in  the new  discipline of in 
ation with Taylorism spread into popular cul 

city  managers,  government officials, conse~ationists, teachers, and even home 
economists took  part  in a  rogressive-era  ‘‘eficiency craze.” In  the 1930s 

tion on efficiency had gone too far, whether the quest for the “one best way” 
ent led some observers  t 

than President Roosevelt would condemn e 
re  shock, though some critics  felt that such 

talk was long overdue.  Social scientist William Ogburn suggested that, if any- 
thing, society had been overly reluctant to assign  science and engineerin 
fair share of blame for job loss. History had instilled an unquestioned respect 
for science and technology as  forces that  had helped Americans assert their 
independence and conquer the Western frontier. Moreover, Ogburn  noted, 
people tended to associate unemployment with “moral” causes,  assuming that 
anyone without work must be either lazy or  stupid, It was “only  recently that 
one would admit that a man was unemployed  because  a  machine had destroyed 
his job,” he  wrote. For too long, an ‘ ~ u n ~ i n g n e s s  to admit the great  role  which 



so material a thing as technology plays in causing problems” had precluded 
serious discussion about industrial mechanization.8 Though Ogburn believed 
that Americans possessed an ingrained love  of  science and technology, the 
Depression  cast a new light on things. 

Public debate forced scientists and engineers to work as  never before to 
defend the value of their enterprise. The professions produced a flood of 
books, articles, speeches, and special  events,  generally  following a three-part 
line of argument: To start, they flatly denied that technological innovations in 
production presented any major problems for labor. As a corollary, boosters 
argued that, by definition, advances in knowledge and technical ability would 
always promote economic and social  welfare.  Finally, they painted anyone  con- 
cerned about technological unemployment as either an ignorant pessimist or 
as a scoundrel out  to undermine the advance of civilization. 

The professionals’  discussion highlighted, among other things, a fairly firm 
consensus about  the relationship between  science and technology. A few sci- 
entists tried to emphasize the distance  between pure investigation and applied 
research, to divorce  themselves from any association with industrial mecha- 
nization. Those researchers who pursued knowledge for its own  sake, in  “the 
spirit of  Thales,” carried no responsibility for any  consequences of production 
engineering, Robert Budington told the  Ohio Academy of Science, just as 
“Llewenhoek  is not accountable for the  inhuman use  of  bacteria in war.” Bud- 
ington’s  view  proved the exception, as most scientists  resisted  any impulse to 
escape the controversy  by detaching their work from the realm of  technology. 
Men such as  Karl Compton referred to science and engineering as inseparable 
partners in  the pursuit of prosperity and progress. Througho~t the crisis, the 
nation’s  scientific and technical communities stood as a united front, with a 
shared interest in denying that mechanization brought any  special t r ~ u b l e . ~  

Over and over during  the 193os, prominent scientists  expressed a firm con- 
viction that improvements in production methods had left he r i cans  better 
off than ever. One fierce defender, Columbia ~niversity physicist  Michael 
Pupin, lauded the Machine Age for  having “made the physical  side  of human 
life  ever more glorious than the life  of the Olympian gods.”  Scientists and engi- 
neers had tapped into nature’s  powers,  “which  like a host of ministering  angels 
are toiling for the good of this terrestrial globe,” he told a 1932 audience. Yet, 
the world had not attained perfection, Pupin confessed,  since  “millions  of  idle 
workers are starving.”  Such problems stemmed from a failure of  man’s spiri- 
tual energy, he continued, rather than from any flaws in  the divinely granted 
power of science and engineering. Technology was a “gift from heaven pre- 
sentea to man as a reward  for  his  diligent study.’’ Development of steam  engines, 
electrical equipment,  and  manufacturing devices had created a wealth and 



material luxury which represented “the miracles of our eower age.” Though 
other scientists and engineers  used less  flowery and ecstatic  language, the spirit 
of  Pupin’s argument held true for them. Charles  Kettering  described the whole 
notion of technological displacement as inconceivable,  “entirely  foolish.”  He 
found it impossible to “believe that  an increasing in  human  information” 
about how to multiply production “can  have  any bad effect at all.”1o 

One of those who devoted special energy to defending science was  Karl 
Compton, president of  MIT. Compton ac~owledged that  the “first effect” 
of installing machines “may  be to throw people out of work through produc- 
ing a given amount of goods with less  labor.”  However, he maintained, such 
job loss could never amount  to more than “local and  temporary maladjust- 
ment.” Compton agreed with those economists who believed that improve- 
ments must reduce a product’s  cost and thereby expand its market, creating 
a growth in  demand which could employ “far more labor at higher wages.” 
Adoption of machines for making light bulbs had initially eliminated many 
glassblowers, but  had ultimately “made these lamps so cheap that they have 
become universal,” Compton said, “providing again large employment in 
manufacture and distribution.” Even though displaced  glassblowers might not 
find any  new outlet for their skills,  even if new machines did cause some indi- 
vidual distress, Compton did not believe that such events warranted dismay. 
The United States could handle such cases  by small measures, encouraging 
employers to offer retraining or pensions to  the workers  affected. Meanwh~e, 
inventors must be  left to work in peaceell 

“Science  really creates wealth and  opportunity where they  did  not exist 
before,” Compton maintained. Addressing the h e r i c a n  Philosophical Soci- 
ety on  the “Social Implications of Scientific Discovery,” he quoted Louis  Pas- 
teur’s description of science  as “soul of the prosperity of nations and the living 
source of all progress” (a phrase that also became a favorite of Robert M~likan 
and many other scientists during the Depression). Compton cited figures 
showing that  the United States, with less than 7 percent of the world’s popu- 
lation, controlled 4.0 percent of the world’s  wealth. That lopsided distribution 
proved that  national leadership in science had paid off in “unprecedented 
prosperity,” he contended, “shared as never  before  by the great masses.”12 

At a time when unemployment hovered stubbornly close to 20 percent, 
asserting that Americans ought  to  thank science for unparalleled well-being 
might sound like elitist hubris. Yet Compton went further, announcing  that 
the invention of labor-saving  devices promised to transform the United States 
into  an “analogue of  Plato’s  republic.” Mechanization would let every job be 
“performed as  easily and quickly as possible” and produce enough wealth to 
gratify everyone’s  desires. Material paradise would guarantee happiness, and 



a  count^ that achieved m ~ i m u m  consumerism would attain success,  Many 
thinkers before Compton, of course, had  hoped  that science and technology 
could inaugurate a utopian era, but  the public debate over displacement gave 
Compton’s rhetoric  particular  importance. Instea 
nology as a cause of job loss, he said, he r i cans  o 
anization as a way to hasten the evolution of  t;hat 

In Compton’s view, lack of resources represented the sole constraint  on  the 
pace  of intellectual achievement; once granted  proper backing, investigators 
would speed ahead to greater discoveries. Pure research  would automatically 
translate into applied insight, which  would give birth  to a host of new indus- 

rovide countless jobs. ~ e r i c a n s  needed to recognize that present- 
day unemplo~en t  resulted in good part from the nation’s fdure 
research  over preceding decades, he said.  “When a government 
. * . why  science did  not have more to offer  now, 1 replied,  ‘The groundwor~ for 
what you want  should have begun  ten years ago,”’ ~ o m p t o n  recalled. Even 
without adequate support, research had helped fend off economic disaster, he 
claimed. If not for the scientific and technical progress made in  the twenties, 
 unemployment would have struck us many years  earlier.”  However, it was 
high  time for Americans to learn  that  providing decent public  and  private 
funding for research “might well mean the difference  between prosperity and 
economic catastrophe at  no very distant date.” Compton p ro~ i sed  the invest- 
ment would soon be repaid through  the  creation of  new  jobs-not least for 
scientists themse1ves,l4 

Compton’s ~ampaign revolved in  part  around  the frontier  thesis of U.S. 
history. Since twentieth-century America no longer had  room for westward 
migration, he p~oposed, future expansion must seek a new frontier. In science, 
the “fields  of e ~ l o r a t i o n  . are probably unlimited:’ and  the  “thrill of dis- 
covery. . . is no less  keen” than in geographic  adventure. ~ e r i c a n s  should hail 

triumph of mechanization as “a turn  in the history of the world,” 
advised. Ancient E g ~ t i a n s ,  Greeks, ans  had  built  their empires 

thro~gh  pil la~ing and ta~ation, while the ~r i t i sh  had  expanded  their  terri- 
tory by battle and colonization; ~ e r i c a n s  would  achieve  even 

h the more peaceful route of intellectual dominati 
n spoke not just as a leadin 
e-time chairman of the Uni 

oup  had been formed  in 1933 to study an 
S, Compton seized the  the oppo~tunity 

vided to  build a case for putting federal dollars into research. In a ~anifesto 
t  Science to Work: A National Problem:’ he ed that  the  coun- 

ow into economic  recovery  by  relying on the “ l l-horn” fact that 



“science has created vast  employment.” The unfortunate rise of “depression 
hysteria” meant that research  “is not being called upon . . . now to create  new 
e m p l o ~ e n t  when this is  desperately  needed!” Other Science  Advisory  Boar 
members joined Compton in expressing a desire to assert  themselves. At thelr 

rector Isaiah Bowman urged the 
” to the “criticism  leveled at scien 

tributors to  the present ins tab~i~ .”  The wider  scientific community supported 
that aim; at its annual meeting in 1934, the American Association for the 
Advancement of  Science adopted a resolution crediting science for stimulat- 

 enormous employment.” Invention had pulled the United States out of 
past hardship; railroad growth had ended the depression of 1870 and 
sion of the electric industry  had halted the 1896 downturn, while the  auto- 
mobile’s popularity led to  the 1907  recovery, the M S  asserted. Historical 
evidence had proved the folly  of curtailing research support just “when pro - 
erly directed scientific  work  is more than ever needed” to create jobs throu 
“development of new  products.’’16 

In concentrating on  the politics behind the Science  Advisory  Board’s str 
le for existence, historians have tended to overlook the extent to which 

up participated in the national debate over  jobs. To justify his ambitious 
n of creating a s~teen-m~lion-dollar  hnd for research in natural science, 

Compton promised it would alleviate unemployment. The boldness of his 
claims disturbed  some observers. Fellow board member Frank Jewett wor- 
ried that even sympathetic parties might have  difficulty  accepting  Compton’s 
extravagant demands; one of Jewett’s acquaintances commented acerbically 
that he was “sorry to see that  the Science  Advisory  Board has gotten into  the 
trough with the rest  of the hogs.” Jewett worried that  Compton  had inflated 
estimates of how many jobs research could generate. It seemed  ‘‘erroneous to 
assume that substantial new industries can be created in  th 
gested”  over  any immediate period.  Frederick Relano and J. C. M 
bers of the National Resources  Board,  also  accused Compton o 

lect of  science and of ignoring the practical complications that 
would stem from a massive influx of research  money.I7 B 

Even after  dissolution of the Science  Advisory  Board in 1935, Cornpton con- 
tinued to insist that employment depended on America’s commitment to 
research.  Galtech president and physicist Robert Millikan echoed C 
rhetoric  and call to action. “The mere fact 

port four times the  population  than they had’’ in 1 
at  in  the long run science  cre 



sion.” Perceptions made all the diffierence;  Millikan envisioned  invention as the 
source of utopia.  “Call u n e m p l o ~ e n t  leisure, and you  can at once see the pos- 
sibilities.” By applying  machines to production, society  could  create abundance 
without toil.  People would be free to pursue intellectual and cultural refine- 
ment, creating a “heretofore undreamt-of civilization,”  which  would be “even 
better than  the Greeks.’’ High Athenian culture had relied on slave power to 
give its elites wealth and leisure, after  all; the Machine Age would raise  even 
common  men to unprecedented heights. Millikan could not believe that a 
blind fear  of technological unemployment would lead Americans to throw 
away such prospects. The “man who shouts that science  is  responsible  for  all 
our woes  is just as intelligent as the fabled individual who killed the goose to 
get the golden egg.”18 

Millikan, Compton,  Pupin,  and many lesser-known figures  all provided 
strong words in defense of science,  yet the scientific community’s approach 
involved still more. Just as the  Chamber of Commerce and  other business 
interests mounted public relations  campaigns to associate  mechanization with 
economic advance, so the scientific profession organized special events to 
refute talk about technological unernployrnent. Of course, professional  activ- 
ities  were nothing new in themselves; for decades,  scientific communities had 
held meetings, banquets,  and public celebrations to highlight their latest 
accomplishments and  to promise still  greater  achievements. During America’s 
Depression, such efforts took on an added purpose, providing scientists with 
a platform to deny any responsibility for having contributed  to joblessness. 
The ~S assumed a primary role in asserting the link between innovation 
and prosperity. Its annual meeting in 1932 featured a special  session  devoted 
to defending the economic value of science and its applications. Recent dis- 
coveries had  brought  modern  industry to a “high  order of mechanical eff- 
ciency,” said  Charles ~ettering, a fact  which he maintained did not bother him 
at all. In fact,  Kettering judged temporary job loss to be a sign of  success.  “If 
we did not have unemployment today, it would indicate the hopelessness of 
management in engineering,” he said, since for the last “fifiy  years we have 

ne absolutely nothing  but  attempt by machine design to displace 1ab0r.~’~~ 
The ~S session  blamed economic downturn largely on the misdeeds  of 

~nanciers and speculators, but Dexter  Kirnball, dean of ~ o r n e l ~ s  College of 
Engineering, sounded a discordant note. The problem of “permanent tech- 
nological unernployment already exists,” he asserted, and Americans would 
need to be even more “on our guard as industry becomes  increasingly  scien- 
tific.” The likelihood of still more mechanization would force people to ask 
“how far we should permit the good of the majority to be advanced at the cost 
of s u ~ e r i n ~  for a minority. Yet beneath such foreboding, ~ ~ b ~ ~ s  remarks 
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e reflected a basic faith in  the economic system’s ability to balance out over the 
term. As long as manufacturers who introduced new machines applied 

the gains to  bring down consumer prices,  rising demand must stimulate new 
jobs. Given such economic law, Emball assured the M S ,  “we  need not be 
troubled . . as to  the ~~~2 results” of mechanization in  modern life.2o 

In 1933, the American Institute of  Physics undertook  an especially ambi- 
tious effort to reinforce the link between  scientific  gains and social  progress. 
Given popular misapprehensions, AIP director Henry Barton declared,  physi- 
cists ought  to  mount “a directed campaign of educational publicity as  quickly 
as it can be organized.”  Science had been thrown into a political battle, Barton 
told AIP chairman Karl Compton. Researchers who hoped to win funding 
from Washin~on must “enlist the really  large memberships of our scientific 
and technical societies to bring what pressure they can upon the Congress- 
men.” With that aim, Compton  and Barton began planning to hold a special 
meeting under  the title “Science  Makes More Jobs,” or “Science’s  Answer to 
Those Pressing for a ‘Research  Holiday.”’ With the full  weight of professional 
authority behind them, the two hoped to create “in the newspapers a counter- 
campaign  against the ‘moratorium for science’ propaganda  which  now  appears 
from time to time.”21 

From the start, the physicists  geared their Symposium on the Fallacy  of  Sci- 
entific Progress  as the Major  Cause of the Present ~nemployment Situation 
to achieve m ~ m u ~  exposure. The AIP arranged to hold the meetin 
with the New  York Electrical Society, a group  that “always  gets tremendous 
publicity”; Barton anticipated great benefits from being able to “hitch up  the 
Institute and a good cause to their machinery.” The director wanted to sched- 
ule the meeting either for February 11, “the birthday of both Edison and Dar- 
win,” or February 12, the day honoring “Lincoln, who founded  the National 
Academy of  Science.” By choosing an auspicious date, Barton said, the AIP 
could “hook this meeting to claim the value  of  science onto  the names of these 
reat men.” He settled for February 22, Washin~on’s birthday, “an excellent 
ublicity date because the  morning papers after a holiday are sparse in ordi- 

*nary news.”  As another advantage, Barton hoped to draw a large and presti- 
S audience from the scientists who would arrive in New  York at that  time 
tend the American  Physical  Society’s  meeting.22 

To gain attention, the AIP invited a list of special  guests, including 
Wright, Charles ~indbergh, Amelia Earhart, Henry Ford, and other celebrities 



associated with technological triumph. In a  letter  to Albert Einstein, Barton 
asked the world-famous scientist to come  help oppose the “widely  held’” and 
“alarming” view that “scientific  progress  caused [the]  troubled  state of [the] 
world and  should  be stopped.’’ In his response, Einstein praised  the goal  as 
an  important  one  but refused to attend, pleading susceptibili~  to illness. The 
AIP sent another letter to Franklin Roosevelt, inviting the president to  open 
the symposium via radio.  The  meeting  would  discuss “the  part which pure and 
applied science should play in  the new  social order which  lies  ahead,” encour- 
aging professionals to “develop an  increasing sense of the social values and 
responsib~ities” behind their work. Though the White  House  declined to send 
a  radio greeting, the president did  put his name  to  a s t a t e m ~ t ,  the  phrasing 
of which had been  suggested  by Burton. The “idea that science  is responsible 
for the  economic ills . . . recently experienced can be questioned,” the mes- 

e ran. It would  be “more accurate to say that  the  fruits of current scientific. 
. e . development, properly directed, can help revive  industry.”23 

Over the weeks  of preparation,  Barton  and  Compton grew increasingly 
excited about  the  potential  impact of their event. To define their  intent,  the 
men’issued a press  release  explaining that  the “value to civilization  of  scientific 
. . . research  has  recently  been questioned  in  uninformed  but  not  uninfluen- 
tial circles.’’ Despite the “ridiculous” nature of such assertions, the  statement 
continued, fear  of technological unemployment  had influenced politicians, 
universities, and ‘business  officials. To prove such  concern baseless, the AIP 
promised to present evidence that scientific and technical progress had  pro- 
vided hundreds of thousands of jobs. In less formal  terms, as Compton 
declared, the physicists intended  to set up “a  backfire  against those . preach- 
ing such doctrines as  ‘science  has had its day and made a mess  of  things.””24 

By the  time  the  symposium finally took place, the AIP had worked up a 
major program. In the a~ernoon before the big  talks, the New  York Museum 
of Science and  Industry  hosted a gala  preview  of a new exhibit explaining 
“How ~undamental Inventions Contributed  to Employment.” The show  cen- 
tered around  the  theme  that  the  modern applications of steam power, inter- 
nal combustion,  and  other technology had created job growth “so extensive 
that  it  cannot be  estimated.” The museum distributed  an  information packet 
filled with charts  and graphs to demonstrate  that Thomas ~dison’s inventions 
alone, from the  phonograph  and movie equipment to the m~tiplex telegraph 
and lighting systems, had provided millions of jobs.  True, the electric indus- 
try’s introduction of machines had reduced the  number of employees  needed 
in  the  manufacture of light bulbs from about 26,000 in 1grzo to 15,000 in 1 
The rise in efficiency brought down the average price of a  li 
thirty- our to fourteen cents, however, and, over those same years, compa- 
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nies added another 10,300 workers to manufacture vacuum tubes. The course 
of invention would always compensate for labor displacement by expanding 
demand, the museum exhibit concluded. Scientists and engineers could rest 
secure in  the knowledge that their research had led to “many millions of man- 
hours’, of work.25 

The evening  session, held at  the New  York Engineering  Societies  Building, 
featured a series of speeches broadcast over  NBC and CBS national radio net- 
works. “The idea that science takes away jobs,” Compton  told listeners, “is 
contrary to fact,  is  based on ignorance . . . vicious in its possible  social  conse- 
quences, and yet has taken an insidious hold on the  minds of  many.’’ N i l e  
frequently inno~ations  in production did “throw large numbers of men and 
women out of work” at first, their ultimate role in generating a net increase 
in e m p l o ~ e n t  must be considered  “immensely more significant.,’ The United 
States  could not afford to reject  change, Compton argued; if people at the  turn 
of the  century  had blocked ~evelopment of automobiles in order to protect 
horsemen and carriage-makers, they would have  sacrificed an  industry  that 
came to employ ten million. The spread of  ‘‘insidious and dangerous propa- 
ganda,’ threatened to  cut off any chance of getting government to  support 
research, a failure that would lead to “national calamity.”26 

Following Compton, Robert Millikan declared that  on balance, mecha- 
nization had vastly improved life for ordinary ~ e r i c a n s .  The application of 
science and invention to  industry  had eliminated the “heavy, grinding, rou- 
tine, deadening,, tasks,  while opening up  “more interesting’’ forms of work. 
New jobs  required  greater inte~igence and offered  larger  rewards than the ones 
that had been lost, he  continued. Even  if the process did  not absorb every 
single man  or woman who  had been displaced, most would gain increased 
economical well-being and extra free time. As people began enjoying their 
newfound leisure, M i l l ~ a n  promised, employment o~portunities in educa- 
tion and recreation  would  rise. In that analysis  of long-term trends, he declared 
point-blank, “there is no such thing as  technological unemp10yment.”~~ 

Looking  back  over his thirty years in  industrial research, Bell  Labs presi- 
dent Frank Jewett told  the AIP, “I  cannot find a single instance where a sci- 
entific achievement has resulted in a reduction  in employment.” Just the 
opposite, he said; the “benefits of scientific  research  flow to all  classes,” bring- 
ing “even the least competent” of Americans  “a step further from the starva- 
tion line.” W. D. Coolidge, director of General Electric’s  research  lab, echoed 
Jewett.  Over the next fifty  years,  physics and engineering would yield “new 
products, increased efficiency, shorter working hours,  more pleasuresP The 
~‘ine~table  swift transitions” might cause unem~loyment problems, if states- 
men and economists were not “wise enough to modify” America’s economic 

4 
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system  as  necessary.  However,  Coolidge maintained, any  such  “disaster  can no 
more be  blamed on  the scientist. . . than  the chemist can be blamed if his disz 
coveries are diverted, by the crimes of political leaders, from their [peaceful] 
potential” to war. Coolidge painted the processes  of  discovery and application 
as entirely  divorced from each other; researchers  only  created  knowledge, with 
no influence on how it  might  be used. Such a picture allowed scientists to 
claim the best of both worlds, taking full credit for prosperity while  disavow- 
ing res~onsibility for any  uglier  consequences.28 

In sum, the process  of innovation “not only was not  the devil  which  caused 
~epression,” Owen Young concluded, “it is the most promising angel to lead 
us out of  it.’’  By enabling  business to supply  consumers  with  new and improved 
products at lower  cost, mechanization became “the mother of obsolescence” 
and hence the father of wealth.  Such declarations of faith thrilled Barton, who 
reveled in the resulting  publicity. The AIP distributed copies of Compton’s and 
Milli~an’s speeches, which many national scientific, technical, and business 
publications either reprinted or quoted extensively. One of a relatively  few 
cynical notes came from the New York Times, which observed, “Neither the 
statistics nor  the  argument are new. Nor did any of the protagonists of the 
laboratory explain why there is poverty amid plenty.’’ Editors concluded, “As 
yet, no  one has devised the means of absorbing new technical developments 
with the least  possible amount of distres~.’’~~ 

The “Science  Makes Jobs” forum represented an impressive  display of esprit 
de corps among leading scientists during what they perceived  as a crisis.  For 
all its publicity splash, the AIP’s symposium failed to quell public concern 
about mechanization. Barton took  it as a personal affront when Americans, 
from President Roosevelt on down, continued referring to technological 
unemp~oyment as a real problem. To fight that “decidedly unhealthy” trend, 

arton began considering new ways to force  people to appreciate science. The 
very  success  of  research had contributed to the d i 6 c ~ t y ,  he mused. The “spec- 
tacular ~ndamenta l  developments in physics the last forty years  has unduly 
diverted attention froin the applications.’’ To drive home  the lesson that 
research  created  jobs,  Barton  believed that physicists ought to increase empha- 
sis on their applied achievements. “Chemistry is  everywhere  known,” Barton 
complained, but “laymen do  not know that radio,  refrigeration, sound motion 
pictures, etc. are physics.’’ William Buffum, head of the Chemical Founda- 
tion, echoed that  notion, chiding the AIP,  “You gentlemen do  not advertise 
physics.”3o 

To start self-advertising, the AIP set up a new  Advisory Council on Applied 
Physics to undertake “missionary work,”  as Barton called  it.  “Far from being 
. abstract and impractical,” an  o6cial AIP statement declared,  “physics  is the 
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basis of all . . . technology,” from electronics and x-rays to aviation and air- 
conditioning. To spread that message, the council proposed producing a pop- 
ular book on applied physics, which would “emphasize how greatly . , . 
civilization  is  influenced by. . . science.”  As a tentative  title, the group suggested 
~ ~ y s i c s  in O ~ e r ~ ~ ~ s  or, with less subtle reference to  the issue of jobs, ~ ~ ~ i ~ g  
 sics to  or^. Published in 1939 as Atoms in Action, the MP-sponsored text 
cataloged both existing and anticipated results of research. Each chapter 
detailed a particular application, such as electric illumination (in  the section 
entitled “Light  for a Living World”), radio (in “Sound  Borrows  Wings”), or the 
spectroscope and x-rays (in ‘‘Eyes That See Through Atoms”). In every  case, 

arrison wrote, investigators had uncovered products and techniques 
to improve everyday  life and establish new industries. “Putting electrons to 
work has put men to work,” one section informed readers. “That  four great 
new industries-the telephone, the radio, the  phonograph  and  the  motion 
picture industries-rest directly on  the vacuum tube . . . is usually ignored 
when  new  devices are blamed for technological ~ n e m p l o ~ e n t . ” ~ ~  

Harrison celebrated some cases  of innovation as a substitution of precise 
technology for fallible  workers, without expressing  any qualms about  the fate 
of displaced labor. His chapter on glass included a paean to the marvelous 
machines that transformed a molten stream into hundreds of perfectly shaped, 
inexpensive light bulbs.  “Development of automatic glass-blowing machinery 
shows  how  scientific control can  achieve a result  previously thought possible 
only by means of hand skill,” Harrison wrote. “It would be incorrect to say that 
a machine which can do this is almost human. So far as  glass blowing is con- 
cerned it is more than human-its abilities are those of 2,000 men.” Si~ilarly, 
he indicated, the telephone company naturally wanted to replace its female 
operators, however attractive and polite, with dial equipment “so reliable that 
fewer  calls than one in a hundred go astray  because of faulty  apparatus.”  Engi- 
neers had conquered a tremendous technical  challenge, constructing a switch- 
board with more than two million parts, connecting ten thousand wires and 
handling over two hundred  operations a second. For Harrison, such a story 
represented pure triumph, making labor questions i r re le~ant .~~ 

In other cases, Harrison disputed the whole notion that  mechani~ation had 
caused trouble. While musicians protested that radio and talking pictures 
endangered their livelihood,  he  assured  readers that mechanically reproduced 
music had actually  fueled a burst of musical appreciation, which  would  create 
new opportunities for professionals to teach and perform. Harrison blithely 
concluded that “once the initial dislocation had been adjusted,” radio  and 
movies  actually helped workers,  “as happens in so many other cases  of appar- 

ical unemployment.” As researchers  worked with businessmen 
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to make air conditioning, television, and even atomic power common, future 
generations would find as many jobs as they needed.  Such an upbeat conclu- 
sion pleased at least one scientific reviewer, who touted Aturns in A c t i u ~  as 
“prescribed reading for those pessimists who deplore the economic conse- 
uences of science.”33 

Aturns in  Action interpreted history,  economics, and sociolo 
cists  wished to see them. Throughout  the past, man  had acqu 
and applied his  power  over nature to build greater and wealthier  civilizations. 
The present, despite depression, testified to  the fact that mechanization cre- 
ated advantages for workers an consumers alike. The future would demon- 
strate beyond doubt  that research brought man employment, abundance, and 
happiness. In  promoting  that comprehensive vision of progress, the science 
boosters left no room for negative considerations. 

en physicists mounted their publicity campaigns to promote positive 
impressions of modern science and technology, they found powerful  allies in 
the engineering community. ~ettering, Jackson, Kimball, and many lesser- 

es joined scientists and business leaders in denying that mecha- 
Id lead to any  grave harm. Electrical engineer ~ i ~ i a ~  McClellan 

dismissed job loss as an  unfortunate but ultimately insignificant side effect 
ological improvement. In language reminiscent of the previous cen- 
cia1 Darwinism, McClellan argued that  the historic course of eco- 

nomic evolution required an “inevitable”  sacrifice of some i n d i ~ d u ~ s .  “In the 
onrush of the crowd some are bound  to be trampled on-some crushed to 
death,” he wrote.  “Sad  as it may  be, that is the price of progress.”34 

Those  workers who got “trampled” might feel that mechanization was not 
worth such a price, but  during  the Depression,  engineers,  like  scientists,  were 
quick to resent any implied criticism. America’s “current depression i 
the first  for  which  scientists and engineers have been  generally  blamed,’ 
chief engineer  Bancroft Gherardi declared. “Not only have  we had to stand our 
share of the grief of the depression, but,  adding insult to injury, we . . are 
blamed.” In a 1933 speech to  the Society  of  Automotive En~ineers, Gherardi set 
out  to relieve his fellows  of guilt.  Far from causing  social and economic pain, 
he ~nnounced, engineers had eliminated the hardest forms of drudgery while 

ng  everyone higher living standards and l r leisure hours. Engineers 
Id honestly congratulate themselves on service to mankind and 

breadlines with a clear  conscience. Yale chemical engineer 
Clifford Furnas expressed  even  less patience with anyone who fretted about 



the pace of change in  modern industry. “They look at  our ten million unem- 
ployed . . . and say:  There’s your progress! and forget that they are not view- 
ing  the ultimate accomplishment but only a temporary case  of  science and 
engineeri~g  out of phase with sociology and economics,” he wrote.  “Since the 
world is not perfected in a few  years they think its legs are tottering.’’ Experts 
could repair such imbalance soon enough by reducing working hours  and 
expanding the range of consumer products available.  Meanwhile, Furnas 
instructed Americans to refkain from criticizing. “One could hardly be so naive 
as to suppose that all our social and economic troubles have been caused  by 
technical  changes,” he wrote. “The Rible records 4,000 years  of  Hebrew trou- 
ble and  there was not a worthwhile technical advance in  the whole period.” 
In fact, he continued, “all ancient history seems to reek with economic distress 
and there were no machines.”35 

Logically, pointing out  that  human society had faced problems in  an age 
before mech~ization could not prove that modern changes in production had 
not contributed to economic difficulty, but Furnas’s fervor  spoke for itself. In 
speeches, reports, books, and articles,  leading  engineers  repeatedly  stressed the 
“self-evident”  advantages of mechanization. The United States contained one 
automobile for every  five  people,  whereas the world’s next four leading coun- 
tries possessed  only one car  for  every fifiy. Dexter h b a l l  complained that the 
agonies of the Depression had made Americans  forget  how much they owed 
to technical ingenuity, but other observers resorted to conspiracy theories to 
explain  how anyone could disagree with the seemingly obvious concept that 
mechanization multiplied well-being,  Edward J. Mehren,  vice president of the 
Mc~raw-Hill  ~ublishing Company, accused radical subversives of havi 
tricked  workers into blaming engineers for job loss. “Communists, the Soci 
ists [and]  the professors of sociology in many colleges” had  stirred  up fear 
of displacement, he told the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. 
Mehren called on all intelligent, patriotic citizens to resist such m i s i n f o r ~ a ~  
tion, holding fast to a “faith in  the ~ndamenta l  soundness of American eco- 
nomic de~elopment.”~~ 

Like Mehren, a number of engineers felt that only a troublemaker or  an 
ignoramus could doubt  that technological change promoted happiness. 
McClellan complained that paranoia about mechanization had led to a flood 

f “maudlin discussion” about  the perils of modern life, a discussion “bor- 
ering on asininity.’’  However ridiculous that discussion might be, he worried 

Depression had made ordinary ~ e r i c a n s  uncertain about economic 
entals, and so talk about per~anent  displacement nonethe 

. Accordi~g  to a 1938 issue  of ~ e c ~ ~ ~ i c ~ l   ~ ~ ~ i ~ e e ~  
ject of “publicity for  engineering’’ had attracted significant attention at recent 



professional meetings. The editor praised such a trend,  noting  that business 
and  trade associations had long promoted  their interests and  touted  their 
achievements,  Engineers  similarly ought to “place [their] case before the  pub- 
lic,” in the hope that most people had enough “good  sense  arrd  intelligence” to 
accept a well-reasoned argument.  The “glib traducers of en~ineering  and 
industry should be exposed,” or else their “hostility to technology, a vital moti- 
vating force in  modern society,  may retard de~elopment.” ~ e c h ~ n i c ~ l  Engi- 
neering cautioned readers to keep  self-advertising within “realistic” bounds, 
since the “deli~ate’~  art of publicity would backfire if engineers tried “to lead 
the public to expect the impossible.” Any attempts at “pulling rabbits out of 
hats should be left for magicians.’737 

To ensure that members did  not give out  the wrong impression, the engi- 
neering community policed  itself on what was said about the topic of displace- 
ment. In 1934, McClellan  was soundly rebuked  by  his  associates for making a 
casual remark that “engineers are magnificent creators of unemployment.” 
Lest he provide any ammunition  to those who considered mechanization a 
source of economic distress,  McClellan altered his comment  to read, “Engi- 
neers  are  magnificent  creators  of leisure.’’ That single-word  change  avoided the 
scary connotations of u n e ~ ~ l o ~ ~ e n t ,  stressing instead the pleasurable asso- 
ciations of leisure. Engineers commonly sounded a two-part theme of victory 
and  ~ictimization, characterizing themselves as tragically misunderstood 
heroes. Twentieth-century experts had made “dramatic progress” toward 
achieving ever-greater efficiency  of production, Yale industrial engineering 
professor Elliott Dunlap Smith announced. Surely “no  other profession has 

ne so far in  the  attainment of its goal, u ~ d  none has ever been so r o ~ ~ d l ~  
used~or its success in doing this.” Misleading terminology encouraged Amer- 

ineers responsible, Smith lamented. It seemed unfair that  the 
which has occurred because of the failure of the economist 

and the business man to devise means  for efliectively ~stributing the abundance 
which the engineer’s  technological skill has made possible,  is  called neither dis- 
t ~ ~ ~ u t i ~ e  nor e cono~ic  u~employment  but ~echnologic~2 ~nemployment,’~ 
Ordinary people proved simply ungrate~l ,  Smith mourned. “Truly, the way 
of the progressor is  hard.’’38 

Just  as  Karl Compton played a particularly visible  role in  spurring  the sci- 
entific world into action, certain indivi~uals emerged to lead the engineering 
community’s  defense. In numerous speeches and articles,  Ralph  Flanders, the 
head of  Vermont’s Jones and Lamson  Machine  Company, condemned any t 
of labor displacement.  Speaking in 1935 as president of the ~ e r i c a n  Society 
of Mechanical Engineers, Flanders urged his fellow members to fight such 



“shallow and inadequate thinking.’’  True, the process of mechanization had 
forced many men and women into a “rapidity of adaptation” that proved “to 
some exhilarating, to others painful.”  But the nature of innovation was  always 
“healthy and constructive,” Flanders continued. Recent economic d i f ~ c ~ t y  
stemmed from the narrow vision of  greedy “industrialists, workers, farmers, 
and financiers,” not  to mention  “the imbecilities of our politics.”  Moreover, 
the end of w e s ~ a r d  expansion had weakened  America  economically, socially, 
and psychologically,  Flanders  said. To duplicate the old sense  of frontier opti- 
mism, twentieth-century Americans must reach for a  new  challenge, raising 
living standards to new heights through the power of mechanizati~n.~~ 

With even more enthusiasm than  the scientists, engineers wrote an entire 
construction of the past, present, and future in  the process  of defending their 
profession  against blame for joblessness.  Engineers  explicitly promoted a spe- 
cific type of historical analysis, based on  the premise that centuries of tech- 
nical advance had carried Western society to  an ever-higher plane. MIIT 
electrical  engineer  Dugald  Jackson  provided the most elaborate version of this 
celebratory history of technology in 1938, with his six-part lecture series, 
“Engineering’s Part in  the Development of  Civilization.” That assessment por- 
trayed  engineering as the essential component in all  history, the source of social 
existence.  Civilization  first  arose when “the sluggish primitive mind”  turned 
toward “creative intellectual . . . invention of machines,” Jackson indicated. 
As those “individuals of most active mind” developed stone tools and fire- 
making instruments, they allowed man to transcend a “beast-l~e, precarious” 
existence and establish community life.4o 

Later generations of scientists and engineers had led the world along an 
upward path of progress, from the building of the Egyptian p ~ a m i d s  to  the 
construction of  New  England’s  classic white-steepled churches, which sym- 
bolized the gracious “community habits made possible  by engineerin 

t  of  all  for  Jackson,  Western  society had begun directing the 
and power  of the  human  mind”  to discover ways  of applying more and  bet- 
ter mechanical  power to the necessity  of  work.  He  skipped  over  details such as 
child labor, pollution, and health risks in order to paint the Industrial Revo- 
lution as an undiluted blessing,  a time when  steam  engines and other machines 
assured ordinary people of “unre~i t t ing improvement” in life. By contrast, 
Eastern nations  had made relatively little use  of machines and so remained 
in a  “miserable” state of  affairs; for Jackson, the  poor “coolie  rickshaw  pullers” 
embodied the fate of a  world not enlightened by  technological pro 

His grandparents had somehow managed to remain happy in a less tech- 
nological world, Jackson admitted, but earlier generation§ never  knew what 



rs they were  missing. ~echanization had made the twentieth-century 
reatest  place on earth, one that gave its  citizens  greater  leisure, 

more material possessions, more ethical communities, higher “mental alert- 
ness,” extra  stability of work, and hence, better “control of  life,” than anyhere 

unemployed  Americans of 1938 might not feel  especially  lucky or 
on insisted that  the  country was rich overall. Two-thirds of the 

pop~ation remained  well-fed,  well-clothed, and well-housed, e n j o ~ g  unprece- 
dented educational and recreational pleasures. The recent “defects” in eco- 
nomic ~erformance arose from unsolved complications in public life rather 
than from any “faults in  the  fundamental ideal of . . . engineering.”  Ci 

urn’s cultural lag  theory,  Jackson blamed unemployment on society’s 
ure to adjust to power production. Once ~mericans brought their institutions 
up  to speed with technical progress, he advised, continued mechanization 
would move them toward an ideal of leisure and wealth.42 

Such an engineering-based account of civilization  held a definite  appeal for 
the profession during its decade of siege; ~ e c ~ ~ ~ ~ c ~ Z  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e e ~ ~ ~ ~  paid trib- 
ute to Jackson’s work by reprinting his lecture series in full. More than  that, 
the  journal urged colleges to teach Jackson’s type of history as a way  of rem- 
edying the deplorable  “lack of appreciation amon engineer and laymen dike” 
for the cultural value of technology. Engineerin departments should make 
Jackson’s lectures required reading, to instill the generation with a proper 
awareness  of their profession’s “dignity and  si~nificance~ knowledge that 
would let them  stand  up to criticism. Nonengineering students  should also 
learn technology-centered history, the editors continued, as a counterweight 
to  the  popular misconception of machines as job destroyers. Classes ought 
to incorporate the moral couched in  the question, “If we have  progressed  so 
far from the times [of] . . superiority of tooth  and claw, shall we not proceed 

Like Jackson, other Depression-era engineers reacted to  the issu;  of labor 
rther through dependence on the intelligent use  of te~hnology?”~~ 

displacement by depicting technology as the driving force behind his 
progress. C. F. Hirshfeld,  chief of research for Detroit Edison, told the 

abama, Engineer’s Club that ~ e s t e r n  society had  not only  survived 
ered under mechani~ation.  ~egardless of protests by  Britain’s 

d other groups of workers,  “each ti as  lived to pass on to bet- 
ns.” Between 1890 and 1929, ican business had  intra- 
more equi~ment,  and still 

d risen.  Such  “facts do  not spell  technological unem 
Id concluded.44 ~ a t i o n a l  engineering and techni 

joined in  manufacturing a preferred vision of the past in order to fight talk 



of job losses in  the present. ~rganizations used the history of engineering as 
an intellectual weapon to serve  two purposes at once: lecturing the public on 
a positive  view of technology while reinforcing the self-confidence and spirit 
of their members. Engineering groups turned  to meetings and events as a 
prominent platform for broadcasting their interpretation of history amidst 
intensi~ing public discussion of unemployment. 

Mechanical  engineers made the American  Society of Mechanical  Engineers’ 
fiftieth anniversary celebration, in December 1930, into  an excuse to revel in 
claims for the social and economic wonders of  technology. In a pageant enti- 
tled ““Control,” the ASME literally dramatized the story of human existence  as 
a record of engineering development, of progressive evolution from the age  of 
cavemen to  the development of modern automobiles. The script portrayed 
production technology as inherently superior  to  human workers, and, fol- 
lowing that principle, the organizers  chose to use  recorded music rather than 
live accompaniment. “Inasmuch as the pageant celebrates the increasing tri- 
umphs of the  mechanic^ engineer,” a representative  explained, “it has  seemed 
wiser to do without a band  or orchestra and  to substitute electrical reproduc- 
tion.” In his  speech to guests at  the ASME dinner, Edward J. Mehren assured 
listeners that ever since the Victorian era, mechanization had macle it possible 
to give people  higher wages and reduced hours. Engineers had “sent the worker 
out  into  the sunshine with money in his  pocket to enjoy  his  leisure.” Inventors 
had released men from exhausting and dangerous jobs, and  the next genera- 
tion’s engineers would solve any lingering problems of labor displacement in 
turn. i though Mehren drastically oversimplified the story of  ch 
tory conditions, his account served its purpose for the ASME, givi 
the sense of occupying a central place in history.45 

on the success of their anniversary gala, mechani 
opportunities to make the  argument for historica 

1936, at  the  ninetieth anniversary of George ~estinghouse’s birthday, the 
ASME praised its former president not only for his inventions themselves but 
also for the way that his innovation had given birth to rich industries. ~ y o n e  
concerned about recent economic distress, the society  moralized, should learn 
that engineering advances ensured employment growth. That same  year  also 
witnessed the centennial of the American patent system, and, as at the 1930 
ASME gala, advocates at this celebration used drama  to convey a promech- 
anization message. The Science  Service presented a show entitled “ 
Parade: Pemonstrations of Scientific  Achievements That May  Become the 
Inclustries of  Tomorrow.” It conveyed the message that inventors, scientists, 
and engineers helped workers of the  future by  laying the groundwork today 
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for  developing  television,  air conditioning, and improved production machin- 
ery. The pageant’s slant bore special meaning for the Depression; rather than 
emphasizing the patent system’s  legal or technical meaning,.the writers chose 
to claim the patent’s  payback in jobs.46 

The engineering community’s consideration of the past connected directly 
to its judgment of the present. Depression-era engineers did not ignore the 
issue  of  how  technological  change  related to  current social conditions. Ques- 
tions  about  the economic and social implications of mechani~ation absorbed 
many. Engineers did not regard discussions of technological change as an 
abstract  philosophic^ matter but as a subject with immediate consequence  for 
how  they,  as  professionals, should think and behave. 

In official pronouncements, major engineering organizations denied any 
connection between Machine Age engineering and Machine Age depression. 
In January 1931, the American  Engineering Council organized a special com- 
mittee,  headed by  Ralph  Flanders, to analyze  recent  economic  events.  After two 
years  of  investigation, the group issued a statement, “Balancing of the Forces 
of Consump~on, Production and  distribution^ announcing that it had found 
no evidence of serious technological unemployment. The Depression had 
resulted from an  ordinary recession combined with postwar deflation, farm 
trouble, and low investment opportunity; mechanization had played no role 
whatsoever, the AEC committee declared. Experts like Paul Douglas offered 
c o n ~ n c ~ g  ar~uments that  the business system should absorb any  workers  dis- 
placed  by  machines,  since  labor-saving  efficiencies in production would  lower 
consumer  costs and thus stimulate demand. Business owners might not always 
pass s~vings  on  to consumers, the AEC report acknowledged, and  men  and 

ht experience trouble shifting to new e m p l o ~ e n t  when mecha- 
nization terminated their old line of work. “At times the effect  of  progress does 
fall with crushing force upon individuals,  business  firms, entire industries and 
whole c~mmunities.’~ However, the drive for mechanization created a signifi- 
cant  number of positions in machine manufacturing, sales, and repair, the 
engineers concluded, and over the long run everyone should b e n e ~ t ~ 7  

Many  engineers  welcomed the AEC’s statement of faith, and some declared 
that it should be required reading for  all political science students. Relatively 
few  voices spoke up in dissent. One engineer criticized the committee for 
downplaying studies that proved  how  difficult  displaced  workers found it to 
change  jobs.  Such  evidence, he suggested,  raised a real  possibility of long-term 
technological unemplo~en t ,  something that might force a “sad  goodbye to 
that dream of affluence for all.” Such  disagreements  fueled further discussion. 
Mechanical engineers seemed  especially intrigued by the subject, since,  after 



all, their discipline had a special  stake in  the public’s impression of machines. 
At some points in.the Depression decade, the profession’s interest in eco- 
nomics even appeared to overshadow its pursuit of technical  knowledge. The 
January 1933 issue of ~ec~urzicu2 Erzgineerirzgdevoted six out of ten main arti- 
cles to discussing  how technical innovation affected employment and outlin- 
ing an engineer’s  social  responsibility. The ASME encouraged members to pay 
attention to such topics; the 1930 annual meeting featured a major series of 
addresses on “Engineering,  Economics, and the Problem of  Social  ell-~eing." 
One observer at  the society’s 1932, conference commented, “Economics and 
technology  predominate.”  Still more prominently,  when the nation’s four lead- 
ing engineering societies met in Chicago in June 1933, they convened two spe- 
cial joint sessions with the Econometric Society. The talks on “econometrics 
and engineering” were well-attended despite the  summer heat, as attendees 
argued about exactly  when and how technical men should get  involved with 
public issues.  Meanwhile, some engineers had reportedly also formed local 
groups to discuss economic matters.48 

Many ASME members started  from a premise that  the country’s present 
difficulty stemmed not from any problem with scientific and technical inno- 
vation per se but from the failure of community institutions. “‘we should not 
worry about  the advances in natural science,” W.  D. Coolidge  declared. “Our 
anxiety should be for the social  sciences  which are lagging  far  behind.” The cul- 
tural lag  thesis had an inherent appeal for many engineers, shifting the focus 
of debate away from mechanization onto social and political life.  Rather than 
worrying about whether technical change had come too fast, they argued, the 
United States should concentrate on bringing economic science up  to speed. 
Engineers did  not take the cultural lag thesis as license to sit back and relax. 
Many  spoke about the economic system  as just another device, one  that des- 
perately  needed  repair. One issue  of ~ e c ~ u r z i c ~ 2  E~girzeerirzgran a photograph 
of electrical equipment with the caption: “For the control of machinery,  engi- 
neers have developed sensitive and automatic devices. Similar controls are 
sorely  needed to regulate the fluctuations of economic machinery.’’ In a letter 
to  the editor, one ASME member compared the nation to an engine impaired 
by a defective  flywheel, a faulty governor, and extreme swings in load. “The 
technological machine ‘hunts,”’  he  wrote.  “Adjustments do  not take  place until 
they are catastrophic.” W310 knew better than  an engineer how to cope with 
balky machinery? “We must put  on  the overalls and service technology right 
out  in  the social field,” the reader  declared.49 

By drawing an analogy between machine systems and economic systems, 
engineers made it sound natural and appropriate for them to become  involved 
in social  science,  “Arising out of contemporary events has come a lively and 



interest on  the  part of engineers in economic problems,”’ ~ e c ~ a n i -  
eering reported  in 1932. The editors commended  that  trend as a 

healthy one, and readers wrote to express agreement. In fact, some concluded, 
the very source of d i ~ c u l t y  lay in  the fact that economics had been left to 
economists! ASME members scolded mainstream economists for clinging to 
an outdated disciplinary f r a m e w ~ r ~  how could principles 

0, by  thinkers who had never  seen an automobile, possibly 
e? Engineering rested on a solid consensus of facts, 

’ * far from being a true science.’’  Two economists mi 
ent answers to  the most straightforward question, 

plained, and  the whole field  was “ swa~ped  with vested inte.rests and emo- 
tional reacti~ns.’’~~ 

Many engineers believed that they could certainly arrange matters better. 
d m “intimate   owl edge of ~ d u s t r y  posses 

ball explained, and a man who seized the 
work on economic problems could become an  “important 

chnical classes  gave engineers a superior education, 
asserted~  an  all-purpose background in  rational analysis. “Engineers have a 

le advantage over other professions in trying to get at  the  root of 
letter to ~ e c ~ ~ n i c ~ ~  E ~ g i ~ e e r ~ n g  declared,  because they had been 

“trained  to reason carefully.”  Since  even  professional economists 
to  be mere ‘‘amateurs in  the science of economics,” a second cor 

gested, the  nation could no  lo er trust  them with the task of restor 
sperity. ~ e r i c a n s  should look en~ineers, men “unfettered by  preced 

ged  by  close personal interest,” men who, “once awakened, are pre- 

It was “fortunate for society,”’ a third ASME member commented,  “that 
eminen~y qualified to apply the acid  test of logic to economic ~ r o ~ l e m s . ’ ’ ~ ~  

engineers  as a class  have suffered even more than other profession 
in the Depression,  since that would  galvanize them to start consideri 
issues. “~ngineers are, by nature and training, seekers  after truth,”’ 
“When engineers think, action is sure to follow.” Such exuberance provoked 
one reader of ~ e c ~ a ~ i c a ~  ~ ~ g i n e e ~ i n g  to complain about the “childish  pretense 
that we are a superior class.” Only false pride, he wrote, could lead engi~eers 
to believe they were “better qualified than anyone else to  run the world’s 

irs.”  If anything, he said, college education left engineers much less  able 
than  other men to handle public matters, since technical courses dealt only 
with inanimate forces rather than with human behavior and instit~tions. “ ~ e  
can  take a proper pride in  our contribution to civilization without making the 
silly  claim that we created the whole  social structure,”’ like the ridiculous “fly 



which sat on  the wheel hub during  the  chariot race and exclaimed, ‘Great 
Pluto! what a dust I am raising,”’ the reader  sarcastically  remarked.52 

Such “rank heresy,”  as the  author himself described his comments, did  not 
fluster those engineers eager to advance their claims of espertise. True, the 
challenge of analyzing economic activity was more “complex and dependent 
upon  the vagaries of human  nature”  than  the process of solving equations. 
h y  “engineer who aspires to solve modern economic problems must 
to  do an unusual amount of studying” to master the necessary groun 
history, psycho lo^, and sociology,  Dexter Gmball cautioned. But, he quickly 
added, the “bewildering array of theories” only underlined how desperately 
economists needed engineers’ analytic skill. By cooperating with the  poor 
economists, engineers could transform vague speculation into a neat collec- 
tion of data.  Editors of ~ e c ~ a ~ ~ c a ~   E ~ g ~ ~ e e ~ ~ ~ g p r ~ s e d  their readers  for  havi 
“invaded the field”  of  economics with “characteristic vigor and confidence.’ 

ASME members hoped  that invading economists’ territory would help 
them defend their own  interests. Even  if incompetent social  scientists and pol- 
icymakers had mainly been at fault in failing to avert depression, the public 
seemed to hold engineers  also  responsible. In fact, some engineers  judged that 
the Depression made it a duty for them to  monitor  the  human consequences 
of mechanization.  William  Wickenden,  president of the Case  School  of  Applied 
Science,  liked the idea of broadening the definition of engineering to include 
such a respons ib~i~ .  In  the future, “when an engineer or  an inventor lays out 
a machine that will do away with men, he will  have to show  how he is 
take  care of those men-by new jobs, or unemployed insurance, or pensions, 
or some other  human method,” Wickenden predicted. “Our engineers will 
have to have  social inventi~eness as  well  as machine inventiveness.” Roy Wright 
concurred in  the belief that public criticism, however undeserved, had been 
 help^ in “forcing”  engineers to expand their horizons.  Present-day  social and 
economic life had become more complicated than ever, he told the ASME in 
his 1932 presidential address.  Technical experts must cultivate an “intelligent 
interest in helping to control all of the forces”  involved, Wright declared. The 
world awaited a new generation of what he called “militant engineers,” men 
who would  “vigorously  take the offensive” in leading public affairs.54 

When phrased in terms of professional responsibility, the idea that engi- 
neers should devote more attention  to  the effects of technical development 
struck a chord. Popular criticism of mechanization had “surprised and dis- 
appointed” engineers, one letter in ~ e c ~ a ~ i c a ~   E ~ g ~ ~ e e ~ ~ ~ g s a i d ,  but,  the writer 
continued, such resentment might actually be somewhat justified. The pub- 
lic should  hold engineers at least in  part “morally responsible’’ when they 



devised  new machines without providing for displaced  labor,  “as we would be 
were we to build boilers without safety valves, or steam turbines without gov- 
ernors, or speedy automobiles without brakes.” Another reader adopted a dif- 
ferent analogy. Just as observers  would condemn someone who handed a boy 
a jackknife without supervising him  or teaching him how to whittle without 
etting cut, Americans naturally blamed  engineers  for  having  ignored the issue 

of how their creations were to be  used.  Engineers had spent too much time on 
‘‘sharpening the tools of industry  and  too little effort in giving instruction in 
the economic use of the processes of production,” the ASME member wrote. 
“We have  given so little thought to ultimate social utility that most of us do 
not even  know how the clever methods and machines we have  devised ought 
to be handled. Yet when they go wrong, engineers are blamed.”55 

C. E Hirshfeld encapsulated such questions of responsibility in his much- 
noted lecture at  the 1931 ~S annual meeting, asking,  “Whose Fault?” Soci- 
ety had failed to adjust to modernization, but  the men behind technological 
change had been “guilty of a most  unpardonable mistake,” Hirshfeld said. 
“Science and appliers of science  have brought about a very pretty mess  because 
they were content to  do the  thing  that was comparatively easy.” Caught up  in 
the  rush to devise  newer and  more labor-saving machines, researchers had 
“almost criminally refused to give serious thought  to  the collateral results,” 
Hirshfeld told the M S .  “To  my mind  it is our fault that a civilization  capa- 
ble of producing a surplus” of leisure and material luxury  had ended up  in 
economic chaos. Hearing such a full-scale indictment felt uncomfortable, 
editors of ~ e c ~ u ~ ~ c u ~   E ~ g ~ ~ e e r ~ ~ g  wrote, but engineers should listen pre- 
cisely  because it came from one of their own. Hirshfeld was no Communist 
or woolly-minded academic;  he wanted discussion of how technical experts 
s ~ o u l d  handle popular perceptions, and such a debate immediately ensued. 
One member of the ASME protested that engineers bore no fault for any prob- 
lems stemming from new technology, since the American system “denied 
[them]  the right to control the economic effects  of what they have  created.’’ 
When business owners ordered them to install machines, engineers were 
“forced to obey,” just as  “Lord  Cardigan  obeyed at Balaclava.’?  If  given  free rein, 
he indicated, the “humanitarian” and “idealist”  technical man would  insist on 

work hours  and raising wages, to share the advantages of mecha- 
nization with labor. An engineer “may be the deus ex ~ u c ~ ~ ~ u ,  but he is  rarely 
the devil in it.”56 

Through the 193os, ~ e c ~ u ~ ~ c u ~   E ~ g ~ ~ e e r i ~ g  periodic~y printed articles and 
letters supporting ideas (mostly vague) for shortening the workweek and  oth- 
erwise protecting labor. Some ASME members explicitly criticized profit- 
hungry businessmen for monopolizing an  undue share of benefits from 



mechanization rather than applying them to raise wages and lower consumer 
prices, two developments that would support reemployrnent.  But  while  engi- 
neers toyed with the idea of responsibility and sometimes advocated labor- 
friendly measures, they could not accept that unernployrnent problems mi 
lead  anyone to doubt  the ultimate value  of ~echanization-past, present, or 
future. Just the opposite: once engineers had advised social scientists and 
politicians on how to operate the nation’s economic machinery correctly, 
Americans  would  have no excuse to question further innovations in produc- 
tion. In this way, engineers  felt  they  would  provide the perfect  defense  for their 
profession. 

Engineers walked a fine line, admitting that workplace  changes  posed  real 
challenges to society but denying that such a fact contributed to any serious 
problems. To maintain that distinction, the professional  communi^ employed 
public  relations  tactics and rhetoric. By using metaphors of progress, eng~eers  
placed  themselves at  the center of civilization. The modern engineer was  “as 
necessary to prosperity,”  McClellan  declared,  as “the medical man who keeps 
our bodies and minds capable of  living.’’ Such comparisons to healers  placed 
engineering in a favorable  light. Twentieth-century patients would not dream 
of abandoning hospitals and  turning  to magical treatments instead of med- 
ical research, engineers argued, and complaints about  the latest industrial 
equipment must be equally preposterous. “hen a young man asked Charles 
Kettering about  the idea of pacing technical innovation to match America’s 
capacity for absorbing displaced labor, Kettering inquired whether the fellow 
felt a similar desire to  curb doctors’ ability to remove an appendix. Americans 
could not pick and choose,  Kettering implied; voicing  any  reservations about 
mechanization equated to criticizing all modern knowledge.57 

In another interesting turn of metaphor, Depression-era engineers (as well 
as businessmen) often employed the image of machines as substitutes for 
human slaves. The ~ u g u z i ~ e  of ~ u ~ 2  Street illustrated an article defending 
mechanization with a diagram of a nineteenth-century slave ship, explaining 
that a single  steam  shovel  could perform as much excavation  work  as an entire 
cargo of  slaves. Though such an analogy might sound crude and offensive to 
some  ears,  it  served a clear purpose in the technological unemplo~en t  debate. 
By contrasting  twentieth-century freedom to earlier barbarities, advocates 
aimed to reinforce faith in progress. Who could object to mechanization once 
they realized that it was  engineers, commitment to innovation that had reduced 
society’s labor needs and  thus allowed the West to abolish  slavery?  Joseph  Roe, 
a professor of industrial engineering at New  York  University, stated in a 1930 
radio broadcast that  modern machinery had supplied the United States with 



power e~uivalent to  that of  twelve billion slaves, one  hundred for every per- 
son.  Instead of fearing production technology, Roe instructed, h e r i c a n s  
ought to welcome it as a source of  liberty,  happiness, and wealth.  “TO build the 
Great Pyramids 100,ooo slaves worked thirty years, dying like  flies.  But the 

anama Canal,  as  great a work, was built  in  a  third of the time, by free men, 
well paid. . . using  power and machinery, under conditions as healthy as those 
of  New  York  City.”58 

Just as  executives at General Motors took advantage of  Chicago’s Century 
ress exposition  to pay tribute ti, corporate technical progress, so the 
four main engineering  societies  organized their 1933 meetings around 

the same  fair. By connecting their conferences to the celebration,  leaders hoped 
to send a public message about  the value of mechanization, They  emphasized 
that all the wonderful products  on exhibit in Chicago  proved that  the  pursuit 
of new production technology had left A~ericans better-off, not poorer. Like 
the physicists, engineers hosted special public relations events. In May 1938, 
the American Engineering Council organized a day-long s ~ p o s i u m  in 
Philadelphia titled "Employment and  the Engineer’s  Relation to It.” ~rederick 
Allner, chairman of the AEC’s Public Affairs Committee  and vice president 
of the  ~ennsylvania Water and Power Company, explained that  the meeting 
was designed “to  enlighten  public  opinion” by generating favorable images 

irtue of their mathematical training  and detached judge- 
eers could provide a voice  of sanity amidst  popular con- 
hat the profession  could  still command respect,  since “no 

engineer, either  in  literature, on  the stage, or  on the movie screen, has ever 
been  cast  “as a villain.”~erican culture, he declared, tended to portray engi- 
neers as “poor  but honest.”59 

The AEC conference  emphasized that unemployment ran highest in  indus- 
trial sectors that had failed to take maximum advanta~e of  scientific and tech- 
nical innovation; those businesses that  had  adopted  the latest equipment kept 
people at work. The facts seemed plain enough to engineers; the  problem 
became one of convincing ordinary her icans.  Leonard  Fletcher, a member 
of the AEC  Executive Committee,  complained  that  virtually every newspa- 
per he picked up featured articles linking mechanization to job loss, perpet- 
ua t in~  “economic and sociological untruths.” He  called on fellow  engineers to 
fight back  by describing  “the  constructive side of technological matters”  in 
language “understandable to . . . the  majority voter.” The AEC should stress 
that  in making production more efficient, m e ~ h ~ i z a t i o n  opened  the way for 
reducing  work hours, Fletcher  recommended.  Anyone  who  valued  leisure time 
should a~preciate that the true definition of  technologic^ u n e m p l o ~ e n t  was 
“the u~em~loymen t  of a  Saturday afternoon.” The  nature of modern  engi- 



neering handicapped attempts to highlight the advantages of mechanization, 
some suggested. The extreme  specialization of engineers and their use of tech- 
nical jargon discouraged communication with nonprofessionals. To overcome 
such obstacles, the head of the American Society of Agricultural E 
suggested that  the AEC “use its influence’’ to get  big advertisers to 
sympathetic publicity.  “If the matter were properly presented” to them, auto- 
mobile companies might be willing to  run advertisements saying “This car.. . 
has 25 percent more labor put  in  it  than  the  one we sold 25 years ago.” Such 
messages could reach  millions of Americans, he advised, adding cynically, ‘ 
all h o w  that constant repetition is  accepted  by the average person as trut 

In addition to trying  to swamp people with favorable 
ni~ation,  en~ineers set out  to denounce any individual or 
Technocrats, who expressed dismay over  joblessness.  Mai 
and Technocracy  agreed on some points, such as the inadequacy of established 
economics.  Howard  Scott predicted, however, that recent trends reducing the 
manpower per unit of production would lead to unprecede 
cal unemployment. Although he emphasiied that  the Unite 
solve the problem by halting or even  slowing down the  pur 
Scott’s words sounded dangerous to many engine~rs.  ~obilizing against Tech- 
nocracy in January 1933, the AEC passed resolutions to condemn such “exag- 
gerated, intolerant, and extravagant claims” by troublemakers who ha 
“capitalized [on] the fears,  miseries, and uncertainties due  to  the depression.’’ 
Though Scott brandished charts and statistics to  support his argu 
AEC insisted that there was “nothing  inherent  in technical im~rovement 
which entails economic and social maladjustment. Indeed, technolo 
the only possible  basis  for continuing material progress.”61 

After declaring that technological  advances had create  all of past  civiliza- 
tion  and present-day American wealth, engineers proceeded to promise that 
mechanization would likewise guarantee future progress. Just as  physicists 
feared talk about a science  holiday, so engineers worried that  too much dis- 
cussion of displacement might create a backlash  against development of tech- 
nology. In truth, virtually no mainstream politician or labor leader endorsed 
any  idea of completely banning innovation, and public opinion had not turned 
against  engineering as an institution. Nevertheless, the prospect horrified engi- 
neers. Like  Karl Compton, leading  engineers argued that future employment 
depended on a present-day investment in research. Just as machiner~-m~ers  
urged businessmen to take advantage of lower prices to snap  up  the latest 
equip~ent, engineers  suggested that the Depression  represented a perfect time 
for companies to “acquire brains at bargain rates.” The nation had a surplus of 



technical  experts  available “at ridiculously  low figures,” and it could not afford 
to let them sit idle. Companies must hire researchers to expand product lines 
or even  develop entire new industries, “supplying work for thousands” and 
‘‘increasing the wealth . . . and well-being of ci~ilization.”~~ 

Charles Kettering, among others, contended that today’s commitment to 
industrial engineering would  assure  work for tomorrow. Rewards could come 
from unexpected quarters, he observed; the most optimistic men of the twen- 
tieth century’s first decade had  not foreseen how the spread of automobile 
ownership would stimulate an  enormous business in accessories and travel 
services.  Similarly, experts of the 1930s could not determine exactly which 
avenues  of  development  would  yield the greatest return; like farmers,  engineers 
could  only “plant the seed and wait.”  Unlike  Karl Compton, who promised that 
government funding would soon allow  science to create  jobs,  Kettering  warned 
that  the payoff might be some time  in arriving. Americans should not grow 
impatient, he continued. “If we tried to raise human children on  the basis of 
the highly organized bookkeeping system which we apply to industrial chil- 
dren, a baby nine months old  would have to earn its own living.’’ Over the long 
haul, if the United States  invested in a sufficient number of projects,  ‘‘enough 
good will come out of it to make it worthwhile.” If government could keep  five 
or six hundred research laboratories running full time, he promised, “We 
would  have  ‘help  wanted’ on every door of  every factory in America.”63 

During the Depression,  engineers  strove to position themselves  as  agents of 
future well-being, creators of employment and wealth. The golden jubilee 
medal  coined  for the ASME’s fiftieth  anniversary  celebration bore an idealized 
picture of an engineer, who  the society described as “a  thoughtful  man of 
powerful  physique,  gazing intently.. into  the future,” the blueprint for  which 
lay “already within his grasp.” By portraying the technical expert as a paragon 
of progress, the profession made labor’s protests sound immaterial. How dare 
anyone distract engineers with complaints about technological unemploy- 
ment, when they were  busy  “visualizing a world raised to higher levels,”  all “in 
the interests of humanity”? The extension of mechanization would render 
future generations of Americans  increasingly dependent on engineering and 
move more engineers into influential public roles.  True,  recent  “technological 
progress has created great problems,” Elliott Dunlap Smith bluntly  told  the 
ASME in 1930. The spread of automatic looms had decimated textile  employ- 
ment, turning plants into a “sparsely inhabited wilderness of self-controlled 
machinery.”  Such  cases, he declared, underlined the lesson of consequences; 
in bringing ideas from the drawing board to  the factory  floor, an “engineer not 
merely contrives a machine, but  uproots  the work and lives  of  men.” Smith 
nevertheless situated engineers as the potential heroes rather than  the villains 
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of his  tale, moralizing that  the misery of textile  workers  only  proved  how  des- 
perately the  country needed engineers’ help. Those men, seemingly out  to 
destroy hope, were  really those best  able to restore it. §mi& promised that eco- 
nomic well-being would return once  engineers took  the reins of government 
and corporate management, applying their problem-solving aptitude “to  the 
wholesome absorption as  well  as to the efficient construction of the  machine."^ 

Engineers’ comments suggested that,  in  addition  to engineering mecha- 
nization itself, technical experts could and  should engineer society to fit a 
future of rapid changes in  the workplace. Critics doubted, however, whether 
current forms of eng~eering training prepared students to address the human 
dimensions of inno~ation. Henry Wallace complained that  too many colleges 
crammed technical  courses into the curriculum at the expense of a liberal edu- 
cation, locking  engineering majors into a state of “complete  isolation from the 
economic and social world about them.’’ In the interest of helping young pro- 
fessionals  realize  how their work agected everyday  life,  Wallace told the AAA§, 
“no great harm would be done if a certain amount of technical efficiency in 
engineering were traded for a somewhat broader base in general  culture.”  Sci- 
ence  writer  Waldemar  Kaempffert  similarly  urged  engineering  schools to teach 
the tough but  oment to us issue  of  how mechanization affected employment. 
The pursuit of innovation must become “correlated in  the  student  mind with 
the social outcome of technical discoveries,” he told a Carnegie Institute of 
Technology  audience.65 

As Kaempgert, Wallace, and others called for educators to steer would-be 
engineers into a new consciousness of public responsibility,  two Ohio State 
University economists had published a text designed to accomplish exactly 
that. In E c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c s ~ ~ r  ~ ~ g ~ ~ e e ~ s ,  Edison  Bowers and R. Henry Rowntree  stressed 
that students pursuing technical careers must cultivate a working knowledge 
of social  economics, with “special interest” in employment trends. In describ- 
ing the way that machinery troubled musicians,  coal miners, farm hands, and 
office workers, Bowers and Rowntree instructed readers to take talk of dis- 
placement seriously.  If nothing else, they wrote, labor’s  sense of uncertainty 
could make an engineer’s  task more difficult.  Employees who feared mecha- 
nization and distrusted a company’s  motives for introducing  it might prove 
“reluctant to cooperate with management engineers in increasing efficiency.”66 

Technology-related job loss  raised ethical problems, Bowers and Rowntree 
suggested. They presented the hypothetical case  of a farm  implement com- 



pany that had increased its profits by two hundred thousand dollars per year 
by installing new production machinery, in  the process displacing five hun- 
dred out of its one  thousand workers, ~ c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c s ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ g ~ ~ e e ~ s  encouraged 
readers to consider whether the firm  ought  to be held responsible for  the 
welfare  of those  thrown out of work. “Are engineers partly responsible for 
technological unemplo~ent?”  the text asked. “Should we not have a ten-year 
moratorium of invention and machine development to allow employment 
to catch up with science?”  After  all,  even temporary displacement threatened 
to undermine  the nation’s economic soundness, wasting valuable human 
resources and  contributing to a lopsided distribution of wealth. In the end, 
Bowers and Rowntree wrote, since the engineer  was primarily responsible for 
developing  new  machines, he was “therefore responsible indirectly at least for 
the gains and losses  accruing.”67 

Instructors adopted Bowers and Rowntree’s book for use in numerous uni- 
versity  classes during the early 19305, but the arguments over whether and what 
engineers should learn about economics continued to rage. In 1934, MIT insti- 
tuted a new  five-year  Bachelor and Master  of  Science  degree program, which 
Compton described as a combination of technical and liberal arts courses. 
The “new adventure in technological education” would help students master 
both  the technical and  the social  sides of engineering, Compton promised. Its 
grad~ates could show the world how to cope with mechanization, inaugurat- 
ing a new “cooperative approach to economic problems by the en 
the economist, similar to  the fruitful cooperation of the engineer with  the 
physicist.”68 

To skeptics, educators still had not moved  quickly enough to teach students 
about technological  unemployment, and in  the f d  of 1936,  resident Roosevelt 
thrust  the question of engineering education into newspaper  headlines. In a 
letter sent to more than one hundred college presidents, accompan~ng a pam- 
phlet on soil and water conservation, Roosevelt indicated that recent envi- 
ronmental  and economic problems, including the persistently high rate of 
joblessness, suggested that engineers must learn to “cooperate in designing 
accommodating mechanisms to absorb the shocks of the impact of  science.” 
The president called on engineers and university leaders to discuss  ideas for 
reforming the technical ~urriculum  to give students a more evenly  balance^ 
background. Young engineers must acquire “vision and flexible technical 
capacity,”  Roosevelt wrote, so that they might “meet the full range of engi- 
neering responsib~ity”  in  an age  of  mechanization.@‘ 

Roosevelt’s  advocacy apparently stemmed, at least in  part, from the initia- 
tive of Rural  Electrification Administration offkial Morris L. Cooke, who had 
long campaigned for reforming  professional education. The widely distributed 
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“Little  Waters” letter attracted significant attention, especially  after some col- 
lege presidents and leading engineers responded in a decidedly  cool  fashion. 
Nonetheless, all endorsed the general principle that engineers ought  to pay 
more  attention to modern economic and social problems. Robert Doherty, 
president of the Carnegie Institute of  Technology,  called it indefensible for 
engineers to “disregard, as they have tended to  do in  the past, the social con- 
sequences of their work,  leaving these for others to worry about.”  Represent- 
ing  the AEC, Purdue’s engineering dean Andrey Potter reassured Roosevelt 
that professors  felt “ f d y  appreciative of the responsibility of the engineer in 
bringing  about a better balance between technological progress and social 

Though educators might agree that social  issues had a place in engineering 
life, many perceived comments from outsiders, even the president, as unwar- 
ranted interference. In criticizing engineering curricula, Compton protested, 
Roosevelt fded  to acknowledge  how much the discipline had already  expanded 
to incorporate “a notable increase in attention to  the study of economics and 
social  science,”  Lehigh  University president C.  C. Williams concurred, declar- 
ing that over the past decade,  professional engineering societies had been hard 
at work on course reform. H.  H. Rogers of the Polytechnic Institute of Brook- 
lyn worried that schools could not make much more space for nontechnical 
courses without subtracting from the  time devoted to ~ndamenta l  require- 
ments. In any case, he  added, nobody knew precisely what to tell students about 
economic matters anyway,  given the confused state of the social  sciences.71 

The heat generated  by Roosevelt’s letter did not stem just from the question 
of educational reform per se but from the president’s continued references to 
tec~nological unemployment as a serious problem. Rushing to defend their 
profession from the perceived  criticism,  engineering  professionals  repeated the 
argument that even  if changes in production methods caused  occasional tem- 
porary displacement,  new  technologies added jobs and improved living stan- 
dards over the long run. Karl Compton of MIT and Potter Adams, president 
of Norwich  University, both publicly chided Roosevelt  for  feeding  Americans’ 
baseless  fears about mechanization. Adams  scolded the president for display- 
ing a distressing ‘‘lack  of faith” in  the safety  of Machine Age 

Depression-era alarm over labor displacement created a dilemma for the 
Taylor  Society, the organization devoted to promoting and elaborating on the 
theory and techniques laid down by  Frederick  Winslow Taylor. Some unions 
extended blame for job losses to  the philosophy of scientific management, 
accusing  its proponents of promoting an “unbalanced efficiency.” In the single- 
minded quest to multiply per capita output,  the AFL declared, industrial engi- 
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neers had ignored the economic importance of maintaining stability in  both 
employment and consumption. “Ability to improve methods of production 
without ability to stabilize it,” one  labor publication editorialized, “is like 
building a powerful machine without regulator, brakes or indicator gauages 
[sic] and  turning  it loose on the highway.” The device might have a tremen- 
dous power to shoot ahead, but would  “certainly  wreck  itself and  do appalling 
injury” as a result.73 

The accusation that scientific management had helped drive up  unem- 
ployment  instead of creating an economic utopia caused consternation within 
the Taylor  Society. Members began  asking  whether, in espousing the drive for 
efficiency, they had unwittingly embraced a socially and  economica~y short- 
sighted  ideal. At the group’s annual meeting in December 1929,  Leo ~ o l m a n  
warned, “We unfortunately h o w  too little about  the natural history of inven- 
tion  and of technological changes.” The prospect of achieving further  e%- 
ciency  gains and cost  savings in automobile manufacture seemed  slim, a fact 
that could limit the industry’s future growth and its capacity to absorb work- 
ers  displaced from other avenues of employment.  though o~timists liked to 
believe that  the ongoing course of economic development would provide an 
automatic safety cushion, rapid mechanization might at some point exert a 
price too great to be  overlooked. Humans simply did not possess enough intel- 
ligence “to  control this enormous flood of  power that we have loosed upon 
the world,” Stuart Chase told the group. “Machines  seem to be displacing men 
faster than jobs can  be  found.”  Scientific manage~ent  must  start to “pay par- 
ticular attention  to  the question of technological unemployment,” factoring 
labor issues into every  analysis  of  efficiency and prod~ctivity.~~ 

At the Taylor  Society’s  1930 conference,  discussion of a possible  link  between 
scientific management and technological unemployment grew intense. Paul 
Douglas maintained that  the aim of raising productive efficiency remained a 
sound means to ensure a long-term expansion of jobs. As an illustration, he 
proposed the h~othet ical  case  of a publisher  who  used  scientific management 
to double efficiency and  then cut journal prices in half.  If the 50 percent sav- 
ings induced customers to purchase twice  as many copies, the company could 
retain its entire labor force; if demand were not perfectly  elastic, some work- 
ers might lose  jobs. In such an event,  buyers could apply the money they saved 
on the journal to other purchases,  theoretically stimulating e m p l o ~ e n t  else- 
where. In practice,  such  ideal economic relationships might have broken  down 
over the past decade, Douglas admitted. Per capita productivity had grown 
45 percent over the 1920s, but, since managers had not passed on the savings 
to consumers, demand and employment both stagnated. As Americans lost 
confidence in the job market,  Douglas  warned,  fear  of  displacement  could  pose 
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a major obstacle to  further efforts at rationalization or even  provoke a back- 
lash  against industrial engineering.75 

In a pessimistic  follow-up, Harvard economist Sumner Slichter stated that 
displacement had been  rising  for the last  eight or nine years and  that  the labor 
market could not compensate. Once a company had replaced experienced 
workers with machines, the  job loss could never be recovered;  even if man- 
agers slashed prices and buyers responded, a mechanized firm would never 
rehire the old hand labor. To make matters worse, economic benefits of tech- 
nological change inevitably lagged behind  the cost. Firms that  introduced 
machinery tended to eliminate redundant workers immediately, but any 
bounce in consumer demand and resulting reemployment would take longer 
to show  up.  Such delays imposed substantial hardship on American  families, 
Slichter concluded, and scientific management experts must refocus their 
attention on ways  of relieving such pain. Industrial engineers had refined 
methods of moving material through a factory, but  the  country  had “just as 
much need for careful planning to  adjust. . . labor to  the ever-changing  needs 
of  industry.’’  Slichter  proposed  organizing  Taylorites,  businessmen, union lead- 
ers, and government representatives into a Federal  Labor  Board,  which  would 
investigate  how  workplace innovations might affect jobs and recommend  steps 
to minimize harm.76 

During  the ensuing discussion, Henry Kendall,  Taylor Society president, 
agreed that industrial mechanization had accelerated displacement. In refer- 
ring  to technological unemployment as a “tremendously serious” problem, 
Kendall  effectively endorsed the concept that  the society bore an obligation to 
address such matters. Prosperity had made it easy to  portray efficiency  as an 
inherent good, to  hold  up  the dream of ever-higher per capita productivity. 
The  Depression  threatened to change  Taylorism from virtue to vice, but Slichter 
offered an escape  clause. Industrial engineers did not have to retire in disgrace; 
the  country needed them more than ever, to conquer  the unemployment 
problem  they had accidentally  helped  cause.  Harlow  Person, the society’s man- 
aging director, declared that  the crisis posed a “new challenge to scientific 
management.” Practitioners had formerly studied individual companies and 
subroutines of work, but they should now concentrate on the “organization 
and control of industrial society  conceived  as an organic whole.”77 

Person’s talk explicitly put  forth  the  notion  that “operations of industrial 
society are not yielding the greatest  possible good to  the greatest number of 
industrial citizens.” By considering the evidence that decades of  efficiency  gains 
had notadded  up  to an economic and social  miracle, the Taylor  Society hinted 
at flaws in its founders’ principles. During  the Depression, arguments  that 
would  have amounted  to heresy a decade  before suddenly became thinkable. 
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At the Society’s 1931 meeting, ~ommerce   ~epar tment  statistician Robert 
McFall criticized the rising  use of labor-saving  devices and efficiency  schemes, 
which might seem  “essential to the well-being of individual industries~ but 
“may be subversive  of the general economic well-being.” h ill-considered  fad 
for mechanization had aggravated unemployment, he declared flatly, and sci- 
entific management experts should be doing  their  “utmost to discour 
inappropriate extensions  of technology during  an econoiic downturn. ‘ 
much of our  thought has been spent on the mere saving of labor,”  McFall 
maintained;  genuine wisdom came with  the skill to identify “where labor 
saving  is not a true 

McFall  effectively redefined the goal of scientific management to mean 
achieving a healthy “balance between labor s a ~ n g  and labor ut~ization.” Such 
statements show how much the  popular concern about displacement influ- 
enced the Taylor  Societyx which nonetheless did not relinquish its claims to 
expertise. To the contrary, concern about technological unemployment led 
leaders to advocate an even more central role for scientific mana 
promoting a socially enlightened view  of  efficiency. Addressing a radio audi- 
ence in  the early I ~ ~ O S ,  Person  conceded that old-style  scientific management 
had been an incomplete and hence a cruel vision, ignoring the importance of 
employment. Industrial engineers had encouraged  businessmen to abuse their 
power, “applying mechanization in such a manner as to deny a share in  the 
results to  an ever increasing part of the population.” Taylorites stood ready 
to confess their sins and reform their ways, Person announced, to help society 
establish greater job security and a broad-based economic welfare.79 

Person and others  in  the scientific management field took a radical step 
by a c ~ o ~ l e d g i n g  problems of  technologic^ u ~ e m p l o ~ e n t ,  yet at  the same 
time they asserted their claims to professional importance more strongly than 
ever. Especially among  industrial  and mechanical engineers, popular  alarm 
over labor ~splacement spurred episodes of soul-searching. Even  as members 
of those professional communities debated amongst themselves about their 
responsibility for  the social and economic  implication^ of mechanization, 
their o r g ~ i z a t i o ~ s  began  circling the wagons, preparing to defend their inter- 
ests  against  assault from outsiders. The ASME, AEE, AIP, ~ S ,  and  the Tay- 
lor Society insisted that present-day turmoil only proved how urgently the 
country needed to rely on technical  expertise. Even  as workers  revolted  against 
mechanization, those men who had developed and promoted new production 
methods coaxed Americans to  trust them. In a desire to  paint themselves  as 
national saviors, scientists and engineers paid special attention  to public 
relations. When pure research  seemed too esoteric to be relevant, physicists 



redefined their image to emphasize the valuable results of applied research. 
Engineers built technology into  the central feature of civilization, construct- 
ing a usable  past from which they might draw reassuring  analogies to  the pres- 
ent. Popular  science and technology  magazines  bolstered such a view, echoing 
the line that talk of displacement had been misrepresented. One article in 
~ o ~ ~ Z u r  Science used the eye-catching  title, “Will You  Lose  Your Job Because  of 
a Machine?’, and answered,  “no!”  Ongoing  research  would perpetuate an “end- 
less chain” of new jobs and consumer goods, the  journal assured readers, so 
that instead of worrying, Americans ought to “pat  the machine on its shin- 
ing 

As part of the mission to shore up  the equation between  mechanization and 
national well-being, technical and scientific groups effectively formed a part- 
nership with the corporate community. While a few scientists and engineers 
might occasionally blame managers for failing to use technology well, their 

erally cooperated with big  business to advance a common a 
ent executives attended the scientists’ and engineers’  celebr 

of technical  progress, and vice  versa, projecting a mutually sympathetic vision 
of national destiny.  Together, those groups interpreted American history as a 
march toward progress, promising that  the force of innovation, fostered in 
company research  facilities, would open new horizons of material abundance 
and employment opportunity. Corporate advertising incorporated imag 
men  in white lab coats as a visual shorthand for that promise, while 
Compton campaigned for bringin industry  into education.81 

Such an alliance had  not been  evitable.  Earlier in  the twentieth century, 
engineers had engaged in internal debate over where their allegiance should 
lie. Their desire for professional independence competed with the lure of cor- 
porate money. By the 1920s, the progressive reform impulse had started to die 
out, shifting the engineering community toward a conservative orientation.82 
The Depression  offered a chance to reopen that discussion, posing questions 
about whose interests science should serve and  about  the proper direction 
engineering. In the  end,  group dynamics pushed scientific and engineeri 
organizations to reassert the faith that workplace innovation did not pose  any 
real danger. Scientists and engineers drew rhetorical and symbolic links 
between technological change and  the  notion of American progress in  the 

, present, and future. Talk  of technological unemployment turned what 
started as a partnership of convenience  between  science, engineering, and 

the corporate world into  an alliance  of mutual defense and a powerful joint 
force of public relations. 



ITHIN A DECADE of uncertainty, the idea of mechanization became a 
lens through which people observed and interpreted the past, present, 

and future. For all the twentieth century’s vaunted advances in knowledge and 
wealth, too many citizens  faced  “enforced  idleness and cold and hunger,” Silas 
Bent  wrote. “What will the smug Machine Age do  about it?”l 

Such pointed questions compelled attention, especially since forecasters 
predicted that inventors  would continue extending the force of mechanization 
into new  areas  of industry, agriculture, and  the services. The spread of photo- 
electric eyes, business equipment,  and  other devices promised to create an 
entire chain of consequences, reshaping work and redefining its meaning in 
m o ~ e r n  life. Commentators frequently expressed a conviction that as pro- 
duction technology allowed  employers to keep turning  out more goods with 
less labor, the  United States must ultimately slash. working hours  to avoid 
mass unemployment. But opinions were divided over the impact of such an 
unprecedented leisure  world; optimists anticipated a utopian era which freed 
men and women to pursue self-enlightenment and community improvement, 
while  pessimists worried that  the death of an old-fashioned work ethic would 
only  foster  laziness and delinquency. The sheer  acceleration of technical inno- 
vation carried breathtaking implications, leaving plenty of room for philo- 
sophical speculation about whether and how human beings could cope with 
such revolutionary potential. 

In envisioning the effects of workplace  mechanization,  Americans  similarly 
had to think  about how expanded production power might transform  the 
market and consumerism. Through  the I ~ ~ O S ,  corporations, scientists, and 
engineers countered talk of displacement by launching public relations cam- 
paigns that celebrated mechanization as a guarantee of wealth. In an alluring 



promise of abundance,  manufacturers put  the latest automobile models, 
washing  machines, and even experimental television  sets on display at World’s 
Fairs for a Depression-weary audience. Emphasizing that  ordinary men and 
women could share the wonders of scientific  genius  by  using  exciting  new  dial 
telephones, AT&T effectively  diverted attention from the fate of switchboard 
operators. Exhibits  defined consumerism as the primary standard of Ameri- 
can well-being, measuring personal happiness and  national civilization by 
material possessions.  Business interests constructed a clear  message that those 
who fretted over job loss simply failed to comprehend the fabulous potential 
of corporate-sponsored technical ingenuity. 

The symbolic  power of the great New  York  World’s  Fair proved critical in 
promoting the equation of mechanization and progress. By 1939 and 1940, the 
debate had been raging for roughly a decade.  Even  as hundreds of thousands 
of visitors thronged to fair  exhibits, other Americans  traveled to Washington, 
D.C., to participate in  the Temporary National Economic Committee (TNEC) 
hearings on technological unemployment. Statisticians with the WPA and 
other government agencies  testified that their research  showed the persistence 
of disturbing economic trends; a parade of labor representatives told Congress 
how their occupations had been hit by workplace change. Countering such 
evidence,  executives from the nation’s  largest corporations offered their own 
graphs and accounts to demonstrate that critics had greatly  exaggerated  any 
such incidents. Business  leaders and  the other promechanization forces  even- 
tually losfthe argument on Capitol Hill. The TNEC  investigation concluded 
that Americans had good reason to feel concerned about the social  ramifica- 
tions of change, warning that future increases in mechanization seemed likely 
to intensify problems of displacement.  But the real battle did  not take  place in 
Washington; the business, scientific, and engineering communities  had 
deployed their best weapons at  the World’s  Fair in New  York. Moreover,  by 
1940, international events had begun to alter  Americans’ perceptions and  pri- 
orities. The tide of world conflict would soon rise to sweep  aside the subject 
of technological unemployment, 

Throughout  the 193os, scientists,  engineers and businessmen propounded 
versions of history that defined gains in scientific awareness and technical 
capacity as the central component of  Western progress. During those same 
years, mainstream historians also grappled with various ways  of interpreting 
the record of mechanization. Historians’ analysis of the past was informed 
by the present-day debate over labor displacement, and  the public fear  of job 
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loss appeared as a subtext  through  their writings. ?ne of the assessments 
most sympathetic to mechanization came from Charles  Beard, who regarded 
“progress”  as a faith in power,  especially in the power  of  technology to improve 
man’s place on earth. He considered the benefits of science and engineering 
self-evident, arguing that  the spread of howledge had fostered democratic 
principles, raised the standards of health and longevity, and kept people sup- 
plied with both  the necessities and l ~ u r i e s  of  life.  Beard  defined  civilization 
by its embrace of technology and science, asserting that  it was the  trust  “that 
mankind is advancing” which set the Western  world off from the “fatalism of 
the Orient and  the o~er-worldliness of the Christian Middle Ages.” In Beard’s 
mind, such belief in scientific and inventive triumph was more characteristic 
of the United States than Europe, assuring its ultimate economic, intellectual, 
and  cultural preeminence. His model made America the  natural  home of 
progress; unnecessary paranoia about mechanization risked destroying that 
achievement and sending modern culture backward to subsistence agriculture 
and primitive medicine.2 

Roger Burlingame seconded the view that  the  modern world’s “incessant 
~ovement” toward further mechanization represented “a natural, not a per- 
verse” trend. His 1940 work ~ ~ g ~ ~ e s  u ~ ~ e ~ u c ~ ~ c ~  linked all economic and 
social  growth in  the United States to  te~hnologi~al triumph, reading the coun- 
try’s entire history as “fundamentally a history of invention.” M e r  outlinin 
the way nineteenth-century Americans had derived great benefits from the 
spread of steam engines and railroads, ~urlingame turned his attention  to 
more recent  developments. He praised the dial telephone as a technical mas- 
terpiece and accepted AT&T arguments that switchboard operators had  not 
really  suffered. New phone equipment contributed far more economic good 
than  harm, since  over the long run  it c‘multiplied employment in a hundred 
spheres  by increasing speed of production and  the tempo of  business.”  Labor 

ore  the blame for any job loss, ~ ~ r l i n g a m e  wrote, since unions’ push 
her wages and  shorter  hours only gave business owners incentive to 
their need for workers. ~echanization did  “nothing but what man 

 intended^ helping “to take  severe burdens off human shoulders . . . and give 
the spirit a chance.”3 

Following  William Qgburn, Burlingame declared that  the source of trou- 
ble  lay in humans’ failure to adapt to mechanization. The United States must 

of society behind technolo wh i~h  is  responsible  for most of 
our disease  today. That men released  by mechanisms should find themselves 
without occupation for their newly freed spirits shows a ~rofound failure in 
social  invention.” After Americans had learned to redirect their surplus time 
and energy into education, art,  and city planning, they would see it was  “well 



that machines have been made to perform these lesser functions so as to 
release  men’s minds for higher ones.” He recommended that rather than waste 
time bemoaning the loss of jobs to cotton-picking machines,  African  Ameri- 
cans in  the  South  should seize the  opportunity  to  form choirs, touring  the 
country  to perform concerts of spirituals. Bethlehem,  Pennsylvania, residents 
displaced by continuous-strip steel production could similarly earn a livin 
through  the musical  skill  exhibited in their famous Bach  Festival.  If  only  steel 
“puddling could be done by machines and  the singing made a full-time job,” 
the  nation would “have no less steel and far more delight to  our senses.’, 
Burlingame  recast  technological  displacement as a cultural asset.  For him, agri- 
cultural  and steel laborers were dispensable; the only irreplaceable workers 
in  modern life  were engineers. Once Americans could come to “accept t 
belief that we need more rather than less  machines,” he forecast, “we shall  nee 
more engineers” than ever? 

Harold Rugg provided a drastically different diagnosis of the past, pres- 
ent,  and  future relationship between technology and society. In his judgment, 
the original Industrial Revolution  represented a period of unusual expansion, 
when  workers could move into new  avenues  of opportunity as mechanization 
closed off old ones. But starting  around 1900, Rugg declared, the world had 
entered a second Industrial Revolution, a time of economic limitations. Once 
the arrival of larger and more automatic machines had accelerated the “per- 
manent ousting of labor from industry,”  Americans had good  reason to fear  for 
their well-being. Rugg predicted that, while  people during  the first Industrial 
Revolution had concentrated on perfecting  new  devices, the second Industrial 
Revolution would force them to  think about  better social management of 
change. Only by learning to ‘‘apply the scientific method to Man-Man rela- 
tionships as  well  as to  the^ Man-Thing relationships,” he concluded, could 
humans achieve a more stable distribution of wealth,  work, and le i~ure.~ 

Lewis Mumford s ~ i l ~ l y  considered that the a c c ~ ~ a t i n g  egects of change 
should and would  lead  people to regard  technology in a new  light. In the past, 
he wrote, the “gains that  the machine has brought have  rarely been balanced 
up against the losses.” The Depression had finally driven Americans such as 
Stuart Chase to start calculating that balance,  revealing just how “uncertain 
such an estimate must be, once one drops the comfortable ~ictor ian notion 

e is  progress and all progress-  is  beneficial.’,  True, modern machine 
power had raised  civilization beyond dependence on  human energy,  definn 
Aristotle’s prediction that society’s need for labor would make  slavery a per- 
manent phenomenon. In practice,  however, M~mford complained, the rise of 
mechani~ation had merely converted people from slaves  of production  into 
slaves to consumerism. The advertising industry pushed “wanton multipli- 
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cation of  fake wants” just to keep the market moving,  while  workplace  changes 
left communities “burdened with chronic unemployment, a curse and not a 
benefit.”6 

In his 1934 work ~ e c ~ n ~ c ~  and C ~ ~ ~ Z ~ z a t ~ u n ,  Mumford argued that  the Indus- 
trial Revolution, the “paleotechnic” stage  of historic development, had dev- 
astated labor, the environment, and economic stability.  Nevertheless, the very 
prevalence of technological change made people into passionate believers in 
progress; questioning the advantages of mechanization amounted to unthink- 
able heresy. “What paleotect dared ask himself whether labor-saving . . . 
thing-producing devices were in fact producing . . . enrichment of life?” 
~echanization allowed industry to  turn  out more and more goods, but simul- 
taneously  eliminated the value  of human beings as participants in production, 
fostering a culture that rewarded profit-making at the expense  of  workers. It 
appalled Mumford to see that even  after 1929, when the displacement effects 
of dial telephones, linotypes, and other machines became seemingly obvious, 
some observers  persisted in believing “that maladjustment to  the machine can 
be solved by. . introducing greater quantities of  machinery.’’ He  ridiculed the 
Hoover administration’s Recent ~ c u n u ~ ~ c  C~anges report as an example of 
such “classic  fatuousness.yy Mumford judged it  the height of idiocy to suggest 
that Americans must learn to “conform our living and thinking to  the  anti- 
quated ideological  system” that  had distorted priorities in  the first place.7 

Mumford anticipated that  the course of history itself would correct such 
blind worship of mechanization. For him,  the Depression represented the 
painM evolution of civilization from its destructive “paleotechnic” form into 
a more mature, balanced “neotechnic” state. As part of such a transformation, 
workers would no longer sit passively through radical changes imposed on 
their lives.  Rather. they would seize the power to evaluate developments for 
th~mselves, rationally deciding whether to accept or reject various forms of 
technology. By taking control over the  direction of mechanization, people 
would make the “social unemployment of machines” in a future neotechnic 
civilization  “as marked as the present technological unemployment of  men.” 
~ a c h i n e s  would lie unused if  necessary, once society had come to value the 
laborer as “quite as important as the  commodity  he produces.” Neotechnic 
countries would end  the “dissociation between capitalism and technics” by 
reinventing the economy along more well-planned, cooperative principles; 
through more equitable distribution of the gains of mechanization, all citi- 
zens would enjoy improved living standards while working less than twenty 
hours a week. That efficient  yet humane world would maximize both  human 
and engineering potential, conquering the problem of technological unem- 
ployxnent  for  good.8 



Writers of the  time superimposed their ideas about present-day mecha- 
nization onto  interpretations of the past, then extrapolated that analysis to 
prescribe proper  terms for America’s social and economic future. Rugg and 
Mumford agreed that  the selfishness and short-sightedness behind the Indus- 
trial Revolution had devalued workers, creating a serious problem of labor 
displacement which  society could only correct by reordering its priorities. To 
Burlingame,  Beard, and Dugald  Jackson, the Industrial Revolution  represented 
a central step in the vpward path of Western  civilization,  inevitably due to peak 
in  the United States. A writer’s  assessment of contemporary conditions both 
dictated and depended on his broader philosophy about how civilization 
evolved. The Depression-era controversy over machines’ impact  on labor 
created a unique climate within which historians produced a special  set of lit- 
erature, one characteristically  focused on technology in  the past, present, and 
future. 

In reviewing the  history of the Machine Age, Americans continued  to 
reevaluate the meaning of their immediate social and economic position. The 
sudden shock of collapse from a culture of prosperity to one of poverty sug- 
gested that  the United States had arrived at a momentous turning point. Rac- 
ing at full speed into  the ~ e n t i e t h  century, the  nation  had crashed head-on 
into urgent questions about labor displacement.  Joblessness  signaled a shift in 
eras, the  start of an age when, more than ever before, mechanization repre- 
sented the single most important factor defining the  foundation of national 
life.  Workplace technology had seemingly become the  determining variable 
that would shape employment conditions, public debate, and financial rela- 
tionships  for  generations to come. Though observers  might  agree on the historic 
significance of mechanization, they were often split over its human implica- 
tions. Public discussion revealed both  an uncertainty  about what a future 
Machine Age would look like and a deeper ambiguity about whether change 
would come for better  or worse. “We are living in  one of the  most interest- 
ing periods” in history, Ralph Borsodi commented  in 1933. “Industrial civi- 
lization is either on the verge  of  collapse or of rebirth on a new  social basis.”g 

Curse or blessing-rega~dless? many Americans feared that  they  had no 
power to influence  events. Machinery had already  been  set in motion, moving 
the country into  an era defined  by ever-more-rapid technological  change. The 
effects of workplace revolution seemed to pile up  and create a momentum for 
further  innovation. Engineers and businessmen  promoted  this sense of a 
predetermined fate, arguing that no matter how much people worried about 
displacement, the United States could not  turn away from e~brac ing  new 
technologies. “The Machine, and  the Age which it has moulded, is  as  inescap- 
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able  as it is unpreventable,” Ralph  Flanders  declared.  “Like other manifesta- 
tions of natural law [it] can be neither ignored nor combatted.’’  Such state- 
ments fit well with  sociologists’ cultural lag theory; given the assumption that 
technological change must be permitted  to develop along a natural  path, 
humans  must simply  figure out how to adjust. Flanders continued, “‘our  only 
safety  lies in adaptation. The rapidity of adaptation required is to some ehi l -  
arating, to  others painful.”l* *I 

Such a vision  left  Americans no escape route from the~technological revo- 
lution. Lucky individuals might adjust quickly and benefit from change, but 
‘men  and women in less advantageous situations could lose their jobs. This 
analysis  raised the question, how  long  would the most stresshl economic  con- 
ditions persist? Henry Ford insisted that  the  transition  to  “the  machine age 
is barely started now”;  Americans had only begun  to experience the new  real- 
ity.  However, he  promised, as  workplace in~ovation advanced further, it would 
clear up  the present “noise and confusion,” setting  the stage for a glorious 
future. Dexter  Kimball, on  the  other  hand, reassured he r i cans  that  the  trau- 
matic  pace of upheaval  would not continue indefinitely. Mech~ization would 
proceed  far more slowly  over the next thirty years than in the previous three 
decades,  he predicted, thanks  to  the law  of diminishing  returns. Employers 
would  discover inherent limits to  the payoff from mechanization, and  some 
might even opt to discard e~uipment in  the  hope of gaining ~ e x i b i l i ~ .  Such 
trade-offs would halt the race to mechanize,  Kimball  said, restoring a natural 
balance in the labor economy and keeping the problem of displacement down 
to manageable  levels.l* 

The  principle of diminishing  returns  had already started  to take  effect, 
noted  Sumner Ely, an engineer from  the Carnegie Institute of Technology. 
Business  managers had implemented the simplest  technological  changes  first, 
and  further  innovation would arrive more gradually.  Workers had therefore 
just about survived the worst phase of disruption, Ely concluded, although 
mechanization  would continue shrinking manpower  needs down to “an irre- 
ducible  minimum.’’ Industrial designers  would  design more  and  more facto- 
ries to run  with virtually no  men  on  the  production floor, but the  laboring 
class  “will adjust itself  as time goes  on.”  People  would settle into new  employ- 
ment  opportunities, since even the  most mechanized processes  would still 
demand  human engineering and supervision. ‘‘When  we  have once become 
~oroughly mechanized,” Ely rationalized,  workers at least  could  ‘(no  longer  be 
affected  by the machine.”12 

Though such  words  might not prove  reassuring, there seemed little anyone 
should or could do  to defy the  trend toward ~echanization. Most unions did 
not desire to wage  such an enor~ous  battle and, even in the midst of  fear a ~ o u t  
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displacement, did  not usually destroy equipment or rail against science and 
engineering, Despite the nightmares of  Karl Compton, Robert Millikan, and 
their fellows,  few  advocated  placing a moratorium on research and invention. 
The idea that  the United States  would  follow an inevitable path of technolog- 
ical development, to which human behavior and  cultural  institutions  must 
adapt, proved a powerful assumption. The 1933 Chicago Century of Progress 
exposition captured that sense of mechanization as a predetermined force in 
its famous slogan,  “Science  Finds-Industry  Applies-Man  Conforms.” 

If men and women had no choice but  to conform to a future determined 
by increasing technological  change, what would be the shape of that emerg- 
ing world? Through the 193os, educators and sociologists debated how Arner- 
icans seeking employment should approach a rapidly evolving workplace. 
C.  A. Prosser, a Minneapolis in~ustrial educator,  warned that because  of  mech- 
anization, every person in any line of work would encounter at least tempo- 
rary unemployment more often. In  modern times, he wrote, “the job which 
the typical worker holds is  likely to be either completely abolished by tech- 
nological  change or  to be so greatly modified. . . as to become virtually a new 
job.” Rather than teaching students specific  skills targeted to particular occu- 
pations, Prosser  suggested,  vocational  counselors ought to give youngsters the 
practical advice and psychological  reassurance they would need to face a con- 
stantly changing job market. Business could help prepare workers both phys- 
ically and psychologically for the possibility of displacement by rotating them 
between a number of different tasks, management expert John Garvey sug- 
gested.  Employees accustomed to switching work would gain  self-confidence 
and begin “welcoming changes as happy experiences rather than dangers to 
avoid.” Americans should  learn to appreciate the healthiness of continual 

e,  Garvey concluded, comparing the shift between jobs to the “move- 
ment of your blood through your own body. . . . When your blood becomes 
sluggish, your actions become slow,” he cautioned, and  no  one in  the  rapid 
Machine Age could afford to be 

As mechanization proceeded along its inevitable course, educators agreed, 
the sheer  pace of change  placed the  burden on workers  themselves to keep  up. 
Flexibility became the key to survival in  the face of mechanization; anyone 
who  could not adapt would  invariably  be  left behind. Young people must avoid 
putting all their eggs in a single  basket,  advisors indicated, and boys certainly 
should not  count on following their fathers in  the family’s traditional work. A 
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person could no longer even be sure that a particular line of employment 
would last throughout  their lifetime, R. B. Cunliffe of  Rutgers pointed  out, 
since “with the coming of the machine and power age, an occupation may be 
born, reach maturity and die  within a decade or two.” Education could no 
longer stop in  the teenage  years; as the expansion of mechanization continued 
to alter work processes, adults would need ongoing training  and  retraining 
to brace for the  perpetual  threat of job loss.  Such intensive programs could 
prove  expensive, raising the issue of whether the federal government, states, 
localities, unions, business, or workers themselves would assume primary 
responsib~ity for financing and facilitating classes.  And  yet, educators argued, 
the country  had no choice but  to ensure that its human resources  could  keep 
step with its technical power.  Spencer  Miller, secretary of the Workers’ Edu- 

ureau, summed  up  the problem as one of “re-education to  the 
machine age.”I4 

If adults would devote more  time to continuing education in  the  future, 
many he r i cans  rationalized, they might also  come to spend less time on the 
job itself. The invention af increasingly  powerful equipment would  change the 
labor-intensive nature of production, they reasoned, thus altering the  nature 
of work itself. Ultimately workplace  technology  would  redefine the social,  eco- 
nomic, and psychological importance of employment. The  most  dramatic 
impact could  come in the amount of time spent working;  looking at the power 
of mechanization, some observers predicted that  the workweek would soon 
shrink to twenty or  thirty hours.  Others an~icipated a workweek under ten 
hours, while still others believed technological change would eliminate vir- 
tually  any  need for labor at all.  Some commentators welcomed  such a prospect, 
hoping that  the end of employment would ~nal ly  grant ordinary Americans 
the ability to realize their full human potential. Setting out  an ideal  of  well- 
invested  free time, those optimists envisioned a world  of traumatic joblessness 
transformed into a utopia of virtuous leisure. Others felt  less sanguine about 
the prospect that  the  modern economy would create a superabundance of 
idleness. Employment played an  important role in people’s  lives; how would 
individuals and society  react if that disappeared? 

Labor  leaders argued that  it only made sense to cut the workweek to com- 
pensate  for mechanization, which appeared to  put a strict upper bound on the 
amount of labor required for production. Under the maladjusted present-day 
system, such limits meant the economy simply did not provide enough work 
to go around; a record number of people stood  in breadlines, while others 
toiled long hours. By shrinking the standard workday, the nation could redis- 
tribute available work among everyone who needed it. Such a move repre- 
sented the  natural course of history, union leaders  hil lo sop hi zed. Factory 
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owners in earlier centuries might have  felt  compelled to keep  employees  going 
from before dawn till after dark, but  the  modern age, with its unprecedented 
access to machine power, had no excuse for such inhumane expectations. 
William  Green  especially hailed the prospect of a shorter workweek  as a nec- 
essary and desirable step to counter present and  future technological unem- 
ployment.  Such a move  would  benefit  employers as  well  as labor,  he  promised. 
Research surveying what happened when businesses cut  hours showed that 
when workers felt  less stress and fatigue, companies enjoyed higher morale, 
greater productivity, and lower absenteeism. More than  that, he contended, 
every American deserved the right to a healthy balance of labor and leisure. 
A two-day weekend would give people the cEance to pursue personal ~ 1 ~ 1 1 -  
ment  and meet community obligations, thereby enhancing democratic poli- 
tics and raising civilization to new heights. “Leisure  makes  possible broader 
views of  life,” Green pr0c1aimed.l~ 

Chemical engineer Clifford Furnas agreed that a reduction of work hours 
must become inevitable as geniuses of the  not-too-distant  future invented 
devices that “will make even  Rube  oldb berg run for cover.” With ~ a c h i n e s  
substituting for men, he predicted, the economy could provide everyone a ris- 
ing standard of living  while imposing an average  workday  of just two hours. 
Furnas condemned the “kill-joy” pioneer spirit which made moralists assume 

rinding labor is the means and object of all l i fe .”~ericans would 
only enjoy true liberty, he wrote, when they turned over  all routine work to 
brainless robots and began to define their identity through hobbies and per- 
sonal interests rather than by occupation. Furnas envisioned a revival  of the 
lost art of letter-writing and a flowering of amateur science.  Such options 
might not appeal to all, he admitted. “The blask and  the bored individuals will 
probably always be numerous,  but if they are harmless they can be allowed 
to roam at large.’’ Sports activities might absorb the energy of such  people and 
prevent them from causing trouble, leaving the rest of the population free to 
indulge in a new renaissance.16 

Although they approached the subject from different  perspectives, Furnas 
and Green both forecast a shorter workweek paradise. Such a hedonistic view 
disturbed  other observers, who challenged the  assumption  that  modern 
progress would entitle everyone to leisure opportunity. Engineering contrac- 
tor Thomas Desmond warned that  the common laborer was neither intellec- 
tually equipped nor mentally inclined to make productive use  of spare time. 
Those workplace  technologies  already installed had  not fostered  any notable 
cult~ral or spiritual improvement of the masses, he scoffed. Ordinary people 
spent the weekend in mindless pursuits such as speeding through  the  coun- 
tryside in automobiles. “DO they stop in the day time to go out  into  the fields 



to study geology or botany? Do they stop  at  night  to gaze at  the galaxies?” 
Reducing the workweek  could  only  lead to catastrophe, Desmond maintained. 
Freed from the discipline of long hours, men and women  would  waste time or 
use it for t roublem~ng.  One New Yurk Times reader predicted that as mech- 
anization shortened hours, the  country would  witness an “ever-rising tide of 
crime.” During a 1933 sermon in St.  Patrick‘s Cathedral, the Reverend Thomas 
Graham insisted, “If men have more leisure, sin will  flourish.” M e r  quoting 
the old adage, “The devil finds work for idle hands,” Graham suggested that 
perhaps advocates of reduced hours “expect no difficulty from  that source. 
Maybe they have made a deal with Satan.”17 

Speculations about  labor forces being in league with the devil certainly 
opened up new  avenues  of  debate. The vision of a future based on mass  leisure 
represented a distinct break from the traditional principle of civilization built 
around  the Protestant work  ethic.  Although plenty of Americans continued to 
argue that industriousness strengthened character and virtue, theological 

inions  during  the Machine Age varied. New Yurk T i ~ e s  editorial writers 
noted, “One of the Ten Commandments enjoins a day of rest from labor. It 
cannot  be irreverent to suggest that its scope should be extended to include 
the blessing  of  longer periods of leisure” made possible through modern tech- 
nology.  Sociologist L. P. Jacks worried about  the sheer rapidity with which the 
prospect of  mass  leisure had come upon modern society. Americans were “not 
prepared either biologically or by education” for an abrupt gain in free time. 
Twentieth-centu~ civilization  was “threatened by a surplus of leisure,”  he cau- 
tioned, “of  which the present unemployment is a foretaste.” The very  survival 
of the  human species might be at stake; without “a  life  of  skillful  activity” and 
rewarding outlets for  energy,  people  would “begin to degenerate biologically.” 
In  short, Jacks warned, the “evils of enforced leisure” could prove “almost as 
bad as the evils  of  enforced  labor.’”* 

If past  esperience had not prepared men and women to handle the Machine 
Age’s  gift  of freedom,  social  scientists stood ready to intervene.  elf-proclaimed 
“leisure experts” could guide  Americans in  the proper management of spare 
time, to ensure that boredom and frustration did  not generate foolishness or 
vice. Under professional  oversight,  workplace mechanization would open up 
harmonious social order rather than chaos and misery. In light of such think- 
ing, ~epression-era concern about technological u n e m p l o ~ e n t  stimulated a 
burst of interest in the science  of  leisure.  Although  counselors did  not provide 
any magic recipe to alleviate the  current uncertainty, they envisioned a 
remarkable transformation of  life. Future generations would h o w  no fear of 
displacement,  only the luxury of recreation. A ~ ~ i ~ e  tu C ~ ~ i ~ i z e ~  ~ u u ~ ~ ~  touted 
the idea that workplace mechanization could create a new  age “in which we 



can at last begin to call our souls our own.” In that  book, H. A. Overstreet 
defined “civilized loafing” as the use  of  free time for mental  improvement) 
physical  exercise, or  community involvement.  He  approved  specific forms of 
social  activity,  such as singing or acting in local amateur  troupes; canoeing, 
walking, and ice  skating  helped with “building the s ~ l ~  body,”  while  pottery, 
woodwor~ng, and similar handicrafts allowed “the  fun of handlin 
als.’) In endorsing such pursuits, Overstreet indicated that  modern  civ~ization 
imposed  a  duty  on everyone to apply  free time  in  the  most reward 
tions. “The  man who plants his garden, or plays  his violin” will  he 
form life into  the delightful and adventurous experience it  ought  to be.”l9 

Merely  recommending  acceptable outlets for  energy did  not guarantee that 
people  would  choose wisely, and such a crucial matter could not be lea to fate. 
A 1934 handbook, The C h ~ l l e ~ ~ e   ~ ~ ~ e i s ~ r e ,  produced for the National Recre- 
ation  and Park  Association, took it for granted that technical  changes,  which 
could not  and  should  not be stopped or slowed, had  started  to remove the 
value  of  work. M e c h ~ ~ a t i o n  multiplied efficiency, Arthur Newton  Pack  wrote, 
but threatened to deaden the senses. “hen industry placed machi  e 
human labor, men and women could only restore meaning  to life a 
creative  use  of  leisure. ‘%%at the American people do in their spare time 
henceforth will  largely determine the character of our civilization,” ~ i t h o u t  
supervision, citizens could slide into  a  rut, watching movies and otherwise 
killing time. The  top  minds  must go to  work  on shaping the  approaching 
leisure  society,  steering  people  toward  more  self-improving ha~its. Social critic 
Paul FranM. concurred that once the country  had conquered  present  problems 
of technological unemplo~en t ,  constructive  use of the new machine-made 
leisure would  become  the bu r~ ing  social question: ‘‘Our  claim toward civi- 
lization will  have to be  proved in the use  we  make  of our idle time rather than 
by the size or  capacity  of our factories.”  The  United  States ought to begin  coach- 
ing children on how to respond to  the inevitable course of change, te 
them  to  pursue  the  most responsible ways  of filling  free time. Just as 
superintended toddlers’ playtime to prevent accidents, experts must guide 
ordinary ~ e r i c a n s ’  use of leisure to avert  chaos.20 

Authorities in the 1930s thus portrayed adaptation  to  the Machine Age as 
a matter of paterna~stic leisure education. As part of the “Social  Living  Series” 
of junior high  school te~tbooks, teachers ~ a b e l  Hermans  and ~ a r g a r e t  Han- 
non produced a volume  called Using ~ e i s ~ r e  Time. “People  now  living  remem- 
ber when. almost everyone had  to work at least  twelve hours  a day,” the 193 
book advised, but  modern life had  become much easier,  erm mans and H ~ n o n  
hinted at  the links  between  workplace  technology and lifestyle, a 
to consider the likelihood that  “in  the  future there may  be stil 
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Can you  tell why?” To illustrate the  worth of leisure, the  authors  quoted 
William Henry Davies’ poem “Leisure,”  which opens, “‘Wlnat is this life  if,  full 
of care, We have no  time  to stand and stare.”  But  ironically, standing and star- 
ing would not  count as proper use of free time; the younger generation must 
pursue more (‘active,’’ “stimulating,” and “wholesome” forms of recreation  like 
softball games. The twentieth century made leisure a community responsi- 
bility, Hermans and  Hannon declared. Towns should invest tax  money  in 
organized public recreation, while schools could help spread the gospel  of 
worthwhile leisure by preparing displays and booklets describing local pools 
and playgrounds, libraries and museums, parks and camping facilities.21 

At the federal level,  New  Deal projects provided money and initiative to 
support  that goal  of  wholesome  leisure. The Civilian Conservation Corps, the 
Works Progress ~dministration, and  other Roosevelt-era  agencies not only 
provided jobs but also represented a social investment in  community recre- 
ation. According to a 1941 report of the American Youth Commission, the 
federal government spent $1.5 billion between 1932 and 1937 on enhancing 
recreation services and social infrastructure. WPA teams built ten thousand 
swimming pools, tennis courts,  and  other public facilities, not  to mention 
repairing and improving nine  thousand existing centers. Such efforts rein- 
forced the message that by preparing a new generation to make the  right 
choices for a world in which technology reduced working hours  and  drasti- 
cally reshaped life, the United States could minimize if not avoid a future cri- 
sis.  Such an approach would in effect  reinvent the old-style  work ethic for an 
age in which mechanization would have made jobs less important. Instead of 
cultivating virtue  through paid labor, youngsters would have an obligation 
to refine their character through beneficial  recreation.22 

In creating a model for this novel  leisure culture, government officials and 
social  scientists  ironically  reverted to a distinctly nostalgic  ideal. The experts 
explicitly  rejected twentieth-century pursuits such as  moviegoing and  auto- 
mobile riding in favor  of o1~-fashioned community singing, sandlot baseball, 
and other nontechnolo~ic~ pursuits. Future economic and labor conditions 
might be defined by a headlong race toward mechanization in  the workplace, 
but private life, in this vision, could and should remain stubbornly human- 
centered. The technological imperative might force  Americans to adjust their 
e m p l o ~ e n t  expectations, but  in their expanded  spare  time,  people might pre- 
serve a slower way  of  life. 

Leisure utopians waxed poetic over the prospect that technical advances 
might counter  the  twentieth-century  trend of women seeking employment 
outside the home, freeing them for a paradise of relaxation and nurturing. L. P. 
Alford, editor of  several technical journals, compared modern engineers to 
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medieval knights, honoring women through  their work at a drafting  board 
and a conference  table rather than  in chivalry and  tournament. By giving up 
long hours  in factories and offices, women might  return  to  the  hearth  and 
enjoy a deserved round of bridge games, shopping, and socializing. Yet in real 
life,  evidence  suggested, reducing women’s working hours  did  not automati- 
cally bring  them  into a life of ease. A Women’s Bureau study of one factory 
that switched from three eight-hour shifts to four six-hour shifts showed that 
most of the affected  female  employees approved of the shorter workday. Out 
of 224 women surveyed, however, only forty-nine  reported using the extra 
time for recreation and just sixteen for self-improvement. The majority 
devoted their new “leisure” wholly or in  part  to housework. Marital status 
appeared to  be  the  determining factor. Eighty percent of the single women 
used their free time for sports, automobile outings, and even, in one case,  fly- 
ing lessons, but 55 percent of married women applied the  time  to laundry, 
gardening, and child care. The twentieth century had brought new  washing 
machines, electric appliances, and  other “labor-saving” equipment  into  the 
home, relieving the backbreaking strain of chores like laundry  and ironing. 
Technical innovation could not, however,  reduce the labor-intensive nature of 
child-rearing and family obligations, a factor that would limit the promise of 
leisure for women.23 

In light of immediate u n e m p l o ~ e n t  and poverty, some Americans  voiced 
skepticism about all the talk of workplace  technological  change  as a force for 
leisured  well-being. C. E. Kenneth Mees, research director at Eastman Kodak, 
created a stir when he criticized mechanization during a 1931 symposium 
(sponsored by the major engineering professional societies) on the topic of 
“Engineering Progress.” In front of that audience of technological enthusiasts, 
Mees uttered  the heretical sentiment  that  he would prefer to have  lived in 
ancient Egypt or  the Golden Age  of Athens rather  than  in  the present-day 
United States.  Engineers and businessmen had promised that improvements 
in production would  yield abundance and security, but so far ~ e r i c a n s  had 
seen just the opposite. Life had been happier four  thousand years  ago, he 
asserted,  ofiiering  ‘‘more  leisure,  less  pressure, hore opportunity for the exchange 
of ideas,  less  emphasis on material things.”  Mees’s comments elicited  scorn and 
ridicule; the New York Times devoted an editorial to reminding  him  that 
ancient civilizations had supported only a small  leisured  elite, their privileges 
maintained  through reliance on slave labor. The  modern American “citizen 
has free time for everything that  the Periclean period or the eighteenth Egypt- 
ian dynasty offered-and a marvelous world besides, of which neither had 
ever  dreamed.”’24 
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Such  talk about  the joys  of mechanization still  left room for doubt, as some 
observers questioned whether a society built  around leisure could keep the 

. Virgil Jordan, president of the National Industrial Confer- 
lained in 1936 that already millions of people had grown 

“physically or psychologic~y sick,  lazy, untrained, uneducated, incompetent,” 
Mechanization threatened to reinforce such unhe~thy  tendencies, to  the point 

rations raised in a ‘‘push-button , . . paradise” would take abun- 
anted. Invention and  engin~ering had made the United States the 
untry  on earth,  but Americans must also  realize they remained 

just “a  few steps from the jungle of pr~mitive savagery.” Only “incessant labor 
ence” could prevent society “from slipping over the edge,” Jordan 

declared. A world based on leisure would not survive; Americans must keep 
on with “more work, harder work” to maintain any level  of pro~peri ty .~~ 

Jordan’s remarks reveal a fundamental truth about  the business commu- 
nity’s attitude toward the prospect of mass  leisure. In order to dispose of the 
goods  being turned  out so eEciently by mechanized  workplaces, the economy 
would need to maintain consumer activity.  William  Green promised that  the 
very act of reducing the workweek would stimulate consumption by  giving 
people the  opportunity  to  pursue hobbies, home repair, and  other activities 
that required special  supplies.  Many business leaders worried, however, that 
past a certain point, an increase in leisure might send purchasing  behavior into 
a tailspin. A modern Athens in which  everyone spent the day  reading or S 

did not represent their ideal. Their market-oriented vision required a 
cycle  of consu~erism, the desire for new  possessions.  Accordingly, rather than 
stress the vision of mass  leisure, the business community of the 1930s chose to 
present a dream of  mass  luxury. 

Some ~epression-era commentators criticized the economy of consum- 
erism for ~romoting the concept that happiness came primarily from mate- 
rial things. Stuart Chase blamed advertisers for cultivating an obsession with 
novelty, a pointless fad that “drained away the savings  conceivable in a 
machine economy  whose  sole  objectives  were the abolition of poverty and  the 
increase of  leisure.”  Advertising m~tipl ied wants, t r ~ s f o r m i n ~  the bath from 
a simple place to wash into  an  opportunity for marketers to sell  back scrub- 

s, sprays, and fancy soaps “nicely adjusted to t of the anatomy.” 
chines could indeed speed up production, b up goods did not 

 automatic^ ualify  as  progress,  Chase  indicated.  He  feared that businessmen 
~ e r i c ~ s  to trade leisure  for consumptio~, t h r o ~ n g  off 
of life.  Families might “be happier with a five-hour day an 



Humorist Robert Littell poked fun  at  the basic assumption  that  modern 
products necessarily made life better. Littell, the Andy Rooney of his time, 
complained about ice cube trays that froze solid and  about fancy telephones 
that allowed salesmen to call at  the most inconvenient moments. The con- 
sumer-products industry  had  at least  created e m p l o ~ e n t  for repairmen, he 
remarked. Whenever a refrigerator broke down, the mechanic called to the 
scene “finds the problem is too much for him, and calls in  the second  assistant 
engineer specializing in  number 31-b magneto brushes, all resultin 
for forty or fifiy  dollars.” In a+more serious vein,  Ralph  Borsodi too questioned 
whether a rush to consumerism really represented social  progress. The more 
capitalism kept people dependent on daily wages, the  more  they remained 
vulnerable. “Insecurity is the price we pay for our dependence upon  indus- 
trialism for the essentials of  life.” Displacement  posed an ever-present threat 
in  the Machine Age, Borsodi declared, and Americans could only avoid any 
danger of falling victim by breaking free from the industrial system.  His own 
family had used a few hundred dollars to set up a self-sufficient homestead. 
Opting out of the c o ~ ~ e r c i a l  system did not mean reverting to a primiti 
existence,  Borsodi  stressed. Far from rejecting  all  technology,  his  family  use 

sewing  machine, and other modern equipment to produce their own 
clothing, a strategy that promised a “permanen~y better way  of  liv- 

ing for every man, woman and child now struggling for happiness in. our 
industrial ~ivilization.”~~ 

Needless to say, the prospect of many families separatin 
established production-consumption networks would not 
ness  executives and advertisers. ~ i ~ i a m  Green and  other labor leaders reas- 
sured people that fear of job loss need not drive them to abandon  the 
mainstream economy.  If managed carefully, with an eye to workers’  welfare, 
the  introduction of new production technology offered the prospect of gen- 
uine adGance, Green maintained. Corporate management hastened to reem- 

ositive spin on mechanization, the promise that improving 
production could guarantee a wealth of consumption. 

Charges of techno a1 unem~loyment had thrown the business,  scien- 
tific, and engineering munities on the defensive, but those interests con- 

to  link mechanization with a faith in progress. Ever since 
London’s great Crystal Palace Exposition of  1851, national and  international 
public  fairs had provided oppor~nities for  manufacturers to ixnpress o~servers 
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by promoting their latest products. During the I ~ ~ O S ,  public expositions took 
on  an added purpose. In an atmosphere of economic crisis and amid fears of 
technological displacement, companies turned their displays into a glittering 
vision of how the mechanization of production could provide unparalleled 
consumer wealth. 

Of dl the decade’s expositions, the 1939 New  York  World’s Fair  best demon- 
strated the importance decision-makers attached to reinforcing trust  in mech- 
anization.  From the beginning, the civic  leaders,  business  executives,  architects, 
artists, and planners responsible for articulating the fair’s direction pursued 
the theme “”Building the World of  Tomorrow.” In their eyes, pure knowledge 
could not stand as sufficient  cause for celebration.  “Mere  mechanical  progress 
is no longer an adequate or practical theme for a world‘s  fair,”  explained ~ i c h a e l  
Hare, member of the fair’s Board of Design.  Advocates constructed the fair 
to convey  specific assumptions about the economic and social  role production 
technology  played in the corntry’s past,  present, and fbture. Regardless  of recent 
e~ployment  difficulties, their imagery suggested, Americans must embrace 
workplace mechanization as the necessary course of history, ~ l ~ l m e n t  of a 
new  manifest destiny for the twentieth century.28 

The New  York  World‘s Fair represented cultural theater, an assurance that 
for all the pain of  yesterday’s economic reality, adaptation to tomorrow could 
prove  easier. The film The City, commissioned for the fair by the American 
Institute of Planners,  dramatized the promise of a culture that smoothly assim- 
ilated the implications of change. Opening scenes  show women sewing quilts 
and farmers using small tools, hand labor s ~ b o l i z i n g  a preindustrial stabil- 
ity and harmony of being. Industrialization and urbanization had upset that 
idyllic world, the movie indicated, as people  began inventing more and more 
“machines to make  machines.” To suggest the way technology kept accelerat- 
ing the pace of life, directors Ralph Steiner and Willard Van Dyke  filled the 
screen with images of traffic jams, auto accidents, and crowds gulpi~g down 
meals at lunch counters. The nation could yet  escape such horrors, the plan- 
ners continued, by creating a new, better-designed city that  put technology 
in its proper place. “Here science  serves the worker, making machines more 
automatic . . . and those who [handle] them more human.’’  To men and women 
worried about their jobs, making production. still more automatic might not 
seem  like the best solution, but The City implicitly preempted questions of 
technological unemployment by  defining we~-planned mechanization as an 
integral part of the perfect community. Along similar lines, the “Democrac- 
ity” display created by industrial designer Henry Dreyfuss featured movies 
showing men and women employed in agriculture, manufacturing, and serv- 
ice, purposefully converging on  the twenty-first-century city. Those future 
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workers  would  have no difficulty finding their place in  that perfect  economy, 
an America in which extensive  use of labor-saving machines would pose no 
obstacle to labor.29 

Such exhibits did not detail exactly  how society could go about adjusting 
to the impact of  increasingly rapid workplace innovation. As the O ~ c i ~ Z  ~ ~ i ~ e  
Book informed readers, the fair merely presented “the materials, ideas and 
forces” which Americans might employ to shape the  future. “YOU are the 
builders; we have done  our best to persuade you that these tools will  result in 
a better World of Tomorrow; yours is the choice.”30 The City similarly told 
audiences that they must decide on the living environment for future gener- 
ations. Despite such rhetoric of empowerment, most exhibits did not encour- 
age visitors to reflect too deeply about recent conditions. In reality, the New 
York  Fair only  presented one economic and social  philosophy, that of Machine 
Age consumerism. Displays emphasized that men and women  enjoyed a glori- 
ous freedom to select their style  of  car and kitchen appliances, but  the choices 
really did not extend further. The fair  vision  left no  room for people to reject 
or even  af5ect the course of technological  change. The exposition’s interpreta- 
tion of American history as a continual movement, from horses to  trains to 
airplanes, from country to city to a modern planned community, conveyed a 
sense  of inevitability that could not easily  be  gainsaid.  “Despite  every  restriction 
that can be placed on  it by so-called ‘reformers,”’ Henry Ford told potential 
World’s  Fair  visitors, “the quest will  continue-invention  will go forward,”33X 

Historians ha$e long recognized the 1939 “World of Tomorrow” as a cele- 
bration of consumerism, but such an assessment  tells only half the story. The 
fair did not enshrine consumption just for its own sake but also as a counter- 
weight to criticism of mechanized industry. In defining the  future as a period 
characterized by wonderful revolutions in  production, exhibitors effectively 
excluded  discussion of any accompan~ng cost to workers. In many ways, the 
New  York fair was meant  to serve  as the ultimate argument against fear of 
technological unemployment, the culmination of almost a decade’s worth of 
debate about  the relationship between mechanization and progress.32 

That perspective came through most explicitly in comments by John Van 
Deventer, editor of Iron Age, who encouraged business leaders to treat  the 
World’s Fair  as a great opportunity for public relations. Companies would 
never enjoy a better chance “to disabuse the public of the impression that 
mechanization destroys jobs and  to show Mr. and Mrs. Average Man how it 
multiplies them.’’ Unless exhibitors consciously  designed  displays to fight the 
idea of technological unemployment, they might accidentally end  up rein- 
forcing it. Van Deventer worried that  the standard type of corporate promo- 
tion, showing off the latest advances in production, might backfire.  Exhibits 



that highlighted “the ability of modern mechanized industry  to turn  out an 
almost unlimited quantity of products” without intensive human effort coul 
leave Americans more nervous than ever. After learning how far industria 

rs had taken mechanization of steelmaking, oil refin 
, people  could  hardly  be  blamed  for safing that techno1 

so wonderful that  they worried about  the  future. Visitors might tell friends 
back home, “I saw the most amazing automatic machines turning  out great 
~uantities of products without . . . human hands’’ at  the New  York  Fair.  “Even 
cows milked  by  machinery. No wonder we have ten million ~ n e m p ~ o y e d , ” ~ ~  

The executive  communi^ could not afford to neglect public impressions, 
Van Deventer  wrote,  since  heightened resentment might give  rise to legislation 
restricting business  practices.  “Let  even a co~paratively small  percentageJ’ of 

o away from the Fair with the belief that  the machine is destrofing 
jobs,” he warned, “and h e r i c a n  industry will soon find productivity wearing 
a muzzle.” Van Deventer believed that critics had succeeded in creating an 
a t~osphere  of paranoia, with talk of technological unemployment being 
‘‘spread from high  places,  preached from platforms and pulpits as  well  as from 
soap boxes,” W o r ~ ~ s  Fair exhibitors should avoid anythi 
fuel to the fire  of the powerful anti-machine p r o p a ~ a n ~  
in this c o ~ t r y . ” ~ r i t i n g  in February 1939, Van Deventer r 
had passed  when  business interests could have built a “Hall of ~ a c h i n e - ~ a d e  
Jobs”  for the fair.  Exhibits  could  have taught visitors that continuous-strip steel 
mius and other new production technologies u l t~a te ly  created  more  work than 
they destroyed. It was too late to create any central focus for that  important 

e, he wrote, but individual companies still had time to prepare displays 
explaining how their  pursuit of mechanization had enhanced employment 
o~portunity. Advocates could even prepare special pamphlets or films with 
titles such as “How Science and Invention ~ u l t i p l y  Jobs and Wages.”34 

Picking up on Van Deventer’s  message that they dare not ignore ordinary 
~ e r i c a n s ’  misgivings, the fair’s image-makers set out  to deny that mecha- 
nization raised  any serious social or ec~nomic d i ~ c u l ~ .  An article published 
under Henry Ford’s name in a special “World’s  Fair  Section” of the New York 
~ i ~ e s  called it c‘astounding’’ to “realize that there are still in this world men 
who actually believe that machinery is a menace.” Though new production 
technologies had occasionally  caused  ‘‘temporary  dislocations  of  employrnent 
for numbers of men caught unawares by the new time,” the piece asserted, 
most soon found new  work.  Victims  themselves bore some blame for job loss; 
a shortsighted laborer who  insisted on clinging to “comfortable unprogressive 
habits” would necessarily encounter trouble in a revolutionary environment. 
Americans must accept that  their  country  had “scarcely entered upon  the 



machine age  as  yet,” that  soon many more operations would become fully 
mechanized, “reducing employment on many jobs still further.” Continue 
economic growth would prevent disaster, ensuring that  “there will be more 

than . . men  to  do them.” People who  anticipated devel- 
enjoy plenty of opportunity,  and,  thanks to such mental 

preparation,  technologic^ u n e m p l o ~ e n t  “is  now a disappeari 
eration such as the present one which is technologically aler 
employed.” In any  case,  Ford maintained that talk of displace 

business  efficient enou 
er possessions.  Skeptic 

fair could “learn at first hand how every  scientific  advance in  the production 
of goods and services contributes’’ to  both individual happiness and “the 
advancement of ci~ilization.’’~~ 

Many prominent exhibits at  the New  York  World’s Fair sent that precise 
message, that mechanization justified  itself  by creating an abundance of stun- 

ucts. Beyond just tantalizing visitors’ dreams of wealth, the 
parade of consumerism could effectively  negate  any worries about labor dis- 

lanning for the exposition,  after all, took place in the 
Weintraub and  other federal officials  were produc 
evealing disturbing trends in e m p l o ~ e n t .  Compa 

the World’s  Fair to counter such troublesome statements. Displays designed to 
entertain visitors with the ingenuity of modern  production, to overwhelm 
them with a tempting vision of Machine Age mass consumption, might man- 
age to bypass the  entire question of  jobs.  Many  businesses actually feature 
the latest forms of production technology in  their exhibits, givin 

ericans a chance to see the ~ a c h i n e s  at the  heart of debate. The Ameri- 
Tobacco  Company,  for  example,  displayed  new cigarette-m~n 

with the  dictum  that such equipment helped keep  Lucky Strikes a~ordable, 
Crowds could marvel at the sight of machines turning  out row after row of 
perfectly  rolled  cigarettes.  While admiring the industry’s technical ingenuity, 
visitors would absorb the moral that they all, as consumers, reaped the bene- 
fits.  Such an angle neatly evaded any question of what had happened to  the 
hundreds of  skilled  workers  who had once  rolled  cigarettes and cigars  by hand. 

The Borden  omp pan^ similarly  avoided the issue  of labor displacement  by 
playing up the “gee-whiz”  aspect  of its equi~ment. Its  dairy ~ o r l d  of Tomor- 
row” featured the “Rotolactor,” a device for simultaneously milki 
on a rotating platform. Borden’s model dairy,  which  offered  gue 
samples, touted  the Rotolactor as embodyin the latest hygienic principles 
“that may be used  universally in  the  future for the benefit of mankind.” The 
Sheffield Farms display also portrayed  dairy  mechanization as an asset to 



consumers. Thanks to technology, the firm boasted, it could keep hundreds of 
thousands of families supplied with “protected milk from selected  farms.” 
Advertisements  assured mothers that machines handled the entire task  of bot- 
tling and sealing milk, bringing it  into  the home “all untouched by human 
hands.” The Shef~eld-and Borden  exhibits thus reframed impressions of pro- 
duction technology, making milking machines into a force that preserved 
family health, rather than one that imperiled agricultural labor.36 

Considering how much controversy had arisen in recent  years  over the way 
the  introduction of dial equipment affected switchboard operators, the tele- 
phone company had a particular interest in trying to redefine public percep- 
tions. AT&T aimed to elicit appreciation for its technical sophistication, to get 
audiences thinking about  the scientists and engineers of  Bell  Labs rather than 
about its “hello girls.” Communications would  break down without continued 
innovatio~, the firm emphasized, given the sheer “magnitude and complexity 
of the  operations involved in  interco~necting telephone subscribers.” h 
exhibit entitled “What Happens When You Dial”  used paths of flashing  lights 
to show how  dial  machinery placed calls faster and  more accurately than 
even the best human operators. Publicists proudly cited one audience mem- 
ber’s comment, “The average individual should be able to appreciate the vast 
improvement that  the dial system  brings.” Other viewers reportedly declared 
that while  they had always preferred  dealing with human operators, suspecting 
that  the mysterious new e~uipment overcharged for local  calls and busy  sig- 
nals, the display had convinced them to trust dial  technology. AT&T attracted 
fairgoers  by  allowing some to place complimentary long-distance calls, rein- 
forcing the message that technology contributed to customer satisfaction. 
Switchboard operators, who  suspected that m~agemen t  really had introduced 
mechanization to break their union, had no such prominent venue to dispute 
the  notion  that machines inherently provided superior service.37 

It was  Westinghouse’s showmanship which offered New  York crowds the 
most diverting technical possibility of  all, the  humanoid robot. Throughout 
the Depression, artists and cartoonists had identified the image of the  robot 
with labor displacement, making it a visual indicator of distress.  Science  fic- 
tion writers had constructed entire plots around  the  robot as the ultimate job 
stealer, ruin of the  human race. Westinghouse provided an  instant  counter- 
weight to such  impressions  with its exhibit starring “Elektro” the “moto-man.” 
When Elektro stepped out  on stage, he  did not start assembling cars; his 
accomplishments were limited to moving forward on command, counting on 
his fingers, and  other simple tasks. But Elektro made for terrific public rela- 
tions; newspapers ran  photographs  and articles raving about his act. West- 
inghouse spokesmen touted Elektro’s capacity to amuse people as proving the 



robot’s nonthreatening nature. With every captivating performance, with 
every publicity photograph, Elektro  deflated the issue  of  technological unem- 
ployment and supplied seeming  evidence that  modern science and engineer- 
ing could work wonders. 

To drive that  point  home for Americans unable to  attend  the festivities, 
Westinghouse  made a special  movie, The ~ i ~ ~ l e t u ~ ~  Visit the NW Yurk ~ o r l ~ ~  
F&. Opening scenes show a boy complaining about his generation’s poor 
employment prospects. “ aybe  it’s d i ~ c u l t ,  but it’s worse to be a quitter,” 
Bud‘s father replies. “You’ve heard all the talkers,” the father continues, “now 
I’m going to show you the doers.” At the exposition, the Mid~etons receive a 
personal tour of the Westinghouse bu~ding  from an old friend, Jim Treadway, 
who praises his employer  for proving that  “nothing is  impossible.’’ When the 
son ex~resses rese~ations, Treadway  replies, “Open your eyes,  Bud, the proof‘s 
all around you!  Why, this whole Fair  is a product of research.” Corporate- 
uided science and engineering kept technological une~ployment away, he 

promises, and  in the future, “industry will  make so many jobs, there won’t be 
enough people to H1 ‘em.” When Bud  again  evinces  skepticism, Treadway  tells 
him, “You’re liable to hear anything these days [if] you’re willing to let a lot 
of self-appointed leaders do your thinking for you.”  Afier  Treadway has shown. 
off  Elektro and let Bud  play with experimental  television equipment, it appears 
~estinghouse has converted Bud into  an unabashed enthusiast. Meanwhile, 
his mother  and  grandmother admire the company’s demonstration kitchen 
and watch the “Battle of the Centuries,” the slapstick dishwashing race in 
which ‘‘Mrs. Modern,” whipping plates through the latest model dishwasher, 
leaves poor “Mrs. Drudge” awash in  her own sinkful of The movie 
could not have carried a clearer moral: average Americans should dismiss 
pessimists’ ridiculous talk about technological u n e m p l o ~ e n t  and focus on 
real  heroes, the researchers and businessmen busy  devising wonderful things 
like  television. 

A cartoon film made about  the New  York Fair similarly encapsulated the 
message  of mechanization. creating a material utopia in which the issue of 
labor displacement did not matter. All’s Fuir ut  the Fuir tells a humorously 
affectionate story of a country couple who gaze with thrill at  the exposition’s 
industrial exhibits. Without a single worker in sight, without even a person 
around  to press the  start  button,  production machines whittle logs into 
clothespins and assemble perfect little houses. When the pair goes to buy 
refreshments, an automated watering can sprinkles a pot full of soil, which 
instantly sprouts an orange tree; automatic shears cut off the fruit, automatic 
juicers  squeeze it, and automatic hands insert two straws. In  the fair’s barber 
shop, mechanical hands remove the man’s jacket, push him  into  the chair for 



Fig. 6. In  order  to  promote  its  exhibit  at  the 1939-40 New  York  World’s  Fair,  West- 
inghou~e produced  a  special  movie, The ~ i ~ ~ Z e t o ~ s  Visit the New York ~ o r Z ~ ~  Fair. 
These  panels,  taken  from  the accompan~ng campaign  of  print  advertisements, 
show  an  all-American  family  enjoying  the  company’s  spectacular  displays  and  learn- 
ing  all  about  the  technical  wonders  of  mechanization.  With  the opportunit~ to  play 
with  steel-handling  machines or see  Elektro the  robot,  who  would  be  ungrateful 
enough to complain  about  a  temporary  loss  of jobs? C o ~ ~ t r ~   G e ~ t Z e ~ a ~  (July 1939): 
inside  cover. 



a shave, and present themselves palms-up for a tip afterward. At  day’s end, the 
couple purchases an instantly assembled roadster from a handy vendi 
machine and drives off with their old horse sitting in  the back  seat.39 The c 
toon derives its comedy, of course, from its very  exaggeration; thou 
restaurants  had  adopted  pancake-making  machines  in the 1930s 
waiters and cooks still existed. Behind the fanciful humor lurked a serious 
message, one which  conveyed the inevitabili~ and  the incredibility of mech- 
anization. With a future  in which machines served up food, houses, and new 
cars at unbelievable speed and  at virtually no cost, who would worry if 
employment evaporated? 

The proconsumerism, promechanization slant of  New  York‘s  World’s  Fair 
appealed to  the nation’s beleaguered engineering community. ~ e c ~  
~ ~ g ~ ~ e e ~ ~ ~ g p r a i s e d  exhibitors for presenting material “that should stre 
the faith of men in  their ability to create and satisfy new wants,” thereby 
eli~inating any problem of job shortages. The exposition offered a powerful 
set of “emotional, aesthetic and educational experiences that  put  the scoffer 
to shame,” (A la  Westinghouse’s fictional Bud Middleton). Mrhen displays he 
out  the thrilling possibilities of mass consumption, the  journal editorializ 
Americans would stop worrying about displacement and fi 
proper gratitude for improvements in production. Once ann 
labor problems had been dispelled, researchers and invent0 
without criticism to develop  even more powerful machine 
Society of Mechanical Engineers held its 1939 annual meeting in New  York, 

‘ng members to make a pilgrimage to  the fair’s cathedrals of corporate 
where exhibits encouraged people to worship consumerism and reaf- 

firm their faith in technological 

The decade of dispute over the relationship between mechanization and 
work had not come to a close  by 1939. Unemployment had not yet  fallen  back 
to satisfactory levels, and even  as hundreds of thousands gawked at Elektro 
and  Detroifs latest automobiles, the federal government continued to inves- 
tigate the  human consequences of changing production technology. In 1939 
and 1940, Congress undertook a major set of hearings on  the concentration of 
economic power in  the United  States. As part of that broad mandate, the Tem- 
porary National Economic Committee (TNEC) held fifteen  days  of hearings 
in April 1940 focused  squarely on  the issue  of machines and jobs. A parade of 
witnesses  came to Washington;  executives of the nation’s  largest corporations, 
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union leaders,  economists,  sociologists, and statisticians  each  described in  turn 
their perspective on the question of whether mechanization caused  significant 
social and economic distress for labor. 

TNEC chairman Joseph  Q’Mahoney opened by posing what he called the 
“all-important riddle of our time”: in  an age that possessed a greater domi- 
nation over nature  than any  civilization  before, why  was it that “we  still  have 
not learned to apply the wonders of technology. . . to provide decent jobs for 
the millions of idle”?  From the outset, Q’Mahoney  disavowed  any  antiprogress 
intent, declaring that he hoped “to  do everything in  the world to aid technol- 
ogy.” Nevertheless, he emphasized, rising manufacturing output could not 
count as beneficial  unless some employment security came with it.41 

During  the first days of testimony, TNEC’s economic advisor Theodore 
Geps drew on figures from the WPA’s National Research Project to emphasize 
that though new production technologies had raised  living standards, they had 
also imposed significant costs.  Businesses could discharge their superfluous 
employees, but  the  country itself could not dispose of surplus citizens.  Ideal 
economic laws suggested that rising efficiency of production  ought  to bring 
price cuts and market growth which would stimulate employment, but  that 
model had broken down in  the Depression. Over recent years, the economy 
had employed just 91 new workers for every loo displaced, Kreps told Con- 
gress. Redundant laborers could not simply waltz into new positions; many 
needed retraining or other assistance from somewhere  before  they  could  rejoin 
the workforce.  Nonetheless, it seemed  Americans had no choice but  to accept 
the pressures imposed by mechanization. Any steps to restrain research and 
invention would be  “both unwise and impossible,” f ieps  continued. There- 
fore, the United States must conquer the cultural lag problem, balancing the 
u~precedented rate of progress in  production with compensating social 
accommodations. “Change in one must be synchronized with changes in  the 
other, just like the front and back  wheels  of an automobile.” The years ahead 
might well bring still more remarkable developments in production technol- 
ogy; and for Kreps, the most promising strategy entailed promoting  con- 
sumption. If the nation could  reshape  itself as  “America  Unlimited,” problems 
of labor displacement might indeed vanish.  Science writer Watson Davis and 
General Motors vice president Charles Kettering enthusiastically endorsed 
such a notion, assuring Congress that scientists and engineers stood ready to 
produce an America  Unlimited.42 

Subsequent testimo,ny revealed that  the practical details of adjusting to 
mech~ization remained most contentious. The TNEC took up specific indus- 
tries and economic sectors in sequence;  business spokesmen usually  testified 
first,  followed  by  representatives from the related labor union. Such a format 



underlined just how  far apart the two  sides  generally stood. During discussion 
of conditions in automaking, for example, the Ford Motor Company’s  official 
statement  reported  that managers had  “no knowledge of any technological 
improvement that has resulted in  the  permanent displacement of  workers.” 
Improvements in  manufacturing might have reduced the  number of men 
needed in particular functions, but all  “willing  workmen’’ should be absorbed 
by job growth created through still more technological change-at least 
“under  normal conditions.”  Ford engineer R. H. McCarroll maintained that 
by adopting the latest equipment, the firm had been able to lower  prices and 
thereby maintain sales. That forward-looking attitude also  led  Ford to add new 
features and accessories to its cars, a step that raised man-hours  and thereby 
helped absorb excess labor.43 

Testifying later the same day, United Auto  Workers president R. J. Thomas 
agreed that such a constructive feedback  cycle had indeed existed in automak- 
ing between 1923 and 1929.  Technical innovations in the industry had increased 
productivity by 134 percent during  that period, he said, but surging consumer 
demand simultaneously had stimulated a 212 percent  leap in production which 
sent employment up 30 percent. In the decade  since 1929, Thomas continued, 
the relationship between productivity and jobs had  turned sour. Auto com- 
panies continued to pursue labor-saving  techniques;  figures from the National 
Research Project  showed that even during the Depression  years of 1929 to 1938, 
technological change in  the  industry  had resulted in a 17 percent gain in per 
capita productivity. Massive displacement would have resulted, Thomas con- 
tended, if the UAW had  not succeeded in spreading out  the work by reduc- 
ing hours from an average of 46.8 to 35.8 a week. Contrary to industry claims, 
he added, mechanization did  not always  serve  consumers’ interest by improv- 
ing the product. When a company eliminated 250 men by substituting auto- 
matic paint sprayers  for hand finishing,  cars  carne off the line  with an imperfect 
“orange  peel”  surface rather than a smooth coat. The UAW supported the ideal 
of engineering advance, Thomas concluded, but mechanization would not 
bring economic health until employers  offered labor a fairer share of the gains 
from higher prod~ctivity.~~ 
A different argument arose in  the hearings covering railroads, in which 

management agreed with labor that trends in recent  years had caused  sizeable 
job loss. J. H. Parmelee, from the Association of Arnerican  Railroads,  acknowl- 
edged that  automatic  train  control and signaling systems, paint-spraying 
machines, and office mechanization had displaced  people. Competitive pres- 
sures had forced railroads to adopt such equipment, he a ued, since the gov- 
ernment unjustly favored road and  ship traffic by subsidizing highway and 
waterway construction. Parmalee  also blamed unions for worsening techno- 



logical unemployment. By demanding higher wages, he said, workers had 
priced themselves out of the market; as the cost of labor rose, management 
found  it easier to recoup their investment in labor-saving machines. If rail- 
roads could only eliminate those twin problems of high labor costs and 
oppressive competition, J. J. Pelley promised, the resulting boom would lead 
them to hire many more men, even  given the labor-saving  effects of technol- 
ogy. In response, Byrl Whitney, speaking for the Brotherhood of Railroad 
Trainmen, denied that labor costs had driven management to adopt new 
equipment. Unions had agreed to a IO percent wage cut in 1932, he reminded 
Congress, and over the years since, the Chesapeake &. Ohio at least had paid 
more money in dividends than in wages.  Road and water transport had grown, 
Brotherhood of  Railway  Clerks president  George Harrison agreed, but had not 
pushed railroads into truly desperate straits, Executives had seized on com- 
petition as an excuse for mechanization, concealing their real  desire to weaken 
union power.45 

Later  TNEC  proceedings  examined the relationship between technolo~ical 
change and employment in the telephone and telegraph  business, office work, 
textile manufacture, coal mining, and agriculture. Those sessions  followed  a 
dear pattern: industry spokesmen stressed that machines not only improved 
service but also  created jobs over the long run. When pressed, they admitted 
that  temporary displacement might have occurred but denied that  it  had 
reached  any serious level. In response, union spokesmen claimed that unem- 
ployment  statistics should supply more than sufficient  proof of trouble. Philip 
~ u r r a y  complained that for over  a decade, business leaders had counseled 
workers that if they waited patiently, technical innovation would bring new 
jobs and lower consumer prices.  Labor had kept its part of the bargain  by mut- 
ing its objections, only to see the savings from ~ec~an iza t ion  pour  into cor- 
porate profits.  Millions remained trapped  in ‘‘the craziest national economy 
ever recorded in  the history of any  civilized nati~n.’”~ 

TNEC  hearings  finished with testimony from WPA  officials  orr ring ton Gill 
and David Weintraub, along with  omm missioner of Labor Statistics Isador 
Lubin. Those three  had led the Roosevelt administration’s efforts to collect 
solid evidence on how technological change affected employment. Gill 
repeated the WPA3  key conclusion that over recent years, productivity sim- 
ply had  not grown fast enough to make up for technical advances,  leading to 
declining job opportunity. The system  allowed businessmen to write off the 
costs of installing machines, thereby giving them all the benefits  while  exter- 
nalizing the costs. That approach amounted to “bad social bookkeeping,” 
Lubin  declared,  since  “we  haven’t  recognized the fact that progress . . involve[s] 
hazards for somebody.”*7 In short, those speakers  reinforced what many  social 



scientists inside and outside government had come to believe: the problem 
of Machine Age displacement was too large to be ignored but  too complex for 
easy solution. 

Complementing the  outpouring of statistics, charts, and arguments over 
months of hearings, the TNEC produced forty-three monographs covering 
antitrust law, consumer economics, and business  activity. In number 22, Tech- 
noZog~ in Our ~ c o ~ o ~ ~ ,  TNEC  staffer John Blair  offered detailed analysis of 
the displacement question. Defjring  classical economic predictions, he wrote, 
the new  efficiency  of mechanization had  not translated over  recent  years into 
proportionately rising wages, reduced prices, or shorter hours. Emplo~ment 
growth in previous decades had come from the ripple effect  of first railroad 
and then automobile development, but Blair judged it unlikely that  the imme- 
diate future would witness the arrival of another such megaproduct. Arneri- 
cans should not assume that  the  future must always generate enough jobs to 
absorb displaced  workers;  new industries would keep pursuing labor-saving 
mecha~ization, after  all, and purchasing could not expand indefinitely.  Many 
new products simply su~stituted for existing  goods, siphoning off consump- 
tion and employment from older industry rather than creating a net gain. It 
seemed  “technology wil l  continue to increase labor productivity” and displace 
men, Blair concluded? so that “economic and social  distress  may be expected 
to acc~mulate.”~~ 

Such pessimistic sentiments  did not please the National Association of 
~anufacturers, which condemned the TNEC monographs for  revealing a clear 
“hostility to corporations and individuals of  wealth.” The committee’s work 
represented a waste  of public money at best, the NAN said, and at worst,  “evi- 
dence of a deliberate design” to prepare the way for ‘‘government control of 
private activity along virtually Nazi and Fascist  lines,” In evaluating mono- 
graph 22, the NAN found it incredible that anyone could still believe in tech- 
nological unemployment as a major problem. While it might be “easy and 
natural  to feel pity for the few who have lost their jobs” to machines, all good 
workers should be  able to adjust without undue difficulty. The NAN dismissed 
WPA research on displacement as  mere “economic sophistry’’ and referred to 
the TNEC report as  ‘‘an all-time low in economic reasoning.’’  At the most fun- 
damental level, NAM writers objected, Congress had missed clear evidence 
of progress in its eagerness to  “paint a dark  picture  and dwell on the  hard- 
ships” of mechanization.  History  showed that over the long run,  “difised ben- 
efits for the millions may  outweigh the hardships of the few who are injured’’ 
by  change. Just as growth of railroads and automobiles had created both. 
employment and higher standards of living, so in future the creation of  new 
industries would absorb any  workers thrown  out of older economic sectors. 



Elair’s failure to admit such a l~el ihood merely  proved his lack of vision and 
faith, the NAM said. Those who ignored how much mechanization had 
improved Arnerican  life  were nothing less than “economic perverts.”49 

With such  insults, the N W  set  itself up as defen~ng the notion of progress 
against those parties terrified by modernization and  out  to destroy free enter- 
prise. The TNEC hearings had brought out reams of statistics and charts) but 
they had  not exactly brought out consensus. In  that way, the committee’s  expe- 
rience encapsulated the whole decade-long argument over technological 
unemployment. Though WPA economists and other observers had collected 
substantial evidence on recent trends  in mechanization and work, the  num- 
bers left more  than enough room for disagreement. In the Depression era’s 
emotionally charged atmosphere, arguments weighing the costs of techno- 
logical  change  against the benefits  grew heated and heavily  symbolic. 

As far as the ultimate turn of the technological unemployment debate, the 
TNEC hearings really did not matter, By 1940, rising concern about  the  inter- 
national situation  had  started to affect the way h e r i c a n s  regarded mecha- 
nization. As an impending danger of  war spread  across the world, U.S. officials 
began emphasizing the need for readiness. With national security possibly at 
stake, production technologies suddenly acquired new  meaning. To the extent 
that mechanized equipment could help manufacture weapons and military 
supplies  while  releasing manpower for other vital ~nc t ions ,  it became  invalu- 
able. In the Depression, labor- savin^ machines seemed to present a threat; in 
a time of global  crisis) they came to represent a virtue. 

Psycholo~ically, as the United States  moved toward an emergency, people 
needed to take  refuge in  the  notion  that American technical brilliance would 
guarantee wealth and happiness. In a 1941 essay, “The American Century,” 
Henry Luce defined Freedom (which he capitalized) as the use of science and 
technology to achieve “the more abundant life.” During the 193os, those who 
talked about  the United States as the ultimate consumer utopia had hoped to 
distract troubled people from thoughts of labor displacement. For the I ~ ~ O S ,  

the idea of American culture as economically and socially superior  took on 
new i m p ~ r t a n c e . ~ ~  

Coming out of the 193os, the American business community welcomed 
prospects for expansion. Defense-related growth could provide the final jus- 
tification  for adding new e~uipment and would  prove  once and for  all that talk 
about permanent labor displacement had been  wrong. “With its moving parts 
working at capacity, mechanized industry can do  more  to  maintain a high 
standard of living and provide jobs than by  any other method,” ~ u t i o ~ ~  Busi- 
ness observed in September 1940. According to census data, the writer con- 
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tinued,  “more American people are now engaged in  the productio~ of 
machinery than were employed in all manufacturing eighty years ago.” The 
sake conveyor belts that moved shoes or boxes  of  cereal through a factory 
could carry gas  masks, tanks, and other military items equally well.51  For war- 
conscious readers, the  moral seemed clear: mechanization enabled modern 
business to  turn  out everything from canned food to weapons more efficiently, 
all representing the necessary and desirable course of progress. 

As it turned  out, of course, World War  I1 did solve many immediate eco- 
nomic problems. As the military absorbed able-bodied  young men and as pro- 
duction expanded to meet war  needs,  official u n e m p l o ~ e n t  rates fell to just 
over 1 percent in 1944. In a desperate search to keep  defense plants runnin 
around  the clock, management scouted all  possible sources of labor. During 
the I ~ ~ O S ,  fear that m e c h ~ ~ a t i o n  cut the total number of jobs available had fos- 
tered resentment of working  women. In the I ~ ~ O S ,  “Rosie the Riveter”  became 
a  force  for the survival of democracy. The entire  context  for  talking about work- 
place  technological  change had shifted, an evolution  shown even in America’s 
film world. Moviemakers in  the Depression had wanted to  docume~t the 
imbalance  between men and machines, and by  decade’s end, Pare  Lorentz had 
started shooting factory  scenes for Ecce ~ ~ ~ o !  Lorentz  left  his grand work on 
technological unemployment unfinished,  however;  events in Europe  distracted 
attention and diverted  investors.  Lorentz had shot some  footage inside facto- 
ries, intending for the scenes to show  how  drastically  machines had eliminated 
labor.  Ironically,  some  of that material ended up  in Office  of  War Information 
productions, where it  underlined a more positive message about how the 
power of manufacturing technology could win the war.52 

Willard Van  Dyke’s film V u Z ~ e y ~ ~ ~ ~  similarly ran head-on into  the chang- 
ing climate. The movie had succeeded in capturing how  deeply mechanization 
frightened some Americans, but by the  time of its release, that concern no 
longer  seemed  relevant. VuZZey~o~~ “didn’t  get  any distribution because  it  dealt 
with unemployment and there was no unemployment during  the war,”  Van 
Dyke remembered, “so it seemed irrelevant . . out of step with its times.” As 
a matter of fact, Van  Dyke had done his best to keep V u ~ ~ e y ~ o ~ ~  in touch with 
the times. His final  scenes  conveyed  a  sense of industry  in wartime motion, 
showing workers busy learning how to  run the latest equipment for manu- 
facturing airplanes. An optimistic conclusion declared that  the United States 
would remain safe and prosperous as long as it heeded the  human element 
in work,  retraining  people to “keep their skills as modern as the new  machines.” 
After V u ~ ~ e y ~ o ~ ~ ,  Van  Dyke dropped his inclination to make “films of protest” 
and began directing government wartime movies that treated the subject of 
technology quite differently.  While V u ~ ~ e y ~ ~ ~ ~  had focused on displacement, 



Van  Dyke’s 1943 film ~ ~ e e 2 ~ ~ ~ ~  glorified industrial machinery as a source of 
he political climate and popular  culture  had made talk of 

e m p l o ~ e n t  outdated.53 
of displacement so easily and suddenly superseded? The rea- 
than just the change in times. The topic of workplace mech- 

anization had raised  significant alarm among labor interests,  social  scientists, 
rnment officials, and  the general public all through the 1930s. But concern 

out displacement, while substantial, had never escalated into a full-scale 
challenge to technology or corporate management. The nation’s  scientific and 
technical c o ~ m u n i ~  feared a bac~ash,  but  in reality,  few ~ e r i c ~ s   e ~ r e s s e ~  

esire to suppress technological  change.  Scientists and engineers worried 
about being made into scapegoats for the Depression, but  in  the end,  those 

rofessions  came into  the 1940s with their power and prestige  largely intact. 
The major reason why talk of displacement did  not build up  to a thorough 

rebellion against the system  may  have been the difficulty of overturning the 
entire ideology of technological  progress,  past, present, and future. ~ e r i c a n s  
liked to believe that their country  had been built around invention and dis- 

m the mythology of railroads conquering the nineteenth-century 
ntier to  the twentieth century’s  love  affair with the automobile and 
ople wanted to associate technolo y with excitement and virtue. 

During the 193os, even  as labor leaders and other critics questioned the pres- 
ent-day impact of mechani~ation, they never denied its historic importance. 

The business, scientific, and engineering communities took advantage of 
those positive associations to reinforce De~res§ion-era faith in technolo 
Their skill in public relations proved a valuable  weapon. At best, most skeptics 
offered only vague hints  about how they would reform and control the evo- 
lution of techno lo^. In contrast, corporations and their d ies  in science pre- 
sented a clear vision of progress focused on consumer goods, one  in which 
material  possessions  defined  freedom and personal  happiness.  Advertisin 
World’s Fairs linked the  pursuit of mechanization with wealth. Despite the 
stress that unemployment, bank collapse, agric~tural failure, and other eco- 
nomic crises had placed on so many Americans-or indeed ~ e c ~ ~ s e  of that 
stress-the dream of consumerism carried real  power.  People did not, after  all, 
want to relinquish their automobiles, radios, or other  products of Machine 
Age manufacture. Concern about job loss raised deep questions about  the 
nation’s direction,  but Americans were ready to believe in  the promise of 
abundance. 

Scientists,  engineers, and businessmen had presented a powerlid  defense of 
technological determinism, the  notion  that innovation could not  and should 



not be restrained..In their view, the continued development of new produc- 
tion machinery was foreordained, a force best managed by technical and 
business experts alone. Labor leaders and other critics never succeeded in 
articulating  an alternate vision that would give ordinary h e r i c a n s  some 
input into the adoption of technology,  some  choice  over  workplace  conditions. 
No one was  really prepared to fight the my-th  of technical inevitability.  Amer- 
icans had been guided to accept the prospect of accelerating mechanization 
and were told that they could do nothing else.  At the outset of the Depression, 
sheer alarm over unemployment appeared to offer a chance for people to 
reevaluate the relationship between technology and society. Corporate, scien- 

neering leaders rushed to head off such a challenge and ulti- 
ed in reinforci~g the ideology of mechanization as progress. 

With World War 11, the window of opportunity for rethinking such funda- 
mental questions had closed.  And  yet, he r i cans  had never  settled the dispute 
over how mechanization affected labor  and what should  be  done  about it. 
With the  return of  peace,  still more powerful and versatile forms of  workplace 

y would soon appear, leading the  country  to pick up  the discussion 
where it had been interrupted. 



URING WORLD WAR 11, as full employment returned and shortages and 
rationing constrained purchasing  for the duration, Americans  looked  for- 

ward to  an expected burst of peacetime consumerism. Advertisers interpreted 
the war  as a fight to defend not only  political but also  economic  freedom,  espe- 
cially  Americans’ right to enjoy material plenty.  Postwar prosperity did indeed 
accelerate personal consumption, especially after the baby boom generated 
new  family  expenses. During the 195os, consumer spending jumped 38 percent 
in real terms. By  1958, John Kenneth Galbraith defined modern America as 
an affluent society, one  in which material abundance and economic oppor- 
tunity  had greatly reduced poverty. The country  had  apparently  made  the 
transition from an old economics of scarcity to a new economics of wealth, 
though racial discrimination  and financial disadvantage conspired to limit 
some people’s  access to  the ~ e r i c ~  dream. The postwar  years brought more 
families  close to realizing the futuristic ideals set forth  at  the 1939  New  York 
World’s  Fair: neat suburban living in a modern house equipped with televi- 
sion and  the latest kitchen appliances,  larger and more powerful automobiles, 
multiple-lane highways, and relatively dependable employment.’ 

The period significantly  changed the political and institutional context for 
scientific and technical  research.  Vannevar Bush’s  1945 report, Science, the End- 
less  tie^, defined  research  as  America’s  key to power in the new  global  arena. 
As Cold War tensions intensified, the Defense Department  poured unprece- 
dehted funding into physics and engineering departments at MIT, Stanford, 
and other universities so that academics could help improve aircraft, rockets, 
and nuclear  technology. The future of democracy in  the atomic age seemed to 
rest on whether the United  States  would  keep  ahead of the Soviet  Union in sci- 
ence education, research, and development. Richard  Nixon announced dur- 
ing his 1959 “kitchen debate” with Nikita  Khrushchev that ordinary American 
fmilies should feel proud knowing that free enterprise and a free political sys- 
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tern gave them a superior standard of living. The economic commitment and 
technical knowledge that produced missiles could also produce a better dish- 
washer, and during the Cold War consumer choice  came to symbolize  success 
of the American way  of  life.2 

Beneath the surface of affluence, lingering economic and social concerns, 
including technological unemployment,  continued to  haunt many in  the 
United  States. IWhile the onset of  World  War  I1 had abruptly disengaged atten- 
tion from mxhines  and jobs, that did not mean the issue had been  resolved. 
Quite  the contrary; as postwar scientists, engineers, and businessmen devel- 
oped new techniques of automation  and computerization, the familiar dis- 
cussion about  the fate of labor reopened almost imme 

With the military’s urgent need for weapons and supplies, World  War I1 
itself had provided a new rationale for reinventing production  equipment. 
Under pressure to expand defense  business, some contractors experimented 
with ways to take mechanization further  than ever. The W. F. 
Company began  developing a high-explosive ordnance factory that would  use 
four-station robots, handled by one female operator, to manufacture shells. 
Conveyors would move material between rows  of automated furnaces and 
machines, loading and unloading without  continuous  human intervention, 
The  plant  did not reach fully operational  status before the war ended, but 
automation advocates hailed the effort as indicating that  future factories 
would break new technical bounds.  In  modern  manufacture, “any feat that 
hands  and  body can perform can be duplicated automatic ally,'^ said Barnes 
Company president William B a r t ~ n . ~  

Just as engineer in^ and management experts had hailed construction of 
Milwaukee’s  A. 0. Smith plant for both its technical and its symbolic impor- 
tance during  the Depression,  so the Barnes  plans  signified the future of labor- 
saving technology during  the war. Once peacetime arrived, representatives of 
business, engineering, and science  quickly built up automation into an obses- 
sion, a new  gospel of postwar  economics. During the 193os, individual  employ- 
ers such as  A. 0. Smith had introduced new types of production equipment, 
but each instance of mechanization still had seemed unique. By the late lg~~os,  
promoters extended the concept of automation into a universal  ideal, prom- 
ising it would revolutioni~e every  area of industry. 

That  hope appeared most vividly right after the war in a November 1946 
~ u r ~ ~ ~ e  article, “Machines without Men.” Physicists Eric W.  Leaver and J. J. 
Brown articulated a theory of how to design a completely automatic factory 



for virtually any type of manufacture. Transport  units  and conveyor belts 
would start by unloading raw materials, then carry the emerging product 
through automatic lathes and assembly  machines up  to  the final  stage of auto- 
mated packaging.  Master controls would initiate operations and monitor each 
machine constantly. Photoelectric cells, thermocouples, and  other testing 
devices could inspect parts, automatically comparing their quality to specifi- 
cations encoded on perforated rolls  of  paper.  Such a perfectly automated sys- 
tem was not a technical stretch, the  authors informed skeptics;  engineers had 
already  developed most of the different machines and control units, so gath- 
ering them into  one automatic factory became primarily a question of vision. 
Leaver and Brown had faith in that vision, and, for them, the beauty and power 
of automation lay in its versatility.  Factory owners could apply the basic prin- 
ciples  of automation to produce everything from cars to telephones, trans- 
f o r m ~ g  the entire manufacturing sector into a virtually labor-free  enterprise.* 

To help readers appreciate such possibilities, ~ o r ~ ~ ~ e  set  two illustrations 
side by  side; one  photograph of an old factory showed a shop floor full of 
workers,  while a sketch  for a prototype a~tomated plant did not contain a sin- 
gle human. More than  that, ~ o r ~ ~ ~ e  ran diagrams that cleverly captured how 
machines  could  duplicate  every human capacity. The artists drew a human eye 
next to  the photoelectric cell, a nose  next to  the gas detector, an ear next to  the 
microphone, and a human brain next to the factory’s master ‘‘electronic  brain,’’ 
In every  case,  Leaver and Brown  emphasized, the mechanical sensor operated 
more reliably and e ~ c i e n ~ y  than its ‘ ‘ m ~ e s h i ~  biological counterpart. The 
two concluded blithely,  ““Nowhere  is modern  man more obsolete than on the 
factory production 

Given that  automation could perform better than  human senses,   or^^^^ 
told readers, dispensing with factory labor offered “obvious” advantages. 
Humans felt tired, distracted, or angry, but machines never demanded more 
pay and were  “always satisfied with working conditions.” Technology could 
operate around  the clock, turning  out  an ever-greater volume of goods, and 
there, Leaver and Brown  acknowledged,  lay the potential sna 
factory “would be worse than useless’’  if owners could not 
output; therefore, in  the interest of maintaining a mass market, the  country 

ould need some way to reemploy the workers made obsolete. Leaver and 
rown did  not  worry long; though  the  “automatic factory may  well loose 

mporary  unemployment^ they wrote,  “new  machines will force the 
society to find a better use for men than to make them mechani- 

cal operators of  machines.” Automated factories would still need technicians 
to arrange andereset machinery, plus engineers to prepare control tapes and 
literally oversee  Operations from balconies suspended over the factory floor. 



Brown did not address the issue of retraining or whether the new 
automation econom~  codd provide enough jobs to go  around. For them, auto- 
matic ~anufacturing could be justified by the inherent  superiority of machines 
over men  and by the promise of virtually infinite production capability.6 

Fig. 7. This  complex little  cartoon  captures  a  sense of  idealized ass~pt ions  about 
how  workplace  mechanization  could  set off a  virtuous cycle  of  positive  economic 
r~lationships. Technological  changes in  production,  represented  in  the  late 1950s by 
the  bodike  computer main~ame, would  keep  moving  people,  products,  and  money 
around. A couple  of  displaced  workers,  shoved  to  one  side  by  the  force  of  change, 
might  end  up at a  dead  end,  but  most  would  fare  well.  Some  would  head  for  nonau- 
tomated  factories or the service  sector,  while  others  would  pick up a  wrench  and 
begin  servicing  the  new  office  machinery. ~eanwhile, American  consumers,  busy 
e n j o ~ ~  their  neat  suburb^ houses  and  large  automobiles  (complete  with  the  lat- 
est  tail  fins),  could  rejoice  in  the  flood  of  goods. All's for  the  best  in  this  best  of  all 
possible  worlds,  where  technologic^ ~ e m ~ l o ~ e n t  appeared  a  minor  detail  amidst 
prosperity  and  progress.  Illustration  by  Erdoes, Lqe, December 28,1959,36. 



The concept of automation intrigued Norbert Wiener,  MIT’s mathematical 
pioneer of cybernetics, the study of communication and control mechanisms 
applied to machines. Inventors already possessed most of the  components 
needed to build  the  automatic factory, he agreed, and over time, computers 
would  inevitably  become less  expensive and easier to use.  But  while  Leaver and 
Brown  assured  readers that automation would open a  world of plenty,  Wiener 
expressed  grave doubts  about whether the c untry could cope with the social 
and economic ramifications. Corporations “have  very few inhibitions when it 
comes to taking all the profit out of an industry  that there is to be taken, and 
then letting the public pick up  the pieces,” he fretted. As  big  business rushed 
to automate, joblessness could soar to a level compared with which  “even the 
depression of the thirties will  seem  a pleasant joke.” Wiener described auto- 
matic machines as “the precise economic equivalent of  slave  labor,” adding 
that “any labor that competes  with slave labor  must accept the economic 
conditions of  slave  labor,”  He  felt  “practically certain” that automation would 
cause  a  “decade or more of ruin and despair.”  Wiener  could not offer any  magic 
solution beyond a stern warning that advocates must not let even the  most 
wonderful technology blind them to  the precedence of human needs.7 

Regardless  of  Wiener’s caution, the early  fifties brought a flood of reports 
about farsighted manufacturers moving toward “the engineer’s dream” in 
which “a factory runs itself.” The Ford Motor Company,  which had attracted 
so much  attentiQn  in  the early twentieth century for its assembly line inno- 
vations,  seemed to be leading the way again. M ~ u f a c t ~ i n g  specialist  Delmar S. 
Harder  (who  some  later  credited  with  coining the word “automation”) installed 
automatic feeding and unloading devices in  one of  Ford’s main engine-block 
plants. Since those machines performed twice  as  fast  as humans, management 
could also  speed up shaping and drilling machines. As a  result, forty-one men 
could finish an engine block in  under three hours, a  process that  had previ- 
ously  taken 117 machinists four and a  half hours. Such  changes  became known 
as  ‘“Detroit  automation^ but other industries joined the new  age. At a Colum- 
bia  Records  factory, skteen machines (overseen  by four  men) au tomat ic~y  
molded, cooled, and unmolded disks, working five times as  fast  as 250 hand- 
workers  could. With development of  record-playback and numerical-control 
machine tools, engineers hoped to reproduce even complicated tasks, those 
seemingly dependent on  the skill and  attention of experienced workers. Oil 
refineries and chemical plants appeared nearest to realizing the  automation 
ideal, substituting continuous-flow technology for old-style batch production. 
h automated refinery reportedly could yield three hundred thousand barrels 
of gasoline  a day, with only five or seven men on hand  to watch  dials,  record 



numbers, and stand by in case  of  emergency.  For  weeks on end, observers 
noted, those operators might not even touch any oiL8 

Modern design lent itself naturally to  the latest manufacturing techniques. 
Furniture makers already were using molding machines to  turn  out plastic 
chairs and  other modular pieces, a process in  sharp  contrast  to  the  labor- 
intensive nature of traditional  construction.  Other objects did  not seem so 
inherently well suited to new industrial methods, and, in such cases, Harvard 
Business School graduates suggested companies redesign the  product  “to 
build an automatic factory around it.” One ‘Virginia company discovered that 
automating the production of ceramic electronic components became  easier 
if it put circuits in a stack instead of the usual tubular ar~angement. In a cor- 
porate world  which aimed at “making the automatic factory a reality,”  design- 
ers  would have to let requirements of manufacturing equipment dictate shape 
and sty1ee9 

The surge of interest in automation opened a gold mine of opportunity for 
one group of experts: the engineers and businessmen who designed and sold 
the latest industrial machinery.  Estimates  suggested that one thousand Amer- 
ican companies had entered the automation field  by 1955. Numerous start-up 
companies appeared, and established firms making machine tools and calcu- 
lating equipment welcomed the chance to extend their base. John Diebold, the 
twenty-nine-year-old head of one such new firm, shot  into prominence as a 
professional enthusiast. Speaking at business  conferences and testifylng  before 
Congress, Diebold explained the meaning of “automation”  and  touted its 
promise to those unfamiliar with the novel concept. An entire technological 
future emerged  overnight; just between  July and September of 1954, three new 
trade journals on automation appeared.’O 

National business  periodicals embraced the brightest promises of automa- 
tion advocates, and their pages provided a highly  visible  avenue for promot- 
ing the  “robot plant.” A lengthy  special report in Business ~ e e ~  declared that 
talk of automation  had generated real “excitement in  the air-a sense that 
something new and revolutionary was being born  in  the laboratories and  the 
factories.’’  Given such  heady possib~ities, editors felt justified in dismissing  any 

ical unemployment. After  all, ~usiness  ~ e e ~  told readers, 
nineteenth-century pessimists had predicted that steam power would elimi- 
nate factory work, and  time  had proven them ridiculously wrong. Roosters 
began organizing special publicity campaigns. The Machinery and Allied 
Products Institute, the group that  had produced numerous booklets during 
the Depression decrying concern about labor displacement, created a spin-off 
society in  the 1950s to update  that strategy. The Council for Technological 



Advancement  published a whole  series  of promotional pamphlets promising 
that  the miracle of  new engineering  could  generate  jobs,  eliminate  drudgery, 
and  churn  out  enough consumer goods to create a capitalist  ut0pia.l’ 

Cynics scorned the hype anointing  automation as the latest  wonder of the 
world; the ~ u Z t i ~ ~ r e  Sun at  one  point labeled automation  “the  Clicht of the 
Year? Nevertheless,  advocates  of “the automatic factory” had already  extended 
their ambitions to include “the automatic office,” and new  technical  develop- 
ments seemed to bring  that prospect home. In 1955, the Bank  of  America 
unveiled its “Electronic Recording Machine- Accounting”  system ( E R ~ A ) ,  
which could track  transactions for fifty thousand checking accounts, sort 
checks  by magnetic code, and  print  monthly statements. With just nine oper- 
ators, EIVdA reportedly performed the functions of fifty bookkeepers. Man- 

ement assured  employees that  rather  than discharging super~uous clerks, 
e bank  could retrain them for  new  positions as operations expanded.  In  fact, 

the president hoped  that ERMA might have enough excess capacity to let the 
bank  open a sideline  handling  payrolls,  taxes,  credit  charges,  and other account- 
ing  for  factories, department stores,  small  businesses, and air1ines.l2 

Th& to machines  such  as ERMA, companies  could  foresee the first  stages 
of a “coming victory over paper” (not to  mention  the  ranks”of clerical  work- 
ers  once  needed to handle that paper). Automation  had not yet  become  sophis- 
ticated enough to dispense with the  human element entirely, John Diebold 
lamented; offices  still  needed  clerks to feed information into machines.  Engi- 
neers  were  well on  the way to perfecting  equipment that could  scan documents 
and automatically turn them  into code, he added, so that business  would soon 
“eliminate the need for the typist.”  Such prospects alarmed Walter  Reuther, 
who  forecast that  automation of insurance firms, inventory operations, and 
other white-collar  work  might bring layoffs for thousands of secretaries,  clerks, 
and bookkeepers.  The  United  States  could not keep  stretching the e m p l o ~ e n t  
system’s capacity to compensate for change  indefinitely, he warned, and  the 
incredible  power of automation threatened to displace  people too fast  for  even 
a growing  economy to absorb.13 

Just how many workers  might automated factory and office equipment dis- 
place, and how many new jobs  would the techno lo^ open up? As ~epression- 
era researchers had ruefully observed, the  multidimensional  relationship 
between technological change, economic activity, and  employment proved 
inheren~y complex.  Postwar  observers  complained that they had virtually no 

or other reliable  evidence on which to  form a basis for discussion. 
in, government  agencies launched investigations to  clarifi  the effect 

of machines on  work One 1955 study by the Labor  Department’s  Division of 
~roductivity  and Technology  investigated modernization at a lar 



television manufacturer. Where employees had formerly wired, soldered, and 
inserted electronic components by hand,*the company introduced automatic 
machines “operating like  large  staplers.”  Assembly  work proceeded “without 
human  intervention^ and by switching to mechanically printed or stamped 
circuit boards, the firm soon eliminated more hand labor. Though purchas- 
ing,  installing, and  running this new equipment cost millions, executives  still 
planned to extend automation further, since the savings on labor allowed them 
to lower prices and thereby expand sales. The Labor Department congratu- 
lated the company for its efforts to retrain some displaced  workers for higher- 
paid jobs operating machines and  to reassign others to nonautomated tasks 
such as parts testing, tube installation and adjustment, final inspection, and 
packing.  Meanwhile, the business had more than doubled its ranks of skilled 
machinists, jig-and-fixture workers, repairmen,  and engineers. Researchers 
lauded managers’  enlightened  approach to employee  relations,  concluding that 
“good planning” (combined with a favorable environment for market expan- 
sion) could facilitate “an orderly transition to automatic techn~logy.’’~~ 

In  an equally upbeat assessment of  office automation,  the Labor Depart- 
ment  reported on how one large life insurance company had made “exem- 
plary”  efforts to prevent layoffs  as a result of modernization. m e r  the firm had 
installed a computer system to track policies and process changes, clerical 
needs in the main office dropped from 198 to 85 people. ~anagement  assigned 
nine displaced workers with experience and mathematical ability to operate 
the new  computer and transferred  eighty-seven others to different  jobs (report- 
edly paying at least  as much as old ones).  Other workers either retired or 
resigned, but researchers noted  that  the gradual nature of the  transition 
offered leeway for personnel adjustment. It took two years to arrange for and 
install the computer, during which time the firm experienced a natural rate of 
departure among lower-grade  female clerks.  While a ~ i t t i n g  that not all com- 
puterization would occur under such favorable conditions of market growth 
and high labor turnover, the  study saw “no reason to believe that this new 
phase of technology  will  result in overwhelming problems of readj~stment.”~~ 

Such reassuring evaluations by no means ended discussion. In a striking 
parallel to  the 1939-40 TNEC  investigation, the 1955 Congress held two weeks 
of hearings on the economic and social effects  of automation,  with special 
attention to “possible and probable displacement of personnel.”  Reportedly, 
Henry Ford 11, Douglas MacArthur, and  other prestigious figures declined 
invitations to testify, but, even so, the  Joint Committee on  the Economic 
Report heard plenty of opinions. Opening the “Automation and Technologi- 
cal  Change”  investigation, chairman Wright Patman declared that ~ e r i c ~ s ’  
interest had  compounded weekly  “as the newspapers, Sunday supplements 



and magazines report ever new and startling developments in automati~n.’~ In 
language directly echoing that of the Depression, Patman said it was time  to 
ask whether automation represented a “‘blessing’ or ‘curse.”’  While the general 
thrust of debate covered old ground, experts in  the postwar period phrased 
it in unfamiliar language. The committee asked  speakers to  clarift  the strange 
word ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ t i o ~  (not yet included in major dictionaries), In fact, experts had 
not yet  even agreed on terminology, speaking variously of “automizing” or 
‘‘automatizin~ as well as  “automating.” Though engineers and businessmen 
oEered  technical  explanations of  feedback, continuous processing, and ration- 
alization, Patman declared that he had “never attended a hearing where I knew 
less about  the subject matter.”16 

Technical concepts such as feedback  seemed straightforward compared to 
disagreement over the  philosoph~cal definition of automation. Advocates 
maintained that though the word sounded novel,  it  really  only  described a nat- 
ural  continuation of old-style engineering. Ford spokesman D. J. Davis told 
Congress, “The first use  of automation I can remember was perhaps little 
David  when  he slew Goliath with the slingshot.” Other speakers  claimed that 
the flour-mill system  Oliver  Evans had developed  back in the colonial  era rep- 
resented the root of modern automation. Nineteenth-century inventors had 
pursued increasingly bold ideas, promoters said, making the twentieth cen- 
tury’s transition from mechanization to “supermechanization” a logical and 
inevitable e&ension. By contrast, labor representatives  declared that postwar 
technical  knowledge had jumped to an entirely different  level,  Machines had 
always supplanted human physical  labor, but new  engineering  aimed at replac- 
ing humans’ mental ability. In short, electrical union leader  James  Carey con- 
sidered automation “new and revolutionary,”  while  Ford representative D. J. 
Davis termed it “just another evolutionary phase” in mass pr0ducti0n.l~ 

The wrangling over  calling automation “evolutionary” versus “revolution- 
ary’’ represented more  than a word game; it cut  to  the,heart of whether the 
pace of change allowed individuals and  institutions  time to adjust. As their 
co~nterparts had  done  in  the Depression, Davis and fellow  business  spokes- 
men  complained that radicals had whipped up resentment of techno lo^ with 
an alarmist campaign containing “go percent emotion  and 10 percent fact.” 
One poll conducted by a Detroit radio station supposedly showed that  in  that 
manufacturing town, listeners’  level of anxiety about  automation came sec- 

only to their concern over Communism. When public hysteria ran so 
arton said, authorities must step in  to calm things down. He 

recommended a broad-based educational campaign teaching Americans to 
appreciate the need  for  “orderly  growth of more and ever more automation.”l8 

Economic science had proven that improvements in  production  brought 
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prosperity and employment over the long term, making any fear  of perma- 
nent displacement false, W. F. Barnes told Congress. Updating Say’s  Law with 
an atomic-age metaphor, General Electric president Ralph Cordiner insisted 
that mechanization encouraged a “chain reaction of economic growth: more 
productive machines reduce costs and prices; this increases volume of busi- 
ness,  creating a need for more workers.”  Switching  analogies, he suggested that 
recent trehds revealed a “‘bow wave’ theory of technological e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ . ”  Just 
as a speedboat pushed water ahead of its path, autQmation propelled “a wave 
of  new emplo~ment opportunities.” As in  the I ~ ~ O S ,  absence of hard evidence 
did  not weaken such faith. The fluctuating nature of the automobile market 
meant Ford “frankly” could not “trace in precise detailyy how automation 
affected jobs, Davis admitted, but he felt sure that engineering meant “change 
always for the better.”l9 

While promising that  automation would raise efficiency to unbelievable 
levels,  executives simultaneously reassured Congress that such innovation 
posed no danger to labor. Engineers could not work instant miracles, and 
automation would not be “applied  overnight to every  activity of  man.’’  At least 
in  the near term, Diebold testified, automat in^ did not make economic or 
technical sense for small-volume manufacturing, mining, construction, an 
agriculture. The fields currently “ripe for automation” (chemicals and textiles, 
petroleum refining, printing, and communications) employed just 8 percent 
of the nation’s labor force.  Little harm would result even if automation dis- 
placed  half those workers,  Diebold concluded, since  postwar  conversion had 
proven that the system could readjust up  to 2.5 million  people.  Moreover, even 
in fields where automation appeared technically feasible, practical and eco- 
nomic constraints limited the rate at which companies adopted new equip- 
ment  and so contained the  human impact. The very  novelty and complexity 
of the technology meant that once a firm made the decision to automate, plan- 
ning and installation still took months, if not years. Companies could use that 
lead time to adjust employment, often through  natural  attrition. The coun- 
try’s workforce “continually reallocat led] itself  voluntarily,” NAM director 
Marshall Munce told Congress, with 8 million Americans entering, shifting, 
or quitting jobs each month. That fact made human resources “highly flexi- 
ble,” inherently able to absorb any impact of automation.20 

Providing  workers  stayed  flexible, they would find plenty of opportunity  in 
an age  of automatic  production, advocates reassured listeners. Americans 
should not be intimidated by  news reports that described chemical  facilities 
run by just two operatives, Diebold emphasized. “Automatic factories will 
not be workerless factories. Many hundreds of maintenance men will be 
required,” as  well  as supervisors, clerks, salesmen, distributors,  and profes- 
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sionals. Automation itself would create entire new job cate 
Brunetti, engineering  research and development director at General Mills, pre- 
dicted that the next  decade  would bring 15 million positions for machine oper- 
ators, electronics technicians, key-punch operators, computer program~ers, 
and systems engineers. Workers displaced from old assembly-line functions 
could easily  take up automation-related jobs,  Diebold  insisted. Operating and 
maintaining complex equipment did not require advanced education, just a 
“desire to  do good work, and ingenuity.” Companies actually did labor a favor 
by introducing devices that cut off older lines of work, he told Congress.  Men 
and women should welcome displacement as a blessing in disguise, since it 
opened  the way for them to learn new  skills and switch to  more interesting 
jobs, gaining self-respect and higher wages.21 

The power of automated  production not only upgraded work in estab- 
lished occupations, promoters maintained, but also enhanced e m p l o ~ e n t  by 

entirely new industries. While Depression-era business leaders had 
ly stressed that  the automobile brought more jobs than horses ever 

had, postwar  executives  dwelt on the promise of television. Just as Henry Ford 
had developed an affordable  car and offered  workers the great  “five-dollar day: 
General Electric and Sylvania claimed that  their investment in  automation 
would make television into a source of employment and a product for the 
masses. The industry  had already realized tremendous savings  by adopting 
automatic machinery for making tubes and screens, GES Cordiner told Con- 
ress. Thanks to such innovation, consumers in 1955 could buy a a-inch set 
r less than a 12-inch model had cost five  years  before.  Engineers had started 

developing machines that could automatically apply  color to tubes, and once 
they accomplished that, Sylvania chairman Don Mitchell promised, pent-up 
demand for color  television would create “hundreds of thousands of jobs” in 
manufacturing, selling, and servicing  sets.22 

Future consumers  could  enjoy  color  television and other such  terrific  items, 
the business  communi^ maintained, if and only if manufacturers introduced 
more and more automation. In fact, they said,  given estimates that  the coun- 

’S working-age population would  grow  by only. 15 million  over the next two 
ades, he r i cans  should stop worrying about technological u n e m p l o ~ e n t  

and start bracing for labor shortages. Lack  of workers  would cripple the econ- 
omy faster than any problems of displacement could, industry leaders told 
Congress. Without the saving  grace  of automation, a labor crunch might send 
productivi~ into a nosedive and create “a situation in which the ordinary man 
cannot buy automobiles and other products we now  regard as  necessities.’,  But 
with automation, ever-rising consumer expectations should foster unparal- 
leled economic espansion, ensuring once and for all that technological unem- 



ployment would not “constitute a social or human problem of  even a minor 
nature.” In that light, simple demographics made labor-saving technology 
seem an impera t i~e .~~ 

S p e ~ n g  on behalf  of  organized  labor,  Walter  Reuther  agreed on “the desir- 
ability,  as  well  as the ~~e~~~~~~~~~~ of technological progress.” Though critics 

reat deal of ~ropaganda” blasting unions as antiprogress, he 
told  Congress, the CIO  actually  “welcomes” automation as  key to both a shorter 
workweek and higher living standards. However, economic events usually 
proved more complicated than automation optimists pretended. He  accused 
the National ~ssociation of Manufacturers of approaching the issue with 
“irresponsible complacency.” Its pamphlet “Calling All Jobs” featured the line, 
“Guided by electronics, powered by atomic energy,  geared to  the s ~ o o t h ,  
effortless  workings of automation, the magic carpet of our free  economy  heads 
for distant and undreamed of horizons.” In real  life,  Reuther  said, “economic 
expansion does not arise simply because we desire it.” Consumers could not 

their budgets, especially if companies refused to pass on the 
savings in  manufacturing, and once market growth stalled, the output of 
automated production lines  would  pile up disastrously. The United States had 
experienced nasty downturns as recently as 1949 and 1953-54, showing how 
easily the  modern economy could be “shoved off balance.”24 

Reuther charged that  in  their eagerness to push  automation,  industry 
spokesmen risked i oring real hardship caused  by  even temporary job loss. 
He challenged  assu ces that  automation would come gradually enough to 
prevent harm. Promoters themselves  predicted “that automation probably will 
make  almost twice  as much progress in the next five  years  as . . . in the past ten.” 
One Labor Department  study showed that  job growth simply did not keep 
pace with such rapid productivity gains; a 275 percent jump  in electronics pro- 
duction between 1947 and 1952 had  brought  just a 40 percent rise in work. 
Once business started  “automating  the  automation factories,” Reuther cau- 
tioned, reemployment could never  catch up with displacement. Ford  spokes- 
men declared grandly that  the  “hand trucker of today replaced  by a conveyor 
belt might become tomorrow’s electronic engineer,” but Reuther doubted 
whether retraining would  come so naturally,  especially for older workers. The 

might talk about a magic carpet economy, but Americans  could not trust 
in a ‘~laissez-faire belief that ‘these things will work  themselves  out.”’ The coun- 
try could only prevent automation unemployment through proactive steps; 
instituting a thir~-hour  workweek, for  instance,  could  serve as a much-neede 
“shock  absorber.”25 

Following up on Reuther’s arguments, other  union leaders told ~ o n g r e  
that  automation  had already caused problems for their &embers. W. 



Kennedy  declared that  the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen had been hurt 
by the  introduction of  new automatic signals, tracklaying equipment,  and 
automated yard  systems  which  moved  cars  using automatic switching,  speed 
controls, and tape storage of routing information. One such system in  North 
Carolina allegedly had displaced 64  of about 150 yard conductors and switch- 
men, while a Pittsburgh version eliminated roughly 250 workers. In general, 
Kennedy claimed, “robot yards’’ tended to take over 10 to go percent of old 
yard  jobs.  Railroad employment had fallen  by  485,700  between 1937 and 1954; 
while some of that decline had been  because trains lost business to competing 
forms of transport,  the brotherhood calculated that technological  change had 
been the reason behind 195,875  of those lost positions.26 

m e r e  the TNEC hearings had investigated  changes in telephone technol- 
ogy,  1955’s discussion revealed that “switchboard girls” had already become 
objects of nostalgia. “”rfone t h ~ ~ ~ s  at aEE about  such ~ h ~ ~ g s , ”  chairman Patman 
mused, “one is  forced to wonder about what happened to all  of the friendly, 
efficient telephone operators in large and small towns who  used to handle our 
calls.’’ Clifton Phalen, president of Michigan Bell, reassured the chairman and 
told him not  to upset  himself  over the fate of operators, who had just not been 
efficient enough to keep up with demand. AT&T had extended dial service to 
85 percent of its operations by 1955, Phalen told Congress, and its payroll 
sim~taneously had soared to  an all-time peak.  Since  1940, he explained, the 
number of phones in use had grown from about 17 million to 45 million, dou- 
bling jobs from 300,000 to over  600,000.  Far from eliminating humans, Bell 
still  relied on 237,000 operators to handle information requests,  collect  calls, 
and other special  needs. Though AT&T anticipated estending dial equipment 
to over  95 percent of phones by 1960 and reducing operator assist~ce  on long- 
distance calls, Phalen assured  listeners that  the company’s  aggressive  sales tac- 
tics would multiply demand for service and so keep up em~loymen t .~~  

S p e a ~ n g  separately, Joseph A. Beirne, president of the Communications 
~ o r k e r s  of America,  acknowledged that “despite  intensive me~hanization of 
local telephone calls there are over 150 percent more people  employed in  the 
telephone industry today” than twenty-five  years  before.  He doubted, however, 
whether AT&T could sustain its astounding rate of customer growth. W i l e  
ac~owledging management’s  “genuine attempts” to help  workers through the 
transition, Beirne mentioned that distressing incidents occurred nonetheless. 

uring the 1949-54 conversion to dial, e m p l o ~ e n t  had fallen 80 percent at 
some ~ i c h i g a n  exchanges, from 1,414 to 273 workers;  over  half the total, 761 
people, had reportedly  been  laid off. Remaining  workers  lost  any  sense of secu- 
rity;  Beirne described “women crying in restrooms, improperly prepared for 
new methods and fearful of losing their jobs or being  pressured into unwanted, 
early  retirement.”  Paeans to automation covered up such distress, “entire lives 
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shaken up by  so-called  progress.”  Dial technology merely represented the  tip 
of the iceberg; automatic testing equipment seemed  likely to reduce the need 
for maintenance workers, while centralized message-accounting machines 
could  eliminate the white-collar  work of tracking calls and preparing bills.  Two 
hundred  thousand Bell  System jobs might disappear by 1965, Beirne con- 
cluded, unless the company compensated for automation by reducing the 
workweek.2s 

Such arguments between  business and labor would have sounded familiar 
to  both sides  fifteen  years  before, but  the 1955 hearings also brought distinctly 
postwar  twists to  the discussion. In 1939, record job loss had been  fresh in peo- 
ple’s minds; the early 1950s brought the United  States  close to full employment 
(with joblessness fluctuating between about 2.5% and 4.5%). M i l e  unions 
worried about displacement in specific occupations, general prosperity and 
economic confidence removed any sense  of emergency from the debate. 
Although the TNEC members had interpreted labor’s prospects in  the most 
pessimistic tones, their postwar counterparts ultimately concluded that, given 
current fiscal  well-being, automation posed no real  danger. To  cover all bases, 
the committee warned that if the economy took a turn for the worse, serious 
technological unemployment might still arise. Prosperity had not banished 
the  threat of mass displacement, but  it had definitely made  the possibility 
appear more remote.29 

Cold War politics and tensions  also shaped the 1955 perspective on automa- 
tion. America’s engineering prowess and its industrial capacity had become 
vital factors in  the superpowers’ contest for global position, which bolstered 
arguments for  pressing  full  speed  ahead  with  workplace  technology. Even amid 
25 percent joblessness, Depression-era critics had  not generally endorsed lim- 
iting innovation; fifteen  years later, the concept of a “research moratorium” 
felt  even more unthin~able.  John Snyder, president of automation company 
United  States Industries, warned Congress, “The enemies of freedom  can  con- 
tinuously improve their industrial processes” and so “might seriously  menace 
our ascendancy.”  Soviet machine-tool makers had reportedly made “aston- 
ishing strides’’  lately. The United States  seemed to have no choice but  to push 
on, since automation might give its industry a decisive  edge in manufacturin 
arms for some future “hot war.”  Fear  of Communism created the sense of an 
automation race, relegating labor questions to secondary importance. Cold 
War political posturing also provided a second justification for automation: if 
American engineering could guarantee consumer abundance, it would pro- 
vide  visible  evidence  for the inherent superiority of the free enterprise system. 
As Reuther said, automated  production could become even more valuable 
than  the  H-bomb as a way to “prove that  the Communists are wrong.”3o 

The Cold War atmosphere, combined with feelings of economic confi- 



dence, made challenging automation ever more difficult. 1955’s discussion of 
machines and jobs proved less tense than  the TNEC hearings. Reuther and 
Kennedy  called for shorter hours  and more support for displaced  workers, but 
they stopped well short of demanding a ban  on automation. The cultural la 
theory remained in~uential, but union leaders  expressed faith that ultimately 
“our economy can adjust to  the challenge of automation.’’ ~mericans still 

ological issues with a powerful sense  of historical deter- 
at  the  country  had been set on  an  inevita~le course. 
portrayed automation as an  autonomous force r 

ahead, while economic relationships, social institutions,  and workers could 
only try  to keep  pace. 

eirne alone questioned the premise that anything that technically and eco- 
nomically could be done, must be done, with utmost speed. Democratic free- 
dom  meant giving people the choice to embrace only those options  that 

resented true progress and  to oppose any that imposed too great a cost, 
he dared suggest to Congress.  Referring to spread of the dial system,  Beirne 
asked, “What does it really matter if it takes 30 seconds instead of only 15 to 
co~ple te  most long-distance calls if  we gain this speed at  the price of unem- 
ployment and . . . misery?  Why the headlong rush into mechanization if slower 
movement gives us time  to contemplate what we are doing and where we are 
~eaded?” Such radical sentiments vanished into  thin air,  however, lost amidst 
talk about technological change as an unavoidable fact. Congress, business 
spokesmen, and most labor leaders  agreed: the United States was entering an 
era of automation triump~ant.~I 

So was the  question of technological unemployment finally closed? Not 
from the evidence  of 1950s popular culture, which, as in the Depression, trans- 
lated political and economic discussion of machines and jobs into public 
images and entertainment. On  the very  day Congress opened  automation 

he comic strip “Blondie” showed Mr. Dithers inspecting a new 
re “you put  the figures in here, then merely  press the  button  and 

r press underscored the possibility of dis- 
ompanying a report on automation in Ford engine plants, US. 

~ e ~ s  6 ~~~2~ ~ e ~ o ~ ~  announ~ed,  “~ush-Button Plant: It’s  Here-Machines 
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Do the Work and a Man Looks On.’’ The magazine’s artists put statistics into 
visual form with a diagram comparing employment levels. The “before 
automation” side of the  chart showed twenty-nine figures, representing the 
number of men formerly  needed to drill holes in crankshafts,  while the “after” 
side includes only nine siahouettes. In stark terms, writers labeled one photo- 
graph of  conveyor  belts, “NO MEN WANTED.” Emphasizing  labor’s marginality 
in modern production, the caption on a second photograph notes that the lone 
worker shown was “there just to watch the colored  lights on a control panel,”33 

The link between automation and workplace revolution s t im~ated  
inations in H o l l ~ o o d ,  where producers of the film Desk Set transforme 
cern about  offke computerization into light comedy.  Set in  the headquarters 
of a national broadcasting company, the 1957 movie opened W 

ment’s decision to make operations more efficient  by adopting  the Electro- 
Magnetic Memory And Research Arithmetical Calculator (EM 
clear pun from the real-life machine ERMA). E M M A ~ C ’ s  inve 
ods engineer” Richard Sumner (played by Spencer Tracy) h e w  that move 
might upset workers and grumbles, “Every time I mention what I do, people 

o into a panic.”  Sure enough, Sumner’s  presence and  rumors  about 
bosses  reevaluating personnel files rouse suspicions in  the company reference 
library,  where a four-person staff  fields inquiries about geography, nature, lit- 
erature, and baseball  statistics. 

Peg Costello (Joan Blondell): “That Richard Sumner is . . . trying to 
replace us all with a mechanical brain! He’s under special assi~nment 
. to see if E M M A ~ C  can be adapted to this department. That 
means the end of  us all!’’ 

Bunny  Watson (Katherine Hepburn): “Peg,  Peg,  calm  down! No 
machine can do  our job!” 

Costello: ‘ ~ ~ ~ f f t ~  what they said in payroll . . . and as soon as it was 
installed, half the ~epartment disappeared!” 

Watson: “[That’s] just a calculator.  They can’t build a machine to  do 
our job, there are too many cross-references. . . I’d match my 
memory against  any  machine’s  any day. . . . The worst thing that 
can happen is for us to get  panicky, so let’s keep this between  you 
and me and  not tell Ruthie and Sylvia.” 

Costello: “Not tell them! They’re down at  union headquarters right 
now to see  if  there’s a law against  this!” 

Talk  of displacement hangs over the  offke Christmas celebration as  well. 
Costello remarks, “If we do get canned, we  won’t be the only ones to lose our 
jobs because  of a machine,” to which another staEer  adds, “I understand thou- 



sands of people are being replaced by these electronic brains.” Resentment 
intensifies once E M M A ~ C  appears; handing  the  operator a pile of punch 
cards,  Watson  remarks, “The complete history of the American buffklo-it too 
is becoming extinct.’’ The image of computers’ infallibility,  however,  quickly 
disintegrates in  the film; mishearing a simple question on Gorfu, the harried 
operator sets E M M A ~ C  to printing pages  of irrelevant data on curfews, 
including the eighty-stanza poem, “Curfew  Must  Not  Ring  Tonight!” 

Outraged that the librarians had received notice, Sumner contacts the firm’s 
president only to learn, “The whole darn bu~ding’s been  fired! That crazy  fool 
machine of yours in payroll went berserk this morning  and gave everybody a 
pink slip!” Once that error has  been sorted out, Summer promises  Watson that 
researchers’ jobs will be safe, E M ~ A ~ C  “was  never intended to replace  you! 
It’s here merely to free your time for research, it’s just here to help you.”  Given 
prospects of a network merger and a heavier workload, the company might 
well need to hire extra staff. That perfect solution resolves any question of 
technological unemployment; Desk Set presented the perfect case for automa- 
tion as a source of jobs. But underneath the romance and upbeat conclusion, 
the film  also  conveyed a vivid impression of  labor’s  anxiety.  Hollywood could 
ensure a happy ending; in real  life, Americans enjoyed no guarantee that 
change  would turn  out so smoothly.34 

While Desk Set promised that  automation would ensure more and better 
work in  the future, Kurt Vonnegut was creating fiction in which automation 
made unem~loyment the American norm. Player Piano imagined the Faust- 
ian bargain in which a society desperate for manpower embraced technology, 
never to back away. “Production with almost no manpower” had proved the 
“miracle that won the war,” but  in peacetime, veterans soon realize that such 
a system  offered little chance for reemployment. Authorities quickly suppress 
a wave  of frustrated attacks on machinery, clearing the  path  for  further 
automation by steering superfluous men into  the Army or the Reconstruction 
and Reclamation Corps. Known  even among themselves as  “Reeks and 
Wrecks,” those men kill time filling potholes and  bemoaning  the day when 
“machines took all the good jobs.”35 

The engineering described in Player Piano closely paralleled real postwar 
research at places  like General Electric.  Record-playback  systems captured an 
expert worker’s  every movement on tape; when replayed, that technology 
allowed automatic lathes, presses, and drills to duplicate human skill.  Such 
symmetry between fictional and actual’automation was no coincidence; Von- 
negut had worked in GE public relations during  the late 1g4os, experience that 
lent plausibility to his description of automatic factories. In his novel, vend- 
ing machines dispense everything from nylons to legal documents and med- 



ical  diagnoses, taking over the functions of professionals and service  workers 
alike. A nervous barber tries to reassure  himself  by thinking about all the com- 
plex motions in hair cutting that couldn’t be automated, only to visualize ways 
of doing exactly that; in  the  end, he himself  creates the machine that makes 
his job obsolete. In an obsession with innovation, one manager throws him- 
self and seventy-one other employees out of work by inventing devices to 
automate his  whole petroleum terminal. Suddenly a full “job classification  has 
been eliminated. Poof.” In the engineering world’s  view, such a sacrifice  served 
a larger purpose, realizing the long-awaited golden age  of  efficiency and 
wealth. Engineers express incredulity that  corporations  had ever entrusted 
work to humans, who would  all too often make the “stupidest mistakes  imag- 
inable.”  Like their real-life counterparts, Vonnegut’s automation proponents 
measured social  well-being strictly in material terms.  ons sum er ism justified 
automation, allowing even  ““Reek and Wreck”‘ families to live in fancy  houses. 
Some  foolish  people  refused to admit their happiness; one housewife admits 
she liked  having the ultrasonic washer broken, since hand-launderin 
something to  do besides  watch te le~is ion.~~ 

Echoing the real-life way that  the ASME and other scientific and engineer- 
ing  societies had fought  t& of technological unemployment> Vonnegut’s  novel 
includes a scene in which advocates ceremonially reaffirm the wonders of 
m“echanization. His fictional engineer-managers organize a special pageant 
defending the system they had created and which had created them, a morality 
play in which a “handsome young  engineer”  defeats the antitechnology ar 
ments of an “unkempt young radical.” The engineer reminds “John ~verage- 
man” that automation had made him richer than an emperor of  yore and raised 
American  civilization to “the dizziest  heights  of all time! Thirty-one point seven 
times as many television  sets as  all the rest of the world put together!  Ninety- 
three per cent of all the world’s electrostatic dust precipitators!” 

Such boasting rings hollow to Paul Proteus, who> as son of the country’s 
first national system director, should have been technology’s most avid expo- 
nent. Looking at a photograph of his family’s factory in  the nineteenth cen- 
tury, when the humblest floor-sweepers  felt  “fierce with dignity and pride in 
their work,” Proteus grows  disillusioned with a world that uses robots as jan- 
itors and leaves humans without hope. Displacement had created  psycholog- 
ical torture;  in  order  to stay sane, men had to feel “needed and useful, the 
foundation of  self-respect.” Proteus joins the Ghost Shirt Society, a group who 
proclaims society’s  power to reject change if it does not truly  contribute to 
human happiness. Ordinary Americans had “changed [their] minds about the 
divine right of machines, efficiency and organization, just as men of another 
age changed their minds about the divine right of  kings,” the rebels  declared.37 



Vonnegut’s  novel culminates in scenes  of the Ghost Shirt revolution, when 
uncontro~able crowds  race to tear down  factories,  power stations, and the cen- 
tralized computer system.  Shocked at  the mindless  waste, Proteus mourns  the 
loss of his early innocence, his ability to revel without guilt in  the engineer- 

challenge of creating a perfect automaton. He  rationalizes that once  people 
released their pent-up fury in an initial explosion of vandalism, common 

nse  would  reassert  itself.  Americans could “rediscover the two greatest won- 
ers of the world, the  human  mind  and hand,” building communities around 

a healthy  respect for labor. As it  turns  out,  the citizens end up having no inten- 
tion of proving “how well and happily men could live with virtually no 
machines.”  Rushing “to recreate the same old nightmare,” men begin repair- 
ing smashed vending machines and tinkering with ideas for new ones. In 
ironic ambiguity,  Vonnegut  emphasized “what thorough believers in mecha- 
nization most Americans  were,  even  when their lives had been  badly 
by it. The national mentality had truly made automation inevitable 
ical curiosity and  an ingrained belief in technological progress would lead 
society straight back to  the same fate of mass ~nemployment .~~ 

Popular discussion brought  the relationship between fiction and real  life 
fidl circle. During the 1955 automation hearings,  Vermont  Senator  Ralph  Flan- 
ders recommended P Z a ~ e ~  Piano to  one witness as “a fantastic book which 

icates the final  developme t of auto~ation.”Vonnegut’s description of the 
future’s  workerless  factory  ha captured Flanders’ engineering heart, while the 
social ironies apparently had sailed right by.39 

~ i t h  unemployment averaging 2 to 4 percent during  the early 195os, it 
seemed plausible that  the  country could adjust to automation after all. Yet 
between 1957 and 1961, joblessness shot up closer to a 5.8 percent national aver- 

e, making the idea of technological change as a culprit more conceivable. 
Just as in  the I ~ ~ O S ,  some of the most troubling evidence appeared after the 
nation had begun to ~ e c o ~ e ~ ~ o m  recession,  when  economists pointed out  that 
the upturn  in production did not generate a parallel  recovery in employment. 
At the end of 1958, General Motors announced plans to increase next-quarter 
production by 25 percent, while e~panding the ranks of hourly employees  by 
just 5 percent. The efficiency of automation (plus overtime  shifts)  would  make 
up  the balance,  managers  said. With a 12 percent rate of joblessness in Detroit, 
displaced men faced slim prospects. This phenomenon of “productivity 
u n e m p l o ~ ~ n t ”  also  seemed to appear in  the steel industry, where  new equip- 
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ment had helped  raise output per worker  by 18.8 percent b e ~ e e n  1947-49 and 
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tion, New  York‘s mayor judged that  the city 
ical  levels  of  displacement. In language  reflecting  Cold War em erg en^ aware- 
ness, he  called  for “an early  warning system’, to detect exactly where  jobs  woul 
vanish next.41 

Rising concern about what one  union leader called the nation’s “first 
automation recession”  played a crucial role in  the 1960 presidential campaign. 
W e n  ~uestioned about science and technology,  Richard Nison spoke about 
the  importance of education; John F. Kennedy  chose to emphasize the  dan- 
ger to workers.  Kennedy  hailed automation as offering “hope of a new pros- 
perity for labor and a new abundance for America” but added that  it “carries 
the  dark menace of industrial dislocation, increasin~ unemployment, and 
deepening poverty.” W i l e  “no one-especially  labor-is opposed to eco- 
nomic progress,” he stressed, too many segments of the  population  did not 
enjoy access to  the fruits of abundance. The devastated economic and social 
conditions of  West  Virginia’s mining regions  showed at a glance  how  “steady 
replacement of men by  machines” ended up “menacing the existence of entire 



communities.” Calling up an earlier decade’s rhetoric from Robert Wagner, 
Kennedy  said that ‘‘workers do want assurance that they will not be tossed on 
the scrap heap and forgotten like so many obsolete  machines.”42 

After the election, Kennedy made it a priority to set  the stage for official 
analysis  of automation. Incoming Secretary of Labor Arthur Goldberg vowed 
that his administration would  assume responsibili~ for the issue, ending years 
of “indifference to the plight of the displaced workers.” In April 1961, the 
Department of  Labor  created an Office  of Automation and Manpower,  whose 
staff would break down employment statistics by industry  and occupation, 
track and anticipate technological  change, and prepare occupational guidance 
and r e t ~ ~ i n g  programs.  Goldberg  warned that although automation remained 
“an essential and desirable development’’ in general, “the second Industrial 

volution’’  would eliminate 1.8 million manufacturin~ and agricultural posi- 
tions over the next year alone. Within a week, Senate leader Everett Dirksen 
announced  that ~epublicans would set up  their own study of labor trends. 

ennedy welcomed  “all the  attention we can get  by both parties into what I 
consider to be a genuine national problem-automation and what happens to 
the people who  are  thrown  out of  work,’7 Despite that show of enthusiasm, 
partisan rivalries soon began to swirl,  as the Republican Policy Committee 
sniped at Kennedy’s proposals  for  creating a national worker-retraining hnd.43 

Washington’s focus on labor displacement upset automation advocates, 
who  disliked  being pushed into a “defensive” position. Politicians should stop 
being obsessed about anyone getting hurt,  John Diebold suggested, and 
encourage business to automate even more “aggressively.” Nevertheless, the 
administration  continued  to spotlight the issue through a new Presidential 
Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Policy, Headed by Goldberg, the 
committee included seven representatives  each from business and labor, plus 
five others-journalists, academics, and members of the public. The com- 
mittee managed to agree on a statement of purpose which read, “Failure to 
advance  technologically would bring on much more serious unemployment 
and related  social problems than any we now face.” The declaration went on 
to caution, “Achievement  of technological  progress without sacrifice  of human 
values requires a combination of private and  Governme~t action.”  Beyond 

e endorsements of education, retraining, and support for  displaced  work- 
ers, the panel split. AFL-C10 head George  Meany and  other  labor leaders 
wanted the panel to call  for immediate reductions in work hours, while Henry 
Ford I1 maintained that  no  one had yet proven that innovation caused serious 
job loss. The committee admitted  that exact levels  of technological unem- 
p l o ~ e ~ t  remained a mystery, but the administration hailed  mere completion 
of such a controversial project as a good sign.  Kennedy spent more than  an 
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he report with committee members in what one participant 

Cold War considerations continued to shape discussion of technological 
unemployment  during  the early 1960s. Western analysts remarked that  the 
Soviets had not succeeded in applying automation everywhere; reportedly, 
some Kremlin offkes still performed calculations by  abacus.  And  yet, h e r i -  
can experts marveled at  the sophistication of  Russian  technical  theory.  Seven- 
year plans put  thousands of scientists and engineers to work at national 
research institutes, and Khrushchev  allegedly  extolled automation as the way 
the Communists “shall  beat  you  capitalists.”  Given  such a threat, Senator  Jacob 
Javits told New  York unions to accept that  the United States must automate or 
else  “slip  back to  the position of a second-class  power” in  the “life and death 
struggle of freedom’ st Communism. The International Association of 
Machinists agreed; t delegates at  the 1960 convention expressed 
concern that new ele~tronically controlled machine tools would destr 
the union declared its support for automation as a means to help h e r i c a  face 
the Soviet military and economic challenge.45 

As if the United States did  not have enough to worry about trying to keep 
ahead of the Soviet Union, business  leaders warned that Western Europe and 
Japan had also started racing toward automation. The West German 
ment offered companies special tax incentives to  adopt  the latest production 
technology,  Diebold pointedly said.  Reports indicated that Germany’s  Bremen 
steel-strip mill, Japan’s Honda Motor Company, Sweden’s ball-bearing facto- 
ries, and  the Renault automobile plant in France had all  installed state-of-the- 
art machines to triple or ~uadruple output. American  unions’  unrealistic wage 
demands  threatened to price the nation’s business right out of the global 
marketplace, the N.AM complained. Steelmakers and other industries had no 
choice but  to pursue labor-saving strategies, the N.AM maintained, since the 
surest way to destroy jobs in a technological economy was to have companies 
fail to modernize fast enough and succumb to foreign competition, The harsh 
realities  of international economics  made  change  inevitable, the group insis te~ 
the only “alternative to automation is economic suicide.”46 

Domestic economic conditions through 1961 seemed to give wor~ng-class 
Americans reason for concern. Commentators credited automation for help- 
ing generate a 6 percent jump  in national productivity, but they also blamed 
automation for the fact that unemployment remained stubbornly near 7 per- 
cent (twice the level  Kennedy  considered desirable). With five and a half  mil- 
lion people out of work, the highest number in twenty years, some feared that 
automation  had created an “intractable” or “hard-core” form of  joblessness. 
The most vulnerable segments of the  population would be hit hardest; due 

rned good bull session.”44 
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if anythi~g, understated the  dif~culty, W. ~ i l l a r d  Wirtz, ~ n d e r  Secretary of 
Labor, later said; Wirtz reported that mechanization forced the  job market to 

Labor ~epartment  economists admitted 
gested that  ~ennedy’s and Wirtz’s num- 

bers might be added together for a total of 60,000: predictions of an annual 
illion net increase in  the workforce  worked out  to 25,000 new positions 
d each  week,  while assum~tions of a 2.7 percent annual increase in  pro- 

uctivity multiplied by a 67.7 million working pop~a t ion  equated to  another 
35,000 jobs lost  each  week. The business  communi^ quickly  attacked that esti- 

out  that gains in  produ~tivity would not eliminate jobs on a 
one-to-one basis. Just as critics had accused  Roosevelt thirty years earlier of 
falling into  the Technocrats’  pessimistic mindset, Kennedy’s remarks brought 
~harges that  the president had set a bad e ~ a m p l e ~ s  

Given the ~ossibility of chronic technological ~nem~loyment ,  Kennedy 
chose to focus on creating a federal initiative to  promote labor adjustment. 
Under the Manpower ~evelopment and Training Act of 1962, the Labor Depart- 
ment  and  the ~epar tment  of Health, Education, and Welfare prepared pro- 
grams to retrain displaced  workers in steelmaking, mining, railroad industries, 
and other occupations undergoing rapid change. One cartoonist s ~ b o l i z e d  
that goal  by drawing an automated factory on one side of a chasm and a nice 
suburban house labeled “a new life” on  the other; a bridge, labeled “jobless 
retrain in^ program,” closed the gap. In an ideal  world, education might offer 



a perfect solution. One illustrator depicted the  retraining  program itself  as 
an  automatic factory, picking up  an old-fashioned blacksmith at  one end of 
a conveyor belt and sending him  out smiling at  the  other  end, retooled as a 
missile-production specialist. In reality, society could not instantaneously 
remake humans to fit into an updated high-tech  workplace, and practic 
plications doomed the dream of  easy retraining.4g 

Workers  themselves did  not regard retraining as an all-purpose solution, 
and the issue of declining job security commanded pressing a~ention in union 
meetings. Several high-visibility labor disputes of 1963 turned  on whether 
employers should have  free  rein to cut workers  loose  after  new technolo 
rendered their ~ n c t i o n s  obsolete. Three thousand members of the Ne 
Typographers Union mounted a bitter 114-day walkout,  largely to protest the 
prospective introduction of machines that could set type twice  as  fast  as 
human printers. Publishers  objected that rising labor costs had already  driven 
seven  newspapers out of business, but  the  union claimed it had legal control 
over shop rules and a moral justification to protect its members when ern 
ers  refused to help them.50 

Carriers complained that unions were  forcing them to keep 37,000 firemen on 
the payroll at  an  annual cost of millions,  even  after the switch from steam to 
diesel freight locomotives had eliminated any need for stoking boilers.  Labor 
felt  justified in fighting for jobs, given that automatic equipment now  allowed 
a workfQrce of 700,000 to handle a level  of rail traffic that  had formerly 
required 1,400,000  men. The dispute echoed ~epression-era battles over train- 
crew  size, and,  in 1963, the issue of “featherbedding” brought  the  country  to 
the verge of a nationwide rail strike. To head off that catastrophe, Kennedy 
referred the matter to the Interstate Commerce Commission and further 
prQmised to appoint “the ablest men in public and private life” to examine this 
latest automation crisis.  Skeptics doubted whether creating another commis- 
sion would solve anything, but the episode  reinforced Kennedy’s assertion that 

erica’s economic future revolved around  the technology debate.51 
State  governments  followed the president’s  lead in multipl~ng committees, 

trying to convene some critical mass of expertise.  California  created a special , 
Commission on ~ a n ~ o ~ e r ,  Automation, and Technology, leading up  to a 1961 
 overn nor's Conference on Automation. The governor signed a bill offering 
half a year’s u n e ~ p l o ~ e n t  compensation to displaced  workers who attended 
retraining programs. In New  York, Nelson  Rockefeller organized several con- 
ferences bringing public officials, labor leaders,  business  executives, and edu- 
cators  together to discuss the ‘‘mixed  blessing”’  of automation. Political  watchers 
interpreted Rockefeller’s attention to the issue  as signaling his ambition to 

Similar questions resounded even more powerfdly in  the railroa 
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leave a mark on the national scene.  According to  one estimate, state and fed- 
eral agencies,  colleges, unions, business groups, and other parties h 
ized more than three hundred programs since the 1950s to discuss 
and economic implications of automation. Some  meetings attempted to bring 
together labor and management for constructive dialogue, but  the inherently 
controversial nature of the subject often defeated such efforts, In putting 
together a symposium called “The Educational Implications of  automation^ 
the National Education Association  sketched out a set of initial principles  rec- 
ommending that companies shorten work hours and let  employees  devote the 
extra time  to retraining. ~usinessmen promptly complained that such steps 
were both unnecessary and unfeasible,  while  academics and educators  objected 
that  the proposal reduced ideals of an enlightened liberal education to mere 
voc~tional prep, The NEA wryly admitted  that even  if their efforts had not 
unifed the conference, their  starting hypothesis had at least stimulated a 
response.52 

The American Foundation on Automation and U n e m p l o ~ e n t  enjoyed a 
unique opportunity  to bridge the labor-management gap, U.S. Industries, a 
manufacturer of automated equipment, and its primary union,  the Interna- 
tional Association of ~achinists, had jointly created the  foundation  in 1962 
with company funding. The foundation promised to  support scholarly 
research on  the economic impact of automation and issues of retraining, with 
the  aim of devising practical measures by which labor  and business could 
cooperate to minimize displacement  problems. To stimulate public discussion 
about the future of work, the foundation brought together 300 representatives 
of government, unions, and management. That conference at least managed 
to agree on a starting  point, defining automation as the serious issue o f  the 
day,  To express that  point symbolically, the fou~dation coined a special equa- 

E(rnd) C: ever-increasing automation (A) and ever-declining 
ployment (E) added up  to Kennedy’s “major domestic challenge” ( ~ ~ ~ ~ C ) .  

embers admitted that this equation exaggerated the likelihood of machines 
completely replacing humans  and  o~ersimplified complicated causes of job 
loss, but they insisted that  automation remained “second only to the possi- 
bility of the hydrogen bomb” in its urgent  implication^.^^ 

As in  the Depression, the implications of technological change engaged 
philosophers and religious thinkers; the immediate spur  in  the 1960s came 
from Pope John XXII’s  “Pacem in Terris”  encyclical,  which endorsed citizens’ 
active participation  in government. Picking up  on  that initiative, American 
religious  leaders or~anized a 1965 meeting in New  York at which 250 ministers, 
priests,  rabbis, nuns, and scholars attempted to define a new automation-age 
theology.  Western society valued individuals according to their occupation, 
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speakers  observed, but such a one-dimensional attitude could and should end 
as more and more jobs became obsolete. The National Council of Churches 
led the call  for  evolving a modern ethic, one that emphasized  service and the 
healthy use  of  leisure. Its special “Committee on Human Values in a Chang- 

Technological  Society” announced plans to  sponsor a two-year series of 
national conferences in which  people could explore  how to find “new oppor- 
tunities for human s e l f - ~ ~ m e n t ”  to replace the psychological and social  role 
of employment.54 

How did Americans actually feel about  automation? When asked, most 
voiced opinions reflecting occupational loyalties and  their personal experi- 
ence.  Those in the automation industry and high-tech companies  hailed inno- 
vation as launching a “whole new  world.” One plastics  worker at IBA4 called 
automation “one hell of a fine thing” and doubted it would  cause  any  signif- 
icant employment problems. “Somebody has to  initiate  automated proce- 
dures, and  the somebody who initiates them is  people,” he commented. 
Unemployed  workers, however, said they had seen firsthand how introduction 
of machinery took away jobs. One Pittsburgh steelworker  said,  “New machin- 
ery,  new methods  in  the mill did  it  to me-after nineteen years in  the mill. 
They  abolished my department completely  because  they found a better way  of 
doing it  with  new machines.”  Steelworkers in Chicago and Gary, Indiana, elim- 
inated after seventeen or twenty-two years,  also blamed automation. Many 
remained without work for a year or more; a skilled molder who had landed 
a position as tool-room helper (at a one-third pay cut) considered himself 
“one of the lucky ones.” In Michigan, a gear-maker at Ford observed, “Every 
time a new  machine’s put in, two or three jobs are gone. If you  don’t  have sen- 
iority to beat it, you’re a dead duck.” he r i cans  outside the blue-collar world 
also  expressed  fears about falling victim to automation. In a letter to the New 
York Times, one lawyer wrote that he was “appalled to learn  that  there is an 
‘automatic law  clerk;” which performs seven man-hours of  legal  research in a 
matter of minutes.” Another reader described the prevention of automation 
unemployment as a problem “second in importance only to the prevention of 
nuclear  warfare.”55 

Television helped draw attention to the issue of labor displacement by  m&- 
ing it the subject of special  investigations. A promotional ad for one program 
in 1960  asked  viewers,  “Are Push-Buttons Pushing You out of  Your Job?” The 
teaser continued, “Efficiency-sometimes  called  Technological  Progress- 
inevitably demands more automation. People want a new job before they lose 
the old one to some family-less machine. Something, or somebody, has got 
to give!” In the  print media as  well, it seemed that virtually every  week (as in 
the 1930s) some publication ran  an article offering information  or  opinion. 



~ e ~ s ~ e e ~  devoted a seven-page report  to “The Challenge of Automation,” 
while Readers’  Digest invited Americans to decide,  ‘‘Automation-Friend or 
Foe?” Where  Depression-era  reporters  had visited the A. 0. Smith  plant, 
journalists of the 1960s observed automated oil refineries and offered statis- 
tics to illustrate how automobile factories kept turning  out greater volume 
with fewer men. h o n g  Christmas advertisements  for  cars,  cameras, and color 
television, the Sut~rduy Evening Post told the story of how increasing  mecha- 
nization of meatpacking had forced one  man  to settle for a night-shi~ jani- 
tor’s  job. Lzje editors wrote that new production techniques had created a “slag 
heap” of unnecessary workers,  while Time described that group as “automa- 
tion 

A 1963 issue of ~ c C u 1 1 ~  treated the issue of automation as a woman’s con- 
cern, declaring that harsh new employment realities  placed a grave responsi- 
bility on a breadwinner’s entire family. The cover teaser promised to help a 
reader “pick your husband’s  next  job”; the inside title chose a more threaten- 
ing phrasing, asking, “When Will Your Husband Be Obsolete?” A ~ o u s  wives 
could check the list of thirty-one “dead-end jobs,” ranging from appliance- 
assembly  worker to textile  worker; if a husband’s job appeared on the list, he 
was “practically certain to be obsolete within the next generation.” Instead of 
fearing or fighting such a trend, a woman should “help [her]  husband wel- 
come it” by encouraging him  to retrain as an aerospace en 
worker. The piece, based on advice from John Diebold, told women that by 
preparing for such “bright future” occupations, a man could protect his fam- 
ily from  poverty and s~ultaneously contribute to national economic  strength. 
~hreatened employees should have courage, an upbeat conclusion declared; 
the “challenge of discovering and developing the  latent . mental powers” 
could “keep alive the pioneer spirit that made America.7757 

Newspapers and magazines again had  to figure out ways  of illustrating the 
abstract topic of job subtraction. Repeating a technique used in  the 193os, edi- 
tors frequently ran “before” and “after” photographs; one  shot would  show a 
row  of operators  sitting at a telephone switchboard, while the next showed 
only banks of equipment, no people in sight. Like the Depression-era cartoons 
that portrayed mechanization as a force  sweeping  tiny human figures off a cliff, 
an editorial cartoon of 1961 showed an automated factory tumbling little men 
down a disposal chute and  into a garbage  can marked “jobless workers.” The 
1963 rail labor  dispute spawned a cute cartoon showing a worker waving a 
hand shovel under the nose of a vicious-looking  steam  shovel,  while announc- 
ing defiantly, “Come any further  and I’ll strike.”58 

For illustrators, the  humanoid robot remained an obvious, if still unrealis- 
tic, symbol for all the machines that threatened labor. One C~~cugo S ~ n - ~ i ~ e s  



Fig. 8. “Profit  and Loss.” As the  large  label  on  the  side  of  the  factory  in  this  illustra- 
tion  suggests,  the  force  of  automation  had  seemingly  come  to  define  the  nature of 
modern  industrial  production by the 1960s. The  process  of  discarding  labor  had 
itself  been  streamlined,  with  a  chute  incorporated  right  into  the build in^, dumping 
employees into  the  trash  can. Symbolically,  technological  change  had  reduced 
human  beings  to  waste,  creating  a  social  loss to counter  the  gain in  material  output. 
Illustration by  Doyle in the ~ h i l a ~ e l ~ h i a  Daily  News, reprinted  in  the New York 
Times, April 23,1961. 



cartoon showed a small but game  worker  falling behind a large robot in a futile 
footrace.  The  novel  concept of automation gave cartoonists  extra  scope, though 
automated  equipment could be difficult to draw and harder for readers to 
identify. A 1964 New Yorker cartoon got around  that difficulty by showing 
five men being tossed out of a factory by an unseen force, while bystanders 
remarked, “1 see  Fenton’s  is  finally automating.” Artists settled on the com- 
puter as a convenient visual form to denote all automation, an image that 
could make a forceful point  about labor displacement* One straight for war^ 
cartoon from 1962 showed a business-suited man picking up a computer print- 
out reading, “You’re  fired.” A more brutal warn in^ came in a 1963 At~untu four- 
nu2 cartoon, which  showed an enormous mainframe giving an office  worker a 
rough kick in  the pants; the caption simply read, “Feedba~k.’’~~ 

Even pictures accompanying pro-automation articles could carry ambi 
ous undertones. A rich illustration for a 1965 New York T i ~ e s  piece  by  Peter 
Drucker  represented the Machine as something like a double-headed lion. One 
half of the monster chisels out a large statue of an idealized laborer, smiling 
and ready to  start work, shirt-sleeves  rolled up  and tools in hand. The other 
end of the machine-beast has a terrifying snarl and a clawed grip, which  picks 
up tiny human figures  by the seat of the  pants  to  drop  them ignominiously 
in a large scrap heap. The article, entitled ‘~utomation Is Not the Villain,” set 
out  to reassure readers that technological change would not create a perma- 
nent job crisis. The drawing,  however, undercut that message  by  conveying a 
deeper tension, literally  merging  automation’s dual promise and menace into 
a single  creature.6o 

As in  the Depression, business leaders blamed political radicals and aca- 
demics for encouragin~ inflammatory images. A 1965 ~ o r ~ ~ ~ e  series,  “Tech- 
nology and  the Labor  market^ complained that “social  scientists  engaged in a 
‘co~petition in ominousness”’ had “wildly and irresponsibly  exaggerated” the 
negatives of automation. Such a stance made it embarrassing when attacks 
actually  came from inside the business community. John Snyder, president of 
U.S. Industries, told a Senate subcommittee that the Kennedy a~ministration’s 
calculations of the displacement rate represented a “gross  underestimate.”  His 
own  reckoning  suggested that forty thousand jobs vanished  each week, mostly 
because of automation. Setting out  to  puncture “myths” about machines cre- 
ating work, Snyder urged everyone to admit  the  “hard  truth”  that  “modern 
automated equipment requires very little maintenance.”  After  all, he contin- 
ued, “If it did not, it would not pay to operate it; and if the equivalent num- 
ber of workers  replaced  by automation were required to build the machines 
and systems, there would be no point  in automating.” Such a traitorous line 
appalled Fortune writers,  who  counterattacked,  saying that automation did  not 
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Fig. 9. “Feedback.”  Illustrators of the 1960s began  substituting  the  impersonal  form 
of a  computer  mainframe  for  the  image of a  humanoid  robot  as  the  visual  short- 
hand  for  workplace  mechanization.  Blue-collar  men  had  long  worried  about  change, 
but  the  postwar  years  broadened  the  question  of  displacement.  Once  office  com- 
puters  began  to  take  over  more  and  more  data-handling hctions, this  cartoon  and 
others  like  it  implied,  white-collar  workers  might  also  get  the  boot.  Drawn  by  Eric 
in  the A t l ~ n t ~  ~ o ~ r n ~ l ,  reprinted  in  the New York Times, April 7,1963. 

come into factories and destroy  jobs  overnight. U.S. Industries  itself so far had 
sold  only  eleven of its highly touted Transferlliobots, they pointed out, which 
had apparently  displaced  a grand total of one worker.61 

In  truth, while  businessmen blamed troublemakers  for  spreading rumors 
about  imminent  job loss, the automation  industry itself contributed  to  the 
impression of trouble. Even as promoters insisted that change would come 



Fig. IO, This  neat  cartoon  cleverly  captures both  the Aladdin  and  the  Frankenstein 
images  of  mechanization,  literally  combining  the  promise  and  the  threat into a sin- 
gle  machine-beast.  One  half  of  the  creature  tosses  aside  little  figures  of  workers (an 
illustrative  technique  popular  among  Depression-era  artists),  while  the  other  half 
builds  the new and  improved  ideal  man,  sleeves  rolled  up  ready  for  the  new  day 
ahead.  Which  force  was  more  powerful,  destruction  or  construction?  Could  society 
adapt to technological  change fast enough? New York Times ~ u ~ u z i ~ e ,  January 10, 
1965,26. 

slowly enough to allow readjustment) they simultaneously urged  employers to 
realize the joys  of  labor-saving.  When  a machine-tool firm bragged that its  new 
machines multiplied production fifty times, it was  easy to see  why labor mi 
worry,  Advocates indicated that machines would always outperform people;  a 
~ ~ s i ~ e s s  ~ e e ~  article describing the TransferRobot bore the title, “Tool  Does 
Everything Except  Loaf on Job.” Advertisements  emphasized that companies 
should seize every opportunity  to bypass the  human being. A promotion for 
the Kimball  Datatag information handler scolded, “No data processing  system 
is truly automated if your input requires human  transcription  and multiple 
handling.”  Honeywell boasted that its system  of “one-man building control’’ 
allowed managers to entrust dl aspects of security, climate control, and fire 
prevention to a  single  employee.  Visual  images reinforced the impression of 
labor elimination. Ads for GT&E’s Automatic Electric subsidiary pictured a 
huge hand  turning a giant key to start a  whole  cluster of oil derricks, with the 
headline,  “How to make an entire oil field run itself.”  Singer’s Friden  subsidiary 



ran a photo of a frien~y-looking woman over the caption, “Yesterday, Marion 
Ackerman  was a billing  clerk. Today,  she’s a whole department.”62 

Americans  would simply have to accept the substitution of technology for 
people, advertisements indicated. “When you  call  for  reservations” on  an air- 
line, National Cash  Register told readers,  “if a computer answers  don’t hang 
up.” A 1965 ad from the Warner 8r Swasey machine tool company informed 
readers that any inte~igent and patriotic worker must recognize  how automa- 
tion added to national wealth. Without technical evolution to keep manufac- 
turing costs down, the ad warned, the ‘United States  risked ending up as poor 
as China, producing too few consumer goods to go around. “hythin 

r h e n  increase their output is the workers’ part- 
roduction is the workers’ opponent which takes 

Educators and social scientists put forward a multitude of suggestions in 
the 1960s for helping people accept and  adapt to workplace change. Many 
started from an assumption that as the spread of automation ended more and 
more jobs, government would have no option but  to organize  large-scale  ‘‘first 
aid” programs for labor casualties.  Realists acknowledged some practical 
objections. establish in^ a national system of mass retraining could cost a stag- 
gering amount and create bureau~ratic nightmares. Adult education entailed 
some inherent complications and still might not  be enough to help displaced 
wor~ers keep up with the rapidity of technological change.  Finally, retrain- 
in would ultimately prove futile if automation  meant  that  industry  and 

ces simply did not need as many workers as  before.64 
Realizing that  the automation a e might not provide enough e m p l o ~ e n t  

to go around,  unions argued that employers must begin to compe 
sho~tening the workweek.  Business representatives disapproved of 
“which  reduces the nation’s  productive  capacity at the very time whe 
to be e ~ a n d e d ~  and warned that cuts in working hours would  only 

ement more incentive to automate. On a more philosophical  plane, the idea 
a five-day  weekend  still bothered people intent  on preserving a traditio~al 

work ethic. Sociolo ists such as  David  Riesman worried that most men and 
women were not  psychologic~y prepared for  such  overwhelming amounts of 
leisure time. Television tempted people to waste time, and  the passive  expe- 
rience of viewing fostered a mental and physical  laziness that might lead to 
national decay. A future society might have to handle many “productively 
surplus” individuals, ~s~~~~~ suggested, a challenge  foreshadowed in  the atti- 
tude of  Beat Generation youngsters who “refuse to be tricked into behaving 
as though they were economically . . necessary, when they are patently not 
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Fig. 11. In  their  advertising  campaigns  of  the  1960s,  the  makers  of  automatic  systems 
often  touted  the  idea  that  businesses  should  seek to replace  employees.  In  this  case, 
the  illustrator  managed to displace  most  of  an  entire  human  being,  leaving  only  one 
hand  as  the  force to set  an  automated  oil  field in motion. “No one  even  needs to 
watch!”-the  technology  would run perfectly  without  any  people  around. ~ ~ r ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
April  1965,165. 
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If the automation economy did indeed provide employers with the means 
and incentive to  shrink  the payroll, society should consider some structural 
reforms to reduce the  number of people  seeking  work.  Measures encouraging 
more teenagers to  attend college would delay their entry  into  the workforce 
and also  raise their skill  level, educators said.  Some economists recommended 
that government and business  offer older workers  special  incentives for early 
retirement. Politicians might consider creating a federal  agency to move  dis- 
placed  workers into regions with jobs available, just as the Agricultural Reset- 
tlement Administration had relocated Dust Bowl families. A more extreme 
proposal called for “dumping” a surplus population overseas  by encouraging 
Americans to emigrate to countries short of labor. The issue of technological 
unemployment even became entangled with population conditions; radical 
thinkers suggested that government promote birth control as a way  of reduc- 
ing the automation-age labor supply. One New  York State official extended 
the Depression decade’s technotax movement into  an idea for solving the 
country’s problems of job loss and civil  defense  simultaneously. The Internal 
Revenue  Service could tax companies on the  labor cost they saved through 
automation, then use the money by hiring displaced  workers to build fallout 
shelters.66 

One attempt to create a coherent approach for dealing with technological 
unemployment came from a group called “The Ad Hoc Committee on the 
Triple  Revolution,”  whose membership included  Michael Harrington, Gunnar 
Myrdal, Tom Hayden,  Todd Gitlin, and Linus  Pauling.  Recent developments 
in cybernation, weaponry, and  human rights issues had completely altered 
the basis  for  global  existence, the committee stated, and  the displacement of 
labor especially  risked  causing “unprecedented economic and social  disorder.” 
Retraining could not provide a viable solution, members scoffed, since 
automation would only proceed to eliminate workers from those new posi- 
tions. The idea of turning displaced miners into accountants at a time when 
computers were taking over the ofice seemed  like a ridiculous game-“play- 
ing musical chairs without any  chairs,”  Far from advocating rebellion, the Ad 
Hoc Committee urged Americans to come to terms with automation as des- 
tiny, accepting that  “the  traditional  link between jobs and incomes is being 
broken.” Rather than depending on employment for survival, every family 
should naturally  claim the “right” to a guaranteed  income.67 The overtly  social- 
ist implications of such radical proposals ensured their rejection, and  the 
country proceeded to address displacement on a case-by-case  basis. Union 
leaders sought stopgap measures to help their own constituents, negotiating 
with employers who asked, in effect, “How much will it cost us to get a free 
hand in introducing new  labor-saving machinery?” 



Since the late I ~ ~ O S ,  longshoremen had begun to fear the impact of con- 
tainerization, the strategy of packaging large amounts of material together 
rather than shipping it  in many separate units. Loading and unloading cargo 
had always been dangerous, but skilled men had expressed a certain pride in 
their ability to maneuver difficult loads around a ship. Container technology 
threatened  to render such experience worthless, making it possible for one 
man operating an overhead crane to pick up a whole  150-ton  barge from the 
dock and transfer it  to a hold. Labor worried that  “the  ultimate goal  of the 
shipowners is to eliminate the longshoremen altogether.”6s 

In 1964, the east coast’s International Longshoremen’s  Association negoti- 
ated an arrangement that set a guaranteed annual income for senior members, 
even in  the absence of work. This agreement provided some  protection  for 
older men, those likely to face the greatest diEculty  in retraining and reem- 
ployment, but conceded in essence that technological advance left many 
longshoremen with no future. Figuring that containerization had probably 
~ u a d r u ~ l e d  shippers’ profits, labor argued that  the industry could well afford 
to compensate labor for the  human costs of its technological  revolution. Con- 
tainerization had accounted for less than 3 percent of cargo  passing throu 
New  York in 1966, but  that  had  jumped  to 73 percent by 1975. Labor needs 
shifted  accordingly; 48,000 longshoremen had moved 22 million tons of cargo 
through New  York-New Jersey docks in  the 195os, whereas 12,000 workers 

. handled 127 million tons  in  the 1980s. Thanks to new shipping technology,  “a 
dozen men can accomplish in six hours what . . once took loo longshore- 
men a day,” one veteran at  the  port of Baltimore concluded in 1993. “Automa- 
tion just killed us.”69 

Troubled  by such prospects, west coast lon~shoremen had convened a spe- 
cial caucus on containerization in  the 1950s. The industry’s strong  commit- 
ment  to change left labor little choice but  to come to terms, union officers 
concluded. They would  simply be “fighting a losing battle’’ in trying to oppose 
technological change through strikes, arbitration, or guerrilla resistance. To 
salvage some ‘ ‘ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0  quo, some specific  benefits to  the longshoremen as our 
‘share of the machine,”’ the  International Longshoremen’s and  areh house^ 
men’s Union  reached  agreement  with the Pacific ~ a r i t ~ e  Association in 1960. 
In exchange for accepting containerization, workers wanted a share of the 
gains. The deal  effectively ended restrictive work practices and gave shippers 
freedom to mechanize, providing they paid a total of 29 million dollars into 
a fund giving union members a guaranteed income and retirement benefits. 
Wi le  perhaps expedient, the move  marked the death of old-style longs~oring. 
Union head Harry Bridges said, “At this rate, by the year 2000 there will be one 
longshoreman left on the West Coast.  But he’s going to be the best paid son 
of a bitch in  the United States.”70 



up “automation funds”  for  endangered  workers attracted 
attention in the m e a t p a c ~ ~ g  industry,  which had made increasing  use of auto- 
matic equipment for  slicing meat, packaging bacon, and stuffing sausages. The 
co~ntry’s second largest packer, Armour  and Company, closed  eleven old 
plants between 1956 and 1959, shifting the work to modernized facilities.  Total 
business remained steady, but production and maintenance employment fell 
40 percent in those three years, from 25,000 to 15,000. Subsequent contract 
talks focused on job security, with  the  union calling for shorter  hours and 
other protection. Armour responded by proposing to create a special automa- 
tion fund, egectively set at ~500,000 over two years. That money, a~ministered 
by a joint labor-management committee,  went  toward  investigating  “problems 
resulting from the modernization program and making recommendations for 
their solution.” The first half of that mission-investigation-worked well. 
The fund supported research into meatpac~ng economics,  studies  of  Armour’s 
employee transfer plans and severance pay, and  an analysis  of how displaced 
workers fared in searching for reemployment. The quest for solutions proved 
more difficult, as the  automa~ion committee discovered when it set up  an 
experimental retraining program for individuals displaced  by the shutdown 
of Armour’s Oklahoma City factory. Only 60 workers out of 170 met state 
employment service standards to judge whether they could benefit from 
retraining. Twenty-six  of the forty-seven who completed vocational courses 
subsequently failed to find new positions, and those who did earned less than 
they  had  at Armour. Companies and  unions could not address the problem 
alone, the committee accordingly  decided, making retraining and other reem- 
ployment programs a matter for national legi~lation.~~ 

Automation funds  brought more headaches than relief for the American 
Federation of Musicians.  Following  years of agony  over the  introduction of 
talking pictures, musicians proceeded to worry about  the impact of  recorded 
radio broadcasts, jukeboxes, “piped music,” and television.  After union mem- 
bers had taken a stand in  the early 1940s by  refusing to make  new  recordings, 
Decca, Columbia, and RCA had agreed to contribute some  royalties to a 
Performance Trust Fund. Instead of directly compensating individuals who 
had lost  work, that money paid the musical  communi^ at large to  put  on pub- 
lic concerts and dances. In 1959, the  fund  spent $5.7 million for more  than 

rams, hoping to renew Americans’ appreciation for the value of 
live performance.  But, as in the Depression,  such educational c a m ~ ~ g n s  

istory has taught us that  the flood of canned music was not,  and could 
e, halted or even  slowed down by the Music Performance Trust  Fund,” A 

Kenin ac~owledged in 1961. Furthermore, controversy over 
he AFM into a series of lawsuits. Los Angeles union mem- 

bers complained that forcing studios to make fund p a ~ e n t s  only 



an incentive to  import foreign  musicians.  Discontented parties set up an alter- 
nate union  to challenge AFM leadership, driving a wedge through the musical 
world.72 

From the business  perspective, automation funds offered a relatively sim- 
ple and affordable way to  mute opposition to technological  change,  as well as 
providing a nice opportunity  to demonstrate sympathy  for  workers. The ship- 
ping industry and Armour got  significant public relations mileage out of their 
automation agreements.  Labor had reason to accept the terms as the best  pos- 
sible option under existing  circumstances, if companies  seemed determined to 
mechanize and unions did not have much leverage or if automating appeared 
necessary to keep a company afloat. In theory, automation funds could cap- 
ture, for  workers’  benefit, a share of the productivity gains  resulting fiom tech- 
nological impr~vement .~~ 

In practice, as the United Mine Workers found  out, members grew frus- 
trated when they sensed that  automation funds did not actually address the 
issue of displacement or offer much relief to aEected  workers. Starting in 1946, 
coal companies had contributed five cents per ton  (a rate which  rose to  forty 
cents per ton by the early 1960s) to a Miners’ Fund supporting pensions, med- 
ical  services, funeral costs, and survivors’  benefits. By linking p a ~ e n t s  to  ton- 
nage, planners had hoped to give the  union a reason to favor mechanization. 
Indeed, John L. Lewis emphasized that  the UMW  “encouraged” the adoption 
of more powerful continuous-mining machines, new sorting and cleaning 
e~uipment, and bigger and faster  conveyor  systems. Without mechanization, 
miners would be reduced to starvation wages, he insisted. True, the  total 
amount of mining employment had dropped, but those men still in  the field 
could afford  nice  houses and send their children to college,  “a triumph for the 
free-enterprise system.” Though Lewis maintained  that UMW members 
“understand  the need” for mechanization, displaced miners themselves  felt 
they had been  sold out. While the Miners’ Fund extended pension and health 
benefits to unemployed members as income permitted, those men resented 
the lack of more direct assistance. In 1960, after trustees announced new lim- 
its on medical  coverage  for  jobless members, unemployed men in Johnstown, 
Pennsylvania, demanded a reversal. When their ultimatum failed, the protest- 
ers shut down local mines for several  days,  even  as union officials encouraged 
men to cross the picket  line.74 

Such internal disputes obscured a deeper issue for labor, the fear that 
automation would make unions insignificant. Technology could undermine 
membership in blue-collar unions such  as the United Auto  Workers  simply  by 
e n ~ i n g  the  more labor-intensive forms of manufacture. Automation also 
threatened to neutralize one of  labor’s best  weapons, the strike. 



C10 Oil,  Chemical, and Atomic  Workers Union staged a 1962 walkout  over job 
security, members discovered that Gulf  Oil’s supervisors and engineers could 
still keep the refineries running  at 65 percent of capacity without them. Tele- 
phone unions foresaw that as routine calls became automated, strikes  by oper- 
ators might no longer result in a disruption of  service.  William  Simkin, head 
of the federal mediation service, warned that  automation could radically 
“change the balance of power” in all future labor relations.75 

Most union leaders  still refrained from blanket condemnations of techni- 
cal innovation, but  in  an unusual deviation, George  Meany opened the 1963 
AFL-CIQ convention with a speech denouncing  automation as  “a curse to 
society.’’  Even then,  the meeting concluded by passing a resolution praising 
automation as a means of raising living standards and maintaining national 
greatness.  Labor  leaders  believed  they  could help at least some displaced  work- 
ers adapt to new  employment  realities. The International Brotherhood of  Elec- 
trical Workers sponsored classes to familiarize members with new  technology. 
Some corporations provided support: ATtkT,  Bell Telephone, and  the Xerox 
Company funded employee retraining programs, while DuPont, Sperry Gyro- 
scope, and other firms arranged placement  services  for former employees. The 
UAW received  federal funding under  the Manpower  Development and Train- 

to teach  white-collar SUS to autoworkers who worried about automa- 
tting off jobs.76 

Some such arrangements worked well, or  at least  seemed better than  noth- 
. ~eanwhile, President Lyndon Johnson  muted Kennedy’s earlier line on 
seriousness of technological unemployment. As the 1960s wore on,  the 

war in Vietnam,  civil  rights, and other issues commanded attention 
outside Washington, pushing automation out of the headlines. The 

economy remained strong overall;  between the late 1940s and 1972, the typical 
~ e r i c a n ’ s  earnings, family income, and per capita consumption all  roughly 
doubled. The system seemed to  support a decent rate of economic growth, 
leaving little fear that automation created an  imminent risk of an across-the- 
board collapse in em~loymen t .~~  

in 1965 revealed  how much Americans  could  sympathize with 
shoremen and other endangered occupations. By nearly a five 

to  one margin, those surveye ported  the idea of using public tax dollars 
to finance  government retrai rograms. People’s consciousness of the dis- 
placement issue came thro en asked to identify the most common 
effects  of automation, 51 percent said that  it raised unemp~oyment. Only 44 
percent linked automation  to more efficient production, and just 38 percent 
believed it would  ‘eld better and cheaper consumer goods, an unusually low 

how  strenuously the Machinery and Allied Products Insti- 
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tute, business publications, and  automation advocates such as John. Diebold 
had pushed the dream of abundance. Americans’ ultimate feelings about new 
technology seemed to  turn  on how vulnerable they felt. Only 4 percent of 
those in managerial or professional positions said they felt threatened by 
automation; 72 percent of that group said automation would  prove on balance 
a  positive development, while only 17 percent considered it negative. Among 
skilled and unskilled  laborers, 14 to 16 percent  felt at risk  of job loss; 54 percent 
of uns~l led  workers judged automation to be a  negative, 28 percent positive, 
Overall, 50 percent of those surveyed  believed that having “machines doin 
jobs that people did before”  would bring more good than harm; 32 percent  said 
more harm  than 

National economic conditions changed dramatic~ly by 1973,  as the oil cri- 
sis led to  stagf flat ion^ a  miserable combination of recession and inflation. The 
downturn revived concern about displacement,  a  tendency  reinforced by more 
broad-based  criticism of  technology.  Environmentalists  linked modern indus- 
try  to problems of pollution, resource loss, and  other ecological  costs,  while 
the 1979 nuclear crisis at Three Mile Island symbolized looming possibilities 
of technological disaster. In  the labor movement, printers grew increasingly 
militant over the substitution of “cold type” video  display terminals for “hot 
type” linotype machines. In 1975, ~ u s ~ i ~ ~ o ~  Post contract negotiations came 
to a standstill over  management’s  desire to save money by running its press- 
room with fewer  employees. The union  not only went on strike, but also van- 
dalized  all nine presses (reportedly attacking the night foreman, a fellow union 
member, who had attempted to stop  them). Although episodes of small-scale 
sabotage had appeared in many workplaces for a variety of reasons, the Post 
incident represented one of the  rare occasions when fear of job loss drove 
workers to comprehensive destruction. But tearing apart machines did not 
solve anything. Between 1970 and 1983, employment in almost five hundred 
newspaper composing rooms dropped 53 percent, a  loss of  7,600  position^.^^ 

The Post incident underlined the new centrality of computer technology in 
the way both blue-collar and white-collar workers regarded job prospects. 
Office workers of the 1930s had worried about bookkeeping  machines, and the 
postwar introduction of mainframe systems made banking clerks nervous. 
Though the Labor Department’s 1955 study of computerization at one insur- 
ance campany had reported a virtually painless transition, a  later  investigation 
of nineteen insurance firms, banks, and utilities reported that electronic data 
processing took away  five jobs for every one  it created. By puttin 



accounting operations on computer, one business had crossed 286  of almost 
3,200  clerical jobs off its payroll.  Growing  need for key-punch operators did not 
automatically absorb all displaced  bookkeepers and clerks. Contrary to advo- 
cates’ promise that technology-intensive jobs would be  superior to those 
eliminated, key-punch work meant low pay, little chance for promotion, and 
repetitious, stressful assignments. Whereas the original Labor Department 
study had praised  efforts to accommodate  workers,  this  second  assessment  con- 
cluded that  too many  employers had adopted a “let them eat cake”  mentality.8o 

As it turned  out, computers did not instantly throw hordes of  office  work- 
ers onto  the street. Soaring demand for financial services had spurred a dou- 
bling of banking positions and a 50 percent  increase in insurance jobs between 
1946 and 1962,  even with the installation of new mainframes. Nevertheless, 
economists noted  that while total employment in offices  was still rising, the 
pace of that gain had slowed down substantially. Upon hearing about  the 
invention of a computer powerful enough to handle the functions of seventy- 
five older models, one worker commented, “When computers start creating 
u n e m p l o ~ e n t  among computers, it’s really time to start worr~ng.”81 

~~~~~~e called it. merely an  unfortunate historical coincidence that  the 
“computer happened to come into widespread  use in a period of  sluggish  eco- 
nomic growth and high  unemployment^ tempting lazy thinkers to posit a 
causal  relationship.  Enthusiasts  argued that, like the automobile and television 
before, computers would open up vast employment in entirely new  areas. By 
1963, computer equipment and services amounted to a $3.3 billion  dollar  Amer- 
ican market, and  in  the following  year, the number of computer programmers 
in  the United  States  passed forty thousand. Besides, in Peter  Drucker’s phrase, 
computers remained a long way from being a perfect “substitute for the brew- 
master’s nose.’’ Machines could not even match a child at a simple task such as 

between people’s  voices, and so the  human species would 
remain irreplaceable.  Still,  by the 1980s, development of more flexible and less 
expensive personal computers such as the IBM PC and  the Apple Macintosh 

cedented potential to  transform work, Driving that  point 
home, ~~~e magazine honored the computer as its “man of the year’) in 1983. 
Letters to the editor regarding that choice  were split pro and con, and, signif- 
icantly,  several  negative  responses  focused on  the issue of displacement. AVir- 
ginia woman wrote, “The title should be shared equally with unemployed 
Americans. The computer is the big  reason why so many  Americans are job- 
less.” Another reader commented, “First we have machines taking over  jobs. 
Now one of them is taking over  Man  of the Year.  Was this your idea, or  did  the 
computer tell  you to  do this?”82 

Meanwhile, the power of the microchip redirected attention to  the  future 



of manufacturing labor. Numerical control (NC) machine tools had existed 
for decades, but  their acceptance lagged, partly due  to perceptions that  the 
technology remained both expensive and difficult to use. In the 1980s, devel- 
opment of more flexible and sophisticated computer-numerical-control 
(CNC) equipment spurred new interest. The industrial robot loomed larger 
than ever  as a factor in  the evolution of work; Chrysler adopted dozens of 
spot-welding robots that reportedly did the jobs of 200 men and sped up pro- 
duction 30 percent. General Electric  used robots to spray paint and adhesive 
on refrigerators and dishwashers,  displacing one  or two  workers at each  step. 
Technology companies announced that  future generations of “smart robots” 
would  display greater visual capacity and delicate touch control. The philos- 
ophy of “flexible automation” promised to extend the economic advantages 
of robotics to even small production runs,83 

Where technology  advocates of the 1950s had justified the call for intensive 
automation by pointing to  the Communist menace, economists in*the 1980s 
pointed to Japanese competition. Just as Cold War politicians had worried 
about a missile  gap, the new  danger  seemed to be an a~tomation gap. One con- 
sultant referred to foreign robotics as a wake-up call, a “Japanese sputnik.” 
The number of robots in American industry  had  jumped from 1,300 in 1979 
to almost 5,000 units in 1981, but Japanese factories  allegedly had  up  to 10,000 

robots  in place  already, with the encou~agement of the country’s powerful 
 ini is try of International Trade and Industry. ~ ~ r t ~ ~ e  reported on several 
Japanese plants where robots worked  all night under the supervision of a sin- 
gle human.  In  the ultimate blow, the latest Fujitsu plant would use robots to 
build  one  hundred  more  robots each month. The consequences of falling 
behind seemed  all too clear; Japan had Eecently  averaged productivity growth 
of  over 7 percent a year, while  American productivity had reversed,  slowin 
a negati~e .g percent by 1979.84 

Though Japan might lead in recent productivity growth, experts argued 
that  the United States could yet retake the lead, thanks to its native talent in 
computer en~ineering. Promoters reasoned that business  would  gain an obvi- 
ous economic advantage from  the  introduction of robots, consider in^ that 
union wages had risen to $15 or $20 an hour. Even  given an initial price of 
$ ~ O , O O O  or $70,000 dollars, the “steel-collar worker” averaged a cost of  less 
than $5 an  hour when amortized over three shifts a day. One GE executive 
explained that  the company had needed to go through a learning process, but 
once managers understood  the new  technology, they would start “attacking 
where we have most of our people.” Such prospects horrified one reader of 
Time’s cover story on robots, who wrote, “The ultimate insult to the blue- 



collar  workers standing in long lines at the unemployment office  will be a Civil 
Service robot electronically reporting, ‘Your claim has run 

A 1981 study by Carnegie  Mellon ~niversity suggested that within a decade, 
robots might take  over one million a u t o m ~ n g  and other industrial jobs, per- 
haps two  illi ion more after that. Unemployment jumped  from 7.5 percent 
in 1981 to 9.5 percent in 1982 and 1983, drawing further attention to  the issue. 
The intern at ion^ Association of Machinists drafted a “New  Technology  Bill 
of ~ i g h t s ~  stipulating that all displaced workers deserved to get help with 
retraining and reemployment. Echoing old technotax ideas, the union argued 
that ~‘communities, the state and the nation have the right to require employ- 
ers to pay a replacement tax on all machinery, equipment,  robots, and pro- 
duction systems that displace workers.’’ The I A M  further asserted that labor 
organizations should enjoy “an absolute right to participate” in a company’s 
decision whether or not  to introduce new  technology. By giving  workers a seat 
at the table,  such  measure  could ensure that machines  would “be used in a way 
that creates  jobs.”86 

Econo~ists of the early 1980s worried that with the decline of manufac- 
turing, the United States had begun to lose its employment base. W i l e  theo- 
retically automation might release  assembly-line  employees to move up  into 
more rewarding positions, many communities simply did not offer enough 
opportunities to replace those lost  jobs.  Robert  Kuttner, among others, warned 
that  the disappearance of midlevel manufacturing jobs might force  many  fam- 
ilies into a downw~rd spiral. Such trends could create a segmented or dual 
labor market, leaving the  codntry economically and socially polarized. Elite 
professionals with a high-tech educational background could command 
healthy  rewards and  job security,  while a less-s~lled underclass  faced unem- 
ployment or, at best, low-wage, dead-end work. The mid-1980s brought evi- 
dence rei~~orcing the idea of a declining middle class; 58 percent of all  new 
jobs created between 1979 and 1984 yielded an  annual income under $7,012. 

ing  economy might open up new positions, but if those jobs also  paid 
little, then displaced men and women might end up losing economic ground 
even once they succeeded in finding new  work.87 

Some employment watchers argued that  the elimination of traditional 
smokestack industries would not matter once the  country began to see  how 
many opportunities  opened up  in computers, robotics, and biotechnology. 
Critics  derided the belief that high-tech  development  could perform economic 
miracles,  accusing the techno-optimists of inflating expectations. Growth of 
high-te~h business seemed likely to occur relatively  slowly compared to  the 
rapidity of job loss in  the manufacturing sector.  Individuals without advanced 



Fig. 12. This cover illustration  from Time shows  the  automation  ideal  in  its  most 
extreme  form,  creating  the  picture of an  all-powerful, mult i tas~n~ robot  simulta- 
neously  taking  over  the  jobs  of  farmers,  manufacturers,  and  even  chemists.  The  huge 
machine  literally  dominates  the  scene,  reducing  the  lone  human  operator  to  a  minis- 
cule  position  at  the  bottom  corner-where,  ironically,  the machine-app~ed address 
label  pasted  onto  the  magazine  almost  totally  obscures  his  image. ~ i ~ e ,  December 
8,1980. 



technical knowledge or even  basic reading and  math skills  would not find it 
easy to begin  working  with  computers.  Ordinary her icans themselves doubted 
whether the economic adjustment would  come so easily.  Even at two high-tec~ 
information-processing companies, almost half the workers  surveyed dis- 
agreed  with the assertion that  “in the long run, high-tech  work  will  mean  more 
jobs  for more workers.” It was not  that  the doubters considered innovation an 
absolute evil; 75 percent believed that  automation  would make future jobs 
cleaner and safer, and all but 4 percent liked the  inherent challenge of high- 
tech work, But when  it came to  the well-being of labor, almost 65 percent 
denied the principle that “organizations must always adopt  the newest tech- 
nology  even if it means  some  workers must lose their jobs.’’  Given economic 
pressures in the business  world,  such views might  seem  self-destructive; a firm 
that fell behind  competitors in introducing  the latest techniques might col- 
lapse, throwing all out of  work. At least in the abstract, those polled  insisted 
on  the  importance of technological  choice,  giving  people the  option  to delay 
or reject  changes that appeared to violate ~ n d a ~ e n t a l  human values.88 

~ n g o i n g  concern over job loss made sense considering that  through  the 
198os, u n e m p l o ~ e n t  averaged  over 7 percent and sometimes  hovered  closer 
to 15 percent in troubled  idw western states.  Ronald  Reagan adopted the phrase 
“‘Morning in America” to express his faith  in supply-side economics and 
national superiority, while a defense buildup  and  other government expen- 
ditures propelled budget deficits to new  heights. Popular culture defined the 
emergence  of a “yuppie” (young urban professional) lifestyle, one  that cele- 
brated  the free-market glories of m o n e y m ~ n g  and conspicuous consump- 
tion. Emphasis on material possessions separated society into  groups of 
consumers and excluded alternate measures  of  well-being, such as commu- 
nity responsibility,  racial  harmony, moral purpose,  and democratic political 
participation. The 1980s would not be the  time for Americans to face tough 
questions about the relationship  between  consumerism and progress,  between 
computeri~ation  and jobs. That issue would only resonate again during  the 
early ~ggos, as national economic  stress  generated  new  angst about  the impli- 
cations of  workplace  technology. 



HE ISSUE OF technological unemployment had never  vanished; the post- 
war  gospel  of automation only raised the stakes  of the debate.  Engineers 

made vast strides in developing robotics and  computer power, technical 
achiev~ments  that  in theory could permanently revolutionize humans’ role in 
the workplace. In practice, the  automated  future  did  not arrive overnight. 
Entry costs and practical complications deterred many factories and offices 
from instantaneously embracing the latest production equipment. A prevail- 

sense  of economic well-being  also helped dampen the u~gency of debate, 
~uashing fears that technological unemployment would soar to epidemic lev- 
els. And  yet, through  the 1950s and 1960s, miners, musicians, longshoremen, 
and railroad men contended that changing technology threatened to destroy 
at least their specific occupations. h underlying concern about displacement 
continued to  haunt American  labor,  resurfacing amidst a climate of economic 
uncertainty. 

The early 1990S’ downturn sparked alarm over employment trends, espe- 
cially  as the philosophy of “downsizing” gained vogue in business culture. 
Advocates preferred the term   right sizing^ explaining that  too many compa- 
nies jeopardized their long-term success  by overexpanding payrolls.  Gonsul- 
tants recommended dramatic  action, slashing the ranks at Sears, General 
Electric, IBM, and other major established  companies. Each  week‘s headlines 
carried news  of  downsizing at more firms, moves that posed a unique threat 
to America’s upper-middle class. The postwar period had felt  like a golden age 
for  salaried  professionals, when economic expansion promised to make their 
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skills and credentials increasingly valuable. A cartoonist of the 1960s had 
shown two assembly-line workers remarking, “Wait till automation reaches 
management levels-then  we  won’t hear so much about learning to live with 
it.”  For  years, managers appeared relatively immune; the 1980-81 recession  saw 
three layoffs  of blue-collar workers for every one white-collar layoff. The 
years 1990 and 1991,  by contrast, brought one downsizing in management, pro- 
fessional, or clerical  staff for every two blue-collar reductions. Wall Street 
endorsed the  mantra of “lean and mean,”  as investors rewarded firms that 
announced cutbacks with a leap in stock prices. That mentality transformed 
job elimination into a corporate  virtue. Jane Bryant Quinn warned, “Firms 
rarely  downsize  once; no sooner is the blood staunched from the first reduc- 
tion  than management comes  back  for a second or  third blitz.”’ 

As the popularity of downsizing  forced many Americans to reexamine the 
stability of employment, it reopened talk about how much technological 
change contributed to job loss.  Suggestive  evidence  emerged from one Amer- 
ican ~anagement  Association  study,  which  showed that 13.6 percent of firms 
downsizing in 1993-94 specifically linked cuts to automation  or  other new 
technology.  Experts in ‘<reengineering” promised that computers could elim- 
inate many functions of middle management, such as gathering data  and 
monitoring activity. The idea of substituting machines  for  people  might  appeal 
to executives  seeking a “’quick  fix” for corporate doldrums, but it would not 
help if a firm’s true problems lay  elsewhere. In an M review  of  five hundred 
companies with post-1987  layoffs, about half admitted the cuts had  not raised 
profits, and two-thirds reported that downsizing had failed~ to improve effi- 
ciency. Among the most troubling repercussions,  over three-quarters of firms 
experienced declining morale. The experience of watching friends and col- 
leagues terminated could leave the “survivors” worried about their futures and 
resentful of increased  workloads.2 

Such incidents fueled a growing  feeling  of vulnerability in America’s work- 
force;  writers at Business ~ e e ~  commented that only  ostriches with their heads 
in  the sand could feel  safe anymore. The magazine  advised  readers to adopt a 
defensive posture and prepare for the worst. Smart individuals should begin 
researching alternate careers and building a cushion of  savin 
selves afloat. Reports suggested that cutbacks could strike virtually anyone, 
anytime, anywhere; downsizing had taken a toll even in well-off suburban 
enclaves such as Chicago’s North Shore.  Economic  recovery would not bring 
back enough jobs  for  all the “corporate castoffs,” ~ u s i ~ e s s  ~ e e ~  declared; 2 mil- 
lion middle-management positions had vanished for good. One  study sug- 
gested that of 5.6 million individuals displaced  since 1987, less than 50 percent 
had secured  new U- t ime  work five  years  later, and of those, all but 22, percent 
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had had  to accept  lower pay. Victims of downsizing “face permanent loss  of 
the income, possessions, and status long considered the defining elements of 
the middle-class life.” To classify such Axnericans, trend-watchers coined the 
phrase ‘‘dumpies~ standing for “downwardly mobile  professional^."^ 

less secure, less rewarding positions than those that had vanished.  Official sur- 
veys  of unemployment did not acknowledge involuntary part-timing as an 
indicator of economic stress, but  up  to 40 percent of people holding part-time 
jobs expressed a preference for full-time positions. Between 1982 and 1993, 
contingent work  grew at ten times the rate of total e m p l o ~ e n t ,  making tem- 
porary-help business Manpower Inc. the nation’s largest private employer. 

ile  clerical positions still accounted for the bulk of temp work, companies 
were hiring increasing numbers of engineers,  scientific  researchers, computer 
programmers, accountants, lawyers, and managers as temps. Federal rules 
allowed the government to keep postal workers and  other personnel on a 
“temporary” basis, without benefits, for as long as four years.  IBM, EE, and 
other m~ufacturers hired temporary assembly-line labor at hourly wages two 
to three dollars below the permanent staff  working next to them. Some men 
and women had  horror stories of being fired, then hired back the following 
day through a temp agency, minus insurance and other benefits.* 

Experts warned that replacing fd-timers with temporary workers brought 
hidden costs; temps possessed little experience with a company’s unique needs 
and less commitment to long-term gods. From  a bottom-line perspective,  slic- 
ing payroll obligations made sense, especially considering the risin 
health coverage. Observers spoke of  a fundamental shift in busines 
ples, creating the age  of the “throwaway worker.”  Businesses that  had once 
cultivated employee  loyalty came to prize staff minimalism, following  a phi- 
losophy of “just-in-time” hiring to match “just-in-time” m ~ u f a c t u r ~ g .  Firms 
could develop  a  two-level employment structure, retaining just a  core of vital 
employees and devolving  all other functions to peripheral workers. Extrapo- 
lating such trends, business consultants envisioned the rise of a “modular” 
or  “virtual”  corporation, consisting of nothing more than  an electronically 
linked network of freelance  people, rotated in  and  out for specific  project^.^ 

Back in the 193os, educators and labor analysts had started warning students 
that  the rapidly changing nature of production technology might force them 
to change jobs two, three, or more times.  Career counselors of the 1990s told 
college graduates to anticipate a dozen changes in employment, crossing two 
or three occupational lines. A tradeoff of job security 
appeal to well-educated, entrepreneurial individuals hop 
and advancement by jumping between different forms of work. But  less 

To the extent that  the 1990s economy did generate jobs, they often seemed L 



eously positioned people might easily  fall through the cracks in what 
~~~~~~e called “the new Darwinian workplace.” A job market that emphasized 
survival of the fittest encouraged a “blame the victim” mentality. Henry Ford 
had insisted that mechanization left plenty of opportunity for intelli ent  and 
~ b i t i o u s  workers,  while other Depression-era  observers  called  for 
to breed out  the nation’s  misfits. In reality, employment depende 
factors  beyond an individual worker’s power; the 1990s brought cases in wh’ 
a factory or an entire industry moved  overseas.  Nevertheless, labor had to SI 
or swim; rapid economic changes tested a  person’s  capacity to adapt, and, by 
definition, those unable to adjust did  not belong. The new workplace ideal 
rested on a  premise that  humans could and should evolve  as fast  as computer 
technology. In order to  promote a corporate culture that embraced risk and 
rew through stress, some employers sent staff on  roc^-climbing courses and 

other outdoor adventure programs.6 
~pt imists  insisted that flexibility could empower ordinary Americans, but 

such rhetoric produced only an illusory  sense of control for many. Economists 
such as Frank Levy warned that  under recent economic conditions, losers 
threatened to o u t n ~ b e r  winners.  Earlier  decades had been  different;  between 
1947 and 1969, average  family income had virtually doubled, 
$15,000 to $29,000 in constant 1987 dollars.  But  between 1973 an 
age  family income had risen just 6 percent, to $30,670. Nonprofessional wages 
had stagnated, creating the danger of a  declining middle class.  Even  as 
ington slashed top income tax rates, more people  lost  purchasing  power 

social security taxes, state sales  taxes,  local property taxes, and med- 
nses. ~ounger  Americans  feared they could never aEord to live so well 

as their parents, whose generation had profited from a  lucky postwar coinci- 
dence of rising wages and soaring home values. The United  States had entered 

e  of diminished espectations,” Paul Krugman wrote; the 1980s repre- 
sented “the first  decade  since the 1930s in which  large numbers suffered  a seri- 
ous decline in living  standard^."^ 

Political commentators cautioned that such economic trends threatened 
polarize America’s population. Robert Reich  foresaw the United  States  movi 
toward a two-pronged economy, in which minimum-wage retail and  food- 
service  workers would keep losing ground  to “symbolic analysts”-the CO 

sultants, bankers, lawyers, and scientists who worked in the high-powere 
sector. The ‘‘fortunate  fifth” would buy homes in gated com- 
d their children to private  school,  leading  a  life  separated both 

economically and personally from  other citizens. Mickey  Kaus em 
that technology  itself  would tend to widen the gap,  since fortunate youngsters 
exposed to computers at home and  in well-equipped classrooms  would  get  a 



head start preparing for high-tech jobs. Computerization would  place a pre- 
mium on advanced education, while  also making it less  feasible to retrain peo- 
ple without college  degrees, who “may simply not  be needed  anymore.”8 

Bill Clinton’s 1992 presidential campaign hammered away at  the message 
“It’s the economy,  stupid,”  as financial uncertainty blew apart George Bush’s 
post-Gulf  War popularity. In a cover story entitled “The Job Drought:” F o r ~ ~ ~ e  
warned, “The Great  American Job Machine,  which  once routinely churned out 
millions of high-wage jobs . . I) is sh i~ ing  gears-downward.” Media reports 
highlighted the fact that employment at Fortune 500 companies had dropped 
25 percent between 1981 and 1991, a loss  of 3.7 million jobs. True, the period 
from 1979 to 1989 had  brought 13.6 million new jobs, but Labor Department 
numbers showed that more than 4 million of them, 36 percent, came in food 
service, retailing, and  other low-end sectors, paying wages below the official 
family poverty line. Census  figures  revealed that  the  proportion of full-time 
workers holding low-wage positions had risen from 18.9 percent to 25.7 per- 
cent during  the decade, pushing down America’s median weekly  wage from 
$409 in 1979 to $399 in 1989 (in constant terms). According to one calculation, 
only 15 percent of new jobs created in 1988 oEered health coverage;  even  fac- 
toring in benefits, hourly compensation for manufacturing workers fell from 
$14.89 in 1980 to $14.31 at decade’s end.9 

Even as business began reviving from the 1990-91 recession, the  trend 
toward downsizing appeared to escalate. Cutbacks in 1993 ran 13 percent over 
1992 and  then soared to a record monthly high of  104,000 in  January 1994. 
Companies such as Compaq Computer, Proctor & Gamble, and General Elec- 
tric, which  all  enjoyed strong profits, announced plans to reduce employment. 
Downsizing, initially promoted as a short-term emergency measure for trou- 
bled firms, had evolved into  an all-purpose corporate strategy.  Such  evidence 
prompted talk of a “jobless recovery,” terminology that echoed presidential- 
level discussions of  1937 and 1962. Both  Franklin  Delano  Roosevelt and  John F, 
Kennedy had worried that  the rise of mechanization had severed the logical 
connection between national economic activity and levels  of employment. 
Once employers had taken advantage of a downturn  to install technology 
allowing them to operate with fewer workers in basic positions, even an eco- 
nomic rebound would not automatically restore the former number of jobs. 
By some accounts, in 1994 the  nation remained 3 million jobs short of what 
the economic recovery should in principle have created. In a cover story, 
‘What Ever Happened to the Great  American Job?” writers at Time proclaimed 
that  “the rules of the game  have changed forever,” a situation intensi~ed by 
“the relentless and accelerating  pace at which technology is changing work as 
well  as  every other aspect of life.”lo 



Posing the  burning  question  “What  Happened  to  the  Jobs?” writers for 
Fortune answered, “Machines Do It.”  As one CEO explained, “As business 
becomes more automated and productive, we need fewer  bodies.”  Given  low 
interest rates and  sharp declines in  the price of new equipment, electronics 
companies and automobile makers found  it more attractive to  add machines 
rather than people,  especially considering the soaring expense of health care 
and other benefits.  Managers at General Electric boasted that automation let 
them double the  output of circuits without putting more men on the factory 
floor.  “Technology has permanently reduced the  number of entry-level jobs,” 
Fortune warned college  classes  of ’93. Business majors would see insurance 
firms turning  to computers for number-crunching and analysis,  while com- 
puter-aided design and manufacturing (CAD/CM) programs threatened to 
curtail the hiring of young engineers. Even the  birth of high-definition tele- 
vision,  interactive information technology, and other wonderfd new  high-tech 
industries might not restore employment, warned Harper’s. “New jobs will  be 
created by robotics, but more will be lost,”  since “robots are getting smarter 
and more agile  all the time.”l’ 

The reenergized question of technological unemployment resounded for 
workers in some specific occupations, where 1990s fears strikingly paralleled 
those of the 1930s and 1960s. Reminiscent of how the spread of talking pic- 
tures  had alarmed Depression-era musicians, the AFM campaigned in 1993 
against Broadway’s adoption of synthesized music equipment. Producers 
objected to contracts that obligated major theaters to hire at least ~ e n ~ - f o u r  
to twenty-six union members, even for shows such as A Chorus Line, which 
contained parts for just eighteen instruments. Producers had become  obsessed 
with the  bottom line, New  York musicians complained, seeking “to eliminate 
first this instrument  and  then this section until they have done away with all 
the live musicians and are left with a dead art form.’) Just as musicians in  the ’ 

Depression had accused  Hollywood of cheating moviegoers  by substituting 
cheap  recorded sound for the subtle passion of  live music,  Broadway artists of 
1993 called it unfair for producers to “fool” audiences into settling for synthe- 
sized sound. Given the ticket  prices commanded for seats at hit musicals, the 
union said, patrons deserved a real orchestra. Demonstrators at  an AFM rally 
in Times  Square  carried  signs  reading “Jelly  Couldn’t Jam Without Live  Music!” 
and “Theatergoers-Crazy for Us!’’ (referring to  the shows Jelly’s Lastfarn and 

A theater spokesman denied any intent  to end live  music,  saying that any 
Crazyfor You).12 
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such move would prove  suicidal, “damaging our  product  and alienating our 
audiences.”  But  already for one week in ~ a s h i n ~ o n ,  DC., after the Kennedy 
Center’s orchestra had walked out over  stalled contract ne 

er had performed The ~ ~ a ~ t o m   the Opera to a digital t 
ed  by the conductor and a single sound engineer.  New  music  technology had 
ecome an unavoidable element in labor disputes; reportedly, Cuts and other 
roadway productions had already taped s~thesized versions of their scores, 

ready for use in case  of strikes. The New  York AFM ultimately backed down, 
acceding to a clause  allowing pr~ductions in “special situations” to proceed 
with fewer musicians than the union m ~ i m u m .  Defenders  of  electronic music 

at the technology had actually  increased show-busi 
ing music for road productions, local theaters, and 

of which found a full orchestra prohibitively  expensive.  Broadway  musicians’ 
continued anxiety meant that  the battle over  synthesized music soon erupte 
again. The AFM insisted that, for historical accuracy, the 1960s-style revue 
~ m ~ k e ~  Joe’s Cafe should use a genuine  string  quartet. Producers won that 
skirmish, convincing arbitrators  that  the expense of adding four performers 
($1,500 per week each in salary,  benefits, and taxes) would push ticket prices 
to undesirable levels.13 

The 1990s similarly  revived talk about  the obsolescence of telephone oper- 
ators. ~omputers  equipped with advanced voice-recognition software could 
place  collect or card calls,  offer directory assistance, handle service requests, 
and dis atch personnel. Thanks in  part  to  the  automation of customer con- 

in 1992, announced plans to  shut thirty-one operator centers, one- 
quarter of its total nationwide. Such a move would displace 3,000 to 6,000 
operators, plus 200 to 400 managers. Maintenance staff feared that repair 
needs  would shrink with the spread of fiber optic networks, high-speed digi- 

ipment systems, and computerized diagnosis of 
s h o ~ d  create positions for systems  engineers and 

experts in satellite communications, while demand for cellular phones might 
require hiring managers and maintenance staff.  Nevertheless, the Bureau of 
Labor  §tatistics concluded that, on balance,  technical sophistication tended to 
reduce  work opportunity. Industry productivity had risen 5.9 percent per year 
between 1967 and 1988, largely thanks to  mechani~ation, while job g r o ~ h  had 
averaged just 0.4 percent  per year.  After  1979, in. fact,  telephone-related  employ- 
ment actually had fallen 2.4 percent annually. The shift to high-tech equip- 
ment complicated prospects for retraining  and reassigning displaced 
individuals, commented the New York Times. Many  “workers  whose skills are 
specific to  running a plain old phone network may  have trouble hitching a ride 
on the vaunted ‘information superhighway:”14 



Depression-era  Americans  would have been  familiar with talk of machines 
displacing telephone operators  and musicians, but 1990s technology also 
seemed to endanger occupations that  had felt  safe sixty years before. 
tellers and managers noticed how the  introduction of electronic b a n ~ n g  sys- 
tems radically altered the face-to-face nature of their work. Many account- 
holders embraced the convenience of doing business by machine; by  1993, 
almost half the customers at  ten  major banks used ATMs for all cash with- 

ore than one-third of workers in  the private sector had arra~ged to 
have  paychecks deposited directly into  their accounts. Though  some older 
bank customers  still  preferred interacting with humans when handling money, 
banks set out  to discourage expectations of  service. In 1995, First ~ a t i o n a l  
Bank  of  Chicago announced it would charge three dollars per transaction for 
those who insisted on using counter service for withdrawals, deposits, and 
other simple requests. anks hoped  that  inducing customers to patronize 
ATMs would allow them to consolidate operations; some banks closed  as  many 
as one-third of all their branches in the early 1990s  as a wave  of mergers  spread 
through  the industry. The president of Citizens  Bank remarked, “The beauty 
of the ATM is that it’s a peopleless activity.”15 

As feelings  of economic insecurity spread, he r i cans  across a wide range 
of occupations  began to express  dismay about the way that technological  change 
seemed to imperil their jobs. In Chicago,  newspaper  sellers complained about 
the proliferation of self-service vending machines. Steelworkers saw  man^- 

facture in  their  industry shifting to sophisticated minimills equipped with 
computerized furnaces, permanently reducing manpower needs.  Postal  work- 
ers  realized only too well how expanding automation  had altered the whole 
process of sorting letters. In  the modernized post office, bulk mail preprinted 
with routing information went  directly into barcode scanners,  while  advanced 
optical character recognition technology could read and direct handwritten 
envelopes.  Such machines, run by just a few employees, could handle L+O,OOO 
pieces  of  mail  per hour. Adding to  the unease, the U.S. Postal  Service  projected 
that by the year 2000, the popularity of  faxes and e-mail might eliminate 25 
percent of its business.16 

~ncertainty about how mechani~ation might affect jobs exacerbated labor 
tensions and complicated important contract disputes. The 1993 battle  between 
Caterpillar and  the United Auto Workers partly revolved around  the com- 
pany’s use of robotic  carts  and  automated assembly technology, which the 
union blamed for steep cutbacks in employment, Even as timber workers in 
northwestern states fought against environmental regulations protecting the 
spotted owl, analysts warned that mechanization posed a far greater threat to 
the region’s labor. According to one Weyerhauser foreman, new  sawmills 
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equipped  with  computers  and laser-guided saws could, with half as many 
employees, surpass the productivity of older facilities. One illustrator captured 
the controversy  of impending technological displacement with a cartoon 
showing a logger taking out his aggression  by attacking a spotted owl,  all the 
while  ignoring the  automated buzzsaw  chasing after him.17 

Even  gas station employees  became nervous, the ~ u c ~ e i Z - ~ e ~ r e r  ~ e ~ ~ ~ o ~ r  
reported, after hearing about  the development  of a self-cleaning washroom. 
At the  touch of a button,  the  module could  spray all walls and fixtures with 
soapy hot water, then  dry  them  in minutes. With  customers  already  using  self- 

fuel pumps  and washing their own windshields, a large station needed 
just  one worker to take money-a job itself undermined by installation of 
pumps with  self-service credit-card readers. One station manager admitted 
that while  he  loved the prospect of new  savings and efficiency, he found inven- 
tion of  self-cleaning  bathrooms  “kind  of  worrisome,  because  eventually  they’re 

Fig. 13. Were did  workers’  problems  really  lie?  Loggers  in  the  Northwest  might 
blame en~ironment~ regulations  protecting  the  spotted  owl’s  habitat,  but  this illus- 
tration accompanying  an  article  on  the  controversy  pointed out that the  force  of 
auto~ation had  also  put  jobs  in  jeopardy.  The  artist’s  image of an  automated  buzz- 
saw  is a terrific  symbol,  capturing a sense  of  how  difficult  it  could  be  to  escape  from 
the  rapid,  inevitable  course of  workplace  technological  change.  Illustration  by 
Eleanor  Mill,  for  “Timber  Troubles,” W u s ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~  Post, April 2,1993. 



going to find , . a computer  to take my job.’’ Economist Robert Gordon 
ridiculed such notions, declaring that mechanization represented “an unam- 
biguous good.” Supposing that innovation doubled productivity growth, the 
profits realized  would provide plenty of funds for job training, and  then “it’s 
all a free  lunch.” Fellow economist Richard Freeman countered, “There’s no 
rule that everybody benefits from productivity growth,” and  in a rapidly 
changing technical environment, it’s “not a very good deal to be a less  skilled 
worker.’’ Such  Americans  would have to accept the  hard reality that “technol- 
ogy’s going to march on’’ regardless, correspondent Paul Solmon concluded, 
which made adult education the only way to minimize  social costs.  “If  we  don’t 
equip our workers with the skills to keep  pace, they could be a drag  on eco- 
nomic growth instead of contributing to it,” he told PBS viewers, “in which 
case productivity itself could be a very mked blessing.”1s 

Since the 193os, observers had often  suggested that  the inevitability of tech- 
nical change would force men and women to upgrade their skills.  Machines 
could rivet auto frames and connect phone calls, but they had not taken  over 
the lawyer’s chair or  the CEO’s suite. Optimists predicted that job growth in 
management and the professions could make up for  declines in manufactur- 
ing and agriculture. In  the ~ g g o s ,  development of increasingly sophisticated 
computer applications ripped a hole in the comforting assumption that a spe- 
cialized education would protect a person from technological unemployment. 
Client-server computer networking could collect  sales  figures and prepare 
financial reports for top executives,  allowing them (in theory) to bypass  lower 
managers.  According to one projection, 70 percent of jobs in corporate finance 
and accounting departments might disappear within a decade. The popular- 
ity of income tax software for home computers had already started chipping 
into  the business of professional tax preparers, while programs to help people 
write their own wills could take that business away from lawyers. “Think twice 
before  investing  years”  developing a knowledge of accounting, law, medicine, 
travel  agentry,  financial planning, insurance, or library work, Forbes cautioned. 
“Ml*these professions are beginning to face serious competition from com- 
puter programs.”l9 

Displacement of professionals on such an all-encompassing scale threat- 
ened to exert a real toll on  the  modern  urban economy, the New York Times 
warned. Employers  were “making quantum leaps in learning how to produce 
ever more work with ever  fewer  people,” a front-page story announced. Com- 
puterization allowed companies to reengineer document handling and com- 
press information management; Merrill Lynch had closed  seven regional 
service centers as its need for clerical and management workers dropped. 
Given such trends, the Times predicted, hundreds of thousands of  New  York- 



ers might face technological unemployment, and  the ensuing drop  in con- 
sumer  spending could spread distress across the  manufacturing, retail, and 
service sectors. Over the long run, computers might produce  the effkiency 
ains necessary to “rejuvenate New  York‘s ailing economy,  by increasing its 

competitiveness in  the intensieing battle for global markets.’? In  the mean- 
time, if workplaces from Wall Street to Madison Avenue cut back too far on 
jobs, city life might temporarily turn disastrous.20 

Economic  pessimism  led to  the rebirth of a particular species of literature, 
the  popular  book on technological unemployment. Just as Stuart Chase, 
William Ogburn,  and many other Depression-era writers had  turned  out 
works ~ a r n i n g  about  the power of machines to replace  people, so authors of 
the early 1990s warned that computers would force the United States into a 
new  age  of displacement. “We are in big  trouble:”  declared  sociologists  Stanley 
Aronowitz and William  DiFazio in The Jobless ~ u t u ~ e :  Sci- Tech and the ~ o g ~ a  

of ~~~~. ~anufacturers had used numerical control devices, laser-guided 
machinery, and  robots to build factories where “millions of square feet  of 
space stood relatively empty of living labor.”  Retail stores had  cut  down on 
labor requirements by adopting computerized checkout and inventory sys- 
tems. General Electric executives hoped  that  introducing CADICAM tech- 
nology would reduce need for drafters and engineers. Ironically, the latest 
inno~ations had even begun cannibalizing high-tech jobs; sophisticated com- 
puter programs could automatically construct basic  software, driving routine 
program~ing  out of existence. Automation might bring a small number of 
people exciting work and high salaries, but those “highly publicized  benefits” 
had been “vastly  overblown.”  Recent economic trends would  lead to a day  of 
reckoning, warned Aronowitz and DiFazio, the  point  at which accelerating 
“technological change in  the midst of sharpened internationalization of 
duction. means that there are too many workers for too few  jobsP21 

Aronowitz and DiFazio criticized easy assumptions that retraining could 
help  everyone adapt to  the high-tech future and place them in better jobs than 
those that  had been lost. Even  if a future computer-age economy managed to 
create more positions than  it destroyed, too many social and practical obsta- 
cles complicated  prospects for mass retraining. Children of longshoremen had 
once enjoyed a good chance of following their fathers into waterfront work, 
but since containerization had foreclosed that  option,  the world had not 
opened up many alternative opportunities. Economic  disadvantage often left 
such second-generation members in a permanent second-class status, “unable 
to accumulate the requisite cultural capital to qualie for employment in  one 
of the knowledge  industries.”  Unless the  country wanted to see such casualties 
increase, Aronowitz and DiFazio concluded, “job-destroying technologies 



. . . should be rigorously e ~ a Z ~ a t e ~  in terms of their impact on  both commu- 
nities and individual workers.  Significantly, while the two spoke of a “need 
to reconsider the pace of technological change,” their  book  did not funda- 
mentally challenge the ultimate inevitabili~ of workplace computerization. 
The authors  continued  the  tendencx to  grant innovation an agency of its 
own, placing it  on a historical course forever beyond the  control of ordinary 
Americans.22 

Where Aronowitz and DiFazio spoke in 1994 of a “jobless  future,”  Jeremy 
Rifkin in 1995 predicted the advent of  “a  near-workerless  world.” The ~~~ of 
~o~~ blamed the  modern obsession with automation on 
managers, who had dreamed of no longer having to deal with human ’ 

and troublesome unions. ‘‘By the mid-decades of the coming century,”” 
predicted, their wish  would be Mfilled, since “the blue collar  worker  will  have 
passed from history.”  Engineers would have perfected manufacturi~g robots, 
designing self-correcting machines that could even reprogram themselves. 
That technical ideal would spread into agriculture, where researchers ha 
started developing robots to plow,  seed, and spray fields.  Retail employmen 
would drop  in parallel with the advance of electronic shopping. Even enter- 
tainers might find themselves competing against “~~ thesp ians ’~  for  parts. 
italization had already brought Humphrey Bogart and Fred  Astaire  back 
inserting their images in new commercials. Producers of the 1997 movie 
T ~ t a ~ ~ c  had eliminated  some  need  for human extras  by  using computer 
ics to generate crowd  scenes.23 

Like Aronowitz and DiFazio,  Rifkin  challenged  classical and neoclassical 
economic assumptions that economic growth would naturally create enough 
jobs to absorb displaced  workers. The rise of high tech would not generate a 

e number of positions, since  fields such as biotechnolo~ were simply not 
labor intensive. Development of new ComputerJgadgets and  other excitin 
consumer items would not create any boom  in manufacturing e m p l o ~ e n t  
once production systems had become thoroughly automated. Rifkin derided 
“naiveyy dreams of retraining millions of displaced ~anufacturing workers or 
salesclerks  as computer technicians or molecular biologists, pointing to func- 
tional illiteracy rates supposedly approaching 33 percent. African American 
males in  urban communities had become the “first  casualty of automation,” 
and  in coming years,  Rifkin  forecast, white suburbanites would suffer a simi- 
lar fate  “as the new thinking machines relentlessly  make their way up  the eco- 
nomic pyramid, absorbing more and more skilled jobs.’, The unhappiness of 
economically marginalized populations might build up  to a revolt, the tech- 
nologically unemployed fighting back against the “new cosmopolitan elite 
of ‘symbolic analysts’ who  control  the technologies and  the forces of pro- 
d u ~ t i o n . ” ~ ~  



Other  commentators  in  the 1930s and 1960s had liBked the stress of dis- 
placement to  the danger of social unrest,  but few went as  far  as  Rifkin in 
explicitly predicting “open class  warfare.”  For  all its cataclysmic rhetoric, 
Itifkin’s picture contained many elements in common with more mainstream 
opinion. Respected economists, sociologists, political commentators,  and 
workers themselves  believed they saw good reason to fear for employment 
opportunity  in  the early 1990s. Those people  expressed alarm over the possi- 
bility of displacement  escalating to a point where economic inequality endan- 
gered  American  democracy. 

The question of machines and job loss  became a matter for concern within 
the first term of Clinton’s  presidency,  as it had for Franklin Delano Roosevelt, 
John F. Kennedy, and other chief  executives.  Secretary  of  Labor  Robert  Reich 
spearheaded  Clinton’s approach to technological unemployment, just as  David 
Weintraub had  done for Roosevelt and  Arthur Goldberg for Kennedy. The 
Clinton administration internalized an assumption that ongoing computeri- 
zation and automation would destroy more and more of the country’s older 
sources of employment. The force  of  world  economic competition, combined 
with the internal momentum of technology  itself, had made change the only 
constant in life. Clinton declared in 1993 that such a process  placed constant 
strain on society. “All the advanced nations are having  difficulty creating new 
jobs even when their economies are growing,” making unemployment the 
“most troubling problem of the new  era.”25 

In  theory, employment could keep  pace  with future innovation, Reich indi- 
cated, if the country made a successful transition to  the new information age. 
American business would need to hire masters of high tech to  maintain a 
global economic lead. Training enough “symbolic analysts” would take a 
national commitment, a campaign mobilized from the highest levels  of  gov- 
ernment. Such a call to arms appealed to the president, who launched the 
theme of education for the twenty-first century by  convening a “Conference 
on  the Future of the American Workplace.”  At that 1993 event, Clinton, Reich, 
and Commerce Secretary  Ron  Brown warned that  the country’s future rested 
on getting labor and management to join in “reinventing  how we  work.” Once 
such cooperation  had begun to pay  off in  the creation of new “high  per- 
formance” jobs, men  and women would come to welcome workplace tech- 
nology as a sourcy  of prosperity and progress.26 

Such a mandate  sounded good, but extensive and effective training  pro- 
grams would require substantial investment at a time when politicians shied 
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away from tax increases and when corporate wisdom  emphasized  downsizing. 
Meanwhile, the Census  Bureau reported that  in real terms, 1993 had brought 
a $300 drop  in typical household income.  Different  yardsticks  yielded  varying 
numbers  but confirmed the same theme: in constant dollars, compensation 
for blue-collar workers had fallen from $17.22 per hour  in 1987 to $16.50 in 
1994,  while that of white-collar  workers had dropped from $19.95 to $19.76.  As 
economist Lester Thurow esplained, even a fall of  less than 1 percent a year 
in real  wages  “radically  alters the distribution of purchasing power” over time. 
“By the  turn of the  century  the real wages for nonsupervisory workers will 
be back to where they were at mid-century, fifty  years  earlier,  despite the fact 
that  the real per capita GDP more than doubled over the same  period.”  Such 
trends took a real  psychological  toll. Three-quarters of people  surveyed in one 
poll  agreed that under the current economy,  “middle-class  families can’t  make 
ends meet.”  Fifty-seven percent said that with personal debt soaring and job 
confidence plummeting,  the average  family had lost its hold on the Ameri- 
can Dream of opportunity  and wealth.27 

Several  analyses  suggested that  the pain had  not spread evenly, that labor 
displacement and wage stagnation had widened the economic gulf  between 
America’s rich and poor. Seventy-nine percent of all income gains between 
1977 and 1990 had gone to  the  upper 1 percent of  all families, a group  that 
monopolized a greater proportion of economic resources in  the United  States 
than  in any other major industrialized country. Thurow asked, “How far  can 
inequality widen and real  wages  fall  before something snaps in a democracy? 
No one knows,  since it has  never  before  happened.” President Clinton seized 
on that theme for  his 1995 Labor  Day  speech, warning that workplace automa- 
tion  had made economic unevenness a systemic problem of modern society. 
At present, he declared, “technology is changing so fast that  the working peo- 
ple . . . have not gotten their fair share of our prosperity.”28 

Economists  at a New  York  Fed gathering attributed 60 percent of the widen- 
ing income gap to  the way technology had affected the job market (blaming 
IO percent on trade factors and 30 percent on miscellaneous reasons such as 
weak unions). Without giving such a precise breakdown, U.S. News & ~ o r 2 ~  
Report referred to information-age workplace change as “probably the most 
critical” factor behind  the fall in real wages.  As auto  manufacturing, steel- 
making, and other fields had gone high tech, entire categories of employment 
had evaporated. While “in  the  short run it may be cheaper to replace work- 
ers with technology,”  business leaders might ultimately find such moves  “self- 
destructive, because there will not be enough purchasing power to grow the 
economy.” In a front-page series on the “battered middle class,” the Chicago 
~~~~~~e similarly bemoaned the way robots  had replaced  assembly workers 



and textile machine  operators, “working-class jobs that once supported a 
middle-class life~tyle.”~~ 

Talk about middle-class job loss brought unexpected success in  the early 
1996 presidential primaries for Pat ~uchanan, whose campaign capitalized on 
economic fear. Buchanan called for placing a protectionist tariff on imports 
from Mexico and Asia, plus a five-year moratorium  on immigration to  stop 
downward  pressure on American  wages. Though academic  economists  argued 
that such  steps  would not solve problems of  wage decline and unemplo~en t ,  

nan’s attacks on corporate “executioners” resonated with voters fed up 
ownsizing.  His  appeal to economic populism forced fellow  Republicans, 

especially  Bob  Dole, to follow his lead in denouncing the rush to cut payrolls. 
Media reports cultivated a popular impression that business  leaders’ lives had 
become completely disconnected from the harsh realities facin 
Americans. In 1995 there had been a median rise  of 31 percent in compensa- 
tion for  CEOs at  the nation’s  largest firms, reaching almost $5 million apiece, 
more than loo times that of  average  workers. Critics charged that  the increase 
in compensation bore little relationship to improved corporate performance, 
that a rigged  system funneled Olympian rewards even to executives with poor 
track records.30 

The sense of economic injustice gained strength  in  January 1996, when 
AT&T announced plans to eliminate 40,000 positions and company stock 
promp~y jumped more than $2.50 a share. A Newsweek cover story on “cor- 
porate hit men” noted that AT&T  CEO Robert Allen  failed to apologize  for the 
human cost  of downsizing or make any gesture of sharing employees’ pain, 
such as accepting a temporary reduction in his salary of  over $3 million. Anx- 
iety about displacement spawned black humor; people inside the firm joked 
that downsizing  would continue until ‘‘ATtkT” stood for “Allen & Two  Temps.” 
In a belated attempt to rescue its image, AT&T set up a special job bank and 
ran full-page  newspaper  advertisements  asking other employers to send in help- 
wanted leads for its former staff.  While the company reaE1rmed its intent to 
e l ~ i n a t e  40,000 jobs,  spokesmen announced that enough people had accepted 
retirement offers or transfers so that probably only 18,000 would be laid off. 
But the  harm  had been done; the AT&T controversy hit a raw  nerve for many 
Americans, who felt that  their well-being no longer counted  for anything.31 

While many people blamed job declines on foreign competition or general 
flaws in  the economic system, 74 percent of the 1,200 men  and women sur- 
veyed by the New York Times said they would place either “a lot”  or “some” 
blame for unemployment on automation  and computers. Incidents of tech- 
nological displacement kept piling up.  Since 1990, the shipbuilding company 
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Tenneco Inc. had  adopted new automated  equipment  and simultaneously 
dropped n,ooo of its total 29,000 jobs. Cutting out  the ribs of a tanker ship, 
a process formerly involving twenty-one workers,  now required just four men 
using  robotics and automatie welding  technology.  General Motors could man- 
ufacture the same number of cars with 315,000 workers in  the 1990s that it had 
done with 500,000 employees in the 1970s.  Across the board, the Times declared, 
it seemed that  the ‘‘progress  of technology kept taking tasks from human 
beings and giving them to machines, undermining the bedrock notion of mass 
empl~yment.”~~ 

Democrats emphasized the  notion  that  corporate leaders must accept a 
responsibility to all “stakeholders,” a group that included workers.  Congress- 
men such as Ted Kennedy and Richard Gephardt proposed changing the tax 
code to remove  provisions that encouraged layoffs. They also  floated the idea 

special tax benefits for companies that invested in  the workforce 
by using the profits gained through efficiency to offer wage hikes and  fund 
retraining programs. At a special m i t e  House conference focusing on the 
motto of “good corporate citizenship,” Clinton applauded Hewlett-Packard 
and fifty-nine other firms for “doing well  by doing good” to labor.  Presiden- 
tial ceremonies  aside, the economic picture for the so-called anxious class had 
begun to brighten by mid-lgg6. The Commerce Department announced that 
average income had risen 2.6 percent over inflation in  the past year, the great- 
est  gain in almost a decade. Announcements of  new hirings at IBM,  Sears, and 
even that demon downsizer, AT&T, seemed to signal an end to  the tidal wave 
of job 

Such good news might seem to show that economic optimists  had been 
correct, that  the new  efficiency  created  by  downsizing and  the new jobs gen- 
erated through innovation had more than offset  any problems resulting from 
workplace technological change. 1997’s unemployment rate  dropped to 4.7 
percent, the lowest  level  since 1973.  To make matters better, inflation dropped 
from 3.3 percent in 1996 to 1.7 percent in 1997. That fortunate combination of 
low inflation and low u n e m p l o ~ e n t  seemingly  defied economic law:  analysts 
had often warned that falling below the ccnon-accelerating inflation rate of 
unemployment” (which conventional wisdom set at 5 or 6 percent) risked 
setting off an inflationary spiral.  Ecstatic Wall Street  watchers interpreted the 
statistics as proof that  the United States had leaped forward into a New Econ- 
omy, a postmodern structure  in which deregulation, global competition, and 
the  computer revolution had made old limitations meaningless. In a dizzy- 
ing  swing,  financial euphoria superseded talk of the middle-class  blues. News- 
paper editors stopped commissioning special front-page series on “The 



Downsizing of America” and concentrated on reporting  the latest record- 
breaking numbers on the DOW  Jones Industrial Averages3* 

Most mainstream economists rejected  any  idea that  the wonders of infor- 
mation-age productivity had rendered the United  States  invulnerable to reces- 
sion. Chaos in Asian markets might create a negative ripple effect,  while the 
domestic scene  still contained some serious trouble spots. The recent drop  in 
unemployment did not indicate a miraculous economic transformation; half 
the trend had resulted from an unusual decline in the size  of the nation’s labor 
force.  Official  figures on joblessness did not count  the millions of underem- 
ployed  Americans or factor in those who had become too discouraged to con- 
tinue searching for work. Furthermore, the United States had not reversed the 
tendency toward financial inequality; wage gains in 1996 primarily had gone 
to  the professional elite and  the  top ranks of management, though workers 
at the  bottom got a slight boost from legislation raising the  minimum wage. 
Census Bureau numbers showed that  the gap between rich and  poor had 
reached its widest point since the Second  World War. About 50 million Amer- 
icans, including one  out of four children, remained below the official poverty 
line, and a wide economic divide between  races  persisted.  African American 
households, statistically less  likely to own stocks or share in pension funds, 
held approximately one-tenth as much net  worth as white families. Though 
the rate of joblessness among black  males dropped in 1997 to the lowest  level 
in over two decades, it stood nonetheless at double the rate for white men.35 

For  all the technical advances of the late twentieth century, there seemed 
good  reason to wonder  how much an increasingly  computerized  economy had 
raised the overall standard of living. The promise that workplace mechaniza- 
tion would yield wealth, security, and happiness had not materialized. The 
downsizing  fad of the early 1990s had left lasting scars;  even as stock  indexes 
soared, good fortune  did not erase workers’  feelings  of vulnerability. A 1997 
survey of 450,ooo people in major companies showed that almost 4.5 percent 
still often worried about being laid off. A number of Americans sensed that 
technological  growth and other modern trends had permanently undermined 
old conditions of employment, making the whole job world more stressful 
than ever.  “‘What’s new about  the new economy is that it’s scary all the time, 
not just in cycles,” a Time essayist  observed.36 

In the I ~ ~ O S ,  as in  the I ~ ~ O S ,  questions about the impact of workplace  tech- 
nological  change turned  on a number of  explicit and implicit  value judgments 
about  the  nature of employment, leisure, consumerism, and  the ideal econ- 
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omy. During  the Depression, union leaders and  some social scientists had 
argued that mechanization must inevitably create mass joblessness unless 
business  slashed working hours  to compensate. In an imagined future, indus- 
try could  satisfy  everyone’s  material  desires  while requiring people to work  just 
two or three hours a day (or, according to some, a few hours a week). After all, 
new machinery had already  created  free time, only it had been badly distrib- 
uted;  what was unemplo~en t  but an unwanted excess  of leisure?  World  War I1 
had  interrupted  the anticipated march toward a leisure society, but postwar 
observers  again proclaimed that automation. would naturally shrink  the stan- 
dard workweek to almost nothing. Such an evolution would occur over some 
unspecified timeline; when labor had pushed for writing a thirty-five-hour 
week into an immediate agreement, corporate leaders  quickly  resisted, insist- 
ing that foreign business competition and  the Soviet menace precluded any 
cuts at present. Americans of the 1990s still debated the relationship between 
technological innovation and working hours, this time with the awareness that 
earlier predictions of universal  leisure had  not been  realized. 

In retrospect, former U.S. Senator Eugene  McCarthy had regretted that  in 
the 1960s, his Senate Special Committee on Unemployment had given in  to 
warnings that reducing the workweek  would  choke national economic growth 
and risk  leaving the nation at a Cold War disadvantage. In  trading increased. 
leisure for the promise of better living standards,  he concluded in  the late 
1980s, ordinary Americans had ended up losing both. McCarthy hoped to 
renew the call  for shorter hours as a way  of both averting unemployment and 
restoring balance to life. There seemed good reason to reconsider the matter: 
Some  evidence  suggested that work time had actually ~ e ~ ~ ~ e ~ e ~  over  recent 
decades; Americans of the 1980s put  in a full month‘s worth of extra hours 
compared to their 1960s counterparts, two months more than French or Ger- 
man workers.  Why did h e r i c a n s  put  up with such a system? In  part, there 
seemed little choice.  Given the high costs  of health care and  other benefits, 
employers preferred to extract more  hours  from present staff rather  than 
expanding the payroll, citing the pressure of competition as a way  of justify- 
ing such demands, Meanwhile, organized labor  had lost power during  the 
1980s and also had  other battles to fight.37 

From another perspective, many people may  have “chosen” a long week, 
though perhaps without full  cognizance of the trade-offs involved.  Technol- 
ogy itself had facilitated the extension of hours; portable phones, laptop com- 
puters, e-mail, fax machines, and other new modes of communication added 
flexibility to where and when  people might work, but they also  left no excuse 
for being out of reach, even on vacation. Popular culture  induced a con- 
sumerist mentality, and  the range of  available  possessions kept expanding to 



include fancier computers, entertainment equipment, and  sport utility vehi- 
cles. With the decline in real-term wages squeezing income, many Americans 
added overtime or began moonlighting to keep up. Slow commutes ate up 
more hours, while women especially still face  a “second shift” of housework 
and child care.  People  coped with the “time crunch” by shifting errands into 
the wee hours; grocery stores, health clubs, and photocopying centers began 
to stay open later or  around the clock, imposing more stress on their own 
employees. Humans could not keep stretching their natural  body schedules 
without paying  a  price,  physical and psychological studies indicated. Doctors 
warned that a startling number of men, women, and children were trying to 
live on a permanent sleep  deficit, risking their hea l t~ ,  impairing  their  func- 
tional efficiency, and multiplying the risk of accidents.38 

Some  rebelled against such trends, trying to escape the pressures of career 
and consumerism. Trend-watchers of the 1990s hailed a  revival  of the 1970s’ 
“voluntary simplicity” movement, driven less  by environmental activism than 
by workplace burnout. Twenty-eight percent of respondents in  one survey 
reported having  reevaluated their lives to open up more personal time, reduce 
stress, and focus on nonmaterial goals.  Books such as Your ~ ~ ~ e y  or  Your L$e 
became bibles for those dreaming about “downshi~ing”; advocates related 
hear~arming stories about how w o n d e r ~ y  relaxed they became  after “drop- 
ping out of the  rat race.” Though analysts spoke of a “new world of work” 
which empowered professionals to choose slower career tracks or switch to 
freelancing, not all people  enjoyed equal freedom to gain that flexibility.  Many 
employers,  especially those in  the  manufacturing or low-end service  sector, 
would not  or could not readily accommodate alternative work patterns to fit 
some leisured ideal.  Moreover,  while  upscale men and women might voice  a 
wistful urge to trade  one or two days’  pay for more time off, wage sta~nation 
placed such desires out of reach for their lower-income co~nterpar t s .~~  

Even those willing to swap money for leisure might find themselves actu- 
ally working longer. With threats of downsizing,  any workers  felt pressured 
to demonstrate their indispensability by  conspicuously putting  in extra early- 
morning  and late-night time. In  one survey, 82 percent said that if cutbacks 
appeared imminent, they  would  increase their visible  work hours to raise their 
chances of surviving.  Americans had not lost the drive for leisure; 65 percent 
favored the principle of starting a  new  movement to reduce the workweek.  But 
of those, only 58 percent thought  the aim was  realistic.  Americans  of the 1930s 
and 1g5os, observirig the astounding power  of automation, had felt that soci- 
ety must perforce evolve toward shorter hours. By the ~ggos ,  expectations that 
the  production revolution would naturally yield more leisure had vanished. 



~ e ~ s ~ e e ~  dismissed “the possib~ity of a society not based on work as  we know 
it” as  “a bold and mostly discounted hypothesis” expressed only by radical 
Europeans. In the United States,  acceptance of long hours  had won 

The once-anticipated leisure  society had  not appeared, but what about  the 
mass consumer wealth  promised during the 1930s and 1950s  by those who pro- 
moted mechanization and automation? Without question, the postwar  years 
had raised  consumer  expectations and for the most part realized them; in fixed 
dollars, American consumption per person doubled between 1945 and 1990. 
Prewar  promises of air conditioning and television had been  fulfilled, the two- 
or three-car family had become commonplace, and personal computers, 
microwave  ovens, and VCRs had become “necessities.”  Advertising had insti- 
tutionalized a belief in consumption as the key to personal happiness, making 
a science out of linking a choice of beer brand to success and sex  appeal. h 
yet,  psychologists pointed out  that  the happiness derived from consumerism 
remained  mainly illbory; once the novelty and initial thrill had worn off, most 
purchases did not provide special pleasure. W i l e  Americans in  the 1990s 
owned more automobiles and larger houses than people of the 195os, the per- 
centage in surveys who described their lives  as very happy had  not increased. 
Many  families needed to  borrow money to  maintain their lifestyle;  levels of 
personal debt rose in  the early lggos, matched by a record number of non- 
business bankruptcies and credit-card delinquencies. Sociologists and psy- 
chologists argued that a fixation on consumerism could impair people’s 
mental health, undermine marriages, and  cut  into  time devoted to children 
and community.41 

Had problems of the information-age work environment contributed even 
‘ more directly to loss of community? Membership in religious and political 

groups, unions and fraternal orders, the Boy Scouts and Parent Teacher Asso- 
ciations had taken a nosedive in recent years, said political scientist Robert 
Putnam. League bowling had fallen 40 percent during  the 1980s,  even  as the 
sport’s  overall popularity had increased; more Americans had started “bowl- 
ing alone.”  Lester Thurow, Robert Kuttner, Kevin Phillips, and others linked 
such observations to economic analysis, suggesting that as modern society 
promoted technically  gifted  people into privileged positions, it  left  many indi- 
viduals marginalized.  People with evaporating employment opportunity lost 
any  sense of personal investment in  the technological, economic, and demo- 
cratic system. Christopher Lasch noted that with the global  style of comput- 
erized work, high-tech elites  felt  closer to  their professional equivalents 
overseas than  to fellow Americans, whom they disdained as culturally and 
technologically  provincial. Community planners began attempting to recon- 



struct civic  life through a deliberately  nostalgic small-town design. By build- 
ing houses close together and including porches, architects hoped  to renew 
interaction between neighbors.42 

Such arguments raised the possibility that a decline in local involvement 
stemmed from the very nature of modern economics, a system that measured 
value in  terms of personal consumption while  excluding  any other index of 
welfare.  For  example, standard economic analysis denied the importance of free 
time to individual health and Community  coherence,  said  Eugene  McCarthy, 
treating leisure merely as “an  empty  spot  in  time devoid of wealth-produc- 
ing activities.” Counting  up  the  number of automobiles Americans owned 
denied  how much nonmaterial community conditions contributed to people’s 
happiness (or lack thereof). Measurements of the gross national product actu- 
ally turned well-being upside down, a 1995 Atlantic ~ ~ n t ~ ~  cover story com- 
plained. That skewed perspective turned  pollution  and crime into  an 
economic good, since they stimulated business for lawyers, security compa- 
nies, and waste  removers. The Atlantic authors proposed replacing the GNP 
with a different economic barometer, the “Genuine Progress  Indicator,”  which 
would add .value for community improvement while subtracting it for social 
and economic weaknesses such as the growing  unevenness of inc0me.4~ 

‘While such a fundamental change in economic measurement remained 
unlikely, the  argument reflected what those concerned about technological 
u n e m ~ l o ~ e n t  had said all  along: standard definitions of economic  “progress” 
discounted significant costs of workplace change. ‘What were the conse- 
quences? Certainly nothing like the class warfare Rifkin had predicted; the 
1990s had not brought a massive  wave  of guerrilla attacks on Silicon Valley 
CEOs and engineers  by those who felt  excluded fiom the best  jobs. Yet, reports 
on the  modern militia movement suggested its leaders had expanded mem- 
bership by tapping into  the vulnerability and anger of economically strapped 
Americans,  especially those suffering from the decline of blue-collar  jobs. The 
su~ject of terrorist resistance to technological development, of course, led to 
the Unabomber,  whose mail-bomb attacks had primarily targeted  professional 
figures linked to computers  and high-tech business. “Ever since the  Indus- 
trial Revolution, technology has been creating new problems for society far 
more rapidly than . . solving old ones,” the Unabomber wrote in  the philo- 
sophical manifesto explaining his actions. Mechanization had caused  “a  dis- 
aster  for the  human race,” a situation that demanded “a revolution against the 
industrial system,”44 

WIhile the Unabomber’s  crimes  deserve  unqualified condemnation, his crit- 
icism of technology voiced some familiar points, ones worth consideration. 
The Unabomber wrote that “modern man has the sense  (largely justified) that 



change  is IMPOSED on him.”  Such a sentiment did not seem  entirely  ridiculous, 
given  how strongly twentieth-century society had embraced the  notion  that 
ordinary people must not even try  to interfere with the inevitability of auto- 
mation. m i l e  few Americans advocated a return  to  the nineteenth century, 
even technophiles such as  Clifford  §toll  registered  misgivings that  the recent 
infatuation with computers had gone too far too fast. Educators who showed 
children how to use the Internet for everything might neglect to teach them 
other  important lessons, and people caught up  in  the ease  of connecting 
online to hundreds of  faraway  people might spend less time communicating 
with their own 

Environmentalism and  the  horrors of Vietnam had spawned a movement 
of technology criticism in  the 1960s and 1970s; during  the ~ggos, discomfort 
with computerization coalesced into a “neo-Luddite” sentiment. In many 
ways, ccneo-LudditesJ’ did not deserve this label.  Steven Levy called it “a telling 
fact that the neo-Luddites  consist not of blue-collar  workers, but elite  symbol- 
shufflers who will  never  themselves be displaced  by  computers.”  Those iden- 
tified with the philosophy did not lead  marches to defend bank tellers  replaced 
by ATMs; when Kirkpatrick Sale took a sledgehammer to a computer, it was 
merely a token  act to impress a lecture audience. But  like the original  Luddites, 
neo-Luddites did  not issue a blanket condemnation of modernization. m i l e  
publicizing their skepticism about  the link between mechanization and 
progress, they reserved the right to be  “selective about disliking te~hnology.”~~ 

Images in popular culture reflected persistent attempts to grapple with the 
question of whether a more computerized workplace  represented  progress. As 
in  the I ~ ~ O S ,  concern about displacement sparked bitter humor; episodes of 
downsizing in  the 1990s inspired references to labor “as roadkill on the ‘infor- 
mation superhighway.”’ Artists continued to translate workers’  fears into visual 
form, literally drawing on talk about job loss. A 1995 cartoon by Jeff  MacNally 
shows a man  announcing  to his  wife,  “Well, the new technology has made it 
possible for me to work at home full time-I’ve been laid off.” Tom  Toles drew 
a man looking at a newspaper headline, “Still  No  Jobs,” and asking  his friend, 
“Remember  how we used to look forward to the day that machines would do 
all our work for us?” A second Toles cartoon titled “Evolution of the Job” starts 
with a picture of primitive man  hunting, followed  by  panels showing a man 
working the assembly line and then just watching a robot put parts together. 
The final  scene  shows the fellow  walking away from a door marked, “No Help 
Wanted,’’ with the  punchline, “Man discovers  why animals never bothered 
making tools.”  Tom Tomorrow updated  the  old  story  about Walter Reuther 
asking  who  would  buy  cars  after  machines  replaced  workers,  drawing a cartoon 
that shows a businessman proudly announcing, “We are replacing our entire 



~ o r ~ ~ o r c e  with robots.” When journalists point out  that unemployed Ameri- 
cans couldn’t  keep consumer spending going, the executive  answers that  he 
had taken care of that snag: “You see, these are no ord~nu~y robots! These 
robots come equipped with their own Vim cards!”47 

Jokes about computers and displacement did  not have to be sophisticated 
to make  a point. One cartoonist showed  a man telling  his  boss, “I’m concerned 
about my future here . . . with all the use  of computers and robots to replace 
workers!” to which the manager replies, “No need for you to worry, Thorn- 
apple! I’d be hard-pressed to find a machine that does absolutely nothing!” 

h the technology at issue had changed radically over sixty years, car- 
toonists of the 1990s used  images  of  displaced men which would have struck 
home with Depression  audiences.  Sidney Harris drew a panhandler holding a 
sign,  “Replaced  by one of those little pocket calculators.” Another illustrator 
showed an  outdated  computer  terminal  sitting on  the street next to a bum, 
who tells the machine, ““Yeah, I lost my job because of  Bill  Gates  too.” Car- 
toonists referred to real-life  controversies,  such as the way  use  of e-mail threat- 
ened regular postal service.  A 1998 “Blondie” strip shows Dagwood typing 
e-mail into a laptop and telling Blondie, ‘‘Just think! Someday soon this will 
eliminate letter carriers altogether!”-at  which point their friendly neighbor- 
hood postman feels a  psychic punch in  the head.  More than anything else, such 
humor captures a sense of technological change as rapid  and unstoppable. 
Another cartoon shows  a  teenager gloating, “It’s amazing the way computers 
are able to  do more and more work. . . Pretty soon, we  won’t have to  do any- 
t ~ ~ n ~ ”  to which  his friend interjects, “Bxcept stand in the u n e m p l o ~ e n t  line,” 
drawing the comeback, “No, they can send the checks  electronic^^!"^^ 

Awareness of the technological unemployment issue  rose and fell with the 
nation’s  overall  economic fortunes. By  mid-1997,  as joblessness  fell to a  twenty- 
year  low, the fear of displacement voiced three years earlier by Aronowitz 
and DiFazio,  two  years earlier by  Jeremy  Rifkin, just the previous year  by the 
New York ~ ~ ~ e s ,  suddenly receded. A soaring stock market, low unemploy- 
ment,  and low inflation once again pushed back concern about  the social 
implications of workplace change.  And  yet,  given the  modern power  of  sci- 
ence and engineering, ker icans’  continued dependence on employment, and 
values  of consumerism and  the  traditional work ethic, the issue of displace- 
ment c o n t ~ u e d  to lie just below the surface. The next economic crisis  seemed 
likely to reawaken the  doubts voiced  back in  the Depression era, again raising 
concerns about how Americans should weigh the balance of effects from 
mechanization. 
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Fig. 14. Combining  retro-style  graphics  with  the  latest  references to virtual reality, 
Tom Tomorrow  satirized  economic  trends of the  early 1990s in  “This  Modern 
World,” Recent decades had  brought  incredible  advances  in  invention,  automation, 
and  computerization,  and yet somehow it  seemed that people had  to  run faster just 
to keep  up. Did all this  really add  up  to  progress? Tom Tomorrow,  “This Modern 
World,” Utne ~ e u ~ e ~ ,  ~ovember/December 1993,155. 



Throughout  the twentieth century, economists and others  in  the public 
sphere have had to cope with the fact that  the multidimensional relationship 
between  new  technology, displacement, reemployment opportunity, and job 
growth has proved inherently difficult to unravel. Researchersxould observe 
how adoption of computers affected employment in  one company, or even 
how introduction of dial  telephones  affected the number of switchboard oper- 
ators needed throughout  the industry, but such studies could not complete 
the picture. A single innovation might cause rippling or even contradictory 
employment effects. Automatic telephone systems reduced demands on oper- 
ators but increased the need for engineers and technicians. A business  office 
might stop sending its accounting or information-management  operations 
out  to subcontractors after adopting new computer systems, thereby affecting 
employment in  an entirely separate company. Firms have often refused to 
reveal such information to researchers, out of fear that  the details might fan 
controversy. One journalist investigating computer-related labor displacement 
in  the insurance industry observed that most managers  felt “reluctant to spec- 
ify the impact of technology on payrolls; they fear a Luddite  backlash among 
 employee^."^^ 

Because of the sheer complexity of the subject, experts found it virtually 
impossible to measure total technological unemployment at any one time. 
Economi~ts, statisticians,  sociologists, and historians mobilized  all the tools of 
their disciplines to guide and legitimate  investigations of mechanization. Such 
studies produced a wealth  of statistics and reports, but  the results  were inher- 
ently limited, and, in any case, researchers could quarrel for years about meth- 
odology and interpretation, A seemingly straightfo~ard question, What is the 
number of workers displaced by technical changes in  production, became a 
matter for perpetual and passionate disagreement. Even in  the depths of the 
Depression, no one suggested that mechanization alone accounted for  all the 
millions of unemployed.  Beyond that, no consensus  emerged. In  the absence 
of  objective  figures,  discussion  of  technological unem~loyment became a bat- 
tle of emotions, assumptions, and vested  interests. 

Was fear of automation catching? ~ n d o u b t e ~ y ,  when a president such as 
Roosevelt or Kennedy  expressed concern, when  each day’s newspaper brought 
stories about new job cutbacks, those events in themselves could make alarm 

ious. Such an assessment,  however,  merely  begs the question: Why did 
fear  of technological unemployment seem so very real, so urgent, through- 
out different  decades? It remains difficult today to gauge the precise percent- 
age  of Depression-era job loss that stemmed directly from mechani~ation.  It 
should be safe to assume that  at some level,  real problems of displacement due 
to automation did exist. Historians cannot dismiss twentieth-century concerns 



about mechanization as a simple error or mass hallucination. True, the most 
extreme forecasts  proved way out of line; the Technocrats in  the I ~ ~ O S ,  Nor- 
bert Wiener in  the 1950s, and Jeremy fiifkin in  the 1990s all  falsely predicted 
catastrophic unemployment and social breakdown. And innovation did cre- 
ate  some work; by the I ~ ~ O S ,  the  personal  computer  alone  had generated 
hundreds of thousands of jobs in software and hardware development, man- 
ufacturing, distribution and sales,  repair, and support. 

Glib  generalizations that technological  advance always has and always must 
produce more opportunity  than it destroys,  however, tend to overlook harsh 
human realities, Although computerization had opened many new and excit- 
ing dimensions to  modern economic life, the  transition  did fiat come eakily 
for everyone.  Workers on the assembly line and  in  the office watched as 
employers brought in automation and talked about how  inventors  would soon 
devise still more powerful robots. ~usicians  and longshoremen suffered at 
least temporary displacement; some would find new positions relatively soon, 
but more would experience difficulty. ~echanization aroused unhappiness 
and uncertainty  in  the workplace, especially when labor and management 
already distrusted each other. The ability of robots to perform humanlike 
‘work, the  enormous capacity of computers to handle  information,  and  the 
promise of more inevitable change  yet to come made worries about techno- 
logical unemployment credible. Definitions mattered. The word e ~ ~ c ~ e ~ ~ ~  
might serve  as a technical term referring to a machine’s  quality, or as an eco- 
nomic measure of a system’s  effectiveness in production and distribution, or 
as a social  phrase indicating whether a country made optimal use of its human 
resources. That last meaning made displacement  seem  like a senseless  waste of 
people’s  skills,  while the  other two definitions treated technological unem- 
ployment as an  unfortunate  but ultimately meaningless  consequence of eco- 
nomic advance. 

In  the  end, lack of exact numbers on technological unemployment only 
made the discussion more contentious. Precisely because the  impact of 
machines on jobs remained open to dispute, the question continued to com- 
mand  attention  from  both expert observers and  ordinary Americans for 
decades. The debate over displacement  became entwined with presidential and 
Congressional politics, with Cold War tensions, and with international eco- 
nomic competition. In thinking about mechanization, ~ e r i c a n s  had to wres- 
tle with both practical and philosophical questions about  the relative  value 
of work and leisure, the  importance of material consumption,  and whether 
society ought to provide citizens with some basic job security or safety net. 
People’s nervousness stemmed from all the social tensions and ambiguities 
inherent in the very  process of modernization, Did technical innovation rep: 



resent a historic force bringing  the United States to the zenith of  civilization, 
or  did changes in  production  threaten  to break apart all the values on which 
American  life had been grounded? m a t  did  the concept of “progress”  really 
mean, and how did  the‘technologi~al revolution of work fit into  that  picture? 

The twentieth-century debate over the effects  of mechanization played out 
under  a perspective shaped by the partner~hip of science, engineering,  and 
corporate  public relations. In 1921, Thorstein Veblen’s The Engi~eers and the 
Price System had talked about  a  fundamental clash  of  values between the 
industrialist’s bureaucratic mindset and  the engineer’s commitment  to skilled 
workmanship. Veblen anticipated that  in  the  future, emergence  of a “soviet of 
technicians” might  transform  the  narrow ideology of business into  a univer- 
sally benefi~ial system of perfect efficiency.50 By the 193os, the relationship of 
professionals had evolved quite differently. Under the pressure created by 
Depression-era uncertainty, leaders in business,  science, and engineering con- 
sciously drew on their  common  interests  to  form  an alliance in defense  of 
~echanization. Dreading a backlash  against  research,  physicists and engineers 
worried about  their  popular image more  than ever before. Their professional# 
societies redefined annual meetings as public  relations exercises, an  oppor- 
tunity  to stage speeches, pageants, and  ceremonies  debunking  talk of tech- 
nological unemployment. Such events frequently drew on  the  support of 
nationally  prominent business owners and executives, who mobilized their 
own resources to reinforce faith that  technol~gical change always had  and 
always would  serve as the  primary force driving American  progress.  Postwar 
developments only strengthened  the  mutuality of science, engineering, and 
business, as promoters  made  the  plan of an  automatic  factory ever more 
explicit. 

At the same time  that advocates  of automation dismissed concern about 
job loss, they made increasingl~ bold promises about machines’ ability to  out- 
perform  human beings.  Dial equipment  could work faster than  the best 
switchboard girl, photoelectric eyes could pick up more flaws than  the,most 
experienced inspector. Those who touted  the  dream of production  without 
labor assumed the perfectibility  of  technology. A. Q, Smith, Leaver and Brown, 
and  John Diebold never  acknowledged any possibility of mechanical break- 

- down in  their  descriptions of the  automated  plant.  In  the  mindset of both 
engineers and businessmen, dealing with real  workers could get  messy;  deal- 
ing  with  machines  represented the ideal. An economic  system built around  the 
principle of product obsolescence could use a similar logic to dismiss labor 
problems; when technology moved forward, some people  might inevitably 
encounter “occupational obsolescence.” 



The men who created the A. 0. Smith plant of the 193os, the blueprints for 
the  “automatic factory” in  the I ~ ~ O S ,  and high-tech robots  in  the 1980s all 
spoke of the same goal: manufacture “without men.” And  yet, those crusaders 
did  not really aim for a completely humanless operation. They envisioned 
abolishing the lowest ranks of the payroll, the clerks, union members, and 
assembly-line workers, who got tired, made mistakes, and demanded raises. 
Mechanization promised to eliminate such undesirable elements while  keep- 
ing day-to-day command safely in  the hands of human executives and engi- 
neers.  The  irony of such notions came  across in one Sidney Harris cartoon that 
showed two managers  gazing at a factory floor M1 of machines and remark- 
ing, “‘Now that we’re completely automated, there’s no  one  to yell  at.”51 

The ideal of the  automatic factory rested on  the privilege ofJ expertise. 
Introduction of computers would render shopfloor labor disposable while 
making a company increasingly dependent on engineers, researchers, and 
technicians.  Despite advertisements that made mechanization look magically 
easy, adopting  and  maintaining new equipment usually proved costly and 
complicated. Setting up software to handle the functions of accountants and 
bank tellers might cause countless headaches and require hours of trou- 
bleshooting by programmers and systems operators. Automation represented 
career opportunities for  such  specialists;  far kom threatening to displace them, 
innovation would only generate more demand for their skills.  Technical  spe- 
cialists did not come  cheap,  yet  executives  generally  considered the money well 
spent. They perceived  engineers  as sympathetic to management, unlike those 
troublemakers in  the  union.  Production technologies offered an illusion of 
control; the very  process  of mechanization would sort employees into two cat- 
egories,  necessary and redundant.52 

Optimists applied kee-market analysis to suggest that a natural course of 
economic advance  would ultimately absorb all  casualties  of  change.  Techno- 
logical  advance might cause short-term  harm for certain workers, but, in  the 
long run, such unavoidable incidents became meaningless, a minor  note  in 
America’s quest for prosperity. Say’s  Law conveniently told businessmen that 
they could cure problems of labor displacement by turning more production 
over to machines, speeding up their pursuit of automation  in  the search for 
long-term market gain. To those immediately affected, unemployment could 
never represent an impersonal economic phenomenon. People who had 
invested  years in a job might suddenly find that mechanization had rendered 
their skills and experience meaningless. Abstract economic theory treated 
humans like interchangeable units, assuming that  the system would slip 
workers into new  slots as old  positions closed. In real  life, theories of labor fun- 
gibility did  not hold; the  phone company would not hire a displaced  switch- 



board girl as an electrical  engineer, and retraining clerks  as computer opera- 
tors took time and money. Even temporary displacement meant financial and 
emotional pain; as  social  scientists documented, layoffs brought increased  rates 
of illness, divorce, and suicide. Jobs meant  more  than just a paycheck; dis- 
placement robbed dock workers,  musicians, telephone operators, and  count- 
less others of an identity and a community, 

In diverting attention from specific  cases of distress,  defenders of mecha- 
nization constr~cted an entire message equating workplace technology with 
national progress, past, present, and  future. Their technocentric narrative 
defined a progressive history in which engineering and free enterprise car- 
ried the United States along a predestined path  to global superiority. William 

ultural lag theory reinforced the  assumption  that technological 
advance represented an  independent leading variable in  modern life,  while 
social institutions trailed behind. Ogburn argued that  human curiosity serit 
invention along a preset course, that if Robert Fulton, say, had died young, 
ideas  already in the air would  have  inevitably  led others to develop the steam- 
boat in the early 1800s. Ogburn and fellow  sociologists pushed such  ideas hard, 
~corporating that deterministic outlook into academic literature, government 
reports, and popular consciousness. In predicting how much the development 
of cotton-pic~n~machines or photoelectric devices might eliminate employ- 
ment  in future, those forecasters always accepted such advances as a given.53 

Most  leaders in  the scientific and engineering world gravitated toward the 
self-congratulatory idea that new production technology had  transformed 
human life from primitive chaos to  an American  peak of civilization. The log- 
ical  corollary to such assumptions suggested that the United  States  could attain 
further greatness through and on& through a national commitment to research 
and invention. Technology  itself would solve the social and economic prob- 
lems of a technological age; the insignificant labor displacement  caused  by the 
introduction of machines would be cured by more intense mechanization. 
Comparing  their critics to Luddites, Karl Compton, Robert ~ i l l i kan ,  and 
Charles  Kettering argued that  the slightest hesitation in embracing new work- 
place technology would send ~entieth-century civilization  back to the Dark 
Ages. Such accusations did  not hold water; no one advocated abandoning all 
modern medicine, scientific  discovery, and technical innovation. Those who 
worried about unemployment did not sigh  naively for some earlier, roman- 
tic Eden. Even at  the height of alarm about  job loss, ~mericans never  really 
hated  techno~ogy. Telephone operators  who feared displacement did not 
smash dial equipment or insist that  the United States hold a “science holiday: 
a complete moratorium  on research. Longshoremen concerned about con- 
taineri~ation did not tear apart hospital operating rooms or throw away their 



cars and television  sets. Nor did economic misery ignite attacks on inventors; 
the names of Thomas Edison and George  Westinghouse retained a powerful 
aura of heroic genius. 

The assumption that history set  technological  change on  an inevitable path 
steered discussion in certain directions while cutting off others. Some 
observers compared displacement to  an act of God, a natural disaster; the 
Depression had created a “famine” in jobs or a “sickness” in  the community. 
Those metaphors reflect the deterministic philosophy of mechanization, 
encapsulated in  the 1933 Century of Progress motto, “Science Finds, Indus- 
try Applies, Man Conforms.” The word “conforms” carried harsh overtones, 
threatening those who refused or failed to adapt. With such language,  twen- 
tieth-century Americans  effectively  gave up any notion  that ordinary citizens 
might choose whether or  not  to welcome  all forms of invention. Government 
should not attempt to redirect the course of innovation or impose broad con- 
ditions on  the adoption of new devices.  Ogburn’s cultural la 
policy options; if decision makers had no control over the course of techni- 
cal  change, their only hope was to find ways of minimizing the damage.  Since 
discoveries usually appeared on  the horizon some time before their imple- 
mentation became  practical,  social  scientists  offered to provide advance warn- 
ing,  giving a wise nation some opportunity  to retrain workers and otherwise 
prepare for the unavoidable. 

Assumptions of technological determinism ultimately locked labor  into 
a passive, defeatist mindset. Railroad unions  could insist on keeping two- 
man crews on diesel trains as a temporary  attempt  to cushion workers from 
displacement, but featherbedding would not stave off the effects forever. 
~us ic ians  might try convincing audiences to reject sound movies, but more 
aggressive attempts to head off change would only prove self-destructive. 
Union leaders largely went out of their way to emphasize their  support for 
mechanization, accepting the promise that innovations in production would 
raise the United States to new heights of  greatness-as measured in terms of 
material abundance. Such a stance left few options for rank-and-file workers, 
many of whom resigned  themselves to  the force of invention, In the ~ggos, the 
irrtroduction of computer systems that continuously monitored telephone 
operations seemed to jeopardize jobs of repairmen at Pacific  Bell. When a 
breakdown occurred, central offices could automatica~y locate and diagnose 
the problem, preempting any need to send a maintenance expert to investi- 
gate. One man who faced the possibility of being  discharged  twelve  years  before 
retirement admired the wonders of such technology and added, “If the result 
of us being efficient is me being laid offy I hate to say it, but I guess  that’s 



The assumption of a technological imperative was  itself a victory for the 
leaders of science, engineering, and corporate America. Their powerful pub- 
lic relations efforts encouraged people to internalize feelings about  the 
inevitability of automating production along industry-approved lines. It  did 
not have to  turn  out that way.  Especially with one-quarter or more of the pop- 
ulation out of  work in the Depression,  fear of displacement had had the poten- 
tial to be just as influential. After  all, President Franklin  Delano  Roosevelt had 
described  technological unemployment as a real  crisis, and WPA researchers 
had compiled some compelling statistical evidence to back up such warnings. 
Several  decades  later, John F. Kennedy  expressed  equally  grave  dismay,  refer- 
ring to machine-related job loss  as the country’s major domestic challenge. 
~ o v i e s  such as V ~ ~ ~ e ~ t ~ ~ ~ ,  books such as The Grupes ~ ~ ~ r ~ t h ,  and popular 
cartoonists and illustrators gave the question an emotional urgency, a cultural 
currency. 

At least in theory, such tension over technology contained some seeds for a 
real revolution. Concern might have instigated substantial changes in gov- 
ernment regulation, in social  policy, and  in economic relationships. Legisla- 
tors  might have  passed measures that codified responsibility for  ensuring 
technological  change did not unduly burden particular individuals or groups. 
Sweden, for instance, balanced high productivi~ with low inflation and low 
unemployment in  part by instituting specific  strategies to distribute the costs 
of mechanization. As Swedish companies moved to modernize, centralized 
labor-market boards arranged “retraining sabbaticals” for displaced  employ- 
e e ~ . ~ ~  Alternately, the discussion could have inspired a more constructive dia- 
logue between professionals and working-class people, steering technical 
development toward different  avenues.  Americans might even  have  taken an 
opportunity  to reassess personal and social priorities, questioning the  con- 
sumerist ideal.  Everyone would always want and need certain items, and  the 
dream of two cars in every  garage and fancier television sets in each living 
room remained compelling. Nevertheless, people’s sense of well-being also 
rested on nonmaterial factors, such as family strength, community harmony, 
social  justice, and democratic representation in politics,  subjects  which a nar- 
row  focus on automation progress pushed aside. 

Obsession with consumerism limited her icans’  perspective in significant 
ways. None of those most concerned about displacement succeeded in artic- 
ulating  alternative  values that challenged  technological determinism, respected 
the agenda of people working at  the low end of the economic spectrum, and 
gave them a sense  of  agency. That failure of vision  reinforced the tendency to 
measure  individual  happiness and national superiority by  mass production and 
mass consumption. Such a one-dimensional definition of progress imposed 



certain costs. Back in  the 1g3os, publicists had boasted that Americans used 
more coffee and owned more automobiles than any other people. Six decades 
later, with heightened awareness  of environmental problems, limited natural 
resources, and  the stubbornness of global  poverty, such statements no longer 
seemed such an unambiguous statement of superiority. The abundance pro- 
duced through  automation  had  not  brought wealth even to everyone in  the 
United States; a persistent income gap  left many families further  and  further 
behind, struggling both financially and socially. Optimists had promised that 
the breakdown of old employment patterns would release people from the 
psychological constraint of corporate regimentation, allowing them to  jump 
between jobs for  freedom and profit. As things turned  out, the growing  sophis- 
tication of information-age technology imposed selective barriers; men and 
women without computer skills, without a certain education and experience, 
could not break into new  high-tech opportunities. Finally, for all the talk about 
turning  production over to machines, the  hope of giving h e r i c a n s  new 
leisure, more time for  family and community life,  seemed further off than ever. 
Consumerism did not come  free. 

Most  seriously, the assumption of technological determinism concealed the 
fact that technical developments always reflected some human choice. Con- 
sciously or unconsciously, a decision to  pursue certain lines of invention 
meant  dropping alternative avenues. An employer who installed automatic 
equipment on the assembly line exercised certain value judgments  about 
machines and  about people.  Managers often argued that they had  no option 
but  to pursue mechanization, since unions kept pricing their members out 
of work  by demanding higher wages.  Moreover, a company that failed to adopt 
the latest equipment would be eaten alive  by domestic or international com- 
petitors. Investing mechanization with such an air of destiny ignored the  true 
complexity of twentieth-century economics.  Technology alone would rarely 
make or break a business; many other factors, from employee  loyalty to exec- 
utive  vision,  affected operations. Postwar promoters of the automatic factory 
and  the automatic office had assumed that  one model fit  all  cases,  even  telling 
engineers to redesign products if necessary to fit production machines. The 
marketplace in fact had never  become so monolithic as to make automation a 
universal mandate. Installing new technology had its cost, and a small  flexible 
workplace might succeed  where  larger firms had let the mania for computer- 
ization kill  off  creativity and motivation. 

At least in principle, talk about displacement asked whether and how peo- 
ple could reassert a sense of  agency, a feeling  of control over  how  technology 
affected their life. Throughout  both  the Depression and  the postwar period, 
economists,  writers, union leaders,  presidents, and ordinary individuals  called 



for acknowledging the tradeoffs inherent  in mechanization. While headline 
writers painted the debate over automation in stark versus 
“Frankenstein”-the whole process  of change brought  both a price and a 
promise. Critics warned that  the drive to modernize production  must not 
overshadow the reality that  automation sorted people into winners and los- 
ers, often according to race,  class, or gender. In  the  end, faith in technology 
won the day, pus~ing  social considerations aside. Even in periods of hi 
unemplo~ment, Americans never became disenchanted with the promise 
machine-age abundance. 

Leaders  of  science, engineering, and major corporations had actively nur- 
tured the dream of consumerism, using  advertising, World’s  Fair exhibits, and 
professional authority to equate material wealth with civilization. ~ e s i ~ e n t s  of 
Detroit w o r s h i ~ ~ e d  the  automobile even  as they worried about  robots tak- 
ing over the assembly line; cars represented excitement, freedom, and simple 
necessity.  Most men  and women could not 
wanted to, since cities had literally been built  around  the  assumption  that 

ost everyone owned cars. The twentieth century had similarly made home 
er  personal  gadgets into necessities, and those without them 

The majority of people remained ~ndamentally unwill- 
envision an alternative world with less emphasis on  the 

material goods turned  out by automated production. At century’s end, h e r -  
icans  seemed to be racing faster than ever in trying to keep up with changing 

11 the stress such expectations impose , for all the  trauma 
ing talk about technological unemployment, the United 
ed the gospel of workplace mechanization as pro 
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